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The 1870 Cellar of Charles Dickens 
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WHEN CHARLES DICKENS DIED prematurely in 1870 at the age of 58, he was an icon of English literature. From 
humble beginnings and somewhat questionable financial management in his early career , Dickens was quite 
fiscally comfortable at the time of his death . In keeping with his social station , Dickens kept a cellar. I can 't 
properly call it a "wine cellar ," as much more than wine was stored in it, typical for the time. Several months after 
his death the contents of the cellar were inventoried and sold with many other items from his Gad 's Hill Place 
home . Using the inventory for the auction sale , we'll take a look at the contents of his cellar and I'll provide what 
context I can on the vintages and beverages. We'll see that Dickens must have been a masterful host for his time , 
his fame , and his station in life . 


:B~ffl'fti~S~ harles Dickens bought almost 
all of his wine , liquor , and 
cordials from a single pur
veyor , or more accurately , 
through a few related purvey· 
ors over the years . By 1843, 
Dickens was making pur· 
chases from Joseph Ellis & 
Son , Wine Merchants, of Hill 
Street, Richmond. This firm 


-~~--El ~ II was originally founded in 
1831 by Joseph Ellis , who was also the proprietor of 
the Star & Garter Hotel in Richmond. (Dickens would 
use the Star & Garter for entertaining guests over the 
years.) Ultimately, Joseph Ellis turned his attentions 
to the hotel, and the wine merchant firm went to his 
sons Charles and George. At first , the firm became 
Charles Ellis & Co. of Brickhill Lane , London , and 
eventually became Charles & George Ellis, Wine 
Merchants to the Queen at 21 College Hill, London , 
and Hill Street & Friar 's Sty le Road , Richmond . There 
are letters documenting orders to all three firm 
names , with some of them overlapping. 


As we go through the inventory, you'll see in many 
places that the grower or winery name is not noted 
and only the wine type or area is listed . As an 
example , some Burgundies are listed only as ''Volnay" 
and some Sauternes wines are listed only as 
"Sauternes. " This practice dates back to the time 


when wines were typically shipped in bulk to the wine 
merchant who would then bottle the wines upon 
receiving an order. It was not at all unusual to have 
wines referred to by their location of origin and 
ordered that way , because it was felt the quality was 
in the general area and the wines from that area 
would be on the same footing. The wines were 
generally less expensive this way as well , since the 
merchant could fill the order with any wine from that 
area (i.e. Sauternes) instead of with a specific winery 
(i.e. Chateau d'Yquem) . 


• WINE IN CAIJF - THE EARLY YEARS by C. Sullivan 


• DRUNK ON STRONG WINE by Valmai Hankel 
• HENRY SHAW AND HIS BOOK by Gail Unzelman 


• BOTTLED POETRY: A REVIEW by Will Brown 


• BOOKS & BOTTLES by Fred McMillin 
• BOOK REVIEWS by Bob Foster 


Clarets 


D
ickens, with an excellent taste in Bordeaux , 
was also advised well by his wine merchant , 
Charles Ellis. The cellar inventory shows a 


good quantity of wines from the superb 1858 vintage , 
including: 
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1 dozen Chateau d'Issan 
6 dozen Brane [sid Mouton 
4 magnums unnamed claret 


Of special note is the Brane-Mouton of 1858. Baron 
Nathaniel Rothschild had purchased the chateau in 
1853 and the wines were not yet being labeled as 
Mouton Rothschild. The 1858 Mouton was known to 
be an extremely fine wine that continued to drink 
nicely well into the 20th century. 
. Andre Simon's experience with the 1858 vintage 
~ncludes two bottles ofLafi.te, consumed a year apart 
m 1929 and 1930 from the cellar of his good friend, 
Ian Campbell . The first, "a splendid old fellow ... all 
that a fine Claret ought to be, but, of course, in an 
attenuated form: sound but feeble of body; its bouquet 
charming but so faint; its fruit still sweet but so little 
of it. " The second was noted "a finer bottle ... it was 
fresher; its colour is fading out, but it has kept its 
sugar wonderfully, and there is still in its bouquet and 
flavour that 'breed' of the ancien regime aristocrats 
which is admirable" [Tables of Content, 19331. 


Like many cellar notes of the 19th century, the 
remaining stock of claret in Dickens's cellar was 
either listed generically or with a producer's name, 
but without a vintage. The other clarets were: 


16 dozen Medoc 
2 dozen La Rose 
3 dozen Chateau 


Margaux Bourjois [sid 
5 dozen Leoville 


It is unfortunate that the vintages of the Margaux 
and Leoville are not recorded. In addition, it was not 
unusual at the time for the three separate Leoville 
chateaux (Las Cases, Barton, Poyferre) to be referred 
to collectively as "Leoville" as if they were still 
together, as they had once been. 


Port, Madeira, Sherry 


L
isted in the inventory as "Iberian wines," the 
Dickens cellar was well stocked with excellent 
Ports, Sherries, and Madeiras. These wines were 


favorites of Britons at the time, so a thoughtful host 
would be sure to have a good supply. 


The stock of Port contained only three entries, but 
they were well chosen, and represent three of the bes t 
vintages of the century: 


Over 5 dozen 22-year-old Port, v. dry & 
delicate (Cockburn) 


18 magnums 1851 Port, v. dry 
5 dozen 1834 Port 


The "22-year-old Cockburn" is almost certainly the 
tremendous 184 7 vintage, arguably the greatest 
vintage of the century . Prof. George Saintsbury felt 
that it was at perfection when he had it in 1870, 


~oincid~~tally the year of Dickens 's death , yet thought 
it was 1ittle but a memory" at age sixty. However 
Andre Simon writes that the 184 7 Cockburn was still 
drinking very well , "dark , sweet and lively ," when he 
opened four different magnums betwe en 1922 and 
1924 [ V.iotagew1se, 1945]. 


The 1834 vintage was the best known vintage until 
1847, and remains one of the top five vintages of the 
century . It is unfortunate that the producer of 
Dickens 's 1834s went unrecorded . They certainly 
would have been just entering their drinking window 
at the time of his death. What a shame for him , to 
have left all that fine Port in the cellar . Drink up I 
say! 


The 185~ vintage was a remarkably fine vintage , 
yet not quite up to the quality of 1847 or 1834 . 
Dickens 's 18 magnums would not have been close to 
being ready to drink at the time of his death in 1870. 
While we don 't know the producer for sure , it is likely 
that these were Cockburn as well since they 're noted 
to be very dry, the same as the 1847 Cockburn . 
Professor Saintsbury was a devout fan of the 1851 
~tage in all its forms, noting that "the Almighty 
might no doubt have caused a better wine to exist but 
... He never did. " Andre Simon remembered that the 
1851 Cockburn had a somewhat dry finish and was a 
first-rate drink of "breed and body" when being 
enjoyed in the 1930s: "it retained to the very end a 
rare degree of distinction ; it was ever a real 
aristocrat " [V.iotagewise , 1945]. The magnums Dickens 
owned would most certainly have lasted that long. 


There was comparatively little Madeira in the 
Dickens cellar, but this was not unusual for an 
English gentleman. Madeira was more of an American 
taste, while the British were more fond of Sherry . 
Dickens had two types of Madeira in his cellar: almost 


four dozen "rare old Madeira " 
bottled by Ellis and five bottles 
of 1818 Madeira. While it 's 
impossible to know the vintage 
of this "rare old Madeira ," it's 
likely that the wine was at 
least 50 years old based on the 
nomenclature of the day. 


A Madeira Bottle from Charles 


Dickens's Cellar ... hand-written 


label 'Very Old Madeira bottled 


from Ellis Cask of 1864.' Sold in 


2009 at Keys Auctions, England. 


£1250. 







As noted previously , the British palate was well 
tuned to Sherries, and their use while entertaining 
was a must . It 's not surprising for there to be a 
number of Sherries in the Dickens cellar: · 


12 dozen brown Sherry , dry , ~ 


golden (C & G Ellis , shippers) a I 
2 dozen Solera Sherry (Ellis) I 
1 dozen Amontillado 
13 magnums Golden Sherry, ~ 


v. old , full flavoured , dry (Ellis) 


It is not unusual to see Sherry listed in this 
manner in the 19th century . There were few named 
shippers and the wines were typically blended and 
bottled by the merchant, hence the listings noting the 
Ellis name on three of the four entries. It's likely that 
the Amontillado was an Ellis wine as well. The most 
unusual thing about this inventory is the bottles of 
Sherry in magnum-an infrequently seen format for 
any kind of fortified wine . 


There are several letters from Dickens to Ellis 
ordering a "quarter cask" of Sherry . The bulk wine 
would not have been delivered to Dickens or any other 
customer by Ellis; the firm would have bottled the 
wines prior to delivery . 


Red and White Burgundy 


W
hen looking at his cellar inventory, it is 
probably not a big assumption to think that 
Charles Dickens was not fond of Burgundy. 


Out of approximately 2200 bottles of wine and various 
other spirits, there was a grand total of 46 bottles of 
Burgundy: 


16 bottles Clos de Vougeot 
7 bottles Chambertin 
1 7 bottles Volnay 
6 bottles Chablis 


Clos de Vougeot is arguably the most famous 
Grand Cru in Burgundy , so it is of little surprise to 
see this wine listed separately and specifically. The 
same holds true for the Chambertin , which is very 
high quality and was Emperor Napoleon's favorite 
wine . The other wines are generic, village-level 
classifications with no specific grower noted. 


Champagne 


T
he Dickens cellar was heavily stocked with wines 
from Champagne. The inventory lists two simple 
entries: 17 dozen Bouzy and 8 dozen dry Cham


pagne. With these two entries, however , we can tell 
much. 


The wine from Bouzy would have been a red wine , 
as the dominant grapes in the Bouzy area are Pinot 
Noir and Pinot Meunier. Of greater importance is that 
this wine would have most certainly been a still wine, 
with no effervescence at all. For centuries, the 
majority of wines made in the Champagne region 
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were of this type. In the 19th century these wines were 
much in demand, especially in England ,. The red 
wines of Bouzy were known to be of excellent quality , 
sometimes rivaling those of Burgundy , but for a lesser 
price. The fact that Dickens had 17 dozen bottles of 
Bouzy in his cellar is a likely explanation for w by he 
owned so few bottles ofred Burgundy . Andre Simon 's 
comments on the 1914 Bouzy support this assess
ment: "The Bouzy rouge I found delightful, but it was 
not understood by the majority of our guests , who 
found it difficult to judge it except as a Burgund y, 
which it resembles in colour , but a Burgundy with a 
peculiar flavour , which, being new to them , made 
them suspicious " [Tables of Content , 19331. 


The "8 dozen dry Champagne " is another story. 
There are several letters from Dickens to Ellis for the 
ordering of "dry sparkling champagne. " No additional 
information exists in the letters to indicate any 
specific vintage or producer , so this wine would be an 
average quality sparkling wine carried in bulk by Ellis 
to satisfy such orders as these. 


ELLIS AND -CO., 
[(tinr JJlcrrhants, 


HILL S TREET . RtCHMQN'D, 


FOXTON TElRRAOE, RICE!MONl) RILL, 


CLATTERN BRIDGE . J,JXGSTON, 


UllOAD f.t'REET. TEl>D1.J,6'f0 ~. 


4. RAILWAY APPFIOACH, EALING. 


G. H. :MUD DE BA.RY & am·s Olli1lHOD8, 
RHEIMS; 


V. PAYRAUO & CIE .• Bordeaux. 


~ass & Qio.'s :f.l,1lc ._,: !1urton &lrs, 
1N CASKS OR BOT'l'Ll!lS . 


GUJIIIN"ESS·s EXTRA STOgT. 


l'lf11111nO..\ Ot TIU! Cr:ILUATIJI 


lliLIB'S DD! JLI ill S!BUll!l!DIJO DU! 111J11!. 


1883 Ellis & Co. Advertisement 


Hocks and Moselles 


L
etters from Charles Dickens to C & G Ellis show 
that Dickens ordered German wines fairly 
regularly. Those that remained in the cellar at 


the time of his death were: 
2 dozen Moselle "Kuperberg " 
2Y2 dozen Stein 
3Y2 dozen Hock Johannisberg "Metternich " 
16 bottles 1861 Moselle "Zullinger Schlossberg " 


In a letter to Ellis dated 16 December 1853 , 
Dickens ordered 2 dozen Metternich Hock "cheapest 
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seal. " A follow·up letter several days later accom · 
panied a payment of £7 lOsfor the Hock . This Metter
nich Hock is actually the wine of Schloss Johannis· 
berg, whose vineyards have been owned by Prince 
Metternich since 1820. Schloss Johannisberg has 
historically used different color seals or capsules to 
distinguish the various wine qualities , which then 
also dictated price. According to the Schloss J ohannis· 
berg website, here's the key to the colors they've used 
and continue to use: 


Yellow seal: 
Red seal: 
Green seal: 
Silver seal: 
Pink seal: 
Pink·gold seal: 
Gold seal: 
Blue seal: 


QbA 
Kabinett 
Spatlese 
l.Gewachs (first growth) 
Auslese 
Beerenauslese 
Trockenbeerenauslese 
Eiswein 


Based on his letter, Dickens is looking for the least 
expensive wine, regardless of its style . It should also 
be noted that Charles Ellis was the exclusive agent of 
Schloss Johannisberg wines for the British Isles. 


The 1861 vintage of Moselle was known as an 
outstanding vintage. However, "Zullinger Schloss· 
berg" has been lost to posterity. 


Sauternes 


C
harles Dickens had a good supply of the sweet 
white wines from Sauternes. These wines were 
very much in style in the 19th century, more so 


than today. In his 1870 cellar inventory: 
18 bottles Sauternes 
27'2 dozen Haut Sauternes 
5 dozen Chateau "y Quen" [sid Bourgois 


The wine listed as Chateau "y Quen" is un· 
doubtedly the great Sauternes Chateau d'Y quem. 
While this winery has been considered the best in 
Sauternes for centuries , in the mid·1800s it was 
considered the best wine in Bordeaux, red or white. 
Charles Dickens again shows excellent taste in wine, 
or appropriate trust in his wine merchant to follow 
their advice. The other Sauternes were clearly of a 
lower quality to the extent that the growers and 
vintages were not recorded. 


Random Other Wines 


T
he cellar contained 30 bottles of"Australian red 
and white wines" and 2 dozen sparkling Musca· 
tel. It's impossible to know which Australian 


wine was in the cellar. Penfolds, the most famous 
grower known today, was making wine at this time. 
However, in 1870 it was not being distributed beyond 
Dr . Penfolds' town of Magill, South Australia . 


Spirits, Whiskeys, Cordials, &c. 


C
harles Dickens outfitted his cellar in a well · 
rounded manner. Beyond the wines , the cellar 
contained a good supply of spirits , cordials , and 


other drinks that were popular in the 19th centur y: 
10 dozen Dark Hennessey Brandy , 10 yrs old 
18 dozen Pale Brandy (F. Courvoisier ) 
11 dozen Highland Whisky (Cockburn , Leith ) 
16 bottles Old Hollandche Genever Hoboken 
12 dozen Milk Punch 
5 dozen Pine Apple Rum 
3 dozen Cordial Gin 
17 bottles Curacao 
2 dozen 1854 Black Forest Kirschwasser 
1 bottle Maraschino, Eau de Vie Dantzic , Char


treuse, Elixa de Spa , and Parfait Amour 
2 dozen cyder 


Brandy was extremel y 
O 


. ~ 


popular as a gentleman 's {- ~ 
digestif and it's evident that .· 
this was the case in the . . · · 
Dickens household . It's inter- ' · 
esting to see that Dickens had PALE .BRAND'Y 


both Brown and Pale Brandy in the cellar. The Pale 
Brandy is the same style of brandy we know today , 
but at the time of Dickens 's death , it was only coming 
into vogue in England . It was the Brown Brandy that 
was more widely known in England . 


Brown Brandy was a thicker , treacly liquid that is 
practically non-existent today . George Saintsbury 
noted that Brown Brandy was a better basis to make 
the drink beloved by Mr . Pickwick , hot brand y and 
water. This mixture could be a revitalizing tonic for 
Pickwick , as can be seen from the following passage 
from The Posthumous Papers of The Pickwick Club 
(London: Chapman & Hall , 1836). Mr . Pickwick 's 
party has just had a testy encounter with a group 
consisting of Lieutenant Tappleton , Doctor Slammer 
and Doctor Payne. Not knowing the activities of the 
previous evening that are the source of the encount er , 
Samuel Pickwick is livid, feeling that he and his 
friends have been unjustly insulted , and is tr ying to 
pursue his insulters to get satisfaction . At this poin t, 
his friends intervene to restore his good humo r: 


"Restrain him ," cried Snodgrass , "Winkl e, 
Tupman - he must not peril his distinguish ed 
life in such a course as this ." 
"Let me go," said Mr. Pickwick. 
"Hold him tight, " shouted Mr . Snodgrass ; and by 
the united efforts of the whole compan y, Mr . 
Pickwick was forced into an arm chair . 
"Leave him alone, " said the green· coated 
stranger - ''brandy and water - jolly old gentle· 
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A Pickwick Meeting - Mr. Pickwick addressing the Club in a tavern ... 
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man - lots of pluck - swallow this - ah! - capital 
stuff ." Having previously tested the virtues of a 
bumper , which had been mixed by the dismal man, 
the stranger applied the glass to Mr. Pickwick 's 
mouth; and the remainder of its contents rapidly 
disappeared. 
There was a short pause; the brandy and water 
had done its work ; the amiable countenance of 
Mr. Pickwick was fast recovering its customary 
expression. 


Could this also 
have been a favorite 
drink of Charles 
Dickens ? It very well 
might have been, or 
something very 
similar . There exists 
a letter from Dickens 
to his wine merchant 
Charles Ellis, dated 
23 April 1860, in 
which Dickens orders 
for his Gad 's Hill cellar "one cask of dark Brandy for 
mixing ." 


I was quite amazed to find over 130 bottles of 
Scotch Whisky in the Dickens cellar. Scotch had not 
become popular in Britain by the time Charles 
Dickens had died. Also, he rarely ever referenced it in 
any of his books , with the e:xception of a couple of 
mentions in Sketches by Boz early in his career . 


Rum and gin were staples in the 19th century 
British cellar . The fact that the gin is listed as 
"Cordial Gin" is indicative of how both of these spirits 
were typically used, as primary ingredients in mixes. 
Rum's most popular use was mixed with water , 
sometimes hot. Gin on the other hand was (and still 
is) the basis for a myriad of mixes and cordials, not 
the least of which was the venerable gin and tonic. 


The "cyder" in the Dickens cellar is not recorded as 
being any particular designation. This is unfortunate , 
as we learn from Professor Saintsbury that the ciders 
from different areas of England and France have very 
different profiles. Saintsbury tells us that the ciders 
of Normandy and the west are weak , yet the ciders 
from Herefordshire and Worchestershire can be very 
strong . No letters survive from Dickens indicating the 
type of cider ordered. The cider could also have been 
used for mixing with the brandy or rum in the cellar. 
Both were , and continue to be, popular drinks. 


There is a significant amount of Milk Punch (12 
dozen) and Pine Apple Rum (5 dozen) in the cellar. 
Both were very popular in Victorian England , and 
clearly in the Dickens household as well. Each had its 
season however . The Milk Punch was served iced 
during the summer , while the Pine Apple Rum was a 


winter drink , served slightly warmed . Dickens died 
during the summer (June 1870), so we can speculat e 
that the volume of Milk Punch in the cellar was due to 
the house . making ready for th e summ er months , 
while the Pine Apple Rum supply was depleted to a 
"mere " 5 dozen as it had not yet been replenished for 
the next winter. 


Pine Apple Rum Wrinking wi th Dick ens] 
1 Pineapple 
1 bottle dark rum 
Sugar 


Slice a pineapple very thinl y, sprinkle with a litt le sugar 
and leave for a da y. Set aside two slices and pres s the 
juice out of the rest adding it to an equal amount of 
sweetened rum (two oz. sugar to half pint of r um) . Put 
into a jar with the spare slices of pineappl e. Leav e, well 
stoppered , for three weeks . Strain and bottle. 


The remainder of the bottles in the cellar were a 
variety of liqueurs , punches , and mixing liquors. In 
the culinary history of England , there are a large 
number of mixed cordials and punches , most mad e 
with either brandy or rum . Some , such as Milk Punch , 
used both brandy and rum . The properly stocked 
cellar would not have been without these items . It was 
important to have the ability to mix these cordials , as 
some were recognized as being appropriate for service 
before lunch , others for service before dinner, and 
others yet for service after dinner. The consummate 
19th century host would have been prepared for all 
occasions. 


Milk Punch [Convivial Dickens] 
Juice and thinly pared rind of 12 lemons 
Juice and thinly pared rind of 2 tart oranges 
2% lbs sugar 
1 or 2 nutmegs , grated 
1 bottle Pale Brandy 
1 % bottles old rum 
5 qts water 
1 qt scalded milk 


Combine rind of fruit , brandy, rum, sugar , and nutmeg 
and let stand one week. Then add fruit juice , water , and , 
last , the scalded milk. Let stand one hour , then st r ain 
until clear. Bottle for later use , adding a tot of brand y for 
keeping. Serve well chilled . 


The Sale 


C
harles Dickens 's cellar was sold as pa r t of an 
auction of his artwork , furniture , and oth er 
household items from his Gad 's Hill residence . 


The auction spanned from August 10-13 , 1870, two 
months after his death. The cellar was sold on the last 
day of the sale. The sale realized over £521 , quite a 
tidy sum for the day . This was driven not only by his 
fame , but also due to the quality of his cellar . 







While Dickens had good taste in wines, it 's clear 
from surviving letters written to Charles Ellis that 
Ellis was making suggestions on purchases. [See rear 
cover illustration.] Dickens had the good sense to take 
Eilis's advice, and he was rewarded with some very 
fine vintages, especially of Port. But letters also 
clearly show that Dickens knew what he liked and 
would request specific wines and wine tastes. This is 
certainly a far cry from his simple beginnings that 
were the basis for his incredible writings. 
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Illus by Phiz, Pickwick Papers 


CHARLES DICKENS 
WRITES TO HIS 


WINE MERCHANT 


THE ANCIENT VINTNERS' SCHOOL IN LONDON, 
OCCUPIED BY THE HOUSE THAT SERVED 


CHARLES DICKENS WITH HIS WINES. 


Charles Ellis & Co. Charles Dickens Writes to 
His Wine Merchant. London, ca 1950: 


A promotional pamphlet containing fourteen letters 


in facsimile sent by Charles Dickens 


to his wine merchant, dated 1849-1860. 


See rear cover illustration. 
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Bottled Poetry: Napa Winemaking from Prohibition to the Modern Era 
A Review by Will Brown 


hy, one 
could ask, 
is this per
son review
ing a book 
that was 
published 
more than 
a decade 


ago? Well, because it is a great book and it has not 
been reviewed previously in our W T Quarterly. The 
book in question is Bottled Poetry : Napa 
Winemaking from Prohibition to the Modern Era by 
author James Lapsley, published by the University 
of California Press in 1996. I had actually read this 
book some years ago , but had an opportunity to re
read it recently for research that I am doing on the 
history of wine in Oregon, and I was reminded of 
what is required to develop a significant wine 
history . In addition I have had the pleasure of 
knowing Jim Lapsley for a number of years through 
courses taken at the University of California Davis . 
The author is Adjunct Professor in the Department 
of Viticulture and Enology at UC Davis, and is 
Chair, Department of Science , Agricultural and 
Natural Resources UC Davis Extension. The book 
grew out of his PhD dissertation in History at 
Davis , and he has become an authority in the 
history and economic history of wine in California. 
He is also co-author with Kirby Moulton of 
Successful Wine Marketing which was awarded the 
OIV (Organisation Internationale de la Vigne et du 
Vin) Grand Prize in 2001 for the best book on wine 
economics . Lapsley has also been an owner and 
winemaker of Orleans Hill Winery specializing in 
the use of organic grapes. 


As the sub-title states , this is a history of wine in 
the Napa Valley, but only from the repeal of 
Prohibition to the modern era . The latter term 
leaves , as somewhat vague , the time frame for when 
the modern era actually began . Lapsley asks the 
question ''how did this region representing roughly 
5% of all California wine grape vineyard acreage 
become synonymous with wine quality and achieve 
such dominance? " (p.2) His answer is in his 
hypothesis that "Napa producers were leaders in 
defining wine quality and creating a market for 
such wine ." (p.2) For the next two hundred-twenty
five pages he recounts this history in support of his 
thesis, employing a good deal of economic history 
along the way. 


After Repeal the number of Napa and California 


wineries expanded rapidly as opportunists hoped to 
realize fortunes in the new wine boom. This failed to 
materialize for many , and even in the Napa Valley , 
from the beginning there were but a handful of 
wineries. The number considered to be qualit y 
producers could be counted on one hand . In the 
beginning there were the big four of Beauli eu , 
Inglenook , Beringer and Larkmead , soon becoming 
the big seven with the addition of Christian 
Brothers , Louis M. Martini and Charles Krug . Four 
major bulk producers joined these seven in the 
decade before World War II. It is nearly impossible 
for those of us familiar with today 's wine industry to 
comprehend the devastation that Prohibition had 
wreaked in the industry and the negative impact on 
the appreciation of good wine in America during 
those Dry years. Forget that there had been a 
significant industry producing some fine wines 
before Prohibition , for there was nearly total 
devastation of the industry by the time of Repeal. A 
few wineries , Beaulieu and Larkmead among them, 
had survived by producing altar or medicinal wines 
and they had a head-start, but for the rest it was 
starting from scratch with poorly equipped facilities , 
virtually no winemaking skill , and only the 
standard pedestrian grape varieties , popular during 
Prohibition, with which to work. "For small 
producers viticulture was essentially a form of 
peasant agriculture. " (p.46) Spoilage problems 
afflicted many wines as producers attempted to 
market wines made and stored before Repeal , or 
ones that were poorly made in less than sanitary 
conditions. 


Lapsley builds his case as 
over the next three decades 
the Napa industry with the 
active collaboration of the 
scientists in the Department 
of Viticulture and Enology at 
UC Davis slowly emerged 
from the chaos of the post 
Repeal era to improve the 
quality of the vineyards with 
a move toward premium 
varieties such as Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Chardonnay , 
improving the quality of the 


wines by utilizing modern winemaking technology 
in sanitary surroundings, and bottling on the 
premises. (Prior to the1940s, most California wine 
was shipped in bulk for bottling in the East .) Once 


continuedonp.12 -
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IN SEARCH OF THE MISSOURI WINE CONTINGENT: 


HENRY SHAW AND HIS BOOK 


by Gail Unzelman 


Un celebration of the 2d1' ye ar of our Waywa rd Tendrils Society and its quart erly pubh'cation , I thought it migh t be a worthwhile exercise 
to review during the y ear a few vintag e articles by our members that the more recent member ship did not experience . This second 
offering-r evised, with added m aterial - appeared in our first volume, iss ue number four, December 1991, when our y oung journal was still 
nam ed The Wayward Tendrils N ewslet ter. - Ed.] 


eek and ye shall find. 
The search is exciting 
adventure and success is 
exhilarating satisfaction . 
A recent two-week trip 
to Missouri [August 
1991] provided a rich 
harvest of both. My 
mission was to search
out the stomping 
grounds of five ofmy 19th 
century American wine


writer heroes-George Husmann , Friedrich Muench , 
Isidor Bush , George Engelmann , and Henry Shaw . 
During the search , Charles V. Riley was added to my 
list as a supporting character . All of these gentlemen 
were important historical contributors-practical and 
scientific-to the promotion and survival of the world's 
wine industry in the 1800s: To this date, these 
pioneering winemen and their works have been largely 
unheralded , their histories neglected. 


It shouldn 't be surprising that so much wine history 
- with my contingent tightly enmeshed-occurred in 
the state of Missouri . During this busy period of the 
mid-to-late 1800s in the developing American wine 
industry , Missouri was the country 's second largest 
winegrowing state. 


Henry Shaw 


I
n my quest , I first sought-out Henry Shaw. I 
desperately wanted to see a copy of his book , The 
Vine and Civilisation (St . Louis , 1884). Strangely, 


for some reason , I had never connected Henry Shaw , 
author of the elusive little book that I had been seeking 
for my wine book collection these many years , with 
Henry Shaw , founder of the world-renowned Botanical 
Gardens of St. Louis. But they are one and the same. 


Henry Shaw (1800-1889) emigrated to the U.S. from 
his native England as a young man and became a very 
successful hardware and cutlery merchant and 
importer in St . Louis. By age forty he figured he had 
accumulated enough wealth to allow him to retire, and 
with a steady income from his many St. Louis real 
estate holdings , he could now devote the remaining 
years of his life to his love of botany , plants, travel , the 
languages-and enjoy his fine wines and many books. 


In 1857 he engaged Dr . George Engelmann , noted 
botanist and physician , to advise him in establishing 
a Botanical Garden at his St. Louis country residence , 
Tower Grove. Under Engelmann 's direction, a botan
ical library was developed that has become one of the 
most prestigious in the U.S. and a world renowned 
research center. Upon Shaw 's death , the magnificent , 
scientific, gardens-covering over 250 acres-along 
with the library and one of the world 's largest 
herbariums , were willed to the city of St. Louis. 


Shaw 's papers (correspondence, receipts , invoices , 
notes-it seems that he diligently saved everything) 
are kept in the Botanical Garden Library archives , 
expertly catalogued; it is a researcher 's paradise. 
Here , in finely scripted invoices and receipts , and 
detailed household inventories , you can-item by 
item--experience Shaw 's love for excellent wines , and 
splendid books in almost every language. In a special 
archival box, the library also houses a copy of his book 
on wine . Henry Shaw believed wine to be a civilizing 
drink and wrote his little book to educate his circle of 
friends to its benefits and "give a brief history , drawn 
from various authorities ." 


In 1849, one of the earliest books on Bordeaux , and 
of great historical interest, Les Grands Vins de 
Bordeaux: Poeme by Monsieur P . Biarnez, was 
published in Paris; the first part of the book is d'Une 
Le9on du Professeur Babrius intitulee Ve J'Jn.iuence 
du Vin sur la Civilisation ,' a sixty-five-page lesson 
prepared for the Cours d'oenologie in Bordeaux in 
1840 by the learned Prof . Babrius .1 Shaw translated 
this enlightening lecture directed "to certain students 
of Bordeaux , on the geography , the history and the 
effects of the cultivation of the vine and the 
consumption of wine, on the civilization of man," and 
relayed Babrius's theory that "wine producing 
countries being the most favoured of God's creation , 
and wine-drinkers the most temperate of men , the 
cause of the vine and civilization is clearly advocated. 
... Everywhere where the grape ripens , the arts, 
poetry , eloquence, the exquisite sentiment of the 
beautiful bursts and expands , as under the enchanted 
zephyr of a beneficent divinity . We may say with 
truth , and without restriction, that civilization is a 
flower that grows only spontaneously in the midst of 
vineyards ." 
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Shaw continues the history of the vine and its wines 
from "remote antiquity " to "the strenuous exertions 
[being made] for the improvement of wine production 
in California ," and delves deeply into the influence of 
wine upon civilization. He cites the Roman poets , and 
quotes from Horace , Pliny , Brillat Savarin , Shake
speare , Redi , and Moore. He discusses the wines of the 
world , covering them country by country , and specifies 
the great vineyards and wines of France , Germany , 
Spain, Portugal , Italy , Greece , and other wine growing 
countries . 


Henry Shaw's Wine Cellar 


W
hile reviewing the archived invoices of wines 
purchased by Shaw , it became clear that he 
was partial to the classed growths of Bordeaux 


and the fine wines of Burgundy that he describes in his 
book. Latour , Margaux , Mouton -Rothschild , Leoville· 
Poyferre, Clos Vougeot , Chambertin, Kirwan and Pape 
Clement were frequently ordered, usually in one or 
two-case lots , but often more . The invoices also reflect 
his fondness for vintage Port and old Madeira. (The 
Directors of his Gardens would enjoy his Port at the 
annual banquets for many years after his death.) Shaw 
writes with pleasure that "Chianti wine has recently 
been imported to St. Louis; it comes in flasks of about 
a quart , and is fine, mild, and pleasant to drink. " A 
number of invoices record his enjoyment of it. Shaw 
occasionally ordered casks of California Carignan and 
"California Claret " from the St. Louis distributors of 
the Napa & Sonoma Wine Co. and the Napa Valley 
Wine Co. Local wines , such as Herbemont and 
Catawba, were purchased from Stone Hill Vineyards & 
Winery in Hermann , a major and pioneering 
wine growing area of Missouri. 


In his book, after 
he has carefully 
related the story of 
the vine and its 
wines, Shaw com -
poses several 
helpful pages 
specific to his wine 
friends- "a few old 
amateurs of Claret " 
who "highly relish 
Chateau Pape 
Clement "- on the 
"difficult task " of 
choosing wines , 
and on the man· 


HENRY SHAW (From Bailey's agement of a "good 
Cyclodedia of Horticulture) cellar well filled." 


He offers that "fine 
wines should be 


kept in cellars where no motion can affect them , far 


from vibration or trembling of the earth , or from 
traffic over granite pavements . The y should be as far 
removed from sewers , and the air of the courts , wh ere 
trades of a bad odour are carr ied on, as possible . No 
vinegar should be kept in the wine cellar . A grea t 
object in the preservation of wine in th e cella r is to 
keep the bouquet as long as possible , with that 
agreeable aroma which marks the highest class of 
wines ... chiefly met with in those from France . Win es 
lose their bouquet by being kept too long . Mere ag e is 
no criterion of the excellence of wine . ... The fir st 
object to be attained in choosing good wine is it s 
purity. Whatever be the country from whence it 
comes , if it be adulterated with anything foreign to its 
own growth it ought not to be selected. The higher 
classes of wine should be transported to the purchaser 
with great care , removing the more delicate wines in 
the spring and autumn , when the weather is 
temperate. " 


According to several receipts found in Shaw 's 
"Household Expenses " file , we can expect that he 
bottled some of his wines himself. It is evident that he 
commissioned wine labels from his printer R.P. 
Studley & Co. He also regularly ordered "fine wine 
corks " ($1 the gross) and bottles. Two bottling 
machines were purchased--one in 1874, another in 
1885. Since he ordered almost all of his European 
wines by the case "Bottled at the Chateau ," pre· 
sumably most of these supplies were reserved for the 
bottling of his U.S. ·produced wines , and probabl y 
some Port. 


Henry Shaw's Wine Library 


N
aturally , I was hoping to find booksellers ' 
invoices showing Shaw 's purchases of books on 
wine and grapes , but found only one. In 


February 1886, he bought a copy of the 1864 edition 
of Thomas Shaw 's Wine, the Vine, & the Ceflarfrom 
David Francis , Dealer in New and Second Hand 
Books, New York City. According to Francis ' 
letterhead, he issued "Catalogues of Books in 
stock-many of which are rare-from time to time. " 
Shaw's 1886 order for 13 books from one such 
catalogue totaled $64. Item No.898 , Wine, the Vine, & 
the Ceflar, cost $2. (Nine other wanted titles had 
already "been sold"-Henry Shaw likewise experi· 
enced these familiar disappointments.) 


In his sizeable library containing major works on 
many subjects (in several languages), Shaw did have 
other volumes on wine, as evidenced today in his 
books now kept on the Botanical Library shelves. 
They sit proudly, bearing his bookplate, and include 
the contemporary treatises Culture of the Grape and 
Wine Making (1854) by Robert Buchanan , the 1862 
edition of Open Air Grape Culture by John Phin , F .R. 
Elliott's Fruit Book, several editions of Bush & 







Meissner's Bushberg Catalogue & Manual 2, and the 
two-volume 1801 Traite Theorique et Pratique sur la 
Culture de la Vigne, avec ]'Art de Faire le Vin by 
Chaptal, Rozier, et al, a cornerstone of French wine· 
making literature. I might add that the Botanical 
Library is a treasure trove of early agricultural works, 
including all of the U.S.D.A. reports and the Missouri 
State Agricultural Reports (in which C. V. Riley's 
pioneering studies on phylloxera first appeared in the 
early 1870s). 


The Vine and Civilisation 


H
enr y Shaw printed his 71 ·page treatise in a 
small edition of 100 copies, a fact I happily 
discovered (explaining its rarity on the book 


market) after finding the receipted invoice from his 
printer R.P. Studley. Dated October 1884, "Henry 
Shaw Esq." was charged "$100 for 100 copies of The 
Vine and Civilisation" (using the British spelling). 


THE VINE 


ASD 


CIVILISATION. 


fl}tOM VA~IOUS S0U~GB6 . 


nY 


HENRY SHAW , 


TOWEii OKUV&, IAl)(1' LOUIi. 


1114 , 


Since Studley & Co. advertized their business as 
Printers· Lithographers· Binders· Stationers, can we 
suppose the invoice amount included binding? The 
book-published for distribution to his friends and not 
for sale-was handsomely bound in a shiny black cloth, 
the title boldly stamped in gilt within blind-stamped 
decorative borders on the front cover; the decorative 
borders are repeated on the rear cover, all page edges 
are gilt. It is a lovely book. 3 


Among the "various sources" that Henry Shaw 
mentions and quotes in his book, he specifically calls 
attention to the "valuable treatise on the Grape Vines 
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of the United States" lately published by Dr. George 
Engelmann, and the Bushberg Catalogues in which 
"much useful information is given in regard to the 
varieties, propagation, and proper mode of culture of 
American grape vines." But these are another 
chapter in my continuing search ... 


HENRY SHAW'S BOOKPLATE 
Courtesy: MO Botanical Garden Library 


(The Botanical Garden Library Archivist had never 
seen a bottle of Henry Shaw's wine with his personal 
wine label--€itherfull, empty, or pictured. It might be 
a reasonable guess that he utilized this same design, 
using the "ribbon" at the bottom to record the name of 
the wine.) 


NOTES ___ _ 
1. Prof. Babrius was a pseudonym used by Jules Arthaud 


[1802-1859], a noted doctor and writer, born near 
Bordeaux in the town of Tonneins on the Garonne. He 
spent his career in Bordeaux and founded the Revue de 
la Gironde. He also wrote De la Vigne et ses Produitsin 
1858. Vintage Tendril Eberhard Buehler has written 
an interesting and informative annotation for Biarnez _ 
Les Grands Vins de Bordeaux: Poeme I d'Une Le~on du 
Professeur Babrius... de ]'Influence du Vin sur la 
Civilisation in his Wine & Gastronomy Catalogue B 
(1997). If you do not have these invaluable Wine & 
Gastronomy catalogues in your reference library, they 
can be down-loaded at his website bookdaemon.com. 


2. See "The Bushberg Catalogues" by Gail Unzelman, 
Wayward Tendrils Newsletter, Vol.5 No.2, April 1995. 


3. The Vine and Civilisation has remained a very elusive 
book, even with the miracles of today's internet 
searches. Yet, three years after my journey to Shaw's 
Botanical Garden, a copy of his book "dropped from 
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heaven " into my library . The bookseller provided no 
description other than "it seems an uncommon book" and 
priced it at $100. If he had only known I would have 
gladly paid many times more to have this rare jewel! I 
have no record of other copies being offered for sale ; but 
I sincerely hope there have been , and that Tendril 
members found them for their libraries . Let me know , as 
we share a splendid treasur e. 


One of the engaging illustrations from Biarnez 


SOURCES ____ _ 


Bailey, L. H. Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture . 3 vols. 
New York: Macmillan Co. 1935. New edition. 3,639 pp . 
• With substantial sections on the Grape , Horticulture , 
Horticulturists , and the Literature of Horticulture , this 
massive work has been called the best single listing of 
American publications on the subject [U.P. Hedrick , 
History of Horticulture in America to 1860, with an 
Addendum of Books PubHshed from 1861-1920 , by 
Ehzabeth Woodburn, (Portland , OR: Timber Press , 1988), 
p.518.1 


Faherty , William B. Henry Shaw . His Life and Legacies. 
Columbia , MO: University of Missouri Press , 1987. 228 
pp . Illustrated . 


Missouri Botanical Garden , Henry Shaw Papers. 
Shaw, Henry. The Vine and Civilisation . From Various 


Sources. Tower Grove, St. Louis : [Author] , 1884 . 71 pp . 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization 
founded in I 990 for Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I 
Subscription to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 
I 552-9460) is $25 USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permission to 
reprint is requested. Please address all co"espondence to THE 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. 
E-m: tendrils@jps.net. Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -


BROWN, cont. from p .8 -


the issues of wine quality were established , the 
growers and producers turned their attention not only 
to marketing the wines but also to represent them as 
quality or premium wines in a market that was mor e 
or less hostile to that concept , and where the market 
niche was very small. Advertising , public relations , 
tasting rooms and winery tours , wine judgings , 
varietal labeling and vintage dating all contributed at 
length to the improvement of the image and 
acceptance of Napa wines as the ultimate in qualit y 
for California wines . 


In the 1960s the modern era began with the wine 
revolution , a cultural phenomenon when a quantum 
shift in American wine tastes and a doubling in per 
capita consumption led to a boom in the industry , in 
a plethora of new wineries , and ever increasing levels 
of quality. The landmark year was 1967 when , for the 
first time since Repeal , the sale of dry table wines 
exceeded that of sweet fortified dessert wines in the 
U.S. The narrative of this book fades out in the 
seventies and early eighties when the Napa producers 
reached the pinnacle of wine quality and perception 
thereof in world opinion. The wine boom of cours e 
more or less persists up to the present time . 


This is not a comprehensive history of wine in the 
Napa Valley from its beginnings . The reader who 
wishes to know what came before and after the time 
frame of this narrative need only turn to Napa Wine : 
A History From Mission Days to Present , the fine 
work of California wine historian Charles Sullivan . 
Sullivan also covers the same era as Lapsley but with 
a slightly different emphasis . 


This book contains a table of contents , a preface 
and an introduction , eleven chapters , a postscript and 
an index. Because it is derived from a doctoral 
dissertation there are extensive notes and a select 
bibliography. There is a fine section of historical 
photographs between Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The 
book is currently available new and used with a 
minimal Internet search. 


Because Napa wine has become the standard of 
excellence for American wine and since the Napa 
Valley is now widely considered one of the world 's 
premium wine regions , this book would have wide 
appeal for all lovers of fine wine . It should be in the 
library of wine historians , as well as economists and 
economic historians. Winemakers and viticulturists 
will find it fascinating. 


In summary, this book is a gem of wine historical 
scholarship , well written , insightful and timeless in 
its appeal. 


[ Will Brown, a longtime WT, is the most activ e re tired phys ician 
and winemaker on the planet. He is working on "the " book of the 
history of the Oregon wine industry . - Ed.] 







BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


AN "ONLINE;' TENDRILS 


The Book: Origins:A VezyShortHistozyofCalifornia 
Wine by Fred McMillin. Seagram 's Online , 2000 . 


[EDITOR'S NOTE: Some time ago Seagram 's asked Fred 
to write an introductory history of wine in California 
for their website. In this Books & Bottles column , he 
provides us with some of the highlights , including 
contemporary gastronomic tidbits in the form of 
questions and answers. In each set , one statement is 
false . Can you pick it out? If you get three right , Fred 
awards you an A.] 


1223A.D. -
a) Tofu was introduced to Japan from China . 
b) Russian czars were importing French wines. 
c) The Gray Friars were founded by St. Francis of 


Assisi in Italy . At Assisi they made fine wine. 
d) Some five centuries later they would be the first to 


ferment the grape in California. 


WHICH IS FALSE ? 
c)-AtAssisi the Friars were forbidden to make wine. 


1523A.D.-
a)The New World was changing the diet in England 


by shipping them food from the New World like 
turkey and potatoes . 


b) The Conquistadores of Cortez were in Mexico, but 
could not make drinkable wine from the local 
grapes. 


c) In Spain , Cortez's father sent him a European 
winemaking grape, which today we call the 
Mission grape. 


d) Since the Spanish Friars did not take the Mission 
grape to South America , it was grown only in 
North America . 


WHICH IS FALSE? 
d) - South America received Mission grapes from the 
Spanish Friars, where it was known as the Criolla . 


1769 A.D. -
a) Benjamin Franklin tried to teach women in 


London how to cook cornbread. 
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b) Thomas Jefferson 's 1769 wine cellar was stocked 
with hundreds of bottles of French wines. 


c) Franciscan Friar Padre Junipero Serra crossed the 
border from Baja California into the Spanish 
province , Alta California. His fellow Friars would 
soon plant the first wine making vines in California 
(Mission). 


d) How good was the wine of the Friars? Sir George 
Simpson, a visiting Hudson 's Bay Company 
executive , tried it and noted in his diary that 
"Politeness alone induced me to swallow it!" 


WHICH IS FALSE ? 
b) Thomas Jefferson 's cellar in 1769 contained only 
nineteen bottles of wine . The hundreds of bottles of 
French wines appeared only after he had been the 
U.S. Ambassador to France (1784-1789) . 


19th Century A.D. -
a) 1861: Isabella Beeton, 25, completed her landmark 


three-pound, 1296-page cookbook in London. For 
a middle class picnic for forty people, she 
recommended taking "three corkscrews along with 
six bottles of sherry, six claret , other light wines , 
and Champagne." Now that's my kind of picnic! 


b) Across the Atlantic, Mrs. Lincoln was shaking up 
the White House staff by serving European wines 
at State functions. 


c) c1837 - Mexico had replaced Spain as the ruler of 
what is now California and General Mariano 
Vallejo was in charge and he planted the first 
secular vineyard in California. 


d) Centuries earlier. General Vallejo 's great-grand
father Admiral Alonso Vallejo had taken a 
prisoner in chains from the New World back to 
Spain ... His name? Christopher Columbus! 


WHICH IS FALSE? 
b) At the White House, European wines were served 
regularly. Mrs . Lincoln broke tradition when she 
served American wines at State dinners. 


The Bottles: Here are a few related wines that 
sparked a lot of interest in my classes at the Fort 
Mason campus of San Francisco City College. 


Mission Wine: Story Vineyard, Shenandoah Valley , 
California,2004. $35 


French Wine: Vouvray (Chenin Blanc) , George 
Meurgey , Loire, France , (Boisset , USA) , 2007 . $8 


Sparkling Wine: J. Schram , SchramsbergVineyards , 
North Coast , 2001. $100 


Norton Grape : Mrs . Lincoln served a wine made 
from Norton, a native American grape . The last 
Norton our class tasted was made by St. James 
Winery , Missouri . 
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Drunk on Strong Wines: 
A Glance at Some Pre-Twentieth Century, Non-Australian Wine Books in the 


State Library of South Australia 
by 


Valmai Hankel 


[ Wayward Tendril Quarterly readers have enjoyed over the seasons several grand tours of the "largest collection of wine books in Australia's 
biggest wine producing state" personally directed by Valmai Hankel, Rare Books & Special Collections Librarian for over forty years. For a 
historical look at the Austrahan-authored "Books on Grape Growing and Winemaking Important in J!/1' Century Australia" see WTQ v.11, 
#3, #4. "Drunk on Wines" was originally pubhshed in Biblio.ile (Aug 1998, v.9, #4) , the journal of the Friends of the State Libra ry of South 
Austraha . We sincerely appreciate their permission to reprint . Ed.] 


AS SOUTH AUSTRALIA produces most of Australia's wine, it is appropriate that the State Library of South Australia 
has the southern hemisphere's largest collection of information about wine. This article will look at some of the 
Library 's books on wine published mainly in Europe in the 19th century and earlier .. All of the books here 
mentioned come from the State Library's Rare Books Collection, Thomas Hardy Wine Library, or Cellarmaster 
Collection of Rare Wine Books . 


.,.-,!!9"--11111!!!~,. outh Australia's firs t library was 
formed in London in 1834, two 
years before the first European 
settlers arrived. Among those 
books, all of a practical nature , 
was one described as 'Busby's 
New South Wales '. Its actual title 


~~~~~ was Authentic Information 
Relative to New South Wales, and 
New Zealand, and it was 
published in London in 1832. It 
has a one-thousand ·word footnote 


l:!~~~iiWiilJI about the author's importation to 
Sydney of vines from Europe, and his belief in the 
need for a 'light unadulterated' wine for the rum -
sodden inhabitants of New South Wales. 


Seven years earlier, in 1825, Busby had published 
Australia's first wine book. Authenticlnformation ... is 
one of some 36 books from that first library-now 
known as the Gouger Collection and on view in the 
Mortlock Library-which survived a salty baptism 
when the ship Tam O'Shanter went aground on 
arriving here in December 1836. From that small 
beginning the State Library's collection of wine 
information has grown to an impressive size. 


The Biblical Noah and Drunkenness 


T
here are many references to the vine and wine in 
the Bible; in the 9th chapter of Genesis, for 
instance, we learn that Noah planted a 


vineyard, and that 'he drank of the wine and was 
drunken'. This incident was sometimes featured in 
illustrated versions of the Bible, including an English 
manuscript of around 1320 known as the Holkham 
Bible. The State Library 's facsimile edition of this 
manuscript, published in 1954, shows Noah and his 
sons harvesting grapes, followed by a vivid portrayal 
of the first recorded drunkard_ 


Drunkenness is also the theme of our oldest 
original wine item, a vellum manuscript leaf from the 
Deere tum of Burchard of Worms. Composed originally 
about 1008-12, the Decretum was a manual for the 
instruction and guidance of young ecclesiastics. Our 
leaf, written in Latin in a beautiful cursive Caroline 
script by a German scribe in the first half of the 11th 
century, contains a list of punishments for drunken· 
ness-fifteen days on bread and water if one drank so 
much that one vomited; thirty days if anyone who was 
already drunk encouraged others to get drunk; and 
forty days if, through drunkenness, one vomited the 
communion wine and sacred Host. This manuscript 
leaf was presented by the Friends of the State Library 
in 1986. 


Our other wine·related early manuscript item, 
which is on permanent loan from the Anglican Diocese 
of Adelaide, is an exquisitely illustrated prayer book 
or Book of Hours from Paris, written and decorated by 
hand, on vellum, in about 1490 . Among its brilliantly 
coloured miniatures is one illustrating the calendar 
for September which shows grapes being trodden. In 
addition to the treader and someone pouring grapes 
from a basket into a vat, a worker in the background 
having a surreptitious tipple adds a humane , and 
humorous, touch. The miniature makes a delightful 
comparison with other depictions of treading the 
grapes in facsimile editions of Books of Hours which 
we hold. 


Pliny's Natural History 


T
he Library's oldest printed book has, inevitably , 
wine growing references. Pliny's Natural History, 
the remarkable encyclopedia of the ancient 


world, was a major source for most medieval 
knowledge and was printed in several editions in the 
15th century. The State Library has two incunabula 
editions (i.e_, printed before 1500), each presented by 







the Friends. Nicolas Jenson 's version , printed in 
Venice in 1472, is recognized as the highest 
achievement of Renaissance printing and, purchased 
in 1984, it is also one of the Friends ' most important 
gifts to the Library. Andreas Portilia 's version , 
printed in Parma in 1480, had already been presented 
in 1944-45 . The Natural Historyis full of information 
on winegrowing in ancient times , and for those who 
cannot read Latin, we have modern translations . 


Another finely printed work is De re Navali, by 
Lazarus Bayfius , published in Paris by the scholar , 
printer and type designer , Robert Estienne , in 1549 . 
This early compendium of maritime information 
contains a description of how wine was carried at sea , 
with a woodcut illustration showing how barrels were 
securely stored on board . 


The First Book in English on Wine 


The first book in English on wine, William 
Turner 's A New Bake of the Natures and 
Properties of All Wines that are Commonlye 


Used Here in England, was published in 1568. 
Turner , a distinguished botanist, physician and 
medical adviser to Queen Elizabeth I, was interested 
in winegrowing , the effects of wine , and its use in 
medical practice. He firmly believes that light white 
Rhine wines can relieve kidney and bladder stones , 
and in support quotes several classical writers; his 
book, of which only a handful of original copies have 
survived , was known to Shakespeare, and was almost 
certainly a source of wine information for the plays. 
We have a facsimile edition published in 1941. 


Walter Charleton's Mysterie of Vintners 


S
eventeenth century 
English winemakers THE 


encountered prob- My ST ER. l E 
lems mostly undreamt of OF 


today , and the remedies VINTNERS; 
used to deal with them o R A 


have a fascinating horror. BRIEF DISCOURSE 
Walter Charleton [1619- co wc nw, wo . 


1707], another learned The various Sicl.fie /(a of 
WINES, and their re1'pcllivc 


physician, presented his Remedies, at tHis Day com: 
treatise on such matters manly ufed, 


to the newly formed Royal 
Society in 1662. Our copy 
of The Mysterie of Vint
ners. Or a brief discourse 
concerning the various 
sicknesses of wines, and 
their respective remedies , 
at this day commonly 
used, was published in 


Pc livtrcd cochc 


ROY AL sdcr.si'Y, 
Affembl,d in G ri}bam-Co//edgl· 


ioN D.ON, 
.Printed. for wi/li, m whirw11,d at ci1e I 


I Sign·or,hc G,tJ,n-BtlHn D1ui:._~,. 
m:ar s.M,fi,ld, .167j. ~ 


London a few years later , in 1675, and includes such 
remedies as beetroot or ripe elderberries for colouring 
pale claret , and burnt alum, lime, chalk or salt for 
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wines 'faulty in consistence '. The 'mysterie ' of the title 
means 'trade '. 


Juice of the Grape by Dr. Shaw 
With all this advice around on how 'to help stinking 
wines ' that are sick it is not surprising that several 
books were published on wine and medicine. One that 
should find favour with today 's believers in the 
healthful benefits of wine is The Jw 'ce of the Grape: 
or, Wine preferable to water . A treatise , wherein wine 
is shown to be the grand preserver of health, and 
restorer in most diseases by Dr Peter Shaw , published 
in 1724. The doyen of 20th century oenographers , 
Andre Simon , considered that Shaw's accounts of 
interviews between himself and his patients were very 
amusing and that as he prescribed wine almost as a 
panacea he must have been the most satisfactory of 
physicians. Shaw , who served as physician 
'extraordinary ' to King George II , claims that wine 
cures everything from smallpox to venereal disease , 
including gout. Our copy of The Jw ·ce of the Grape, 
presented by the Friends in 1974, is of especial 
significance as it coin.es from Simon 's own library and 
contains his distinctive bookplate . 


Sir Barry's Observations and Henderson's History 


Sir Edward Barry , a Dublin-born physician , pub
lished in 1775 what may be the first English
language survey of wines. In his Observations 


historical, critical, and medical, on the wines of the 
ancients. And the analogy between them and modern 
wines Barry argues that 'modern wines' should be 
judged by the standards of 'the ancients' such as 
Hippocrates , while begrudgingly acknowledging the 
fact that he has not himself tasted the wines he is 
praising. It is instructive to compare Barry 's book 
with that of his later detractor , yet another physician, 
Alexander Henderson. The History of Ancient and 
Modern Wines was published in 1824 and concen
trated far more on contemporary wines; the book is 
based on Henderson 's experiences in France, Germany 
and Italy . Henderson notes a problem common to 
today 's wine educators , writers and consumers-how 
to find words to convey flavours . He writes 'the only 
satisfactory and intelligible way the description can be 
given ... is by a comparison with some other known 
sensation of taste , regarding which all men are 
agreed' (p 134). Today's wine scribes have certainly not 
always heeded Henderson 's advice, comparing as they 
do wine flavours with barnyards, sweaty saddles and 
cigar boxes. 


Jullien's Rem ·arkable Book 


E
ight years earlier, in 1816, the Parisian wine 
merchant Andre Jullien published the first 
edition of his remarkable book, Topographie de 


Tousles Vignobles Conn us. We have the second (1822) 
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and third (1832) editions. Jullien catalogues all the 
world 's known-and unknown-vineyards , including 
those in China , in passes of the Hindu Kush and on 
ocean islands, and classifies almost every wine into 
one of five categories of quality. Leading contem
porary English wine writer , Hugh Johnson , describes 
the book as 'a work of breathtaking breadth and 
boldness' and 'the foundation-stone of modern writing 
about wine '. While J ullien travelled extensively he did 
not visit all of the vineyards he describes , but relied 
on information sent to him . 


Agoston Haraszthy 


A
mong other 19th century vagrant vinographers 
was the Hungarian-born Agoston Haraszthy , 
who arrived in New York in 1840. He joined the 


Californian gold rush in 1849, and planted vines near 
San Francisco in 1854. In 1861 the Californian State 
governor commissioned him to visit Europe in search 
of both information and vines. The entertaining and 
informative account of his rapid but critical visit to 
the vineyards of France , Germany , Italy and Spain 
was published in New York in 1862 under the title 
Grape Culture , Wines, and Wine-making. Tiring of 
the vinous life Haraszthy moved to Nicaragua , where 
in 1869 he was taken by an alligator - an unfor
tunately watery death for such a man. 


Notes on Vineyards in America and Europe 


T
he winegrowing link between California and 
South Australia could be said to date back at 
least to the 1880s , when Thomas Hardy , founder 


of the company now part of BRL Hardy , visited the 
vineyards of California , Portugal , Spain , France and 
Germany. He wrote a series of letters which were 
published as a book , Notes on Vineyards in America 
and Europe, in 1885.Thomas Pinney, an American 
academic, has recently identified it as 'the first book 
about California wine'. 1 It is amazing that, although 
wine had been produced in California for about fifty 
years, no one had earlier bothered to write a book 
about it . 


19th Century British Wine Writing: 
Redding, Druitt, Forrester, Vizetelly 


T
he nineteenth century can well be described as 
a golden age for wine writing in Britain. Some of 
the books were written by wine merchants for 


wine merchants and to a lesser extent for consumers. 
Two of the many writers of importance are Cyrus 
Redding, a journalist, and Robert Druitt , another 
doctor-writer. Redding 's A History and Description of 
Modern Wines, first published in 1833 and frequently 
revised and reprinted , makes an interesting com
parison with Jullien 's more analytical and matter-of
fact work. Redding writes lyrically and with 
enthusiasm, and with particular passion on his 


favourite topics of adulteration and fraud - which 
were then common in the wine trade . He is especially 
vehement in his denunciation of the British tast e for 
strong wines , declaring that for England no win e 
would do without brandy. 


Robert Druitt 's contribution to wine writing has not 
been sufficiently recognized. He was , I believe , the 
first to write about wine specifically for women , and 
also possibly the first to outline the conte nts of a 
practical course in wine appreciation. Until th e middl e 
of this century wine books were invariably writt en by 
and for men , but in 1865 Druitt published Report on 
the Cheap Wines from France , Italy, Aust ria, Greece 
and Hungary ,· their quality, wholesomeness , and 
price , and their use in diet and medicine. Wilh shor t 
notes of a lecture to ladies on wine, and remarks on 
acidity. 


In his six-page lecture Druitt suggests what th e 
lecturer should present as examples for tasting , 
including 'specimens of grapes , fresh and dried ... with 
samples of grapywine to match ' (p . 172). The lectur e 
cannot have been popular , because it is omitted from 
the second edition of the book published in 1873-
w hich adds a brief section on Australian wines. 


REP ORT 
otf Tll& 
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FRAHCK, ORRIIIHY, !TILT, AUSTRIA, ORKP.CB, 
RUHOIKI, IKD I USTRILIA, 


T HBl R USB JN OlBT AND MBOICINK. 


ROBERT DR UITT . 


JJEKR\' JIBNSHAW, 
36G, STllAND, LONDON . 
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Druitt , like Redding , offers strong opinions and 
much practical advice, particularly on the benefits of 
Bordeaux and Burgundy wines. Bordeaux wines , he 
asserts: 


. . . are admirably well adapted for children , for 
literary persons , and for all whose occupations are 
chiefly carried on indoors, and which tax the brain 
more than the muscles (p. 40). 







Furthermor e, he argues , for men 'unaccustomed to 
public speaking ' a glass of wine 'to oil the brain ' is 
much more effective than 'the glass of cold water 
provided for public lecturers ' (p. 61) . Perhaps some of 
these innovative suggestions could be adopted 
profitably by today's Australian wine marketers in 
their push for new consumers. [EDITOR : See also WTQ. 


v.14 #2. 2004: "Robert Druitt 's Joyous , Forgotten Classic" by 
Hankel.] 


Another writer to denounce the adulteration of 
wine , especially Port , was Joseph James Forrester 
[1809-1861], an Englishman who travelled extensively 
in Portugal and owned property there. In the 19th 
century there were many styles of Port wine and it 
was a favourite tipple of the English. Forrester's 
pamphlet , A Word or Two on Port-Wi'ne/ Addressed to 
the British publick generally, but particularly to 
private gentlemen ,· showing how , and why it is 
adulterated, andaffordingsomemeansofdetectingits 
adulterations, was first published anonymously in 
1844, and then reprinted under Forrester's name; we 
have the 1844 and 1848 editions. He speaks strongly 
against the adulterations , including brandy, inflicted 
on Port by its Portuguese manufacturers. He had his 
detractors: Forrester was hopeful but wrong in 
believing that his countrymen did not desire wine full 
of brandy but preferred the most pure and the least 
inebriative wines possible. The forceful feelings of 
Forrester , his supporters and his opponents-some of 
whose views are included in the 1848 edition-make 
fascinating reading today. 


This preoccupation with attempting to persuade 
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imbibers to give up strong drink s such as spirits and 
adulterated wines and take to light , pure wines is a 
theme which runs through much of English - and 
Australian-nineteenth-century oenography. 


Journalist and publisher Henry Vizetelly was 
another pioneering and influential 19th century 
English wine writer. A friend of Charles Dickens, 
Vizetelly wrote several enthusiastic books on wine , 
usually adorned with elegant and informative 
engravings. His major work , the profusely illustrated 
A History of Champagne with Notes on the Other 
Sparkling Wines of France, was published in London 
and New York in 1882 , and is the first popular 
illustrated wine book ; it is also scholarly and full of 
detail. 


French Wine Writers: Chaptal and Pasteur, 
Rendu and Mares 


N
ot all of the State Library 's 19th century wine 
books are in the English language-many are 
in French, German, Italian , Spanish and other 


languages.Jean-Antoine Chaptal , chemist and Napol
eon 's Minister of the Interior , was possibly the first 
wine writer to work from the evidence of recent , that 
is 18th century, science rather than from the classics. 
He is remembered today for giving his name to the 
process of adding sugar to the grape juice to increase 
the alcoholic content of the wine-Chaptalization . His 
book , L'Art de Faire, Gouverner , et Perfectionner Jes 
Vins, was published in Paris in 1801 and, like the 
works of many other 19th century French wine writers , 
was to have considerable influence in Australia. 


From: Vizetelly A History of Champagne ... 1882, " the first popular illustrated book" 
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The great French scientist , Louis Pasteur , made 
two discoveries of immense importance to wine
makers. One was that fermentation is due to the 
action of yeasts in reproducing . The other was that 
when wine is exposed to air , its resident bacteria 
take over and sooner or later the wine turns to 
vinegar . Pasteur 's solution was to heat the wine in 
its bottle for long enough to kill the bacteria or 
microbes. Pasteurization also prevents further 
fermentation and stabilizes the wine. We have the 
first edition of his land-mark work , Etudes sur le 
Vin: ses maladies , causes qui Jes provoquent , pro
cedes nouveaux pour le conserver et pour le vielh"er, 
published in Paris in 1866. 


The knotty problem of identifying grape varieties 
has taxed experts for centuries , and continues to 
puzzle them . Two superb ampelographies - books 
which list and describe grape varieties and their 
characteristics and are sometimes illustrated-were 
published in France in the 19th century. Ampelog
raphie Fran9aise by V. Rendu (Paris , 1857), and 
Description des Cepages Principaux de la Region 
Mediterraneenne de la France by H. Mares (Montpel
lier, 1890), both contain magnificent colour plates 
which reproduce in actual size a bunch of grapes with 
leaves and a cut-away section of each grape variety . 


Fanciful and Satirical Treasures 


N
ot all of our pre-20th 
century non
Australian wine 


books are practical or 
serious , however. Hans 
Sachs , who died in Nu
remberg in 1576 , was a 
member of the Meister
singer Guild there , and the 
subject of Wagner's opera, 
The Mastersingers of Nu


remberg . His very rare pamphlet , Die Vier 
WunderberHchen Eygenschafft und Wiirckung des 
Weins, was published in Nuremberg in 1553, and 
describes in entertain.mg verse 'the four wondrous 
properties of wine and their effects .' We are 
fortunate to have a translation of the verse by 
Emeritus Professor Ralph Elliott . 


Richard Ames, described by Andre Simon as a 
minor poet of the late 17th century, wrote several 
books of satirical verse about wine, of which we have 
three . A Farther Search after Claret ; or a Second 
Visitation of the Vintners, published in 1691, is the 
oldest . The Bacchanah·an Sessions ; or, The Conten
tion of Liquors ; with a Farewell to Wine (1693) 
describes the varied tastes of 17th century tapers, 
while Fatal Friendship,· or, The Drunkard's Misery, 
being a Satyr against Hard Drinking (1693), is a 


quite early tirade against the drinking of spirits . 
The anonymousl y assembled The Buck 's Bottl e 


Companion : being a Complete Collection of Humor 
ous, Bottle and Hunting Songs published in London 
in 1775 is a riotous collection of drinking songs
unfortunately lacking the music. 


In the light of a certain preoccupation with 
drunkenness in this article , it is appropriat e to end 
with a verse from The Buck 's Bottl e Compam·on: 


When Bibo thought fit from the world to retr eat , 
As full of champaign as an egg's full of meat ; 
He wak 'd in the boat , and to Charon he said , 
He would be row 'd back, for he was not yet dead. 
Trim the boat , and sit quiet , stern Charon reply ' d, 
You may have forgot , you was drunk when you 


dy'd. (p.8) 


NOTES_~~~~~~~~~-
1. Pinney , Thomas , ed . The Vineyards and Wine Cellars of 
California (San Francisco: Book Club of California , 1994), 
p .xxi . 
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WINE 
LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


Into the Earth:A Wine Cave Renaissance by Daniel 
D'Agostini and Molly Chappellet. Plano, Texas: Pa
nache Books, 2009 . 238 pp. Hardback. $50. 


"luxurious underground facilities ... " 


W
inemakers love caves. Being underground 
means that the wine is stored at a constant 
cool temperature and humidity is higher 


reducing evaporation. The result is larger amounts 
of better quality wine. But in recent years many 
wineries have gone far beyond mere wine 
depositories and have dug elaborate, even luxurious, 
underground facilities capable of hosting elegant 
meals and events. 


This work is a chronicle of thirty of the most 
interesting caves in Napa Valley. Each of the 
selected caves has a page describing the winery and 
its cave, followed by gorgeous full-color photographs 
of the finished work. It is stunning to see how 
elaborate a cave can become . 


This major part of the book is followed by a 
section on each of the primary cave diggers and 
their companies, with photos of their projects. 
Interestingly, many of the caves were dug using one 
of the giant machines that was used to dig the 
Chunnel that now links England and France. 


The Napa Valley Vintners website states that 
there are sixty-six wine caves in the Napa Valley . 
This book should challenge the wine lover to explore 
many of them. Very highly recommended . 


South-West France: The Wines and Winemakers 
by Paul Strang . Berkeley: U.C. Press, 2009. 375 pp. 
Hardback. $45. 


"top-notch text ... color photographs ... and maps" 


B
ack in 1994 Paul Strang wrote a terrific book 
about an obscure wine-producing area of 
France near the Spanish border ( Wines of 


Southwest France, London, 355 pp). History repeats 
itself. He has written another terrific book about a 
wine-producing area that is still unknown (and 
wines difficult to obtain) in the U.S. 


The area covered by the book is roughly east and 
south of Bordeaux stretching to the Spanish border . 
Strang notes that most of the original grapes in the 
region were probably brought back by pilgrims who 
had gone to Spain to worship at the shrine in 
Santiago. But in recent years, growers are switching 
over to international varieties such as Cabernet, 
Merlot, and Sauvignon Blanc. 
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The author divides the area into nine major 
sections ; within each section there are two to seven 
growing areas. For each of these areas he offers short 
essays about the region, its history, and the various 
grapes grown within the district. This is followed by 
detailed notes on each of the growers with detailed 
analysis of the wines offered for sale. The author 
rates the wines from zero to three stars. Contact 
information is given for each of the producers. 


Many of the grapes grown in southwest France are 
unknown to U.S. wine lovers. There is a comprehen· 
sive list of which grapes are used by which growers. 
There is also a very detailed chart indicating which 
wines from this region go with which foods. Want to 
know what goes with Brulhos? It's here-mushrooms 
chicken, or hard cows ' milk cheeses. ' 


The top-notch text is augmented by lovely color 
photographs and multiple good maps. Because it 
remains difficult to visit this region and finding 
wines from any of these areas can be a struggle, this 
book may not have a huge audience in America. 
Nevertheless, it is a first-rate book on a slowly 
emerging wine area. Highly recommended. 


[ We express our thanks to the California Grapevine for their kind 
permission to reprint Bob 's reviews which appeared in the Dec 
2009/Jan 2010 and Feb/Mar 2010 issues . - Ed.] 
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Wine in California 
The Early Years 


by Charles L. Sullivan 


[ Wine historian Sullivan has given us another gem . Our WT Quarterly pages have carried "The HistoryofZinfandel" before it was published 
as a book, and a multi part "Discourse on the Institution of Wine Research in Caliform'a." We have had a studious look at "The Etymology 
of'Winery, "'an unusual visit to "Nicholas Longworth of Cincinnati & St . Louis, " and a brief tour of Sullivan 's "Basic 25 Wine Book Library." 
Early on he indexed the wine material in "The Hidden Treasures of Government Publications (US.D.A. Annual Reports}" and introduced 
us to the "Two Frenchmen in America " who were so vital in saving the vineyards of Europe and Caliform'a fromphylloxera . Sullivan's pr esent 
essay extends to us his newly researched material, never before gathered together anywhere, on the earliest days of California wine: a 
landmark contribution to the literature of wine. - Ed.] 


PART I- MISSION WINES, 1698--1822 


THE AZTEC EMPIRE OF MEXICO was conquered by a small Spanish force under Hernan Cortes between 1519 and 
1521. But it would be almost two and a half centuries before the Spanish expanded their American empire into 
what is today California. And it would be a few years more before the first European grape vines were planted 
in this land which has unquestionably become the most important winegrowing region in the Western 
Hemisphere. 


ittle time elapsed be· 
tween the conquest 
and the beginning of 
a steady flow into 
New Spain of adven· 
turers, settlers, 
priests, and Euro· 
pean goods and plant 
material. Among the 
latter were grape 
vines . But in the 
early years after the 
conquest , viticulture 


played an extremely min.or role in the lives of the 
Spanish conquerors, the settlers, and of the native 
peoples there . It was found that the wild grapes 
growing in the lands of Mexico, or New Spain, were 
virtually useless for wine and brandy production, 
even for eating. And the climates of the lands first 
penetrated by the Spanish soldiers and missionaries 
did not suit the European vinifera vines introduced in 
the 1530s. Nevertheless, the European inhabitants of 
New Spain did not go without their wine and brandy, 
always present in large quantities aboard the ships 
coming from the home land. 1 


The discovery of gold and silver in New Spain 
quickly focused the attention of the Spanish crown 
and of the conquistadores on expansion into the 
rugged lands to the north of Cortes's outpost in the 
area of the Aztec capital, the site of today's Mexico 
City. This expansion was closely linked to the crown's 
powerful desire to bring Christianity to the native 
population of the New World . To implement this goal 
a well organized system of missions was established 
along the expanding frontier. 


These missions were founded and run by estab· 


lished religious orders. Of these the Franciscans were 
the first and by far the most important missionaries 
to work in New Spain. The first contingent landed at 
Vera Cruz in 1524. Within twenty·five years they had 
established eighty missions north and south of Mexico 
City. But it is only the advance of the northern 
colonial frontier that is important to this story. 


The Spanish goal was to extend this frontier and 
bring stability to the region by establishing mission 
communities in which the native peoples would be 
collected in orderly agricultural villages. There they 
would learn to be productive farmers and in the 
process be converted to the Roman Catholic faith. 
Underlying this complex process was the under 
standing that these communities would be populated 
eventually by loyal subjects of the Spanish crown. The 
mission, in theory, was to be a temporary institution. 
When the hoped for process came to fruition the 
padres of the religious order would move on to other 
tasks and the secular clergy under the local bishop 
would take charge of what was now the parish 
church. The land was to be divided among the 
Indians. In Mexico, particularly in the north , this 
outcome was fairly common. Later, in California, 
there was never such success. 


For this history the Franciscan missionaries in the 
Sierra Gorda are of particular importance. This 
rugged highland country north of Mexico City ranges 
over today's states ofQueretaro, Guanajuato and San 
Luis Potosi. Although the missionary work in this 
isolated region was underway in the early 1630s , it 
was not until the 1730s that it was firmly under 
Spanish control. Our interest in these Sierra Gorda 
missions has little to do directly with viticulture and 
winegrowing. But it was to this region in the mid · 
1700s that many of the Franciscan padres came who 







would carry the cross into Alta California. Chief 
among these was Father Junipero Serra who led the 
missionaries to San Diego in 1769 . 


FATHER JUNIPERO SERRA, 1773 


The Franciscans did plant vineyards in the Sierra 
Gorda, but with poor results. The weather there is too 
cold and rainy to ripen fruit from the traditional 
European vinifera vines the padres used. 2 That the 
Franciscans were interested in viticulture can be seen 
in their successes in that field farther north at an 
even earlier date. There in the 1600s, in the modern 
states of Coahuila and Chihuahua, along the Rio 
Grande River, and in today's New Mexico and Texas, 
the Franciscans established missions, planted 
vineyards and made wine. 3 Commercial wine growing 
in southern Coahuila State in the Parras region had 
a small beginning in the 1590s . But pressure from 
Spanish wine producers, who were profiting from the 
heavy exportation of their wines to New Spain, led to 
a royal ban in 1595 on commercial wine production 
throughout the province. This prohibition did not 
apply to wines made at the missions for the padres' 
own use , nor was it enforced in Coahuila or later in 
California. 4 


The missionary work in the northwest regions was 
accomplished by the Jesuits , who arrived in New 
Spain in 1572. They concentrated this work first in 
Sinaloa whose west coast was on the Gulf of 
California. They also had missions east of the Sierra 
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Madre, but the frontier movement there into the 
states of Durango and Chihuahua is not part of this 
story. It is the advance up the west coast , eventually 
to today's Sonora, right across from Baja California 
that finally brought winegrowing to what was the~ 
called "California. " By the mid-1600s Jesuit and 
Franciscan missions were at work by the hundreds 
from Sonora through Arizona, New Mexico and Texas . 
In historian Earle Forrest's words , the "trail of the 
Padres was like an octopus with a thousand tentacles . 
It began at Mexico City. . . its many branches 
penetrating to every corner of the old Southwest." 5 


The Jesuits tried their hand at viticulture and 
planted vines at some of the missions near the west 
coast of the mainland, but they did not have much 
success. Mexican colonial historian Francisco 
Clavegero suggested that their lack of interest was 
due to the 1595 royal order against commercial wine 
production in New Spain. It is mor.e probable that the 
climate of coastal Sonora and Sinaloa blunted their 
viticultural zeal. 6 


Baja California - California Antigua 


A ~er their conquest of the Aztecs the Spaniards 
first plundered the gold and silver of the 
na_tives, and then moved from the old capital, 


Tenochtitlan , or Mexico City , to find more. The land 
to the northwest of New Spain was a mystery to the 
conquistadores and they set out on several historically 
well known expeditions in a vain search for treasure. 
Cortes himself led the search up the west coast 
sending out ships in 1532 and 1533. In the latter yea; 
a party of explorers discovered a bay they named La 
Paz and thought the land there was an island. Cortes 
led a voyage to this "Island of Santa Cruz" but the 
venture was abandoned in 1536 . Three years later 
Francisco Ulloa headed up the west coast of the 
mainland, eventually arriving at the head of the Gulf 
of California. He then sailed down the east coast of 
the "island" past La Paz and thus discovered that it 
was a desolate peninsula. 


There were several other explorations farther 
north above this peninsula, along the west coast of 
what would eventually be called Alta California; the 
peninsula is Baja California. The most notable were 
those of Cabrillo in 1542 and Vizcaino in 1602. They 
mapped the coast and supplied numerous place 
names, many still in use today. But they found not a 
hint of riches. Thus, there would be no quick thrusts 
of empire up the west coast of the continent . The 
Spanish expansion into the coastal regions of 
northwestern New Spain would be a gradual 
movement of the mission frontier up the Gulf of 
California and then onto that apparently desolate 
peninsula. Historian H. H. Bancroft concluded that 
from "1603 the trend and general character of the 
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FROM: Historical Atlas of California, D. Hayes, 2007. This map was originally published in Mexico City in 1787 in Pal6u 's biography 
of Junipero Serra, and most likely the first map to show a division of Baja and Alta California . Sinaloa can be seen on the 


mainland, Loreto almost directly across the gulf in Baja. The location of all the Missions in the "Californias" is also shown . 







California coast , together with most of its chief 
harbors . .. were well known to the Spaniards .. .. But 
for more than a century and a half there was no 
addition to this knowledge. "7 


The mainland tribes in Sinaloa , along the east 
coast of the Gulf of California, were agricultural and 
receptive to the security of mission life and to 
conversion. By 1624 there were more than a hundred 
thousand converts at these missions. Historian John 
Walton Caughey has written that these results "were 
standing proof of the effectiveness of the mission as a 
frontier agency." 8 I would make that "possible 
effectiveness ," for the Jesuits' work in Baja California 
and the Franciscans ' in Alta California, must be 
deemed failures . 


The advance of the mission frontier to the north 
from Sinaloa was led by Padre Eusebio Kino . He also 
was an advocate for the establishment of missions 
across the gulf to "California." 9 Government opposi
tion to such an undertaking melted away in 1696 
when the General of the Jesuit order visited New 
Spain and gave his approval to the venture. The 
following year Father Juan Maria Salvatierra with six 
soldiers sailed across the gulf and selected a site for 
the first Spanish settlement on the peninsula , today 
the town of Loreto . Later a mission was established 
nearby, Nuestra Senora de Loreto. There, probably in 
the spring of 1698, Salvatierra planted a small 
vineyard , the first in the Californias. The fact that 
this Jesuit father planted vines here at such an early 
date is a clear indication that there were already 
vines growing at some of the Jesuit missions along the 
coast of Sinaloa, although there is not much evidence 
of viticulture there in the 17th century .10 


A more important step in Baja viticulture took 
place in 1699 when a mission was founded a few miles 
to the southwest of Loreto . Two years later Padre 
Juan de Ugarte was sent to take command at this 
Mission San Javier. He had been responsible for 
raising funds for the Baja mission before he crossed to 
Loreto. In historian Charles Chapman 's words, "he 
wanted to be an active toiler in the field. " He was fit 
to be a toiler. Bancroft wrote that "he had the 
physique of a gladiator ," and that "the old writers 
never tired of narrating his deeds of prowess. "11 


Ugarte was able to develop San Javier into an 
agricultural success unique among the Baja missions. 
The physical environment was atypical for the 
peninsula. San Javier sits in a highland valley more 
than a thousand feet higher than Loreto to the east . 
The valley has good alluvial soil still watered by a 
small spring about a half mile above the great mission 
church , built by the Jesuits between 1744 and 1758. 
The viticultural advantages at San Javier far 
exceeded those of any other area in Baja California . 
Historian Theodore H. Hittell exaggerated some when 
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he wrote that Ugarte succeeded in reducing even the 
desert slopes to cultivation , "covering their natural 
sterility with smiling fields and laughing vines. "12 


Padre Ugarte 's first interest was grain and cattle 
breeding , but by 1707 he had brought over to San 
Javier fig and olive trees , and grape vines . Over the 
years this mighty man made his mission the wine 
capital of Baja California. Eventually he produced 
such a surplus that he was able to trade wine with the 
mainland for needed provisions . San Javier , and 
probably six other missions were able to keep the rest 
of Baja supplied with wine for the Mass. 13 South of 
San Javier , Mission San Luis Gonzaga also produced 
wine surpluses which went to Loreto in trade . Father 
Johann Baegert was there for seventeen years 
(1751-1768) and supplies us with rare first hand 
comments on Baja wine in his Observations in Lower 
Califorma published in Mannheim in 1772. 14 Well 
north of Loreto was Mission San Ignacio , about forty 
miles west of today 's Santa Rosalia . It also had wine 
surpluses which were traded at Loreto. For a while in 
the 1750s this mission out-produced San Javier , but 
ceased to be an important factor in such production in 
the decades to come. 15 


Bancroft has compiled a useful list of the Baja 
missions with specific reference to wine and brandy 
(aguardiente) production. He found most of this 
material on Baja in the Spanish archives for Alta 
California for the years after 1773. Such data are 
useful to this study since the Franciscan missions in 
Alta California depended on Baj a mission wine for the 
Mass well into the 1780s . Santa Gertrudis , founded in 
1752 and San Francisco de Borja (1762) were on the 
northern mission frontier . Both produced wine but 
probably only the latter sent wine to Alta California . 
San Jose Comandu (1708) , Mulege (1705), La 
Purisima (1719) and San Ignacio (1728) were farther 
south and had good access to Loreto and the gulf . And 
of course there was Father Ugarte 's San Javier. 16 


The Spanish move into Alta California in 1769 and 
the establishment of a mission system from San Diego 
to the San Francisco Bay area would surely have 
happened when it did whether or not the dramatic 
events of 1767 had taken place. But because of the 
events of that year , the mission system the padres 
established to the north was not run by the Jesuits , 
and the history of viticulture and wine growing in Alta 
California was certainly affected in many ways. In 
1765 the crown dispatched Jose de Galvez to New 
Spain as visitatorgeneral, a sort of inspector general 
with powers often exceeding those of the viceroy. In 
1767 he was informed that the king had ordered all 
members of the Jesuit order expelled from Spain and 
its dominions. Galvez was charged with overseeing 
the expulsion in the lands of New Spain . The reasons 
for the decree rested on events in Europe and had 
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nothing to do with Jesuit activities in the northwest. 
Galvez appointed army officers to remove the Black 


Robes from the northwestern areas and to take over 
the missions . He sent Captain Gaspar de Portola to 
Baja California to effect the expulsion , which took 
place February 3, 1768, and to oversee the mission 
properties. Galvez also determined that the Fran· 
ciscans would take over the Jesuit missions in 
Sinaloa , Sonora and Baja California . He was 
impressed by their effectiveness in New Mexico and 
Texas , and particularly in the Sierra Gorda. He saw 
to it that Father Junipero Serra and several of his 
associates were sent to Baja. Serra, a native of the 
Catalan island of Mallorca , was named president of 
the Baja missions . He and fifteen other Grey Robes 
(later brown) arrived at Loreto in April 1768. They 
had no idea of what lay ahead of them in the months 
to come.17 


Galvez took advantage of the confused situation in 
the northwest to set in action a bold plan to stabilize 
the northwestern frontier and to advance the limits of 
the Spanish empire by establishing military outposts 
on the bays of San Diego and Monterey. There had 
been news of Russian exploration in the Alaskan 
waters between 17 41 and 1765. Suddenly exaggerated 
rumors of Russian plans to expand activities down the 
Pacific coast moved the crown to ask the viceroy of 
New Spain to investigate. He passed the matter on to 
Galvez who moved quickly to put together what came 
to be called the "Sacred Expedition" into Alta 
California. 


Galvez named Portola to head the expedition . 
Father Serra was the obvious choice to superintend 
the system of missions that would be developed to 
create a stable native population that would be 
Spanish , Catholic and loyal to the crown . He had 
accepted the presidency of the less than successful 
Baja missions as a great challenge. To take the cross 
to the north was for him a blessing: in Alta California, 
Serra and his fellow Franciscans saw a new Eden 
isolated yet fertile with a good climate. Most of Baj~ 
California was an inhospitable wasteland. They were 
overjoyed that there was a pagan people there "living 
in a state of innocence awaiting salvation. " I have 
already noted that Galvez had been particularly 
impressed by Serra 's work in the Sierra Gorda , where 
several mission communities had been successfully 
developed by the Franciscans, who were then able to 
move on and turn over religious matters there to the 
secular clergy .18 


Serra was fifty-five years old when he set out from 
Mission San Javier in late March, joining Portola 's 
large company north of Loreto. Earlier a larger land 
contingent had headed north with four hundred head 
of livestock , leaving a trail easy to follow. Before these 
land expeditions left , three ships had sailed north 


fro~ La Paz , but only two arrived in San Diego . All 
parties , save the lost ship , had arri ved in San Diego 
by July 1, 1769. Of the approximately three hundred 
men who had set out from Baja , 126 were still alive , 
but half of these were unfit for service. Neverthel ess , 
Portola 's orders directed him to establish a bas e at 
San Diego and at Montere y. Thus , but two weeks 
after his arrival , the commander headed north with 
about half of the survivors , leaving Serra at San 
Diego with the rest. 


Alta California 


Portola did not return to San Diego until January 
24, 1770, unsuccessful in his attempt to find 
Monterey Bay. Serra and the others had barel y 


sur~ved. Nev_ertheless , the members ofboth unhapp y 
parties had wrne and brandy to drink , for a while . The 
manifest of the San Carlos indicates there were five 
large "earthen casks " of brandy and six of wine aboard 
when the ship set sail from La Paz . A portion of this 
wine was specifically apportioned to the padres for 
Mass at the San Diego mission . 19 Thus , the first wine 
in Alta California was Baja wine. Many years would 
pass until a local wine was produced . Virtuall y all the 
wine available in Alta California until the 1780s 
would be the product of the Baja missions , except for 
the few exceptional imports of Spanish wine 
occasionally shipped up from the west coast of New 
Spain. 


Until recent years careful historians of California 
wine avoided giving a precise date for the planting of 
the first wine grapes in Alta California . But most 
placed the date at some time between 1769 and 1 773. 
Their caution is understandable since the voluminous 
primary sources available dealing with the earliest 
years of mission agriculture make no mention of 
viticulture. Less cautious writers , rarely historians, 
were content to date viticulture here from 1769, the 
year Father Serra founded the San Diego mission. 
The basis for this claim is a note by General Mariano 
Vallejo written in 1874 .20 In it he stated that his 
father , Ignacio Vallejo , had told him that Father 
Serra had brought the first vines to San Diego in 
1769. Ignacio Vallejo was a soldier at San Diego, but 
did not arrive there until five years after the mission 
was founded . He was then twenty ·six and was later 
described by Bancroft as "a somewhat unmanageable 
soldier , often in trouble. " He died forty·three years 
before his son made this note . Despite Ignacio 's good 
service in later years , his son 's note on the situation 
more than a century after the event in question is not 
useful evidence , particularly when all available 
contemporary evidence points to a much later date , 
which I shall explain shortly . 21 Historian Thomas 
Pinney argues , correctly I think , that such "documen· 
tary evidence as exists for the early mission years 







plainly contradicts (this) testimony." And a leading 
authority on the economy of California 's missions has 
written that there is "no evidence that attempts were 
made at this early date to provide fruit trees or grape 
vines." 22 


When Portola returned to San Diego the desperate 
condition of the survivors moved him to consider 
abandoning the entire expedition, but on March 19 a 
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years progress to create self-sufficient agriculture was 
slight indeed. Even if vines had come up from the 
south in the 1770s the padres would have had no time 
to bring them to bearing. The same was true for 
planting orchards. Basic annual crops were what was 
needed. 


The New Land 
ship arrived from the south with abundant supplies. several mariners had touched and mapped the 
Portola and Vicente Vila, the quick-witted Catalan Alta California coast in the years between 1542 
captain of the supply ship, recalculated the position of and 1769. The few descriptive words collected 
Monterey Bay and realized that the land expedition over the years were enough to fascinate Jose de 
had marched right by it. A small ship was quickly Galvez and to enrapture Father Serra and his 
loaded with supplies and sailed north with Father Franciscan cohort. Nevertheless, the first real look at 
Serra aboard. The next day Portola and his company coastal Alta California had been gained by Gaspar de 
marched off using the same route he had previously Portola and the company he first led all the way from 
followed. On June 3 they all celebrated the founding San Diego to the San Francisco Bay area, right after 
of the presidio (fort) and mission (San Carlos) at their arrival in San Diego. We have a very complete 
Monterey. record of the expedition; no less than six participants 


Thus were the first two · · · ' left written accounts, the 
missions established in Alta / most useful being the diary 
California. From the outset "<j CA LI TOR.NI-A ·s of Father Juan Crespi, a 
they, and the three missions CHAIN or MISSIONS native ofMallorca, a veteran 
founded in 1771 and 1772, 'l> of the Sierra Gorda missions, 
were on precarious footing. and a close friend of Father 
These three were San " ~ Serra. However troubled and 
Antonio (in the hills twenty unsuccessful this land 


,if 
miles west of today's King ~ expedition was for Portola, 
City), San Gabriel Gust east for the missionaries it gave a 
of Los Angeles), and San Luis detailed picture of the fertile 
Obispo. Anyone conversant c lands on which they would be 
with the history of the early '" working and of the native 
years at these five missions peoples they hoped to win to 
knows that survival could not Christianity and to convert 
be taken for granted. The to a community-based agri· 
natives who came to the cultural way of life. 
missions and accepted For very practical 
Christianity, termed "neo· P purposes Crespi was also 
phytes," had to be taught how O --z... scouting out more places to 
to raise crops. It was a long, 1 - -- plant missions. 23 They left 
slow process. For example, ro on July 14, 1769 from the 
the first two grain crops at San Diego area and marched 
San Diego were failures; they north through coastal land 
did not get a good crop until that Captain Vila later 
1775. And in that year b described as "pleasant and 
Indians outside the mission, son1>i.,o green with many kinds of 
termed "gentiles," assaulted -1,- fragrant herbs and wild 
and burned the mission, ~ .. 5i.-~ .. 5ii •• i5 ... i;! .... i;'6""2"·';;;· 5!'ii5i-52!'2:5~5il:Si1S5e;;.:s-.s.sa~~ grapes .... "24 Four days 
killing one of the padres and several Spaniards and later they reached the valley where Mission San Luis 
neophytes. Except for the violence a similar story can Rey would later be built (1798). Along the way they 
be told at the other new missions. observed antelope grazing on green grass ( in July!) 


Grain was essential for survival, as were the ever and masses of wild roses in bloom. They also noted 
present vegetable gardens. Pasturage for livestock wild grapes in abundance, particularly in the area 
was plentiful from the beginning. Primitive irrigation where Mission San Juan Capistrano would be 
had to be developed to get through the almost rainless founded in 1776. Father Francisco Pal6u, Father 
California summers from June to October. In these Serra's biographer, later wrote that in this area "the 
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whole territory was covered with wild grapevines 
which resembled cultivated vineyards. "25 Viticultural 
history would be made here in a few years. 


On July 28 the overland party learned that 
California was earthquake country. In today 's Orange 
County a soldier was thrown from his horse by the 
first shock , which Father Crespi measured as "half as 
long as an Ave Maria. " He thought the experience 
"horrifying ." Three days later he was delighted by 
what they found in the Los Angeles lowlands. It was 
a green paradise on rich , loamy soil . Antelope grazed 
in what Crespi described as "a large vineyard of wild 
grapes and an infinity of rose bushes in full bloom. " 
Here in the heat of July the rivers and streams were 
running freely. The San Gabriel mission would soon 
be founded nearby (1771) and later the little pueblo of 
Los Angeles (1781). 


They moved on to the verdant San Fernando 
Valley , obviously a good site for a mission (1797) . 
Then they headed back to the coast line and came 
upon a large Indian village , where Mission San 
Buenaventura would be founded in 1782. As they 
moved northwest up the coast of the Santa Barbara 
Channel they continued to meet a dense native 
population settled in large villages, the inhabitants 
friendly, hospitable and apparently prosperous. Mis
sion Santa Barbara was founded in this area in 1782. 


As they marched up the central coast the land grew 
more rugged , particularly as they worked through the 
Santa Lucia Mountains north of San Luis Obispo. 
They traveled on up the Salinas Valley , eventually 
standing on the shore of Monterey Bay . But none then 
recognized it as such . At Half Moon Bay a group of 
the company crossed the eastern hills and discovered 
what appeared to be a great inland body of water , 
later named San Francisco Bay. The company 's 
attempt to go farther north was blocked by the Golden 
Gate. Portola and much of his company were dejected; 
they had not accomplished their mission. But Father 
Crespi knew he had good and detailed news for 
Father Serra which would fix the sites of future 
missions. 


The land that these men traversed was a large part 
of that region which has created a national image for 
today's California. They had marched through most of 
California 's coastal region from San Diego to the 
Golden Gate. The counties in this region today cover 
about 24,000 square miles , about the size of West 
Virginia . Although this area amounts to but 15% of 
California 's total land mass , about 65% of the state 's 
population lives here . In this relatively small area 
nineteen of Alta California's m1ss10ns were 
established between 1769 and 1804 . Much later the 
San Rafael (1817) and Sonoma (1823) missions were 
added. For this study it is also worth noting that most 
of California 's great wines are today produced in the 


northern two-thirds of this m1ss10n region . But 
overwhelmingl y most of the mission win e was 
produced in the lower third. 


Father Serra and his associates were well aware of 
the agricultural potential of coastal Alta California . It 
was on a northern latitude nearly the same as that of 
their native Spain. Baja 's latitude coincides with th at 
of Morocco . Their experience and intuition were not 
scientifically verified until early in the 20th centur y, 
when meteorologist Wladimir Koppen brought 
together weather data from all over the world to 
devise a system of weather classification . One of hi s 
major climate types was "Mediterranean. " In su ch 
areas modest amounts of precipitation ar e con
centrated in the winter and earl y spring. Summ er s 
are warm, often hot , but winters are fairl y mild . 
Summer rain is very rare . It is a climate with a 
glamorous reputation , naturally associated with the 
borderlands of the Mediterranean world . It is found in 
only four other places on the planet , all west coast: 
central Chile , the southern tip of Africa , parts of 
southern Australia , and the southern and central 
coastal portions of California . All of these regions 
contain well known winegrowing areas today. West 
coast areas in the Northern Hemisphere above 
Mediterranean lands are usuall y classified as "marine 
west-coast ." These are regions with cooler but 
moderate temperatures and more winter rain . The 
boundaries between these climatic regions are not 
fixed. Thus , on occasion, California 's North Coast 
wine country, that is , much of Sonoma , Napa and 
Mendocino Counties , fall into this category. For a 
European analogy we find that Barcelona is 
Mediterranean while Bordeaux is marine west-coast . 


The Koppen classification for much of California 's 
coastal region is expressed in a series of letters , 
Csbvn. Csb indicates a Mediterranean climate with 
moderately warm summer temperatures , e.g . Napa 
Valley; Csa indicates interior locations with much 
hotter summers , e.g. Lodi. The "v" stands for areas in 
which summer temperatures extend late into the fall , 
the so-called "Cape Verde" effect. And the "n" stands 
for Nebel, German for fog. The coast of California is 
one of the foggiest areas in the United States. This fog 
can be a distinctly limiting factor in ripening fruit . 
But five to ten miles inland these coastal fogs are 
rarely more than early morning phenomena. 


Readers who have been in Southern California in 
July may wonder at Father Crespi's descriptions of 
the verdant land with year-round creeks and streams 
running into the Pacific. Today in the summertim e 
the rolling hills around the Los Angeles low land are 
covered with low chaparral or dusty dried grass. Most 
of what one sees that is verdant is the result of 
irrigation water brought from far away. If today there 
were no dams in the region between San Diego and 







Los Angeles , in July one would not find a bubbling 
brook. 


Two factors help to explain this apparent 
transformation . In 1769 the valleys and lowlands of 
California 's southern and central coastal areas were 
dominated by perennial bunch-grasses. Even in the 
dry summers there was a far more green look to the 
land than today. During the 19th century the peren
nial grasses were replaced overwhelmingly by 
accidentally introduced aliens , particularly wild oats 
(Avena fatua and A. barbata). These provide a lush 
green landscape after late fall and winter rains , but 
by late May usually give the ground a yellow-brown 
look.26 


Far more important has been the change in 
California 's coastal weather since Spanish colonial 
days. Climatologists have long known of changes in 
the weather patterns between 1350 and 1850 in the 
North Atlantic world . This period is known as the 
Little Ice Age. In recent years research has shown 
that the changes were not localized , but global in 
nature. For this study it is enough to say that in 1769 
California 's coastal regions were cooler and wetter 
than they were in the 20th century. 27 This fact is 
illustrated by a letter from one padre to another dated 
March 15, 1779 from Mission San Juan Capistrano. 
Snow on the land is plentiful , the letter states , the 
streams are flooding , and the days are marked by 
severe cold. This sounds more like a report from 
British Columbia than from a mission in Southern 
California just south of Laguna Beach and but a few 
miles from the Pacific. (We shall take a longer look at 
this letter shortly , since its topic was viticulture .) 


Wine for Father Serra 


I
n 1772 Father Serra was able to establish a 
mission at San Luis Obispo; now there were five . 
But agricultural success still eluded the padres . 


Survival still depended on supply ships from the 
south. By 1773 only San Gabriel gave any sign of self
sufficiency. Serra now decided to travel back to 
Mexico City to report to the new viceroy on their very 
small successes and on their many needs. He arrived 
at the capital in February 1773, and when he re
turned to San Diego eleven months later he could 
report on a successful undertaking, with promises of 
increased support . He was accompanied on the voyage 
back by Father Pablo Joseph Mugartegui, a young 
priest described by Father Pal6u "as another laborer 
in the vineyard of the Lord." This was a prophetic 
choice of words for he would soon make viticultural 
history at his new post , Mission San Juan 
Capistrano . 28 


After the journey, the next supply ship north 
carried four barrels of Spanish wine and four barrels 
of brandy for mission use . But this and later 
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shipments still did not meet the missions ' needs for 
sacramental wine. 29 Later Serra wrote that they often 
needed to buy wine for the Mass at Mission San 
Carlos , his headquarters , from presidial stores in 
Monterey. There "we have to pay like an ordinary 
soldier-and not a cent reduction allowed to us 
either. "30 


The pressure grew for an increased supply of 
sacramental wine as Serra founded the second round 
of missions between 1776 and 1777'. San Francisco , 
San Juan Capistrano and Santa Clara. He decided to 
work to solve the problem at the missions themselves , 
sending the viceroy in June 1777 a specific request for 
grapevines. It was almost a year before the first 
shipment of vines finally arrived at San Diego on the 
San Antom·o , probably on May 16, 1778. These were 
dispatched to Father M ugartegui at Mission San Juan 
Capistrano. It is probable that some of the vines were 
also planted at the San Diego mission. On March 15, 
1779 that good father wrote Serra on the progress of 
the viticultural project. The weather was frosty and 
the new vines needed special protection. "The vine 
cuttings which at your request were sent us from Baja 
California (paises bajas) have been buried. " They had 
just moved the mission to a new site and on April 18 
he again wrote Serra; a new field or garden had been 
fenced and was being watered by a new irrigation 
ditch. The new vines had now been planted by the 
neophyte workers. 31 


MISSION SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, ca 1930s 


If there were ever descriptions ofMugartegui 's first 
vintage, they apparently have not survived. But wine 
he did make, which we know from various 
contemporary comments written by the padres. It 
would be nice to know the exact date of the first wine 
at San Juan Capistrano, better to celebrate its 250th 
birthday. That there was wine available in 1783 we 
know from Serra 's letter of October 27 of that year. 
He noted that all the southern missions now had 
some wine , except for San Gabriel. A barrel headed 
there from Mugartegui had fallen off the mule 
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carrying it and had broken. Could wine of that year 
already be in a barrel? Perhaps , for the rude wine
making technology at the early missions makes me 
wonder if one of the 1782 vintage would still have 
been drinkable. It follows that 1782 or 1783 might be 
named California's vintage number one. But how 
about 1781? Father Fermin Lasuen writing in that 
year at San Diego indicated that the vines planted 
there had survived, but that "The lack of wine for 
Mass is becoming unbearable." Does this mean that 
Mugartegui had not made wine at San Juan in 1781? 
Not at all. His vines were planted in 1779, leafed out 
that year, and again in 1780. Vines of the Mission 
variety are known to give a few grapes at third leaf, 
sometimes quite a few. I cannot believe that Father 
Mugartegui did not crush a few pounds of these 
grapes to see whether they made wine. Thus, 
although 1782 may have been the first substantial 
vintage in Alta California, I am fairly sure that the 
first wine was made in 1781. 32 Brady awarded the 
palm to 1782. Previously I have opted for both 1782 
and 1783. At this writing I think that 1781 deserves 
a good word, but evidence for settling the question 
has never been discovered. 


In 1784 Serra was somewhat sure that the 
missions' sacramental wine problem was being solved. 
On June 18 he wrote to Mission San Antonio on the 
matter of sacramental wine. "God has provided a way 
out , and now (the missions) are well looked after in 
that respect." In the same year Father Pal6u wrote 
about the agricultural potential of the area around 
San Juan Capistrano. When first seen in 1769 by 
Father Crespi it had been covered with wild grape 
vines. Consequently the fathers there "planted some 
cultivated vines brought up from Baja (antigua) 
California and so have already produced wine, not 
only for use at Mass but also for the table." 33 


If we want a detailed picture of mission agriculture 
over the next twenty years, the significant numbers 
are generally available-the bushels of grain, the 
head of livestock, the baskets ofpease and lentils. But 
for fruit orchards, vegetable gardens and vineyards 
we have almost no precise data. Nevertheless, by the 
1790s we do have some useful information on the 
geography of mission viticulture and winemaking. 
Father Lasuen, who succeeded to the mission 
presidency after Father Serra's death in 1784, 
reported in 1798 that five of the southern missions 
were making wine: San Juan Capistrano, San 
Gabriel, San Diego, San Buenaventura and Santa 
Barbara. Besides these, vineyards had been planted 
north of Santa Barbara at Santa Clara, San Luis 
Obispo, San Antonio, Soledad and San Carlos 
(Monterey/Carmel). By 1801 all of these except San 
Carlos were reported to have produced wine. 34 


The slender success of the Alta California mission 
system in its first twenty-five years is remarkable 
when one considers the padres ' isolated state. 
Conditions there were of little interest to the Spanish 
crown or to the rulers of New Spain. Historian Walton 
Bean · wrote that Alta and Baja California were 
"outposts of a dying empire . .. on the defensive and 
crumbling ."36 But what was being achieved in the 
realm of viticulture , winemaking, and , by 1810, 
brandy production , was almost miraculous. By 1810 
Alta California was the most important winegrowing 
area in New Spain. Admittedly , in that vast 
jurisdiction most of the few who drank wine drank 
Spanish wine. But the southern missions from San 
Diego to Santa Barbara were meeting their own needs 
and were able to supply wine to those not yet in 
production. Before long some southern missions were 
selling wine to settlers, soldiers and to occasional 
ships that dropped anchor nearby . 


What accounts for this small but notable success? 
The same soil ;md almost the same climate help make 
California today the leading wine region in the 
Western Hemisphere. But if the Jesuits had not been 
expelled and if Galvez had sent them north in 1 769, 
would the vinous outcome have been the same? I 
think not. In Mexico the Jesuits had shown only a 
small interest in winegrowing. A large percentage of 
their priests had come to the New World from areas 
in central Europe where wine was of little importance 
in everyday life . And the tiny success in Baja was due 
primarily to two men. Father Salvatierra · was Italian 
and Father Ugarte was a native of New Spain. In 
their youth most of the Jesuits had typically not 
grown up in a" land where the lemon trees bloom. " 
But the Franciscans in New Spain had grown up in 
just such a land. Much of Spain was a land of orange 
and lemon groves, olive orchards and vineyards. 


And it is impossible to overlook the powerful 
Catalan presence among all who early came to Alta 
California. Catalonia, with its center at Barcelona , is 
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the northeastern corner of Spain , since Roman times 
one of the most important wine growing regions in the 
Mediterranean world , as it is today. And the Balearic 
Islands off the coast are as Catalan as the mainland . 
I ts chief island is Mallorca , whose limestone soils 
have also been producing wine grapes since ancient 
times. Most of the padres at the new missions in 1782 
were Catalan natives , and about half of those were 
born on Mallorca , including Serra , Pal6u and Crespi. 
And they kept arriving in the years to come. The 
missions ' greatest winemaker in later years was 
probably Father Narciso Duran , a Catalan from 
Gerona. And Father Jose Altimira, who brought 
viticulture and winemaking to the Sonoma/Napa area 
in 1823 was born in Barcelona. (Even Portola and 
Pedro Fages , his troop commander , were Catalan. The 
troops themselves were drawn from the Catalan Light 
Infantry Regiment.) I have no theory to explain this 
concentration , except that some, like Pal6u and 
Crespi , had been Serra 's students in Mallorca. These 
men of Catalonia all knew what it was to live in a 
land full of vines and were quick to plant them and 
learn to make wine from them in this new world . It is 
worth noting that the two fathers in charge at Mission 
San Juan Capistrano where Alta California 's first 
wine was made were also natives of Spain's wine 
country. Pablo Mugartegui and Gregorio Amurrio 
were Basques from the wine region of Navarra, west 
of Catalonia .36 


Mission Wines and Vines 


The grape variety almost exclusively planted at 
the missions of New Spain has appropriately 
been named the Mission . The vines that the 


Spaniards brought to New Spain in the mid-sixteenth 
century were varieties of Vitis vinifera. The wines of 
Europe with rare exceptions are made from varieties 
of this species. Until recently scientists had not been 
able to find the European vinifera ancestor of what 
came to be the Mission variety. Some suggested that 
it is a close relative of the Monica variety, probably a 
native of Spain , which apparently survives today only 
in Sardinia. Thus it was logical to assume that the 
Mission had been propagated in the New World as a 
seedling from one of the early vinifera imports to the 
New World. Such an origin was understandable since 
no perfect ancestor of the Mission had been found in 
Europe. Normally new vines grown from seeds often 
differ markedly from their parents. But we had no 
historical record of how this vine might have been 
propagated in the New World. In fact , we now have 
good evidence that it was not. 


Recently scientists working in concert in Spain and 
Chile have discovered what is surely the parent of 
California 's Mission variety. Employing the complex 
DNA techniques of viticultural identification devel· 
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oped at the University of California (Davis) they have 
concluded that California 's Mission , and its South 
American counterparts, the Pais and Criolla , are 
genetically identical to the Listan Prieto (LP), once 
grown on the Spanish mainland , but not since the 19th 
century destruction of the country 's vineyards by the 
phylloxera. 37 Where it has survived , to this day , is o.n 
Spain 's Canary Islands, off the west coast of Morocco . 
It has long been known that Peru 's first European 
grapes were brought to that land from the Canar y 
Islands in 1553 by Francisco de Caravantes. Long 
before the recent DNA discovery it was known in Peru 
that the "prieta, " surely the LP , was the most 
important variety in the Caravantes importation. 38 


How and when this vine later arrived in Mexico we do 
not know. But whoever selected it for propagation in 
New Spain could hardly have made a better choice . It 
is a variety that can thrive in an environment hostile 
to Europe 's noble varieties . It can stand searing 
temperatures and moderate drought . It has a sturdy 
trunk and needs no support. It is a heavy bearer , but 
its bunches are loose enough to be able to hang until 
late fall without severe damage from mold. 


GIANT GRAPE VINE, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, ca 1900 


What we call the Mission in California is a red 
wine grape but produces a wine with weak color. 
When fermented dry its grapes produce wines dull in 
flavor and when they are picked ripe they give a 
flabby wine, lacking acid. When the skins are quickly 
removed before fermentation a yellow wine is the 
result, which soon becomes oxidized and brownish. 
This "white" wine has no more flavor or brightness 
than its pale red counterpart, which also oxidizes 
quickly to a deeper brown. But none of these 
negatives for the modern wine drinker would have 
been a discouraging defect at the missions . And , it 
should be noted, that this variety grown in California 
and in South America makes an acceptable brandy, 
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which in Peru today goes into that country's 
traditional Pisco beverage. This was the variety that 
the Franciscans carried to the Sierra Gorda and 
colonial New Mexico, and the Jesuits to Baja 
California in later years. 


Mission grapes served the purposes of Fathers 
Ugarte and Serra . They supplied their missions with 
sacramental wine , and that was what was needed. 
The fact that this variety lacks even the standard 
"nobilit y" of the ordinary Palomino or Mataro , and 
much less than that of the Cabernets and 
Chardonnay, does not lessen its historical importance . 
When California became a state of the United States 
in 1850 the Mission variety dominated the viticultural 
scene there and continued to do so until the 1870s. It 
has continued to play a small role in California in the 
production of fortified wines , such as sherry. There 
were 8985 tons of Mission grapes crushed by San 
Joaquin Valley producers in 2008 , from about 650 
acres. 


There was also a White Muscat grape grown at 
some of the missions. We have virtually no evidence 
of its arrival in California. But it was here in the early 
years of the 19th century and had the same qualities 
that recommended the Mission variety for the padres. 
These qualities have suggested to most observers that 
this vine was the famed Muscat of Alexandria, an 
ancient variety of the Mediterranean world and well 
known in Spain centuries ago. The DNA research 
cited above also concluded that this Muscat variety 
came early to the Spanish New World . It grows well 
in warm climates , is vigorous and high yielding , 
ripens late and provides grapes with many uses . They 
make an ordinary dry wine, but a tasty sweet wine, 
and easily add a nice flavor to bland white wines from 
other varieties. This Muscat produces a good brandy 
and makes a delicious table grape. The same variety 
was also used by the Spanish in Peru and Chile to 
produce brandy. In Alta California it was eaten with 
pleasure and was sometimes blended into Angelica , a 
drink I shall describe shortly .39 


Father Serra died just a few weeks after writing 
his hopeful 1784 letter suggesting that the 
sacramental wine problem was being solved. And it 
was . The presidency of the missions then passed to 
Father Fermin Lasuen. During his tenure , until 1803, 
nine new missions were added , five of which became 
known for their winegrowing operations ; Santa 
Barbara (1786), La Purisima Concepcion (1787 , near 
Lompoc), San Jose (1797 , between Oakland and San 
Jose), San Fernando (1797, just northwest of Los 
Angeles), and San Luis Rey (1798, near Oceanside) . 
All the California mission land holdings were large; 
some were huge , as at San Fernando, which 
controlled 206,000 acres. Extensive agriculture, in 
grain and pasturage , was all important at every 


mission except San Francisco and San Carlo s 
(Monterey/Carmel) , where coastal fog mad e agri
cultural success very difficult. These areas of 
extensive agriculture might be well removed from the 
central buildings. Areas of intensive agricultur e were 
almost always close by , the vegetable gardens , 
orchards and vineyards . The vineyards were usuall y 
small by today 's standards , often only an acre or tw o. 
A few of the vine yards were protected by adobe wall s . 
At San Juan Capistrano there was a watch tower . A 
well tended , two-acre vineyard of Mission vines , even 
under the primitive conditions that existed in th e 
early years , might yield as much as four to six tons of 
grapes and at least four hundred gallons of wine . 
These numbers explain how some of the mission s 
developed surpluses of wine that became a small 
economic benefit to the padres. 


The agricultural expansion and the growing 
prosperity of the missions were the most important 
developments under Father Lasuen 's presidency . 
Additionally, during his eighteen years in office, a 
more obvious physical change took place. In the 1780s 
all the missions were a collection of rude wooden 
structures which housed the padres and the 
neophytes , and their storage and work facilities. 
When he died in 1803 almost all the great central 
churches for the missions had been built. Today most 
of these recently restored edifices project a historical 
image of the California missions that is less than 
accurate. Only at Missions San Antonio and Purisima 
Concepcion is the extensive character of the old 
mission settlements suggested. 


The new missions were quick to plant grape vines 
and take up winemaking. By 1804 eight missions 
were successfully producing wine. Those too near the 
coast and its foggy days were unsuccessful . San 
Francisco and Santa Cruz are examples . There were 
also poor results at San Carlos and Purisima 
Concepcion until the vineyard sites were moved 
farther inland , away from the mission centers . San 
Francisco (Mission Dolores) made wine , but from 
grapes brought up from Missions San Jose and Sant a 
Clara. As the years passed several of the larg er 
missions were able to develop outlying ranchos, or 
estancias . These were generally meant to remove 
livestock from the mission centers . But a few had 
vineyards. Besides the two mentioned above there 
were others at San Gabriel , Santa Barbara , San 
Diego , San Miguel (north of Paso Robles) and La 
Soledad (Salinas Valley) .40 
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[It is a pleasure to introduce Vol.20 with another richly iJJustrated ephemera·based historical journey by our dedicated collector of early 
California Wine Trade artifacts, the fourth in his series. Dean welcomes questions or comments at dean .w@comcast.net. - Ed.] 


A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE Buena Vista Vinicultural Society founder, Agoston Harazsthy, cannot be told in short 
order, for it is a tale as long as the journey he took from his native Hungary in 1840 to his adopted land in 
California. (For the complete, fascinating story, Tendril readers are directed to the in-depth Haraszthy biography 
written by his great-great-grandson, Brian McGinty, Strong Wine. The Life and Legend of Agoston Haraszthy .) 
Enigmatic, charismatic, impulsive, visionary, complex, and adventurous-speak some of his character. Webster's 
New World Dictionary , in its definition of Mercury, aptly sheds light on the man: "The god of commerce, of manual 
skill , eloquence, cleverness, travel and thievery." Agoston was all of these to varying degrees , but often left his 
associates and investors disappointed with lacking results. Consequently, he bred a coterie of detractors. 


,1~ilil~llgoston was not a Count, nor .I a Colonel, but he was clever. 
Born in 1812 to a family of 
lower level Hungarian '16~ nobility, he married up a 


II notch to the lovely 1 7 ·year-
old Eleanora Dedinszky, the 
daughter of a Polish noble· 


r man. Agoston Haraszthy 
would successfully overplay 


~;lili!:l!!ti!!l!!!e§!ie~• his own role of no_bility when 
it served him. He was good at playing the "count," 
which remained a theme throughout much of his life 
in America. It began in 1840 when Agoston and his 
cousin Karoly Fischer left their homes in Ba.cs 
County, Hungary, for New York City. In their early 
explorations, they discovered the beautiful but little 
developed Sauk prairie land in the Wisconsin 
Territory , where they decided to settle on the banks 
of the Wisconsin River. 


He soon returned to Hungary , gathering up his 
wife, three sons (Gaza, Attila and Arpad), and his 
parents for a long trip back to their new homeland. 
Agoston founded a small town there which he called 
Harazsthy Town, but disappointing investments, 
mounting debts and lack of opportunity on the prairie 


uprooted the family once again. Lured by prospects in 
California , they joined a wagon train in April 1849, 
and headed west on the Santa Fe Trail to San Diego. 
By this time Eleanora and Agoston had three more 
children, Ida, Otelia, and Bela. 


In San Diego , Agoston became involved with 
politics, law enforcement, tax collecting, viticulture, 
land investment and miscellaneous entrepreneurial 
pursuits. The zenith of his political career came with 
his election as an assemblyman to the California State 
Legislature in 1851. Consequently , in early 1852 he 
left San Diego and traveled north to Vallejo to attend 
the first meeting of the Legislature. 
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The San Francisco Bay area appealed to Agoston, 
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and he settled in San Francisco, never returning to 
live in San Diego . In the meantime, Eleanora had 
moved east, close to New York City where she could 
educate their four youngest children. He would not be 
reunited with Eleanora and the children until 1857. 
Agoston left behind his debts and disappointments in 
San Diego to seek a future at the vortex of California 's 
economy. 


Agoston Haraszthy 's term in the State Assembly 
connected him with influential people in politics and 
commerce. Once his term in the Assembly expired, he 
looked to the private sector , aligning himself with 
fellow Hungarian ex-patriots at their gold assaying 
business in San Francisco. This affiliation led to his 
political appointment in 1853 by President Franklin 
Pie.rce as the first assayer at the new branch of the 
U.S. Mint in San Francisco. He soon advanced to the 
position of melter and refiner. Agoston's father had 
been appointed assistant melter and refiner. 


His position at the Mint nearly proved to be his 
Waterloo-in 1857 Agoston was charged with 
embezzlement of unaccounted-for gold. Vilified in the 
press as well as by his political opponents, he was 
forced to place "in trust" the titles to all his properties 
pending the outcome of the trial. Perceived conflicts 
of interest regarding his relationship with privately 
owned assaying companies fueled the fire. Agoston 
wasn't absolved of guilt until 1861 , but the ordeal cost 
him dearly in terms of reputation and money. 


Agoston had intended to pursue winemaking since 
arriving in California. He planted vineyards in San 
Diego and later in San Francisco at his "Las Flores " 
property near Mission Dolores in 1852. In 1853 while 
at the S.F. Mint, he planted vineyards at his Crystal 
Springs property in San Mateo County. But with 
their cold and foggy climates , both properties proved 
to be unsuccessful viticultural experiments. 


Buena VJsta Ranch 


N
either the impending charges against him nor 
disappointments with the Las . Flores and 
Crystal Springs ventures prevented Agoston 


from seeking the ideal vineyard, and in the early 
1850s , he discovered potential near Sonoma City , 
about 50 miles north of San Francisco. In 1857 he 
acquired about 700 acres known as Lac Rancho for 
$11,500. Negotiations for the property had begun the 
previous year .when Agoston's 21-year-old son Attila 
moved there to manage operations. 


Agoston moved to the property the following year , 
and named it Buena Vista Ranch. It had once 
belonged to a brother-in-law of Gen. Mariano Vallejo, 
and when Agoston bought it, there was a sizeable 
vineyard of Mission grapevines. The U.S . Mint affair 
had not been concluded, yet Agoston moved forward 
at Buena Vista Ranch with great speed. He set out to 


better his competition , which centered around Los 
Angeles , and included the Sainsevain Broth ers , 
Kohler & Frohling , and Benjamin West of Lak e 
Vineyards, as well as the Northern California 
vintners Antoine Delmas and Etienne Thee who wer e 
enjoying some success in San Jose. 


The vinifera vines at Crystal Springs were moved 
to Buena Vista Ranch. By the end of 1857, about 100 
acres of vineyard were planted to nearly 280 different 
vinifera varieties. Two large tunnels of 100 and 240 
feet in length were dug into the hillsides by Chin ese 
laborers. Work had begun on a Pompeian-styl e villa 
for the family home that also would be used as he ad
quarters for the ranch. That year, the wine ry and 
distillery produced some 6500 gallons of win e, 120 
gallons of brandy , and 60 gallons of Tokay mad e in 
the Hungarian tradition. 


In 1858, Agoston contributed an important paper , 
"Report on Grapes and Wine of California ," for the 
California State Agricultural Society ; he would later 
become president of the association . Wine production 
·nearly doubled , and by the following year Buena Vista 
Ranch grew to 6000 acres. 


The year was one of steady growth at Buena Vista. 
Awards were given to their wines-bottled with 
generic names, not varietal ones-at both state and 
county fairs . The Mission grape was most likely still 
dominant as the v. vinifera vines were maturing . 
Experiments began , with failed results , with spark· 
ling wines a la methode Champenoise. The vineyards 
increased to 250 acres, and Agoston bought the best 
winemaking equipment he could find . The California 
State Agricultural Society reported that Buena Vista 
was the most extensive vineyard enterprise under 
taken by any one individual in California , and that 
Harazsthy was experimenting with v. vinifera vines 
to discover which varieties would be best suited to 
Sonoma. By the end of the year , Buena Vista had an 
agent in San Francisco , S . Molitor & Co., at 110 
Montgomery Street . 


The year 1860 at Buena Vista may have foretold an 
impending problem which would soon affect vineyards 
in California and the rest of the world. Some of their 
vinifera vines withered and soon died , but the caus e 
was not to be diagnosed until years later as 
phylloxera. The dying vines at Buena Vista were 
simply dug up and replaced . 


To facilitate commerce in Sonoma , Haraszthy and 
partners incorporated the Sonoma Steam Navigation 
Company in 1861. Their steamboat Princess served as 
the first ferry service from Sonoma to San Francisco . 


California Commissioner for Wine 


T
his was a significant year for Agoston 
Haraszthy, as he successfull~ lob~ied the Stat _e 
Legislature , through the Califorrna Stat e Agn-







cultural Society , to create a State commissioner who 
would travel to Europe to study winemaking, 
purchase vine cuttings , and then report back to the 
Legislature . We can imagine Agoston had himself in 
mind when he made the proposal. The Legislature 
complied, and Gov. John Downey appointed three 
California State Commissioners. One refused the 
appointment , but accepting were Haraszthy, and 
Jonathan Warner , representing Southern California . 
It was written that these were not to be paid 
positions. (Haraszthy's original proposals contained 
more ambitious plans , including a State supported 
school of agriculture and an agency to guard against 
the adulteration of wine. However , these concepts 
would not mature for some ti.me.) 


In June , Agoston set off for New York with 
Eleanora and daughter Ida. After arriving in New 
York, Agoston travelled to Washington where he 
received letters of introduction from Secretary of 
State William Seward before departing for Europe. 
The family arrived in Paris in late July and were 
joined by 17-year-old son, Arpad , who was studying 
Champagne making in Epernay . Arp ad and Ida would 
serve as their father 's assistants in his travels to the 
vineyards of Europe , where he would purchase 
thousands of v. vinifera cuttings from all the wine· 
producing countries of Europe as well as in North 
Africa and the Crimea , where agents acted for him. 


Agoston called on the Hungarian prime minister in 
exile, Bertalan Szemere , hoping to engage him as 
agent for his own enterprises and those of associates 
in California. Szemere, believing investment in 
California amounted to a fairy tale, rebuffed the 
proposal. He had been forewarned by one of Agoston's 
former Hungarian acquaintances at the San Francisco 
Mint that Harazsthy made too many reckless 
investments in high risk enterprises. Furthermore, 
Szemere later wrote in his memoirs that he had met 
Agoston 's son Arpad when he began studies in 
France , and was offended by his racist point of view 
regarding slavery . Arpad had confided he would not 
want to be in the same room with a mulatto. Arpad 's 
views may have reflected those of his father . Agoston 
was aligned with "Chivalry " Democrats who had no 
abolitionist leanings . He never publicly proclaimed 
racist views , but conversely became a strong 
proponent for Chinese labor , and supported the rights 
of free blacks after the conclusion of the Civil war . 
Incidentally, the war raged-on back home as the 
Harazsthys toured Europe. 


In December Agoston returned to San Francisco , 
while his wife and daughter remained in Paris and 
Arpad returned to his studies in Epernay . By early 
1862, over 100,000 of Haraszthy 's vine cuttings ar
rived in California. In the batch were more than 300 
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varieties of vinifera, including Cabernet Sauvignon , 
Merlot , Malbec , Muscat de Frontignan , Sauvignon 
Blanc , Semillon , Gewurtztraminer , and Riesling. He 
soon published a book with Harpers in New York , 
Grape Culture , Wines and Wine-Making, With Notes 
Upon Agriculture and Horticulture, which chronicled 
his travels in Europe . The book included translations 
of foreign reports on winemaking, and an updated 
version of his own previous report to the California 
State Agricultural Society. It was the first important 
book published by a Californian on the subject , 
though some argue , light in effective content. 


Although Agoston paid for his travel expenses and 
the purchase of the vine cuttings , he sought 
recompense from the State of California in the 
amount of $12 ,000 when he made his report to the 
Legislature . A changing political tide , lack of funds , 
and the fact that the original legislation for his 
commission did not include funding,· conspired to 
rebuff his request . Republican Leland Stanford was 
the new California governor, and the new political 
majority in the State Legislature , consisting mostly of 
Republicans and Union Democrats , was not aligned 
with Haraszthy's "Breckenridge/Chivalry " Democrats. 
The consensus opinion was that the wine industry 
was not significant to the economy of California . 
Agoston took out substantial mortgages to cover his 
expenses , although he later profited by sale of the 
vine cuttings . 


Continued Growth at Buena Vista 


B
uena Vista grew throughout 1862, as the 
operation increased in size and efficiency . A 
two -story stone press house was built to replace 


the original wooden structure , and another 150-foot 
tunnel was excavated. Agoston experimented with 
readily available redwood for wine vats and barrels , 
and leaching inherent flavors by steaming the wood . 
Sons Attila and Bela, who owned their own vineyard 
properties near Sonoma, also worked at Buena Vista. 
Attila was vineyard foreman and in charge of th e 
Chinese labor force , while Bela worked in the cellar s 
and vineyards. Arpad returned to Buena Vista late in 
1862, and began his experiments with "California 
champagne ." His first small, but unsuccessful , batch 
of about 100 bottles was made with Mission grapes . 


By early 1863 Agoston had many wine growers in 
his neighborhood , including Jacob Gundlach, Emil 
Dresel , Nicholas Carriger, John Swett, and close 
friend Gen . Mariano Vallejo. Reports of wines held in 
the cellars of Buena Vista described the 1857 vintag e 
white wine as "splendid and similar to a three year 
old Chablis, " the vintage 1860 white wine as "the best 
in the cellars, having a fine bouquet ," and the 1862 
white wine had "a trifle Sauterne bouquet. " 
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Letterhead from a Philadelphia 
BVVS rep, dated in 1882, four 


years followingJohnson 's purchase 
of the Buena Vista property . Was 


Buena Vista still selling off residual 
inventory? Note the ambitious 


wine list at left. 
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PHlt.tP GEROLD, RtPR£S£NTATIVt. 


3 - BVVS San Francisco rep 's business card, 1870 







Buena Vi"sta Vinicultural Society 


Several years earlier, in 1859, Agoston had de
vised a new venture he called the Buena Vista 
Vinicultural Association. The BVV A offered 


small parcels of vineyard acreage , at liberal terms , 
planted in vines , and managed for three years until 
bearing fruit for winemaking. John Swett and Charles 
Krug were among the buyers , and sales of other 
parcels were very good. 


In 1863, Agoston realized his most adventurous 
enterprise yet , when the Buena Vista Vinicultural 
Society (BVVS) was incorporated in March. He sold 
all of his Buena Vista properties , equipment and 
buildings to the BVVS in exchange for 2600 shares of 
6000 shares total, offered at $100 each. The BVVS 
raised capital of $104 ,575, and Agoston became a 
trustee and the superintendent of operations. The 
Board of Trustees consisted mostly of businessmen 
from San Francisco , including Isador Landsberger, 
who was to play an important role in Arpad's future . 
Emil Dresel was also a stockholder . Ironically, 
William Blanding, the district attorney who had 
indicted Agoston for embezzlement at the S.F. Mint , 
became a major stockholder. 


There was another reason to celebrate that year. 
On June 1st a Haraszthy double wedding took place at 
General Vallejo's ranch , Lachryma Montis. Attila was 
wed to Vallejo 's daughter Natalia , and Arpad to 
Jovita , her younger sister. 


Yet the year had its difficulties. Agoston had to 
borrow $10,000 from a San Francisco banker and a 
hefty loan of $42,800 was made with railroad 
magnate Cornelius Garrison in New York, a BVVS 
shareholder . Arpad, engaged as champagne maker for 
the Society , produced somewhere between nine and 
ten thousand bottles, but the production was unsuc
cessful , resulting in a costly failure. He was forced to 
resign, and Agoston reimbursed the BVVS over 
$5,000 for the loss . 


In 1864 the BVVS employed Pierre Debanne, who 
had produced sparkling wine for the · Sainsevain 
Brothers in Los Angeles. With infusion of fresh 
capital , Agoston made improvements: a stable was 
built to accommodate fifty horses , a new roof was 
provided the Pompeian villa , a small railway was 
constructed from the vineyards to the press house, 
and a new brandy still, which could produce between 
500 and 1000 gallons per day, was added to the plant . 
Three new 170-foot tunnels were dug into the hillside , 
19 new 4000-gallon redwood tanks were added, and a 
new stone champagne house was built. There was 
now an agent in New York City. 


But dark clouds began to appear on the horizon. A 
drought led to a smaller harvest than predicted , and 
the BVVS was not able to pay dividends to its 
shareholders nor show a profit. The wines were of 
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disappointing quality, and furthermore , the federal 
tax revenue office challenged the purity of the BVVS 
brandy. Outside forces claimed that Agoston poorly 
managed the BVVS, and the Board of Trustees saw fit 
to elect a change of officers at their annual meeting . 
In October , Agoston and Eleanora hosted a grand 
masked ball at the villa to celebrate the harvest, but 
it was temporary euphoria. 


"Serious Financial Difficulties" 


I n 1865, when the BVVS found it necessary to 
generate new capital, the moneyed William 
Ralston-banker , builder of the Palace Hotel in 


San Francisco, and investor in the Comstock Lode
answered the call . Unfortunately, it was not enough 
to alter the Society's destiny . Attila now served as 
temporary superintendent as Agoston spent little time 
there. Dying vines were attributed to Agoston 's 
vineyard layering method that he had employed to 
increase the number of vines. (No one had yet 
identified the real culprit, phylloxera.) At the annual 
meeting of the Board of Trustees, the board president 
reported serious financial difficulties, and again , no 
dividends could be paid. Attila , in presenting his 
superintendent's report remained optimistic , lauding 
the successful new plantings and many rooted 
vinifera cuttings. He also reported that 40,000 bottles 
of champagne were put up in the newly completed 
champagne house, and that the 1864 vintage wines 
were quite clear and improving rapidly. 


The Society subsidized Agoston on a trip to New 
York, Philadelphia, and Washington to lobby Con
gress about lowering the inflated taxes on wine and 
brandy and to act as ambassador-at-large for 
California wine concerns. Agoston's efforts and those 
of others found success in 1866 when the tax on wine 
was eliminated. But with a blind side , Congress 
increased the tax on brandy incredulously from 50¢ a 
gallon to $2 a gallon . Agoston returned to Sonoma in 
the late summer of 1865, but he was beginning to 
distance himself from the BVVS. In late August, he 
consulted for two new oil companies operating just 
south of Santa Barbara , to propose agricultural 
developments for their dormant land holdings . 
Apparently, nothing ever came of it, but it was a 
diversion from his responsibilities at BVVS. Agoston 
increased his debt load, and took on $21,000 of new 
loans in August. 


Arpad Haraszthy 


I
t is relevant to menti~n the destiny of Arpad 
Harazsthy following his very brief career as 
champagne maker for the BVVS. He had become 


a respected writer on the subject of viticulture ~nd 
winemaking , and had authored several detailed 
accounts of operations at Buena Vista Ranch , before 
the formation of the BVVS. Beginning in mid-1863 , 
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WINE-MAKING IN CALIFORNIA. 


6 - Right. The buildings at 
Buena Vista. From a wood 
engraving in Harpers' New 
Monthly Magazine, June 1864. 
The facade of the storage 
tunnels is at left center. 


4 - Left. Vineyard & the Pompeian style 
villa at Buena Vista Ranch . Tne man in 
the stovepipe hat is a depiction of Agoston 
Harazsthy. From a wood engraving in 
Harpers' .New Monthly Magazine, June 1864. 


5 - Below. The Buena Vista press house . 
From a stereoview photograph by Eadweard 
Muybridge, circa 1870. The 5 people in the 
photo remain unidentified. When this photo 
was taken, Agoston Harazsthy & Emil 
Dresel were deceased ... both died in 1869. 







Arpad assumed the editorship of the 'Wine Depart
ment" of the important California Wine, Wool & Stock 
Journal (San Francisco). His lengthy article on "Wine
Making in California" was published in the June 1864 
issue of Harper's New Monthly magazine; he also 
contributed a four-part essay , "Wine-Making in 
California" to the Overland Monthly (1871-1872). 
Soon after his BVVS champagne debacle , Arpad 
partnered with General Vallejo 's former vineyard 
manager , Pietro Giovanari , to make wines for neigh
boring Sonoma winegrowers . After Isador Lands
berger had separated himself from the BVVS, he 
formed a wine and champagne firm in San Francisco , 
I. Landsberger & Co. in 1865 . Two years later he took 
on Arpad as his champagne maker and senior 
partner , and together they produced a very popular 
California champagne called Eclipse . When Lands
berger withdrew in 1880 , the firm was dissolved . 
Arp ad took on new partners , formed Arp ad Harazsthy 
& Co., and successfully continued the Eclipse brand 
well into the end of the century. 


Arpad became an effective advocate for the 
California wine industry. In 1880 he was elected as 
the first president of the newly formed California 
State Board of Viticultural Commissioners , serving 
for eight years. In this capacity , he submitted 
valuable "Reports of the President " that were pub
lished annually . Financially , Arpad , didn 't fare much 
better than his father . His own wine business 
deteriorated , and in the late fall of 1900 he died of 
heart failure on a street in San Francisco. 


Agoston Haraszthy Resigns from BVVS 


M
eanwhile, at the BVVS operation, 1866 was a 
woeful year . Agoston was accused by some of 
extravagance and unfaithfulness in the 


performance of his duties at the BVVS . There was 
some truth in it , as his absence was most likely a 
problem , and the yet unidentified phylloxera was 
wreaking havoc in the vineyards. Attila and Gaza 
were also moving on , with the formation of their new 
firm , Harazsthy Brothers. It is not certain if Arpad 
was directly involved, but some felt that the 
Harazsthy Bros. firm was a front for Agoston 's 
interests. Possibly he hoped to insure his future in the 
wine business, post- BVVS. 


In the annual report for June 1866, Agoston 
presented his last superintendent's report, writing 
"everything is in a thriving condition, " the champagne 
production at BVVS was finally a success , and noted 
that vines on the hillsides were producing the best 
wines. President of the Board of Trustees, George 
Johnson , defended Agoston Haraszthy against many 
charges against him, crediting him with nearly single 
handedly bringing the BVVS to its present level of 
success. The report put the best spin possible on a 
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deteriorating situation. The Society was deepl y in 
debt, and faced insurmountable challenges which 
would eventually lead to failure. Appearing to be in 
denial , the unidentified ravaging vineyard pest was 
nowhere mentioned in the report ; the rosy outlook 
was obviously spun to allay concerns of th e 
stockholders or possible investors. 


By the end of 1866 Agoston's stock holdings in th e 
BVVS had been stripped by his debt obligations. To 
add injury to insult , he fell from the second story of 
the distillery , suffering a dislocated ankle and 
internal injuries. He recovered , but resigned his 
position. Vintner Emil Dresel was hired as the new 
BVVS supervisor. Not knowing that phylloxera was 
the cause of the withering vineyards , Dresel removed 
·many of the dense rows of vines that Agoston had 
layered ; but remaining vines continued to die off. 


Upon his departure from the BVVS, Agoston moved 
to the nearby 126-acre property occupied by the young 
couple Attila and Natalia, that was titled in Elea
nora 's name , an arrangement designed to leave the 
property free of Agoston 's debt obligations. He was in 
dire straights at this time, and in September 1867 
Agoston filed bankruptcy , claiming debts of nearly 
$117 ,000 compared to assets of $24,975. 


A Final Venture 


Failure at the BVVS and bankruptcy did not 
thwart Agoston from new adventures and 
prospects. In February 1868 Agoston and his son 


Gaza sailed from San Francisco to Nicaragua to 
launch a project that would be the Count 's last. 
Partnering with German -born Dr . Theodore W assmer , 
Harazsthy father and son invested in a sugar 
.plantation with plans to distill sugar cane into rum . 
(The Nicaraguan government had granted them 
exclusive rights for a period of twenty years.) Agoston 
claimed the Hacienda San Antonio plantation 
encompassed 100,000 acres. It is difficult to surmise 
how Agoston and Gaza raised the money . (Had he 
secreted away cash or gold from earlier times?) 


Agoston 's wife and 19-year-old daughter Otelia 
joined him in May. Tragically, Eleanora contract ed 
yellow fever and died only two months later . In 
November , Agoston returned to San Fran .cisco to 
purchase equipment for the plantation , and then on to 
Sonoma to visit his other sons . The family sold th eir 
last remaining property , titled in Eleanora 's name , for 
$4000. In January of the following year , Agoston 
returned to the Nicaragua project. 


Tragedy followed tragedy. In 1869 Agoston 
Haraszthy disappeared without a trace from a river
bank on the plantation near a site for a new saw mill . 
· His exact fate has never been determined , but some 
speculated that while he was trying to cross the river 
on a fallen tree , he accidentally slipped and drowned 
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7 - Detail rom a cabinet photo o Arpad Harazsthy (center) & ends . 
Signed on the back: "The Economical Club, Feb. 4th 1880. 


Wm. H Whitely, Col. E. McArthur,Arpad Harazsthy . To Natalia , 
from Arpad" . The Economical Club is a mystery. Photo by Rieman 


& Tuttle,Yosemite Art Gallery, San Francisco. · 


or a s pse xtra ry, 
California champagne, circa I880's. 


Eclipse enjoyed great success promoted as 
the"Champagne of the Elite" . 


8 - Carte de visite studio photo of Agoston Harazsthy 
circa 1860. His self confidence and pride is aparent in 
this iconic portrait. Hand signed on the back"Agoston 


Harazsthy". Photo by Bradley & Rulofson , San Francisco 


I, Laad1bcrpr, l 
Artta,d HArusth7, \ I. Lands b.erger & Co. i 


SAN FRANCISC O. 


F.d. l rollmer. 
9."l!p1t91n. 


Cl • 
NEW YORK. 


H. M. MEYERS , 40 South 6th Street. 


IO - Trade card for Isador Landsberger's firm based in San Francisco , circa 
1875. Arpad Harazsthy was Landsberger 's senior partner & champagne 
maker. Eclipse champagne was first produced by this firm and later by 
Arpad Harazsthy & Co . Vollmer & Epstein were investment partners . 







in the water below. The most colorful account was 
that a man-eating alligator may have secured his fate . 


The Remaining Years at Buena Vista 


Back at Buena Vista , Emil Dresel continued 
efforts to improve the BVVS without much 
success. In 1868 he added a third story to the 


stone press house which Agoston had built earlier. 
Dresel, who lived at his own nearby property and 
used the villa only as office and headquarters , died in 
January 1869. A number of successive super · 
intendents continued the effort with little improve· 
ment . However , the BVVS managed to produce a few 
fairl y good wines in the 1870s. By this date , there 
were 400 ,000 gallons of wine and 100,000 bottles of 
champagne in the caves at Buena Vista , although by 
1873, phylloxera had taken its devastating toll on the 
vineyards. [See "1873 Recapitulation" rear cover.] 


Even though the BVVS exhibited wine at the 1876 
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia , the Society 
was in its final days . In 1878, Robert Johnson bought 
at auction 6000 acres of the Buena Vista property for 
$46,502. (Johnson 's father was a former president of 
the BVVS Board of Trustees and a major creditor to 
Agoston.) Near the old villa , Johnson and his wife 
Kate built a grand, four·story mansion known as the 
Johnson Castle or , often, the Buena Vista Castle. 
Winemaking was not pursued by the Johnsons , and 
they gave up the fight to save the vines. California 's 
wine industry went into a serious depression in the 
1880s , as grape prices tumbled . By 1883 phylloxera 
had destroyed nearly all of the "once-great vineyard " 
at Buena Vista . 


Attila died in 1888, leaving his widow Natalia and 
four young children in debt. Robert Johnson passed 
away the following year , and his wife in 1892. The 
1906 earthquake devastated Buena Vista, taking 
most of the buildings and collapsing the tunnels. 
Sometime before 1920 the State of California took 
title to the Buena Vista estate due to unpaid taxes . 
Ironically , Agoston 's daughter Ida , who c:Ued in 1913, 
had become one of the richest women in California , a 
consequence of her first husband 's Los Angeles 
property investments where oil was discovered. 


Buena Vista was revived in 1943 when Frank 
Bartholomew, Vice· President of United Press Inter· 
national, bought 500 acres of the original property . He 
restored some of the old stone winery buildings , and 
in the 1950s he hired the renowned winemaker of 
Beaulieu Vineyards , Andre Tchelistcheff, as a 
consultant . In the late 1960s Bartholomew sold the 
wine cellars to a Los Angeles company , but retained 
the vineyards. When Bartholomew died in 1985 , his 
widow rebuilt the Pompeian villa which became the 
headquarters for the Frank H. Bartholomew Founda· 
tion that offers scholarships to Sonoma County and 
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·Napa County high school graduates to study enology 
at the University of California at Davis . 


Agoston Harazsthy may have suffered personal 
failures with most of his business pursuits, but he and 
his son Arpad were significantly responsible for 
setting in motion what was to become California 's 
great wine industry. To credit him as the "Father of 
California Wine" would be to overstate his accom · 
plishments . Had Agoston been able to partner with a 
business manager possessing as much talent as 
Agoston had of charm and influence , history might 
have taken a different turn. Nonetheless , Agoston 
Haraszthy 's compelling story leaves a fascinating 
legacy for California . 


SOURCES I SUGGESTED READING 


• Buena Vista Vinicultural Society. Report of the 
Board of Trustees and Officers of the-Buena Vista 
Vi.nicultural Society, Report to the Stockholders , 
for the Years 1864, 1865 & 1866. 


• Haraszthy , Agoston . "Report on Grapes and Wine of 
California" Transactions of the Califorma State 
Agricultural Society, 1858. Sacramento , 1859. 


Written at the request of the Society. For an 
analysis of Haraszthy's "Report...", see WT 
Newsletter, Vol.4#2, April 1994, 'Wine in America: 
Twelve Historic Texts" by Thomas Pinney . 


• Haraszthy, Arpad . "Wine-Making in California ." 
Harper 's New Monthly, June 1864 . 


This article , signed only "A. Haraszth y," is often 
attributed to Agoston. But see McGinty, p.406-7 for 
his strong argument for Arpad being the author . 


· McGinty, Brian. Strong Wine. The Life and Legend 
of Agoston Haraszthy . Stanford Univ Press , 1998. 


A compelling, in·depth biography written by 
Harazsthy 's great-great-grandson. He provides a 
substantial listing of writings by and on the 
Haraszthys in his "Bibliography" section. 


• McGinty. HaraszthyattheMint . Famous Caliform·a 
Trials No.JO. Dawson's , 1975. 


Haraszthy 's career at the S.F. Mint and his 
subsequent prosecution for embezzlement . 


• Peninou , E. and Unzelman , G. History of the 
Sonoma Viticultural District. Nomis Press , 1998. 


• Pinney, Thomas. A History of Wine in America ... 
Beginnings to Prohibition. U.C. Press , 1989. 


· Schoenman, Theodore, ed. The Father of California 
Wine. Capra Press, 1979. 


• Teiser, Ruth and Harroun , C. Wine-Making in 
Caliform·a. Book Club of California , 1978. 


A reprint of the Arpad Haraszthy articles from the 
Overland Monthly (1871-72) with a biographical 
introduction by historians Teiser and Harroun . 
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~ NEWS ~ 
& NOTES ==== m ~ 


W'natever Fortune sends, 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends. 


WELCOME! TO VOLUME 20 of our Wayward Tendrils 
Newsletter I Quarterly . During the past 19 years we 
have reviewed or discussed nearly 1600 wine books, 
visited most of the major wine libraries in the world, 
presented biographical studies of numerous a~t~ors , 
created checklists of books and ephemeral prmtmgs 
on wine, explored the many facets of collecting 
(including how to care for our treasures), reprinted 
noteworthy essays from vintage sources, and made 
novels·with·a·wine·theme a continual pleasure . In 
tribute to our fine, unique bunch of Tendril 
contributors, we have presented in this issue, "A 
Premier Cru Harvest" by Gail Unzelman, high· 
lighting those articles awarded her "Editor 's Choice ." 
We also salute our 20th season with a bonus 16-page 
Supplement, "Gustav Eisen: A Man of Many Achie:ve· 
ments" written by our indefatigable nonagenarian 
Allan Shields. 


PROHIBITION FICTION 
With apologies from Your Editor! This list of vintage 
Prohibition-related wine fiction was intended to 
accompany Bo Simon 's review of Vivienne Sos· 
nowski's stunning new book, W'nen the Rivers Ran 
Red: An Amazing Story of Courage and Triumph in 
America's Wine Country, last issue. We found these 
titles in An Annotated BibHography of Califorma 
Fiction 1664-1970 by Newton Baird and Robert 
Greenwood (Georgetown, CA: Talisman Literary 
Research, 1971), and thought they would make good 
follow-up reading to the real story presented by 
Sosnowski. • If Today Be Sweet by Ednah Aiken 
(New York Dodd, Mead, 1923, 272 pp). "The first 
years of Prohibition in California. The main 
character is a Napa Valley wine-grower who 
gradually adjusts to a law he opposes." • The Man in 
Gray by Frances Crane (New York: Random House , 
1958, 206 pp) . "Mystery novel. Some flashback scenes 
show the Sonoma County wine industry before and 
after Prohibition." • The Vineyard by Idwal Jones 
(New York Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1942, 279 pp). 
"Life in the Napa Valley vineyards from the middle 
of the 19th century to the onset of Prohibition. 
Centering about Villa Montina and its successive 
generations of owners , many historical figures find 
their way into this story." • If This Be My Harvest 


by Lee Atkins [pseudonym of the authors Margaret 
Lee Perenchio and Violet Atkins] (New York: Crown 
Publishers, 1948, 281 pp). "A novel of domestic life 
among the Italian grape-growers of the San Joaquin 
Valley, 1921-1946. The effects of Prohibition and its 
repeal play a role. " And one more , from Gabler Wine 
Into Words: • Rumbling Wine Barrels by Bruno Buti 
(Cloverdale, CA: Buti Publications , 1994, 355 pp). 
"The story of men who defied Prohibition. " 


ADDITIONS TO "A Longman List ... " 
We are grateful to London Tendril Nick Hodgson for 
sending the following additions to our list of wine 
books published by the House of Longman (Vol.19 
No.4 , October 2009) . • A Treatise on the Art of 
Making Wine from Native Fruits ... by Frederick 
Accum, 1823 , 2nd ed . (Longman Hurst , Rees , Orme , 
Brown and Green) . • A Practical Treatise on the 
Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open Walls by 
Clement Hoare, 1835 (Longman, Rees , Orme , Brown , 
Green and Longman). Gabler lists only the William 
Mason & Son printing the same year. • Remarks on 
the Art of Making WinebyJohnMaculloch, 1817, 2nd 
ed. (Longman, Rees, Orme and Brown) and 1821, 3rd 
ed. (Longman, Hurst, Rees , Orme & Brown) . • A 
Philosophical and Statistical History of the 
Inventions and Customs of Ancient and Modern 
Nations in the Manufacture and Use of Inebriating 
Liquors ... by Samuel Morewood , 1838 (Longman , 
Orme, Brown, Green , and Longman). Gabler lists 
only the Dublin imprint of William Curry , Jr . • Notes 
on Burgundy by Charles R. Weld , 1869 (Longmans , 
Green & Co.), a travel book more than a wine book , 
but included in Gabler. 


A LITTLE MORE BURGUNDY 
by S. Weir Mitchell was originally published in 1895 
with his more famous story, A Madeira Party (New 
York: Century Co.I De Vinne Press). Several early re· 
prints of the book likewise contained Mitchell's litde 
story on Burgundy. Then it was seen no more , until 
late 2009 when Tendril John Danza republished it. 
John has written an Introduction setting the scene 
for Mitchell and his story and a Preface explaining 
some of the mid-19th century terms that might be 
unfamiliar to present-day readers . This has been a 
favorite little wine story of his , John explains , and 
wanted to make it more available to his literary wine 
friends . To keep the cost down, he decided to use 
InstantPublishing.com , and he was rewarded with an 
attractive book. Fifty-two hand-numbered copies 
were printed and are available from John. $20 USA 
postpaid I $18 + applicable shipping for overseas 
orders . He will be happy to inscribe ; send him your 
wishes . jdanza@wideopenwest.com. 







SOME RECENT RELEASES 
The Riesling Retribution is the fourth , and latest, in 
the Wine Country Mystery Series by Ellen Crosby 
(New York : Scribner , 2009 . 261 pp. $25) . This tale of 
suspense , set in the Virginia wine country, involves 
"a mysterious skeleton, a Civil War battlefield, and 
dark family secrets ." Gallo Be Thy Name. The Inside 
Story of How One Family Rose to Dominate the U.S. 
Wine Market by Jerome Tuccille (Beverly Hills: 
Phoenix Books , 2009 . 269 pp . $23). The d.j . blurb 
introduces this "gripping expose ": "Beneath the E. & 
J. Gallo Winery 's carefully polished surface is a 
sweeping story of passion and power , swirling with 
rumors of murder. " The Vintage Caper(NewYork: 
Knopf, 2009 . 223 pp. $24 .95) is the latest from Peter 
Mc1yle (11 books, 5 are fiction) . "Set in Hollywood, 
Paris , Bordeaux, and Marseille, Mayle 's newest and 
most delightful novel is filled with culinary delights, 
sumptuous wines, and colorful characters. " [d.j.] The 
Dark Vineyardby Martin Walker (London: Quercus , 
2009 . 309 pp. £13). This is the second title by prize· 
winning journalist-author Walker to feature Bruno, 
Chief of Police of St. Denis, Perigord. A California 
winemaker "who plans to buy up half the valley and 
create a huge wine-producing operation" figures in 
the plot. 


CHAMPAGNE NOTES 
Our retired "Wine Tales " sleuth , Warren J ohns on, 
uncovered a few more titles to add to our Champagne 
fiction list of last issue . Champag n e (1989) and 
Champagne Gold (1992) are two works by Nicola 
Thorne, a pseudonym of the popular British author, 
Rosemary Ellerbeck. Conceived by the Marquis 
d'Aulan , President of Piper Heidsieck, the storyline 
was developed for the book and a possible TV series , 
a French equivalent of "Dynasty. " The books were 
very well-received (hardback & paperback editions), 
but the TV series never materialized. 


SPEAKING of SLEUTHS ... 
Let's add Madame Maigret's Recip es (1975) to our 
list of wine-related fiction titles. This 183-page 
tribute to Georges Simenon and his Inspector 
Maigret series was "Compiled by Robert Courtine on 
the occasion of Georges Simenon 's 70th birthday. " 
Over one hundred recipes are presented that 
appeared in one of the Maigret books , while a 
"spirited" Wine Glossary is provided by Jack Lang, 
"an American wine expert." Courtine, a friend of 
author Simenon , is called "France 's most famous food 
writer" and the author of a "great number and 
variety of books on food and drink ." No Courtine 
titles are listed in Gabler, but Georges Simenon 's 
Maigret and the Wine Merchant(London/New York , 
1971), "a murder mystery set in Paris," is included , 
with a descriptive annotation. 
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HELP!! WANTED 
Having realized delicious success from previous pleas 
to fellow Tendrils for help in finding a much-wanted 
title , Nina Wemyss (The Napa Valley Reserve) , 
sends another request : Wines and vines of Caliform'a 
by Frona E. Wait (the original 1889 imprint) and The 
Pacific Um'on Club Wine List, 1948, would be greatly 
appreciated! nwemyss@thenapavalleyreserve.com. 


AN UNKNOWN LITTLE BOOKLET 
of helpful hints and recipes for Home Made Wines. 
For Family and Medicinal Use, written by George C. 
Williams , of New Philadelphia , Ohio, and published 
by hini in 1915, has recently turned-up . This plain , 
but nicely printed , booklet of 38 pages is not listed in 
Gabler 's Wine into Words and an internet search 
located one copy in the WorldCat. We assume the 
good Mr. Williams was sadly unsuccessful in selling 
very many copies at "$2 postpaid ," accounting for its 
present obscurity. Were it that he could still be 
_reached at "New Philadelphia , O." so we could 
mqmre . 


5000 COPIES & UNKNOWN TO GABLER!? 
This is amazing. Rober t M ondavi Winery 2001, 
written by the acclaimed wine writer Gerald Asher , 
was produced "in celebration of the opening of the 
new Robert Mondavi Winery To-Kalan Project." 
Designed and produced by the innovative graphic 
design firm, Pate International , it is a princely 
presentation in a rich ivory cloth and maroon leather 
binding , with folded , uncut leaves throughout ; 14 
pages of text and [30) pages ofb/w and brilliant color 
photographs. The edition is limited to 5,000 
numbered, slip -cased books. 


ALWAYS REMEMBER ... 
"A Bibliomaniac must be carefully distinguished from 
a Bibliophile . The latter has not yet freed himself 
from the idea that books are meant to be read . The 
Bibliomaniac has other uses for books: he carries 
them about with him as talismans; he passes his time 
in the contemplation of their bindings , illustrations , 
and title-pages-sometimes even prostrating himself 
before his books in silent adoration ." - Books by 
Gerald Donaldson (1981). 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a no/ f or-profit organiza1ionfounded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors . Yearly Membership / Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (JSSN 1552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas . Permission lo reprinl is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. E-m: tendri/s@jps .net. 
Editor and Publisher : Gail Unze/man. - · 
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MARIAN L. GORE, BOOKSELLER (1914-2009) 
IN MEMORIAM 


by Gail Unzelman 


Marian Gore, our beloved, ageless grand dame of the 
food and drink bookselling scene, has passed away
almost fourteen years to the day that we announced 
her retirement in our October 1995 Wayward Tendrils 
Quarterly. In her grand and elegant manner, Marian 
continued to stroll the Book Fair aisles for several 
years after her retirement, keeping in touch with 
book-loving friends. We will forever remember her 
presence and energy . Our "Retirement Announce
ment" is a loving tribute to her memory. 


Marian L. Gore, Bookseller 
Announces Retirement 


W
e dedicated collectors of wine and gastronomy 
books signal the departure of our longest 
enduring U.S. wine and food bookseller. With 


a pang of sadness, and heartfelt congratulations on a 
wonderful career, we reluctantly accept the retire
ment of Marian L. Gore, Bookseller. 


Always a reader and a lover of books, Marian 
began her bookselling career working for a rare book 
dealer in Beverly Hills. In this position, she came to 
realize there were no West Coast booksellers 
specializing in food and drink, and she would be 
happy to fill this need. Following the pattern of most 
dealers in this specialty, Marian set up shop in her 
home and conducted a mail-order business . 


In 1967 Marian L. Gore, Bookseller issued her first 
catalogue: "200 Years of Cookery'' listing 409 items, 
with about 15 wine-related books intermixed with the 
cook books. By 1968 her catalogue, subdivided into 
fourteen categories, included 75 books on wine 
(Speechly's Treatise on the Vine, 1821, $30). For the 
next twenty-five years an average of two sizeable 
catalogues were issued each year--every one 
sparkling with new-found, glorious treasures. 


Marian's first Antiquarian Book Fair was in 1972 
at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco. As a 
member of the ABAA (Antiquarian Booksellers 
Association of America), Marian participated yearly in 
the ABAA's prestigious Book Fairs, as well as 
presenting her specialized wares at the smaller, non
ABAA book fairs in Southern California. Often 
displayed in her booth were wine items never before 
seen-not only the old and rare classics, but 
wonderful, artistically created items of the 1930s or 
'40s that she had found on her latest buying trip to 
France. A lesson quickly learned: snatch up these 
gems promptly , you will not likely see them again. 


In a letter to your Editor , Marian recalled 
"traveling to search out unusual and special items. I 
went to Europe every few years. I speak a little 
French , and France was always a pleasurable 


. experience. In Paris I stayed usually on the Left 
Bank in some small hotel , walked a lot, and scoured 
all the book stores." 


In 1990 The Book Collectors of Los Angeles 
published the noteworthy One Hundred Books on 
California Food & Wine (Dan Strehl , ed .), high
lighting the "most desirable ... and most represent
ative books that describe the first 120 years of 
California food and wine." As a member of the com
mittee to develop this important contribution to 
gastronomic literature , Marian was also asked to 
write an introductory article , "Notes from a California 
Bookseller ." She recalls her bookseller career-from 
being "appallingly ignorant " in her new chosen spec
ialty to a long-time friendship with M.F:K. Fisher. 


Marian L. Gore , Bookseller does not retire easily. 
She still has over one thousand food and drink books 
for sale-but, she will issue no more catalogues and 
has exhibited at her last Book Fair. "As a one-woman 


. band the business has been very demanding and 
immensely gratifying. It opened up a world I would 
never have known otherwise. And I'm leaving all of 
it because it's time!" (at 81 years of age!). 


Graciously private , with a keen , droll sense of 
humour, Marian has graced the book world with a 
stately presence . We will sincerely miss her. 


A REMEMBRANCE OF MARIAN 
by Brian Rea 


M
arian Gore was a classy lady , and my favorite 
Antiquarian. As a fanatic collector of drink 
books, I always made haste to Marian's booth 


at the book fairs. She sold me my first Savoy Cocktail 
Book, and other quite scarce bar-keep books , and 
more often than not , some unusual ones. I remember 
what a pleasure it was to visit with her at her home 
full of books in San Gabriel , traveling there on my 
bike from Burbank . It was a nice feeling to sit and 


·talk to her, and discuss , as usual, books . Many of her 
drink books were proudly sold to the famous Rainbow 
Room in Rockefeller Center , after I recommended 
same. Marian was a fine bookseller , an active , funny , 
different, special lady; along with many long-tim e 
book collectors, it is my loss also , as we were friends . 
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WAYWARD TENDRILS WINE LITERATURE 
A Premier Cru Harvest 


by Gail Unzelman 


"The ecstatic heights of collecting can be reached only by sharing the fruits of pursuit with like-minded companions, 
not only through the collection itself but also through the spoken and printed word. Inevitably, the things man 


collects inspire their own literature .... " - American Bottles & Flasks ... by McKearin and Wilson , 1978. 


THE MISSION OF OUR WINE BOOK Collector's Society and its Quarterly publication is to communicate the literature 
of wine and its lore to fellow collectors and students of printed wine material. In celebration of entering our 20th 
vintage season, we present the following list of "Editor's Choice" essays-those your Editor considers to be most 
memorable, exciting , entertaining , and valuable additions to the study of wine through its literature. While 
reviewing this survey, please raise a toast to our exemplary list of contributors and our faithful membership. For 
Tendrils who missed any of these gems, a few copies are available, along with the 5-year-compiled indexes . 
Contact your Tendril Editor at tendrils@jps.net. Salute! 


et us begin our reminiscence with 
one of the premier collectors of 
printed wine material, the late 


.,\.....,.,,....,....,..... Roy Brady (1918-1998), who also 
was a fine wine writer. In our 
first volume (v.l #2 , 1991), we 
pu blished his inspiring essay, 
"The Pleasures of Collecting 
Wine Books," which he began: 


· '"As is well known, all collectors 
are prepared ;to steal or murder if it is a question of 
getting another piece for their collection; but this does 
not lower their moral character in the least.' Karel 
Capek understood the true collector. If you find his 
comment unlikely or unreasonable, that simply 
means that you do not have the potential to become a 
thorough-going collector. But never mind, there is a 
great deal of satisfaction to be found in collecting at a 
lower rate." Years later, after parting with his 
collection, he wrote a sequel, "The Pleasures of 
Somebody Else Collecting Wine Books" (v.6 #1, 1996). 


Following in the vintage footsteps of Brady, Eberhard 
Buehler (between the years 1960 and 1980) formed 
"with worldwide unabated collecting" a truly out
standing library. In "The Bibulous Bibliophile: 
Adventures in Wine-Book Collecting" (v.8#1, 1998), he 
relates the extraordinary journey from his first wine 
book, L.W. Marrison's Wine and Spirits (a paper
back!), to shelves filled with many rare treasures. 


''Wine in America: Twelve Historic Texts," a four
part series by Thomas Pinney (v.3 #3 , #4 , 1993 ; v.4 #1, #2 , 


1994) , initiates a basketful of praiseworthy contribu
tions from our noted wine historian. In this essay , 
twelve titles (beginning with 1622 and ending with 
1863), "each with a significant place, either as a first 
contribution to the subject, or as a special authority 
on it, or a major influence . .. are set forth and 
described." Later, Prof. Pinney , using the pseudonym 
Philephemera , addressed the ephemeral side of wine 


literature with the four-part series "Notes on [Winery 
and Wine Merchant] Newsletters: With-a Checklist" 
(v.6 #4 , 1996; v.7 #1--#3 , 1997) . "George Saintsbury and 
Notes on a Cellar-Book, with Some Further Writings 
on Wine by Saintsbury" appeared in 1997 (v.7#4). This 
scholarly essay would become the basis for the 
Introduction to his published book, Notes on a Cellar 
Book. George Saintshury. Edited and Annotated by 
Thomas Pinney (U.C. Press, 2008). Pinney's "The 
Genesis of a Book" (v.10 #1--#3, 2000) is definitely a 
Tendril-variety of reading; it is a well-researched and 
documented history of how "The Story of Wine in 
Califorma" came to be. Written by M.F.K. Fisher and 
illustrated with superb black & white photographs by 
Max Y avno, it is a classic book of California wine 
literature. Everyone should reprint this essay and 
insert it into their copy of this wondrous book! Tom 
followed with another stellar book story, "A Special 
Book : The Grapes of New Yorli' by U. P. Hedrick, 
1908 (v.10 #4 , 2000), and explains his particular 
fondness for this encyclopedic historical survey of the 
grapes not only of New York, but of all those east of 
the Rocky Mountains. Next, he presents "The Most 
Important Book Ever Written about California 
Wine" (v.12 #3, 2002), singling out for this honor The 
Principles and Practice of Wine Making by W. V. 
Cruess, 1934. Pinney would also honor "A Born 
Collector: Roy Brady, 1918-1998" (v.14#2, 2004); and 
provide a two-part essay on the remarkable wineman , 
"The Finest Wines in the World are Homemade 
Wines: The Career of Philip M. Wagner [and His 
Printed Works]" (v.14 #3 , #4, 2004). Historian Pinney 
believes Wagner "certainly belongs in the pantheon of 
American wine." 


W
ith the July issue of 1999 (v.9#3), we began the 
serialization of wine historian Charles 
Sullivan's ground- breaking "The Zinfandel: A 


History of a Grape and Its Wine.'' This scholarly, 
never-before-told story ran through Volume 11, 2001. 
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Published two years later by U .C. Press , it was an 
award-winning book . In 2006 , .on the 100th anniver 
sary of the Great Earthquake and Fire, Sullivan 
began an amazing coverage of "The Great Wine 
Quake" (v.16 #1-#3, 2006) from the perspective of the 
State 's wine industry-another story never before 
researched and told . (For another astonishing earth· 
quake story , see "Ozymandias in San Francisco: A 
Medallic Memorial of the Great Earthquake and 
Fire of 1906" (v.17#2 , 2007), reprinted from the Ameri" 
can Numismatic Society Magazine.) "U.C. Grapes 
and Wine: A Discourse on the Institution of Wine 
Research in the State of California with Reflections 
on the Early Workers and Notes on Related Topics" 
(v.18#4 , 2008 ; v.19#1-#3 , 2009) is a superb, in-depth study 
by Sullivan on the founding fathers of the viticultural 
school of the University of California and their 
significant works (1868-1918). 


ur ongoing ''Wine Libraries of the [OI World" series has featured articles on 
"The Napa Valley Wine Library" by 
Gunther Detert (v.l #2, 1991) ; "The 
Andre L. Simon Collection of the 


•mlllliili!d I.W.&F.S. in The Guildhall , City of 
London " by Hugo Dunn-Meynell (v.l #3 , 1991) ; "The 
Viticulture & Enology Collection , Shields Library at 
U. C. Davis " by Axel Borg (v.2 #2 , 1992); "The Sonoma 
County Wine Library Collection" by Bo Simons (v.2#3 , 


1992; v.8 #2 , 1998); State Library of South Australia (see 
following); "Wine at the Library of Congress" by 
Robert Hutton (v.6#3 , 1996) ; "The Library &Archives of 
the Wine Institute , San Francisco" by Robert 
Zerkowitz (v.13 #2 , 2003); "The Southern California 
Wine & Wine Industry Collection at Cal Poly Pomona 
University Library" by Danette Cook Adamson (v.10#4, 


2000). "A Visit with the Joneses and their Wine Books" 
(v.6# 4, 1996; v.18#3, 2008) and "'F.W.C.' The First Wine 
Book Collector?" (v.17 #4 , 2007) by Gail Unzelman . 


"Oenotypophily: Wine & Print in the State 
Library" (v.2 #l, 1992) is a grand tour of the "largest 
collection of wine books in Australia 's biggest wine· 
producing state ," personally directed by the rare 
books and special collections librarian, Valmai Hankel 
(who cleverly coined the term , oenotypophily). In 2001 
(v.11#3 , #4) , we enjoyed her scholarly and entertaining 
essay, "The Eager Oenographers. With a Select List 
of Books on Grape Growing and Winemaking 
Important in 19th Century Australia," where , with 
her long-cultivated interest in Australian wine· 
growing history and her 45·year tenure at the 
Library, she brings to life many of the pioneer wine· 
growers and their "yeasty writings. " She generously 
followed this with "Australian Wine Books of the 20th 
Century: A Personal Selection of the Top Twenty" 
(v.12#2, 2002). In 2004 Valmai reminded us of"Robert 


Druitt's Joyous, Forgotten Classic" (v.14#2, 2004) , the 
1865 publication with a title almost as long as the 
book : Report on the Cheap Wines from France , Ital y, 
Austria ... Their Quality, Wholesomeness, and Price, 
and their use in diet and medicine ... 


The first "Supplement " to our Wayward Tendrils 
Quarterly appeared with the October 2003 
issue . Your Editor 's request for a "piece on 


Canadian wine books " became a 20·pag e study of 
Canada 's wine literature interwoven with the histor y 
of the Canadian wine industry , "Canadian Wine 
Books ," expertly researched and written by Eberhard 
Buehler (v.13#4 , Supplement). This accomplishment still 
astounds me. 


A delightful piece on the day ·to ·day activities of a 
specialist bookdealer was submitted for Vol.2 No.2 
(1992) by the late Mike McKirdy , the respected , 
popular co·proprietor of Cooks Books , Rottingdean . 
Titled "Africana with the Port ," Mike wittily relates 
his business adventure with the eminent , and rather 
eccentric, New York booksellers , Eleanor Lowenstein 
and Walter Goldwater , and moving a half ton of books 
from New York to Rottingdean. • Another bookseller 
remembrance that brought great pleasure is Eber
hard Buehler 's "Recollections of Elisabeth Wood· 
burn" (v.12 #4, 2002 ), a "meritage " of a passionate wine 
book collector and a much·loved specialist bookseller . 


ributes , biographical 
sketches, and checklists of a 
number of historied wine 
authors have appeared, 
beginning with our first 
volume. "Cyril Ray, 1908-
1991: In Remembrance" (v.l 


#4 , 1991); "A Salute to Leon 
Adams, 1905-1995" (v.6 #1, 


1996) ; "An Appreciation of 
Philip Marshall Wagner, 1904-1996" by Robert 
Hutton (v.7# 2, 1997) ; ''Maynard Amerine, 1911-1998 " 
(v.8 #2 , #3 , 1998); "Roy Brady, 1918-1998" (v.8 #2 , 1998); 


"George Husmann (1827-1902) in Print" by Linda 
Walker Stevens (v.8 #3 , 1998); "Harry Waugh, 1904-
2001" (v.12 #2, 2002); "Ernest P. Peninou, 1916-2002: 
California Wine Historian " (v.13#1 , 2003) with tribute s 
by Gail Unzelman and Bob Thompson ; "Julian Street, 
1879-194 7" (v.14#2 , Suppl eme nt , 2004); "Emile Peynaud , 
1912-2004" (v.14 #4 , 2004); "Gene Ford, 1927-2005 " by 
Hudson Cattell (v.16 #1, 2006); "In Memoriam : Alexis 
Bespaloff, 1934-2006" by Bo Simons (v.16 #3 , 2006); 


''William Massee, 1919-2006" (v.16 #4, 2006); "In 
Memoriam: Len Evans, 1930-2006 " by Darrell Corti 
(v.17 #1, 2007) and Peter Burke (v.17 #2, 2001); "Gordon 
Jones, Literary Wine Man, 1921- 2008" by Gail 
Unzelman (v.18 #3 , 2008) ; "Dr. Max Lake, 1924-2009" 
by Fred McMillin (v.19 #4, 2009). 







spe cial, very personal, tribute 
to Andre L. Simon, 'Working 
with Andre: My Apprentice
ship with the Founder of the 
Wine & Food Society," 
written by vintage Tendril 
Hugh Johnson (v.13 #4, 2003), 


_ remains one of my favorite 
remembrances of the "grand 
old man of wine books." 


Being a long-time collector, and student of the printed 
works of Andre Simon, I relished 'With All Good 
Wishes: Inscribed Andre Simon Books" (v.14#4 , 2004 ; 


v .15 #1, 2005). The idea originated with John Danza, 
another Simon afficionado, and several Tendrils 
contributed favorite Simon book inscriptions from 
their libraries . We continued our Simon tribute with 
several fine articles by John Danza , "Andre Simon 
and the Star Chamber Dinner Accounts" (v.15 #3, 


2005), "The Importance of Ephemera" (v.15 #4, 2005), 


"The Perfect Wine Book" (v.17 #1 , 2007), and 
"Constables Wine Library" (v.19 #2 , 2009). Gail 
Unzelman studied the oft-puzzling issues of Simon's 
Pocket Library Series, and offered some helpful 
information in "Amidst the Confusion of Andre 
Simon's 'Wines of the World' Pocket Library Series 
(v.18 #2 , 2008). 


I
n the "bibliography-checklist" category , we have 
an impressive list of expert contributions , includ
ing 'Wine Books: A Bibliographical Tour'' by 


Mary Haskell (v.3 #4, 1993); a follow-up article, 'Wine 
Book Bibliography: An Extended Journey" by Gail 
Unzelman (v.4 #1 , 1994) ; "Fine Press Wine Press: A 
Check-list" (v.3 #4 , 1993) and "An Addendum" (v.4 #1, 


1994 ; v.17#4, 2007) by Gail Unzelman; "Literature of the 
Cork-screw" by Ron MacLean (v.4 #3 1993) ; "Madeira 
Wine-A Select Bibliography" by Gail Unzelman (v.5 


#1, 1995); "Oak in Winemaking: A Bibliography" by Bo 
Simons (v.8 #3, 1998); "The Literature of the Wine 
Label [Bottle Tickets]" by Darrel Rosander (v.13 #2 , 
2003); 'Wine from the Peter Pauper Pre .ss" by Gail 
Unzelman (v.15#3 , 2005). In "Early U.S. Titles and the 
Wine Book Collector" (v.9 #1 , #2 , 1999) , Gail Unzelman 
explores English-language works published between 
1622-1830 not usually classified as "wine books ," yet 
have substantial information on American wine
growing, and should be considered for our collections. 
"La Fete des Vignerons" by Hans Weiss (v.9 #3 , 1999) 


gives a brief history of this oldest known, and most 
colorful of festivals celebrating wine and viticulture , 
and provides a well-annotated bibliographical listing 
of Festival imprints. "The Bancroft Oral Histories of 
California Winemen, With a Brief History" (v.10 #3 , 


2000) is a studious examination by Allan Shields who 
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presents a comprehensive list of these invaluable oral 
histories.• Missouri 's Bushberg Vineyards & Nursery 
was one of the country 's most important during the 
19th century, and the firm 's catalogues were called by 
historian U.P. Hedrick "more popular and useful than 


· any other book on American grapes. "The Bushberg 
Catalogues: A History and Checklist" by Gail 
Unzelman (v.5 #2 , 1995) relates a descriptive history . 
Stephen Werner 's informative "Homage to Cocks et 
Feret . With Checklist" (v.11 #4 , 2001), reflects his 
knowledge of his special collecting interest , the "bible 
of Bordeaux." "Northwest Wine Books: A Select, 
Annotated Bibliography'' by Will Brown (v.12# 4, 2002) 


delves into almost every book written about hi s 
favorite subject, American Northwest wines. "The 
Wine List of Alfred A. Knopf' by Thomas Pinney (v.13 
#1, 2003) is a survey of publisher Knopfs wine books , 
from Prohibition times to the 1990s , that provides an 
historical review of America 's developing taste in 
wines. "A Longman List of Books on Wine" by Gail 
Unzelman (v.19#4, 2009) presents the impressive list of 
wine books published from 1820 onward by this 
venerable London publishing house . 


-Among the numerous essays on antiquarian wine 
books we have published , truly the most 
valuable is Mannie Berk 's "Wine Literature 


Reviewed: Old & Rare Wine Books" (v.6 #4 , 1996). His 
13-page , finely illustrated assessment is well
researched, thoughtful , and timeless. I believe there 
has never been a better presentation on the subject. 


ne of my favorite articles is 
a short , one-page essay, 
"Roman Numerals Deci
phered," excerpted from 
The American Printer : A 
Manual of Typography by 
Thomas MacKellar (Phila., 
1889). This enlightening 
article that explains these 


~i{~:it:>'\l~,I sometimes mysterious 
characters appeared in v.5 
#4, 1995, and again in v.16 
#1, 2006 . Another enjoyed 
favorite is "Expose: or Nom 
·ae Pl~es Exposed!" (v 7 #3 , 


#4 1997) , that reveals the ..._~_lilliil_.w.llW...,. identities of some two dozen 
an onymous wine-writers in our literature . And , I am 
especially fond of this one: "A Chat on 'The First 
American Work on Grape Culture' by Liber" (v.12#3, 


2002). This invented, very entertaining discussion 
between two old friends , Liber and Biblos, originally 
appeared in the November 1867 issue of The 
Horticulturist. 
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F
ollowing Charles Sullivan's earlier diligent 
search for the origins of Zinfandel, Allan Shields 
set out on his own grape variety quest. "A Lust 


for the Lady de Caverly" Cv.12 #1, #2, 2002) is a 
fascinating, scholarly investigation to "untangle the 
roots" of the Thompson Seedless, one of the world's 
most extensively planted grape varieties. He provides 
copious Notes, a Chronology, and a Bibliography of 
Works Consulted. 


The intriguing story of the history of oversized 
wine bottles comes to light in "Rehoboam or Nebu
chadnezzar? Just Who Were These Guys and How 
Did They Wind Up as Champagne Bottles?" by Bo 
Simons (v 9 #1, #2, 1999) and a follow-up note by Darrel 
Rosander, ''More on the Big Bottles!" Cv.9 #3, 1999). 


A very studious and informative essay, "Thoughts 
and Observations on the Nature of Bibliography 
Relative to Collectors of Wine Books ... with Brief 
Comments on the Types of Bibliography, Their Use, 
and the Role of Bibliography'' by Isaac Oelgart (v.7#1, 


1997), qualifies as a major contribution to the 
literature. As per the title, the issues of bibliography 
are thoroughly discussed. 


"Bookplates with Wine Motifs" is a favorite theme 
of several Tendril collectors, and Erik Skovenborg's 
fantastically illustrated article includes a tipped-in 
four-color bookplate by the artist Dolatowski (v.7 #2, 
1997). A fine following article "On Collecting Wine 
Bookplates: A Newcomer's Confession" by Rae 
Fahlenius (v.14 #3, 2004) shows a number of his prized 
bookplates. 


e have pub· 
lished two 
splendid es· 
says having to 
do with wine 
and the arts: 
'Wine, Art, & 
Nicolas" by 


James Gabler Cv.11 #1, 2001) and 'Wine & Civilization: 
Wine's Rich Relationship with the Arts" by Nina 
Wemyss (v.14 #4, 2004). Jim brings to our journal a 
premier, first-class study and listing of the highly 
prized publications of Etablissements Nicolas, fine· 
wine merchants of Paris, while Nina's artfully 
illustrated presentation eloquently praises the virtues 
of wine, a "source of truth, beauty, and joy, an 
inspiration to artists and lovers." 


A distinctive landmark for our Quarterly was the 
publication of "Dissertatio lnauguralis Medica de 
Vinis by Joann. Mich. Schosulan (Vienna, 1767). 
Now Translated into English for the First Time: 
With an Introduction and a Note on the Translator" 


by Erik Skovenborg (v.18#2, 2008). We were privileged 
to present the first English-language printing of this 
important, extremely scarce , work. 


"Thomas Jefferson and wine" has become a popular 
subject for several recently published books, but in 
2001 we printed a remarkable, never-before-published 
aspect of this love affair: "The Wine Books in 
Jefferson's Library" by Robert Hutton (v.11 #2 , 2001) . 


Bob, a retired cataloguer for the Library of Congress , 
also gave us the fascinating, incredible story of the 
Library 's "Delta Collection" Cv.11 #4, 2001) . 


A delicious treat, 'Wine Books a la Carte" by 
Gordon Jones (v.11#3 , 2001) , explores the question: Does 
a cook book that is liberally sprinkled with wine 
constitute a wine book? The inquisitive journey is a 
grand banquet. 


ailing off the wine-book cart 
ever so slightly, we have 
enjoyed the "Barchives " of 
Brian Rea , a one·time wine 
book collector who formed one 
of the world 's finest drink book 
libraries. He began his mission 
to educate and entertain us 
with "An Old Fashioned Story" 


(v.10 #3 , 2000), then served us "Celebrity Bartenders: 
Jerry Thomas and the First Cocktail Book" (v.12 #4 , 


2002). Enjoy further servings from his library of 
treasures: "The Formative Years" (v.16 #4 , 2006), "The 
Gentleman's Table Guide by Edward Ricket" (v.17#1 , 


2007) , "Two Early Professional Drink Manuals" (v.17 


#2, 2007) , "American & Other Drinks. Upwards of Two 
Hundred Recipes by Leo Engel" (v.17 #3 , 2007) , and 
"New & Improved Bartender's Manual by Harry 
Johnson" (v.18 #1 , 2008) . 


One of the more fascinating bits of wine history 
seen through the eyes of a very rare book is "Queen 
Victoria's Cellar Book" by Bern Ramey (v.13#3 , 2003) , 


with actual pages of the Cellar Book reproduced to 
accompany the article. 


Several noteworthy biographical s~udi;,s include 
"Longworth: Read Between the Lmes by Lmda 
Walker Stevens (v.9 #1, 1999) who gives a fine 


insight into the life and times of the enigmatic , mid· 
America wine pioneer Nicholas Longworth . • An 
unrivaled biographical and bibliographical study of 
"H. Warner Allen (1881-1968): Classicist, Corres· 
pondent, Wine Connoisseur & Author" was presented 
to all Tendrils by Eberhard Buehler (v.7 #3 , 1997). It 
contains 6 pages of illustrated text and a 5·page 
bibliography of Allen's works. In 2007 , Gail 
Unzelman tackled the question about a popular 
pioneer American wine writer, "Who was William 







Chorlton?" in her essay 'William Chorlton and His 
American Grape Grower's Guide' (v.17 #1 , 2007) . 


n Volume 16 (2006) , we first 
experienced Tendril Marvin 
Collins' energetic passion for re
searching and reporting Cali 
fornia wine history, and were 
pleased to meet the magnani-


" 1 • mous "Man Who Ate, and Drank, 
California: Major Benjamin C. 
Truman (v.16#2,#3, 2006). We were 


~~~~~~~!,) next introduced to an even more 
remarkable character in "Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Bulldog: The Paris Letters and the Rise of 
Charles A. Wetmore" (v.16 #4 , 2006). "How California 
Got Its First Great Wine Book: Edward Bosqui's 
Grapes and Grape Vines of California, 1877" (v.18#3, 


2008) is a real gem , reporting on this "Rare Work of 
Art" like no one else before. To close our 19th year , 
Marvin did a masterful job of explaining how to 
utilize the recently digitized "Grand Old Journal: 
Pacific Wine & Spirit Review" (v.19 #4, 2009). 


Having always enjoyed the pursuit of fiction with 
a wine theme , it was a pleasure to see the inaug
uration of 'Wine Tales" by our excellent sleuth , 
Warren Johnson (v.16#3 , 2006) , whose column aimed to 
bring us a varied list of wine fiction-from poetry, to 
novels , to mysteries and romances, &c. Warren 
continued his popular column through Volume 18. Bo 
Simons , in our first volume (v. l #4, 1991), had written 
on the "timeless" "Marjorie Allingham: Mystery 
Novelist (Who Had Her Wine References Right):' We 
reprinted his little gem 16 volumes later for those 
who missed it the first time (v.17#1, 2007). 


Late in the second decade of our journal, we saw 
long-time collector and vintage Tendril, Dean 
Walters , spring to life. Dean chose early printed 
ephemera, one of his several wine collecting interests, 
to share with us in his "IllJ1strated California Wine 
History" series . "The Upstate New York Connection" 
(v.19 #2 , 2009), "A Tale of Two Brothers and a Parrott" 
(v.19#3 , 2009), and "Grimm Tales and Revelations" (v.19 


#4 , 2009) , each magnificently illustrated with treasures 
from his archives, are the first from his pen. We look 
forward to a similar rich harvest in our 20th season . . 


A
major triumph of our Quarterly has been the 
dramatic and painstakingly researched saga, 
"Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent 


Oenophiles" by Barbara Marinacci, where we 
submersed ourselves into the turbulent career of this 
voluble California wine-grower presented through his 
friendships and correspondence with such wine
writing luminaries as Julian Street, Maynard Amer-
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ine, John Melville , Frank Schoonmaker , Robert Bal 
zer , Marcus Crahan , Andre Simon , Angelo Pellegrini , 
and publisher Alfred Knopf. The series ran from April 
2003 through October 2008 , and generated much 
praise from Tendril readers (while bringing in several 
·new members who didn't want to miss the story!). 


I n closing this tribute , let me send my special 
Tendril thanks to all who provided the bountiful 
harvest of book reviews for twenty years: Fred 


McMillin, Bo Simons, Bob Foster, Hudson Cattell , 
Will Brown, Warren Johnson, Tom Pinney , 
Christopher Fielden, Ron Unzelman, R. Hume 
Andrews, Allan Shields, Wilson Duprey, Linda 
Stevens, Jack Fairchild , Orley Ashenfelter, and to all 
the many Tendrils who sent in articles of interest, or 
nonsense, to make our journal what it is - a lasting , 
and significant, contribution to the literature of wine. 


MY FAVORITE CARTOON 


"We.don't have any!" 


WINE IN THE MORNING: 
BOOKSELLERS'CATALOGUES 


To read these catalogues is like drinking wine in 
the middle of morning ; it elevates one into that 
state offelicitous intoxication in which one feels 


capable of anything. I must control myself and not 
write to booksellers in haste ; there must be a gap 
between the perusal of the catalogue and my post
card ... I will wait until the effects are worn off, and 
then write a postcard, sober, temperate, moderate , 
brief, restrained... But, while I wait , those more 
intemperate than myself will have rushed in and 
bought. It is obvious that I cannot wait. Probably I 
should telephone ... - Rose Macaulay , Personal Pleasure s. 
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Uncorking the Past: The Quest for Wine, Beer 
and other Alcoholic Beverages by Patrick McGovern 


A Review by Will Brown 


"an a.mbitiou _s undertaking ... " 


atrick McGovern has previously 
written two books on the ancient 
history of wine. The first, as co· 
editor, was The Origins and 
Ancient History of Wine (1995), 
the result of an international 
symposium held in 1991 at the 
Robert Mondavi Winery in Napa 
Valley. At that symposium ex


~~::;J perts from the fields of anthro
pology, archaeology, viticulture and enology among 
others, presented material related to the study of the 
origins of grape growing and winemaking (vini· 
culture). The second book, Ancient Wine: The Search 
for the Origins of Viniculture, published in 2003 with 
McGovern as the sole author , summarized the state of 
knowledge of the ancient history of wine up to that 
time. This book received the 2004 Grand Prize in 
History, Literature and Fine Arts from the Organiza· 
tion Internationale de la Vigne et du Vin. 


McGovern , Scientific Director of the Biomolecular 
Archaeology Laboratory for Cuisine, Fermented Bev· 
erages and Health at the University of Pennsylvania 
Museum, earned a PhD in Near Eastern Archaeology 
and History at the University. He has rightly 
established himself as the leading authority in the 
U.S. and possibly in the world on the origins of 
viniculture. In his present book, McGovern takes the 
study of the origins of fermented beverages a step 
beyond that of viniculture to explore the origins of any 
and all fermented beverages anywhere they may be 
found. In his Preface he states "alcoholic beverages 
are unique among all the drugs that humans have 
exploited on this planet for more than four million 
years. Their preeminence and universal allure ... 
what might be called their biological, social and 
religious imperatives ... make them significant in 
understanding the development of our species and its 
cultures." He then proposes a "journey of exploration 
that extends further back than the beginnings of 
grape wine in the Middle East ... starting out at the 
center of our galaxy, moving on to the beginnings of 
life on this planet, and then following humankind's 
preoccupation with an ingenious concoction of 
alcoholic beverages from continent to continent as our 
species spread out from Africa across the earth." An 
ambitious undertaking to be sure, McGovern, a 
polymath of uncommon erudition, takes us with him 
on his travels around the world in search of the 


origins of fermented beverages. In the process, he 
follows an interdisciplinary approach , employing 
methodologies from archaeology , anthropology , 
chemistry , botany , art history , and linguistics among 
others, to support his hypothesis that humans may be 
genetically predisposed to the use of alcoholic bever
ages and that their use is associated with spirituality 
and creativity in art and music . 


In the course of his travels he has found that in 
. each continent visited, alcoholic beverages were 
associated with domestication of plants and that these 
beverages were produced from a wide array of 
materials including grains , grapes, berries and fruit , 
honey , and even the fruit of the cacao tree in the New 
World. In China for example he found evidence of the 
oldest known fermented beverage, dating to about 
9000 years ago. In some instances he found what he 
has called "extreme beverages" where a number of 
different ingredients were employed in the ferment , 
often grains along with honey, tree resin and fruits or 
berries. In each locale he correlated the fermented 
product with the local cultural practices . As an 
adjunct to his research , he set about to recreate 
modern versions of some of the brews that he had 
discovered. In collaboration with a micro· brewer of his 
acquaintance, he was able to reproduce several of 
these products that were both palatable and 
commercially viable. 


This is not an easy book to read. It is full of 
scientific information some of which is very esoteric, 
and with geographical names, which are difficult to 
locate and remember, much less pronounce , even 
though maps are available. It should be considered as 
a reference book; it is sure to require revision 
periodically as new archaeological finds and tech· 
nological tools are developed . The book is 330 pages in 
length and contains a table of contents, a preface , nine 
chapters , color plates, maps, a superb bibliography , 
acknowledgments , and an index . It is available from 
Amazon for under twenty dollars. 


I can recommend this book with reservations , one 
of which I have already noted above . It is not a book 
about wine, but it would appeal to those interested in 
the ancient origins of viniculture and other fermented 
beverages. For those readers however, it should best 
be considered a companion volume to McGovern's 
earlier books noted in this review and they should 


· necessarily be studied first. I believe that this book 
would have greater appeal to archaeologists, anthro· 
pologists, historians of the ancient world, and some 
botanists and chemists and even brewers, than to 
workaday wine lovers. 


[ Will Brown, a welcome contributor to ow· Quarterlv. is a retired 
physician , a winemaker, and an avid student of Oregon wine 
history, among other "retired" activities . - Ed.] 







A WAYWARD TENDRILS BOOK REVIEW 
by Thomas Pinney 


Is This Bottle Corked? The Secret Life of Wine by 
Kathleen Burk and Michael Bywater. New York: 
Harmony Books , 2008 . 196pp . $19 .99 . Hardback. 
Originally published in London, 2008 , by Faber and 
Faber . 


enjoyed this book and , I confess , 
was filled with envy because I 
had not thought of writing it 
myself. Now I will try to tell you 
what it is. 


The promise of the title is 
unclear: corked? Does that mean 
we are to have a treatise on 
contamination? But then comes 
the subtitle, "the secret life of 


wine ." Does that mean an expose of malpractice-all 
those shortcuts and manipulations practiced by 
unscrupulous winemakers? Well , no: nothing like that 
at all. A glance at the table of contents will show you 
what to expect: "So who first invented wine?" is an 
early entry, followed by ''What was the truth about 
Cleopatra 's pearl?" and "What was Napoleon's 
favorite wine?" and ''Whatever happened to the 
Nicolas vans? " and so on and on . There are 88 of these 
entries , some very short , none very long, and they 
might have gone on for ever if the authors were so 
disposed . 


What we have here is a tour through the lore of 
wine, and since the territory is endless there can be 
no necessary route but only a random course, 
stopping here and there without a plan. The sche~e 
of each entry is ostensibly a question followed by its 
answer but the questions are mostly unreal and the 
answer~ more often than not simply anecdotes (as in 
"Why did the sommelier weep? ") or elementary 
expositions (as in"What microorganisms make and 
mar wine?) . · 


There is quite a lot of padding in the telling ~f 
these things , but in a book of such frothy character it 
is not always easy to distinguish the froth from t~e 
substance . The style is whimsical throughout , even m 
the bibliography and the index. In the bibliography, 
for instance , Kathleen Burk has entered her name not 
as the author of a book or article but rather as the 
possessor of "Accumulated knowled~e. " ~d ~he 
bizarre index entry for "udders cooked m hay (a dish 
that the authors affirm that they actually ate in a 
British restaurant) is followed by a rebuke to the 
skeptic: "no, really ." But only a hopeless grouc~ wo?1-d 
complain about whimsy in a designedly whimsical 
book , and what hopeless grouch would read it 
anyway? 
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But how well is all this done? Or, more to the point , 
do they know what they are talking about? I think 
that the general level of information is pretty high , 
the outcome of quite a lot of homework in history and 
mythology and winemaking-Kathleen Burk 's "Ac
cumulated knowledge. " Every reader , I imagine , will 
find something new or unfamiliar among the entries , 
mixed with quite a lot that is familiar enough. I was 
glad to learn something about the origins of the loving 
cup ceremony (though I have never seen one nor ever 


·expect to) , or about the poor fellow whom Dionysos 
taught to make wine and who was rewarded for his 
work by being beaten to death by drunken shepherds , 
or about the life of General Palmer of Chateau 
Palmer. The level of curiosity interest will var y 
according to the preparation of the reader . I was not 
much interested by the entry revealing that Baden is 
warmer than the rest of Germany and so makes more 
red wine than the rest of Germany ("What wine is 
'pampered by the sun'?"); but the description of the 
wines drunk in Chaucer 's time ("What wines did 
Chaucer's pilgrim's drink?") , or the examination of the 
legend about the Duke of Clarence 's death ("Did 
Clarence really drown in a butt of malmsey?") were 
genuinely interesting and instructive to me. But , as I 
say, different readers will make their different 
responses to all this . 
· Despite "Accumulated knowledge ," the authors 
cannot know everything with equal accuracy . In the 


·few entries on subjects about which I know 
something , my skepticism was sometimes aroused . 
The discussion of early American attempts to make 
drinkable wine , for example, could use some 
corrective tweaking here and there ("Why did native 
American wine grapes make such bad wine?" : pp.137-
139): Virginia's efforts to produce wine did not end in 
1622; the colonists did not wait until the 18th century 
to import v. vinifera from Europe: they began such 
importations almost immediately , and continued for 
the next 250 years; phylloxera was a major killer, no 
doubt , but Pierce 's disease took precedence in the 
southern colonies; v. labrusca is important among 
native species, all right, but for wine , v. aestivaHs is 
much more important than either v. riparia or v. 
rupestris; not merely "attempts have been made to 
cross [labrusca] with other grapes " but thousands and 
thousands of such crosses (and hybrids , too) have 
been made ; and , finally , Fr. Junipero Serra did not 


· plant vinifera in California in 1769. There is no~hing 
sensationally wrong here, but a good deal that 1s not 
quite right. I don 't think that this is a book that you 
will go to in order to settle an argument. 


While I am in nit-picking mode I may note a few 
other blips and blurs . The !Had is not set around the 
island oflthaca (p.32) , unless they have found a new 


cont. on p .21 -
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BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


[ We launch the 2(!1' season of ow · WTQ and Fred McMillin 's 
"Books & Bottle s " with a special tasting of a few of Fred's 
Fa vorites . Enjoy! - Ed.] 


A VINTAGE "TIDBIT'' TASTING 


The Books 
• Recettes des Provinces de France. Selectionnees by 
Curnonsky (Paris , 1961). 
On the Grand Gourmand , Jean·Anthelme Brillat
Savarin (1775-1826) : He was "extremely tall with a 
heavy tread. He spoke seldom and ate a lot ." The year 
before his death he published anonymously what was 
called a "divine book," that "illuminated the art of 
eating [and drinking] with the light of genius ." 


• Women of Wine: The Rise of Women in the Global 
Wine Industry by Ann Matasar (U. C. Press , 2006). 
On J ancis Robinson: Robinson , considered by some to 
be one of the 20th century 's two great wine writers 
(the other is Hugh Johnson), changed the wine world 
through writings "documented with great accuracy, 
intricacy and intelligence." Gaining an appreciation 
for fine wine at Oxford University while reading in 
mathematics and philosophy, she began her wine 
writing career in 1975 as an assistant editor of Wine 
& Spirits. Author of more than a dozen wine books , 
and editor of the monumental Oxford Companion to 
Wine, Ms. Robinson was the first journalist to earn 
the designation Master of Wine and the ·first to be 
accorded the Order of the British Empire . 


• Califorma Place Names: The Origin and Etymology 
of Current Geographical Names by Erwin Gudde 
(U.C . Press, 1969, 3rd ed. , revised) 
On the name Sonoma (county, mission , town, valley): 
"Sonom" or "Sono" was an American Indian word for 
"nose" and applied to a chief with a prominent 
protuberance. Thus , it meant the tribe of Chief Nose , 
and the village and surrounding territory were given 
this name by the Spaniards. 


• Plato by Timaeus, c 380 B.C. 
On "Kablewie " wines from Plato's lost continent of 
Atlantis: "In this island of Atlantis was a great and 
wonderful empire ... But afterwards, there occurred 


violent earthquakes and floods ... and the island of 
Atlantis ... disappeared into the depths of th e sea ." 


• Santorini: A Guide to the Island and Its Arche
ological Treasures by Christos Doumas (Athen s, 
1985) . • The Wines of Greece by Miles Lamb ert- Goes 
(London, 1990). 
"It is probable that Plato used the real events [of th e 
Santorini eruption] as the nucleus of his myth of 
Atlantis ." What did this incredible explosion do to 
the earth 's atmosphere? We have a witness in China , 
where the royal scribe wrote , in about 1600 B.c.: "At 
the time of King Chieh the sun was dimm ed .. . 
winter and summer came irregularl y. Frosts in th e 
sixth month . Ice formed in the morning ." Co.nfirming 
the magnitude of the cloud, Santorini ash has been 
found in Iceland at a depth dating the explosion to 
1623 B.C. Tightly packed tree-rings in California 
about this time indicate that even North America was 
affected. 


• Grossman's Cyclopedia. The Concise Guide to 
Wines, Beers, and Spirits by Harriet Lembeck , ed . 
(Running Press , 2002 ). 
Rhone wines according to Chinese Publisher? Rhone 
wines from Piedmont , Tuscany , Umbria , Upulia , 
Veneto? Considering that Ms. Lembeck was awarded 
the Wines & Vines "Perpetual Trophy for Excellence 
in Wine Writing" in 1983 , it seems strange that 21 
pages headed "Rhone Wines " were all wines ofltaly! 


What's going on? I asked her and she replied the 
Cyclopedia was produced over her name without any 
input or advice from her . There are many other 
surprises such as a full chapter being devoted to the 
"Wines of China ," but there is no chapter on wines of 
the U.S.A. So, forget this Cy clopedia edition abridged 
from Grossman's Guide to Wines, Beers , and Spirits 
(New York/London, 7th ed, 1983) and get the original 
version by Ms. Lembeck. 


• A Wine and Food Bedside Book by Claud e Morn y 
(London: Wine & Food Society , 1972). 
On Napoleon 's Wine and Food in Exile (a first 
translation by Andre Simon) : In his final year s 
Napoleon was a British prisoner , exiled to th e barr en 
island of St . Helena off the west coast of Africa , 
administered by a no-nonsense British governor . The 
greatest chef of the 19th century , Antonin Car eme, 
had a friend , Chandelier , Napoleon 's last chef , who 
told a story about Napoleon . Carem e wrot e up th e 
story and many years later , Simon found it and 
translated it into English. 


About his wine: While Napoleon could not order 
his own food, he was allowed to bring in his own 
wine. For years , the Emperor had always enjoyed a 
half a bottle of Chambertin with his main meal. Hi s 
June 1816 wine order listed 1,140 bottles , bu t no 







Burgundy. Instead Napoleon had to make do with 
300 bot tl es of Bor deau x. 


• A..astralian Complete Book of Wine by Len Evans 
(Sydney , 1978). 
On Cabernet Sauvignon: You've come a long way 
baby! "Disembarking on January 26, 1788 to settle 
Australia, Captain Arthur Phillip brought not only 
1,000 men , women , and children , but also seeds of the 
'claret grape ,' Cabernet Sauvignon. " 


• Three Generations: Adventures in a Changing 
World from 1850-2000by William E. Jarvis (Califor
nia : The Author , 1998). 
On The Best Educator-Vintner: William Jarvis 
recalled his studious years , "Fourteen years at seven 
universities created an expert in particle physics, 
music theory , Greek philosophy and electronics." Our 
Napa Valleywinemangraduatedfrom the University 
of Oklahoma (Petroleum Engineering), the U.S. 
Naval Academy (followed by active duty in Shanghai, 
Korea , &c.), Stanford University (Humanities , World 
Literature , World History, Music Theory and Tech
niques , plus a Masters in Business Administrati _on), 
University of California-Berkeley (Art, Music , Philos
ophy), Stanford University again (Gradua~ Sch?olof 
Electrical Engineering), and finally the Umvers1ty of 
California-Davis (Winemaking). 


The Bottles: Here are some of the best-related 
bottles my class has tasted recently . 


+ Cabernet Sauvignon/Endeavour , Dry Creek 
Vineyard , Sonoma Co., 2004. $55. . 
+ La Vita (Cal-Italia Blend), Bargetto Wmery , 
Santa Cruz Mountains , CA (All Italian varietals 
grown in U.S.A.) , 2004. $60 . 
+ Bourgogne , Jean-Claude Boisset, France, Bur-
gundy , 2005. $20. . 
+ Petite Sirah , Cupa Grandis , Eos Estate Wmery , 
Paso Robles , CA., 2004. $55. 
+ Cabernet Sauvignon , Angove 's, (Trinchero 
Imports), Australia , Clare Valley , 2004. $20 .. 
+ Chardonnay , Jarvis Wines , Napa Valley , Fmch 
Hollow , 2007. $70. 
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PINNEY, contfromp .19 -


location for Troy ; those French colonists in Florid a 
(p.80) had not been experimenting with vines sin ce 
the mid-seventeenth century : they had all been wiped 
out by the Spaniards long before ; "deep green olive 
trees " (p.145) would be a curiosity : Tennyson 's "olive
silvery " is closer to the mark ; and do the Bordeaux 
grand crus come from the Right Bank of the river ? 
(p.156). Finally , I may be allowed to indulge a pet 
peeve , though I know that the cause is lost. The book 
regularly speaks of "varietals " when it mean s 
"varieties. " This solecism is now standard usage 
among wine writers , but I wish it weren 't. 


Now, to repeat my beginning , I enjoyed this book 
and I think that other Tendrils will too. It sets one to 
thinking about the many other questions that might 
be asked: Was the wine at Cana red or white? Was 
there wine at the first Thanksgiving? What wine 
would Red Riding Hood be carrying to her 
grandmother? What vintage was that cask of 
Amontillado? Why are tendrils wayward? Maybe I 
will write another book like this one: there 's plenty of 
room for it. 


[EDITOR NOTE: Kathleen Burk, a Wayward Tendril since 
2005 , was born , raised , and educated in California 's 
Central Valley wine country . During her post·graduate 
studies at Oxford , she began a serious love-affair with 
wine , and successfully sat the exams for the Diploma of 
Wines & Spirits; she writes a regular column for the World 
of Fine Wine . A Professor of Modern & Contemporary 
History at University College , London, Kathleen Burk has 
been writing about British history for almost twenty-five 
years (among her works: Old World, New World : Gi-eat 
Britain and Amen'ca from the Beginning, Morgan Gi-enfell 
1838-1988: the Biography of a Merchant BanK) . 


The London edition of Is This Bottle Corked: The Se cJ'et 
Life of Wine (Faber & Faber , 2008, 279 pp.) , is my favorite 
over the U.S . edition : the paper is heavier , the illustrati ons 
larger , I think the layout better and the typ efa ce mor e 
readable - and the light· hearted dust jacke t is more befit · 
ting th e content , and readies the reader for wh at is inside.] 
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WINE 
IN 


PRINT 
by 


Hudson Cattell 


Grape Man of Texas: Thomas Volney Munson and 
the Origins of American Viticulture, 2'd edition. 
Sherrie S. McLeRoy and Roy E. Renfro, Jr., Ph.D. 
334 pp . San Francisco: Wine Appreciation Guild, 
2008. Cloth. $39.95. 


rapegrowers east of the 
Rockies have a long tradition 
of breeding new varieties to 
meet the environmental 
conditions they face. One of 
the best-known nurserymen 
in the late 19th century was 
Thomas Volney Munson, who 
created more than 300 grape 
varieties at his nursery in 


Denison, Texas , and who is the subject of a new 
edition of a substantive book. 


A few of Munson's hybrids are used in present-day 
winemaking, and TTB [Alcohol & Tobacco Tax & 
Trade Bureau] lists six of them on its approved list 
of type names for wine designation. Their most 
important use today, however, is by geneticists at 
modern research stations who use them in 
crossbreeding programs, because they have a high 
degree of disease resistance, especially to Pierce 's 
disease. Munson is best remembered today for his 
role in saving the vineyards in France from 
phylloxera in the last century, for his work in the 
classification of the wild grapes of North America, 
and his classic book, Foundations of American Grape 
Culture (1909, 1st ed. NY: Orange Judd) ." 


Many of Munson's records-correspondence, 
manuscripts, field notes and research notes-were 
destroyed after his death, and years of research by 
the authors went into the first edition of Grape Man 
of Texas. The authors were well qualified for the job. 
Sherrie McLeRoy's career has included 15 years as 
curator/director of museums in Virginia and Texas. 
Roy Renfro is executive director of the T.V. Munson 
Viticulture & Enology Center at Grayson County 
College in Denison, and the founder of the T.V. 
Munson Memorial Vineyard. Following the publica
tion of the first edition in 2004 [reviewed in WTQ, v.14#4 , 


Oct 2004], they continued their research to the point 
where they considered it necessary to prepare a 
second edition. 


The second edition, published in 2008 , and 
subtitled, "The Life of T.V. Munson, " is 46 pages 
longer than the first . A final chapter was added to 
update the first edition's 15 chapters, as the result of 
new documents located by the authors. In Appendix 
I, there are significant additions to Munson 's pub
lished works, his papers and addresses. 


For some readers, the most valuable additions will 
be in the lists of grape varieties created by Munson, 
and the grape varieties he found and/or identified 
and used for breeding. New to this edition is a list of 
grape varieties that were subsequently created from 
Munson hybrids. This list is divided into two parts: 
first generation, and second and third generations. 
The crosses and breeders are named, along with the 
date, when known. 


Also for this edition , the authors selected and 
discussed some of the most important Munson 
hybrids , using newly found sources both-modern and 
contemporary with Munson. Based on thirty years ' 
experience, the T.V. Munson Viticultural & Enology 
Center currently is recommending 31 Munson 
hybrids for wine production. 


Grape Man of Texas was named the best wine 
history book in the world for 2004 at the Gourmand 
World Cookbook Awards in Orebro , Sweden. Two of 
the most interesting and valuable chapters are 
devoted to the phylloxera crisis in France--one on 
the epidemic itself and the other on Munson's role. 
Taken together, they provide an excellent account of 
th e crisis. For those who are not familiar with 


Munson and his 
achievements , this 
book is highly 
:recommended. Those 
who have the first 
edition will probably 
decide on acquiring 
the second on the 
basis of how much 
they want the addi
tional information 
about his hybrids. 


[Since the eai-Jy days of our Wayward Tendrils Newsletter I 
Quarterly, we have had the privilege of reprinting Hudson's 
reviews originaJJy pubhshed in his excellent periodical, Wine East . 
In 2008 Hudson Cattell and his partner Linda Jones McKee sold 
their long·standing Wine East magazine to Wines & Vines, where 
they continue to cover the Eastern wine scene . The above review 
was pubhshed 111 the December 2008 issue of W & V . We extend 
our Tendril thanks for the land permission to reprint . - Ed.] 
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CDNC Website Revisited: Significant Upgrade of U.C. Riverside's Digital Archive: A User's Report 
by Marvin Collins 


FAITHFUL TENDRILISTASWILLRECALL that several issues ago I reviewed the California Digital Newspaper Collection 
( CDNC). In the last months, the website, which is a project of the Center for Bibliographical Studies and Research 
(CBSR) at the University of California at Riverside, has undergone a major revision based on a new search engine 
powered by Veridian Digital Library software. While the old site had yielded up wonderful treasures of wine 
history, many gems were still locked in those caves of faded newsprint. When the CBSR replaced the old search 
engine , they also closed some existing holes in coverage by adding missing issues of existing runs, and new titles 
previously unavailable on the site . 


T
he Alta California is still the star journal in the 
collection. The Alta was the paper of record for 
California from the late 1850s through the early 


1880s; after that it experienced strong competition 
from the Examiner , Chronicle, Bulletin and Call, but 
continued to give excellent reporting to the wine 
industry until the final issue of June 2, 1891. The 
Riverside database of the Alta was missing important 
issues of the first years of the 1880s; now they are 
slowly being added into the collection which stands at 
42,480 issues comprising 361,689 pages and counting. 


Other papers are Sacramento Daily Union Record 
(covering Sacramento Valley viticulture and wine 
legislation); Californian (first daily printed in San 
Francisco); Los Angeles Herald ; Amador Ledger ( word 
of the foothills); San Francisco Call, which by the 
nineties had beautiful graphics which contributed to 
the death of the text-only Alta California, and the 
great Pacific Rural Press, found in every farmer's 
kitchen (or outhouse), the doyen of California agricul
ture. There are several other titles in the master list, 
every one is from California. 


The new Search Engine is very powerful, pulling 
out references left unseen by the early software. In 
cases where the previous design had recovered several 
dozen hits, with the new I am now confronted with 
several hundred. Many of these references will be 
repetitions of serial advertisements, but at least one 
has the feeling that most everything contained in 
those old pages has been revealed. The Search Engine 
labels the references as "article" or "advertisement." 
But user, be aware that the Ad columns often contain 
important legal notices, vital statistics, or changes of 
address that are founts of rich information. 


So how does it work, and how well? The search 
form has been simplified as to the amount of 
information requested. It is important to use quota
tion marks to delimit the search, i.e. John F Miller is 
a very different search term than "John F Miller." 
The former will give you every John, F, and Miller 
that the engine can find. The form lets the user select 
Pages or Articles. This feature is important: Pages 
will find your search term embedded in those long 
columns of unrelated one- or two-line news items so 


favored by old time editors. 
A Calendar is found under "dates" located in the 


upper header-bar. It is easy to use, and each date 
from 1846 to 1922 gives you the clickable names of 
those issues for that day that are in the collection . 
The calendar lets you see the gaps in issue coverage 
that exist; some months for some years are sparse. I 
have come to use the calendar function as a quick way 
to learn on which day of the week a certain date 
occurred. If the user chooses to see a paper by date, 
all the pages are exhibited at one time and the 
window requires zooming-in to enlarge the pages. 


The Advance Search function allows the user to 
cull information by a range of dates, say from May 1, 
1882 to May 30, 1883, or simply from 1867 to 1870, 
with the search results displayed chronologically. 


So you have entered a search term successfully and 
the first twenty hits are displayed in a new window. 
You can sort the list by date, best match first, 
publication title, article title or content type . I like to 
follow a chronological trail and watch stories unfold in 
front of my eyes. Obituaries, if your subject was a 
living being, often top the list when sorted by "best 
match first." 


Select and click on a reference . The original page 
of the paper will appear with the search term 
highlighted in yellow front and center . Unlike the 
previous system that required time-consuming 
zooming so that the letters were big enough to read , 
the current window gives you a good-sized type for 
reading but requires reducing if you want to see the 
whole page. 


The pages of the newspapers can be moved around 
within their frames by pointing, clicking and 
physically dragging the images from side to side or up 
and down. While very simple in concept , in use the 
Veridian software is way too sensitive . The user often 
finds the image bouncing back to the place it was just 
moved from, much like Sisyphus' rock. Panning the 
image around the frame can be frustrating , tedious 
and slow, and is definitely an area of software 
performance that needs a rethink. 


The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) feature 
cont. on p .30 -
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BACCHUS, BOOKS, AND BARDS 
by J. Martin Evans 


[J. Martin Evans is the William R. Kenan Professor of Enghsh at Stanford University. He has been ensconced as Stanford's resident Milton 
scholar for 45 years-an anniversary he celebrated in 2008 on the occasion of Milton's 40(/1' birthday with a reading by students and scholars 
of Milton's epic poem, "Parad1se Lost" -11 , 000 hnes 1n 10 hours. The following 1s a talk he presented at the Stanford Sem1na1; Robert 
Monda vi Winery, Oakville, CA, July 10, 1986. We are tendnl·ly grateful to Prof. Evans for his generous permission to pubhsh it 1n our WTQ 
and to Nina Wemyss who unearthed th i~ treasure from her vintage files and brought it to our attention. - Ed.) 


1629 the great 
English poet John 
Milton, author of 
Paradise Lost, 


~~~• wrote a letter to 
l"'"""--1 his closest friend, 


a young Italian 
student called Charles Diodati, who was spending his 
Christmas vacation in the country with his family. 
Diodati had evidently sent some poems to Milton 
together with a letter apologizing for their defects on 
the ground that he had been eating and drinking too 
much to write well. This is how Milton replied: 


How well you describe the splendid feasts of 
Christmas with convivial wines drunk beside 
friendly fires. But why complain that banquet and 
bottle frighten poetry away. Song loves Bacchus 
and Bacchus loves songs. Ovid sent back poems 
from the Black Sea, but the vine was not cultivated 
there so the poems were no good. What did 
Anacreon sing about in his neat little verses but 
wines and roses and Bacchus with bunches and 
bunches of grapes. It was Bacchus who inspired 
Pindar's odes , and every page smells of the wine he 
has been drinking. The Roman poet Horace was 
drunk with four-year-old wine when he sang his 
sweet songs about Chloe with her golden hair. And 
now a sumptuous table strengthens your mind and 
warms your genius with its rich array . Your 
goblets ofMassic wine foam with poetic power, and 
you pour out the verses which were stored up 
inside the bottle. 


Milton is quite right, of course. From the very 
beginning of civilization wine has been associated 
with poetic inspiration, and the literature of western 
Europe is permeated with tributes to the power and 
pleasure of the grape. 


Ancient Greece 


0 
ne of the most famous episodes in Homer's 
great epic, The Odyssey, hinges on the fact that 
Ulysses happens to have with him a goatskin 


bottle full of exceedingly potent Greek wine. He and 
his companions have been captured by Polyphemus, 
the fiercesome one-eyed Cyclops, and imprisoned in 
his cave. The monster is about to devour two of 
Ulysses' sailors when Ulysses, holding up a bowlfull 
of his wine, interrupts: 


"Here Cyclops, have a drink of wine ... and see 
what kind of drink our ship carried inside her. I 
brought it for you." So I spoke , and he took it and 
drank it off, and was terribly pleased with the wine 
he drank and questioned me again, saying "Give 
me still more, freely, and tell me your name 
straightaway now, so I can give you a present to 
make you happy. For the grain-giving land of the 
Cyclops also yields wine of strength ... but this 
comes from where ambrosia and nectar flow in 
abundance." So he spoke, and I gave him the 
gleaming wine again. Three times I brought it to 
him and gave it to him, three times he recklessly 
drained it ... 


Shortly after, Cyclops falls into a drunken slumber, 
and Ulysses and his companions are able to escape . 


Given the size and strength of the monstrous 
Cyclops, it may seem surprising that he was so easily 
-intoxicated, but the wine that Ulysses gave him 
probably had more in common with Italian vin santo, 
say, or Hungarian Tokay, than with a modern Greek 
wine like Retsina. In his introduction to the episode, 
Homer emphasizes that the wine is dark (his favorite 
epithet for the ocean is "wine-dark"), sweet, and 
"unmixed." The original owner, he tells us, "whenever 
he drank this honey-sweet red wine would pour out 
enough to fill one cup, then twenty measures of water 
were added, and the mixing bowl give off a magical 
bouquet." According to the Greek physician 
Dioscorides, the most highly prized Greek wine was 
made from the minute quantity of juice squeezed out 
of sun-dried grapes by their own weight before they 
are trodden. Small wonder that it required dilution. 


Indeed, to judge from the available evidence, 
virtually all the wines of ancient Greece were diluted 
in one way or another. When the evil enchantress 
Circe wishes to ensnare Ulysses' companions in a 
later episode in the Odyssey, for example , she mixes 
wine with cheese, barley meal, and yellow honey. 


She brought them inside and seated them on chairs 
and benches, and mixed them a potion, with barley 
and cheese and pale honey added to Pramnian 
wine, but put into the mixture malignant drugs , to 
make them forgetful of their own country. 


A virtually identical recipe (minus the drugs) appears 
in Homer's Iliad when Hecamede prepares the 
following restorative for two Greek warriors who have 







been wounded during the siege of Troy: 
In the beauteous cup ... the lovely woman mixed a 
potion for them with Pramnian wine , and over it 
she sprinkled goat's milk cheese with a brazen 
grater and white barley meal , and bade them drink 
when she had prepared it. 


If Homer is to be believed, then, the favorite drink of 
the ancient Greeks appears to have been a primitive 
alcoholic precursor of Granola . As Hugh Johnson 
sums it up , "what would have been nectar to Homer , 
or even to Jove , would probably seem to us like an 
oversweet vin rose, possibly with a flavor of muscat , 
possibly tasting of resin , possibl y concentrated by 
cooking , and needed dilution before drinking. " 


Roman Literature - Virgil 


R
oman poets were no less interested in wine than 
their Greek predecessors. Virgil , in particular, 
seems to have had an intimate know ledge of the 


art of viticulture , for in the second of a series of four 
poems he composed on the art of farming shortly 
before 29 B.C., the Georgics as they are known, he 
gives detailed instruction on how to set out a 
vineyard: 


First inquire whether it be better to plant the vine 
on hills or on the plain . If it is rich level ground you 
lay out , plant close ; the wine god is no less fertile 
in close-planted soil. But if it is a soil of rising 
mounds and sloping hills , give the ranks room ; yet 
none the less , when the trees are set , let all the 
paths , with clear-cut line , square to a nicety. Let 
your vineyard be meted out in even and uniform 
paths ... because only thus will the earth give equal 
strength to all , and the boughs be able to reach 
forth into free air . Perchance you ask also what 
should be the trenches ' depth . I should venture to 
entrust a vine even to a shallow furrow ... Let not 
your vineyards slope towards the setting sun, nor 
plant hazel among the vines, nor lop the highest 
sprays , nor hurt young plants with a blunted 
knife ... When the sets are planted , it remains for 


you to break up the soil 
oft-times at the roots ... 
then to shape smooth 
canes, shafts of peeled 
rods , ashen stakes and 
stout forks , by whose aid 
the vines may learn to 
mount , scorn the winds ... 
There is also the task of 
dr essing the vines , on 
which enough pains are 
never spent ; for three or 
four times each year 
must all your soil be split 
open , and the clods bro-
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ken unceasingly with hoe reversed , and all th e 
grove lightened of its foliage ... Now the vines ar e 
bound, now the laborer lays by the pruning knife , 
now the last vine-dresser sings of his finished rows ; 
still you to worry the soil and stir the dust , and 
fear Jove 's rains for your now ripened grapes . 


Elsewhere in the same poem Virgil provides a 
detailed inventory of the major varietie s of win e
grapes available in the Roman Empire . Of these , by 
far the best known was the grap e that produ ced 
Falernian wine on the west coast of Italy in what is 
now the province of Campania between Rome and 
Naples . Falernian was famed above all for its 
longevity , the most celebrated vintage being the so
called Opimiam vintage dating from 121 B.C. during 
the consulship of Opimius, a vintage which allegedly 
lived over a hundred years. In the first century A.D. , 


for example , Petronius included in his Satyricon a 
scene in which the pretentious old millionair e 
Trimalchio offers his guests a wine labeled "Opimiam 
Falernian, A Hundred Years Old ." And later in the 
first century the Roman historian Pliny the Elder 
claimed that "there was such a blaze of hot weather 
that in that year the grapes were literally cooked by 
the sun, and the wines made last to this day after 
nearly two hundred years. " It would have been hard 
-to avoid drinking that particular wine before its time. 


Horace 


W
hether or not these descriptions ate 
exaggerated , there is no questioning the 
literary pre-eminence of Falernian . Virgil , 


Martial , and above all , Horace, sing its praises ; 
though Horace, at least, claimed that he never served 
it to guests . In a poem to his patron Maecenas , 
written at approximately the same time as Virgil's 
Georgics, Horace declares: 


My dear Maecenas , noble knight, 
You'll drink cheap Sabine* here tonight 
From common cups. Yet I myself 
Sealed it and stored it on the shelf 
In a Greek jar that day the applause 
Broke out in your recovery 's cause ... 
At your house you enjoy the best -
Caecuban or the grape that's pressed 
At Cales . But whoever hopes 
My cups will taste of Formian slopes 
Or of the true Falernian 
Must leave a disappointed man. 
* [cheap wine ready in 4 years] 


Horace 's best known poem , however , was written 
in praise of another famous Roman wine , Massie , the 
. wine that Milton assumes Diodati is drinking in the 
poem quoted earlier. 
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Wine-jar whose birth-year , Manlius ' consulship , 
Was mine as well , unstopper of elegies, 
Jokes , quarrels , love's crazed fits and blessed 
Effortless slumber (your kindest office), 


You've kept the choice old Massie in store for a 
Great moment ; now , whatever occasion you 
Foresaw , descend like Jove - my guest has 
Called for a mellower wine from upstairs ... 


Wine-jar, you rally lost hopes back to the worry· 
worn 


You bring the poor man courage and confidence: 
Crowned kings can rage , call out their soldiers -
After a taste of you he 'll defy them . 


Friends keep you up late: Liber with Venus, when 
She's gay , the three linked Graces who hate to let 
Go hands , and bright lamps burning on till 
Phoebus , returning, defeats the starlight . 


With the exception of the cheap Sabine wine, which 
came from central Italy near Spoleto , virtually all the 
wines singled out for praise by the poets came from 
the south of Rome where , as Pliny points out , the hot 
sun produced grapes with extremely high sugar 
content. Like the wines of their Greek pre decessors, 
it is probably safe to infer, the best known Roman 
wines were almost certainly sweet dessert style 
wines , high in residual sugar. 


En glish Tastes - Geoffrey Ch aucer 


The reason why such wines were prized above all 
others in the ancient world, or course, is that 
they provided a rich source of sugar which was 


otherwise only readily available in honey. It is 
scarcely surprising , then , that in the cold sugarless 
centuries that preceded the mass-production of cheap 
refined sugar , the British shared the Greek and 
Roman passion for sweet wines. The English poet who 
knew most about wine was almost certainly Geoffrey 
Chaucer. His father, John Chaucer , was a vintner in 
Upper Thames Street in London , and the young 
Geoffrey reveals in his poetry a thorough knowledge 
of most aspects of the medieval wine trade , including 
the less reputable ones . Indeed Warner Allen has 
described Chaucer 's best known poem, the Canter 
bury Tales, as the "wine lover 's bedside book." Just to 
take a couple of examples , one of the pilgrims on his 
way to Canterbury to pay homage to the shrine of 


Saint Thomas Becket is a shipman , who , Chauc er 
assures us , was in the habit of drawing liberal 
draughts of wine from the casks of Bordeaux in hi s 
cargo , while the merchant importing them across the 
English Channel to London was fast asleep: 


Many a draught of vintage , red and whit e 
He 'd drawn of Bordeaux while the vintner slept . 
Few were the rules his tender conscience kept . 


And in a mock sermon delivered to his fellow pilgrims , 
the Pardoner , a self-confessed beer drinker himself 
who preferred the "muddy ecstasies of ale ," offers 
what one modern wine authority claims is the first 
extant account of the practice of fortifying win e: 


Keep clear of wine , white or red , 
Especially Spanish wines which they provide 
And have on sale in Fish Street and Cheapsid e. 
That wine mysteriously finds its way 
To mix itself with others - shall we say 
Spontaneously - that grow in neighboring regions . 
From which there rises such fumosity 
That when a man has drunk a draught or thre e 
Though he may think he is at home with you 
In Cheapside , I assure you he 's in Spain 
Not even at Bordeaux or La Rochelle ... 


The Spanish wine Chaucer refers to here was 
. produced in the town of Lepe , and it was often sold 
under its own name in medieval London near 
Chaucer 's home. High in alcohol , it was also 
apparently used to adulterate the more expensive 
wines of Bordeaux and La Rochelle. Its fumosity , 
Chaucer's wonderful word for what we would now 
probably call its headiness , thus found its way into 
the weaker French wines, with the result that three 
glasses would go to a man 's head. Then he would be 
transported neither to La Rochelle nor to Bordeaux , 
where the fumes of his wine would have tak en him if 
they had spirited him to their supposed place of 
origin , but to Lepe, the home of the strong win e 
predominant in the mixture . 


16th C woodcut from Wine in Shakespeare 's Days ... and Plays 


by Andre L. Simon , 1931 







William Shakespeare 


T
he practice of fortifying wines became even more 
common in the Renaissance when by far the 
most popular wines in England were Malmsey 


and Sack, wines from Spain and the Canary Isles that 
had much in common with Oloroso Sherry and 
Madeira . In Shakespeare 's Richard III the un
fortunate Duke of Clarence is drowned in a barrel of 
Malmsey , which seems a terrible waste of good wine 
unless , of course , Richard had an unreliable wine
merchant as suggested by his reference to "the 
vintner of our discontent. " However , perhaps the most 
famous single tribute to the effects of wine is the 
wonderful speech in praise of sack that Shakespeare 
puts into the mouth of Falstaff in Henry JV: 


A good sherris-sack hath a twofold operation in it. 
It ascends me into the brain , dries me there all the 
foolish and dull and cruddy vapours which environ 
it , makes it apprehensive , quick , procreative, full of 
nimble , fiery and delectable shapes, which , 
delivered o'er to the voice , the tongue , which is the 
birth, becomes excellent wit. The second property 
of your excellent sherris is the warming of the 
blood, which , before cold and settled , left the liver 
white and pale, which is the badge of pusillanimity 
and cowardice. But sherris warms it and makes it 
course from inwards to the parts extreme. It 
illumineth the face , which as a beacon gives 
warming to all the rest of this little kingdom, man , 
to arm , and then the vital commoners and inland 
petty spirits muster me all to their captain, the 
heart , who, great and puffed up with this retinue , 
doth any deed of courage , and the vapour comes of 
sherris . So that skill in the weapon is nothing 
without sack , for that sets it a-work , and learning 
a mere hoard of gold kept by a devil , till sack 
commences it and sets it in act and use. If I had a 
thousand sons , the first humane principle I would 
teach them should be to forswear thin potations 
and to addict themselves to sack. 


Falstaff would clearly have sympathized with the 
bon-vivantwho refused to eat grapes because, he said, 
he was not in the habit of taking his wine in the form 
of pills . 


18th Century English Taste for Port 


I
f sherry, or sack , was the preferred drink of the 
16th and 17th centuries, Port was the favorite wine 
of the 13th century in England. Three factors 


contributed to this revolution in English taste. The 
first was economic . In 1703 England concluded a 
treaty with Portugal which involved, among other 
provisions, a reduction in the customs duty on 
Portuguese wine . As a result, one authority informs 
us , the import tariff on the wines of Portugal was 
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roughly one-eighth of the tariff on the wines of 
France. Unfortunately , however , the wines of the 
Douro, the major wine producing region of Portugal, 
were far too harsh and dry for English taste if allowed 
to complete their fermentation , which brings us to the 
second factor. For somewhere between 1725 and 1730 
the Portuguese winemakers hit upon the idea of 
adding brandy to the fermenting wine , thus arresting 
its fermentation while it still retained enough sugar 
to satisfy the sweet tooths of England , and providing 
sufficient alcohol to please the English taste for wines 
of high alcoholic content . The third factor was 
technical: the invention of the cork , which permitted 
the wine to be stored in the bottle long enough for the 
wine and the alcohol to amalgamate . The result was 
a potation which was anything but thin, and which 
the English prized above all other wines for the next 
hundred years or so. Hence the 18th century was pre
eminently the age of Port . The following poem by 
MartinArmstrong [English poet , 1881-1974] conveys 
something of the pleasure that 18th century English
men found in this new invention: 


In vintage Port of noble year 
What multifarious joys appear -
A liquid ruby; a bouquet 
Like odors of a tropic day, 
So ripe you 'd almost say it glows 
In the portal of the nose; 
A palate luscious yet serene, 
The right essential Hippocrene , 
Blandness combined with potency ; 
A finish dry , yet not too dry , 
With just a hint of cedarwood 
To spice ripe fruit's nectareous blood. 


Certain pundits, here unnamed , 
Have unequivocally claimed 
That 63 and 68 
Could turn the hinges of Heaven 's gate ; 
Some have held that 87 
Rose to not so far from Heaven , 
While others resolutely stated 
That 87 was overrated , 
90 caught it up and beat it . 
But if we gathered arid repeated 
All that has been written, said , 
Argued , thought, upon this head , 
And set ourselves to celebrate 
Younger wines by name and date , 
We should drift- a fact that shocks 
By its glaring paradox -
On and on in such a sort 
As never to get home to Port. 


In the words of one contemporary diarist , Bordeaux 
and Burgundy were regarded in this period as "poor , 
thin , washy stuff," and Port was drunk not at the end 
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of the meal but with it, in much the same way as we 
might drink a table wine today. 


19th Century Shift- John Keats 


T
he nineteenth century saw another shift in 
taste , which is reflected in what was to become 
one of the most famous poems in the English 


language , Ode to a Mghtingale, written in 1819 by 
the British Romantic poet John Keats. Listening to 
the bird 's ecstatic song, and yearning to escape from 
the pain and sickness of the real world, he exclaims : 


0 for a draught of vintage, that hath been 
Cool'd a long age in the deep delved earth, 
Tasting of flora and the country green , 
Dance and Provencal song, and sunburnt mirth! 
0 for a beaker full of the warm south , 
Full of the true , the blushful Hippocrene , 
With beaded bubbles winking at the brim , 
And purple stained mouth ; 
That I might drink, and leave the world unseen , 
And with thee fade away into the forest dim. 


This is perhaps the most eloquent tribute ever 
penned to the transporting power of wine . Mortally ill 
with consumption in damp and dismal London , the 
young Keats is confident that a draught of wine from 
the warm south will instantly carry him to the 
Mediterranean countryside. But what specific wine , I 
can 't help wondering, did the poet have in mind? 
With its cool temperature and its beaded bubbles 
winking at the brim , it sounds at first like 
Champagne , but Champagne is produced not in the 
warm south but in the rather chilly plains of northern 
France far from the world of Provencal song and 
sunburnt mirth. What is more , Keats' reference to a 
"purple stained mouth" indicated that he was 
thinking of a red rather than a white wine. In which 
case the wines of Bordeaux present themselves as 
obvious candidates. For we know from a letter the 
poet wrote in the same year as the Ode that he was 
particularly fond of claret : 


Now I like claret , whenever I can have claret I 
must drink it- 'tis the only palate affair that I am 
at all sensual in ... For really 'tis so fine - it fells 
one 's mouth with a gushing freshness - then goes 
down cool and feverless - then you do not feel it 
quarreling with your liver - no, it is rather a 
peacemaker , and lies as quiet as it did in the grape ; 
then it is as fragrant as the queen bee, and the 
ethereal part of it mounts into the brain ... and 
walks like Aladdin about his enchanted palace so 
gently that you do not feel his step . 


Could the poet have been recalling the taste of a 
Chateau Lafite or a Haut Brion from the famous 
vintage of the Comet Year, 1811 , perhaps? The 
problem here , of course , is the beaded bubbles 


winking at the brim . Either Keats was thinking of a 
sparkling wine , or there was something seriousl y 
wrong with his bottle of Bordeaux. The latt er 
possibility is by no means as unlikel y as it might be 
today thanks to the barbarous 19th centur y Engli sh 
practice of doctoring their clarets. According to Hugh 
Johnson , 19th century Bordeaux wines were relativel y 
low in alcohol - the Ch. Lafite of 1866 was only 8.9% 
for example . With their taste for strong and full
bodied wines like Port , the English subject ed their 


·imported clarets to what was known as le travail a 
l'anglaise, which Johnson defines as follows : 


The recipe called for 30 litres of Spanish win e 
Wicante or Benicarlo) , 2 litres of unferm ent ed 
white must and a bottle of brandy to each barrel of 
claret. The summer after the vintage, the wine was 
set to ferment again with these additives , then 
treated as other wines and kept several years in 
wood before shipping. The result was a strong wine 
with a good flavour , but "heady and not suitable for 
all stomachs. " It fetched more than natural wine. 


And in confirmation of Johnson 's description, here is 
Cyrus Redding's recipe for English "mingled " claret , 
written in 1836: 


The first growths of Medoc are never sent to 
England in a perfect state , but are , when destined 
for that market , mingled with other wines and 
with spirit of wine. The taste of the pure wine is 
not spiritous enough for the English palate , and 
more body is given these wines by the mixture of 
Hermitage , ofBeni Carlos from Spain , and alcohol , 
ordinarily to the extent of three or four twentieths 
per cent. By this means all the delicate flavour , the 
delicious and salutary quality of the wine is 
destroyed , to give it a warmer and more intox
icating effect , without which in England these 
wines would not find a market. .. Natural and 
healthful wines , the genuine offspring of simple 
fermentation , are not the fashion in England ; 
hence artificial means must be used to please an 
artificial taste . 


The Bordeaux of which Keats wrot e so lovingl y, 
then, was by no means the same wine that we are 
familiar with today , and given the treatment to which 
it was subjected , it would scarcel y be surprising if an 
occasional bottle didn't acquir e a few bubble s in the 
process . 


On the other hand , the wine in the Ode to a 
Mghtingale has been "cooled a long age in the deep 
delved earth ." Now if the English are famous for 
anything it is for drinking their beer at room 
temperature, and I find it inconceivable that a nation 
that enjoys warm beer would have chilled its Claret . 
I have to admit that for a long time there seemed to 
me to be only one wine compatible with all th e 







characteristics Keats describes in the lines quoted 
from the ode . Like so many young people , I suspected , 
the poet may have had a taste for Lambrusco! But 
more recently , two good friends who lived in Provence 
for several months, provided what I am convinced is 
the real answer . There is a Provencal wine , they 
assure me , that is bubbly , chilled , and red. It is called 
Bouches du Rhone , and that , I am convinced , is what 
Keats had in mind . 


The Omnibibulous 20th Century 


A
s the passages I have cited so far all demon
strate , until the 19th century the range of wines 
which appealed to European taste at any given 


time was rather narrow. In the omnibibulous 20th 
century , however, the literature of wine has expanded 
almost as fast as the wine industry itself, and one can 
find poems , or prose poems , about a broad spectrum 
of different varietals. I would like to quote just two of 
my favorites. The first is by the contemporary 
American poet John Hollander who in 1974 sent the 
following charming verse letter to his friend Angus 
Fletcher to thank him for a bottle of French 
Bordeaux , Chateau Beychevelle 1967. The vintage 
date is important because , as you 'll see in reading the 
poem , the wine serves, in effect , as a kind of time 
capsule , taking the poet momentarily back to the year 
it was produced . In 1967, when the wine was made , 
he was thirty-eight years old, still full of youthful zest 
and ambition , living in Cambridge , England . Drinking 
the wine seven years later , at the age of forty-five , he 
finds himself meditating on the changes he has 
undergone in the interim , on the ravages and tears 
that have unbuilt that youthful world of hope. The 
wine itself thus becomes an embodiment of the years 
that have slipped away since the grapes were 
harvested , and the act of drinking it turns into a 
reminder of human temporality. To empty a bottle of 
aged wine is to consume the time between then and 
now: 


Dear Angus : We broke out tonight 
In the concentrated light 
Of eight black candles (lamps of hell?) 
Your lovely bottle of Beychevelle, 
Sprung and fallen, reaped , conceived 
In the same gentle , many-leaved 
Summer of nineteen sixty-seven 
(My thirty -eighth quick year to heaven) 
It tasted of its family tree 
And chemical biography 
In vine , in wood and in - alas -
Its veritable gaol of glass 
- Not of that past year of its birth 
When I lay on the grass-rich earth 
Besides the trivial , moving Cam , 
Unbuilding me toward what I am , 


- Not of the ravages and tears 
Of seven intervening years .. . 
The history of this dark wine 
Is , thankfully, untouched by mine . 
But as the candles gutter out , 
The bottle emptied beyond doubt 
Down to its common sediment , 
We wonder , breathless , where it went , 
The claret of our meddling years 
Remembered ; as it disappears , 
Inside the green glass shadows fall . 
It is dark . Emptiness is all 
Toward which we stare with eyes yet bright 
That makes a little , glooming light, 
Recalling, just before the end 
(As the last breaths of flame descend) 
The gift, the giver and the friend . 


( ' II .\T l :.\ U-l ll·;Yl' I I I·:\ · 1-: L L !:; 
( ·l ·h C l .. 1:-SEO 1: 1:0 \ l"'l'l l ) 


FROM : Bordeaux and Its Wines by E. Feret , 1883 
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The second poem was written in the late 1930s by 
a member of the Stanford English Department , the 
distinguished poet and critic Yvor Winters [1900-
1968]. It is a particularly appropriate poem with 
which to conclude this brief survey of "Bacchus , 
Books , and Bards," for it was written, in the words of 
its title , "In Praise of California Wines ." Unfortu
nately , Yvor did not live to see the great efflorescence 
of California winemaking that has taken plac e in 
recent years , but he loved the Napa Valley and the 
wines it produced. Here is his tribute : 


Amid these clear and windy hills 
Heat gathers quickly and is gone ; 
Dust rises , moves , and briefly stills; 
Our thought can scarcely pause thereon . 


With pale bright leaf and shadowy stem, 
Pellucid amid nervous dust , 
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By pre-Socratic stratagem , 
Yet sagging with its weight of must, 


The vineyard spreads beside the road 
In repetition, point and line. 
I sing , in this dry bright abode , 
The praises of the native wine. 


It yields the pleasure of the eye, 
It charms the skin, it warms the heart; 
When nights are cold and thoughts crowd high, 
Then 'tis the solvent for our art. 


When worn for sleep the head is dull , 
When art has failed us, far behind , 
Its sweet corruption fills the skull 
Till we are happy to be blind. 


So may I yet, as poets use , 
My time being spent , and more to pay , 
In this quick warmth the will diffuse, 
In sunlight vanish quite away. 


SOURCES~~~~~ 
Allen, H. Warner. A Contemplation of Wine, 1951. 
Bespaloff, Alexis . The Fireside Book of Wine, 1977. 
Johnson, Hugh. World Atlas of Wine, 1971. 
Pratt, James N. The Wine Bibber's Bible, 1981. 
Redding, Cyrus. A History and Description of Modern 


Wines, 1836, zod ed. 


FROM: Redding 's History of Wines, 1836 


Wine: One sip wiJJ bathe the drooping spirits 
In delight beyond the bhss of dreams. 
Be Wise and Taste. - John Milton 


COLLINS, cont. from p .23-
is really slick. Place the cursor on the column contain
ing your search term and click, which will highlight 
the entire column or story in blue . Then click on the 
"text " button, and quickly a new window will display 
the material in a manner that can be copied and 
pasted into the user 's own Word database. 


Simply drag the cursor over the desired sentences 
while holding down the left click to highlight the 
words in blue . Then press the sequences "Control+ C" 
to copy and "Control+ V' to paste , and the article is 
yours to work with as you choose . 


One of the fundamental limitations of OCR is that 
the accuracy of the text generated by its software is 
only as good as the print quality and the preservation 
of the original publication . The Pacific Rural Press, 
for one, used a very clear typeface with sufficient 
leading between the letters ; OCR and clean type is a 
match made in computer heaven . Nasty old news 
type on brown flaking paper often produces a gibber
ish of strange mistakes and stranger characters. 
Correction is then in order. 


Bring the windows with the original paper and 
your Word file side by side onto the screen, the Word 
file compressed into "reading layout ," found under 
"view." Accomplish this by using the right click and 
selecting "tile windows vertically ," the best arrange
ment for small screens like laptops . The old and new 
can then be compared and repaired. I think of the 
work as text archeology, not exactly reconstructing 
the Dead Sea Scrolls or an Aztec Codex, but not that 
far away, either. Proper names and numerals are in 
the first order of errors, numerical lists are almost 
impossible to replicate . One example of the old type
faces coming up weird is the letter "h" being 
recognized as the letter "b," which makes "the " pop up 
as "the" and "which " as "wbicb." 


This user has been unable to find a way to save-off 
a PDF of the original page, which was a two-step 
process before. I consider this lack one of the weak
nesses of the system , for a PDF of a page made it easy 
to trim out illustrations using Microsoft Paint. 
Another caveat is the poor accuracy of returning from 
an OCR/Text window to that of the "previous article. " 
You will come back to the same page, but good luck 
finding your article if it is a little one lost in a sea of 
type. It is better to return to the "search result list " 
and start over for that date . 


The depth of historical material recovered makes 
. up for the several operational glitches. While I con
sidered myself wealthy with the history I had found 
using the CDNC site in its first incarnation, I now 
think myself rich in the density of detail that the 
Veridian-based system has pulled-out of the past. As 
my old roommate used to say while contemplating his 
stack of clean laundry , "It's like money in the bank. "• 
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AN APPRECIATION OF FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
by Ruth Walker 


[In celebration of the 2(/h yea r ofour Wayward Tendrils Society and its quarterly publication , your Editor thought it might be a worth while 
exercise to re view during the year a few vintage articles by our member s that the more recent membership did not get to experien ce. This 
initial offering appeared in April 1993 (Vol. 3 No.2), when our young journal was still named The Wa vward Tendrils Newsletter . Ruth Walke1; 
with a life-Jong passion for books, is a bookseller and an accomplished artisan of book restoration in Petaluma , CA. - Ed.] 


ALTHOUGH THE AGE OF THE CRAFTSMAN has gone , we have a fascination for finely crafted objects. Becau se 
craftsmen-such as fishing-rod makers , saddlers , gunsmiths and bookbinders-traditionally learn their trade by 
apprenticeship , not much of the social history of these people is well known . 


ith the coming of the 
Industrial Revolution and 
mass production in the 19th 
century , a certain nostalgia 
and romanticism developed 
for the "old ways." William 
Morris and the Arts and 
Crafts Movement, started in 
the 1880s, conveyed a new 


spirit and enthusiasm for these trades , insisting that 
the fine arts and applied arts , such as metalworking 
and printing , were not foreign to each other. 


Bookbinding and similar handcrafts became 
socially acceptable endeavors for the middle and 
upper classes to explore as hobbies and professions. In 
fine bookbinding , the first notable figure to spread the 
message was T.J. Cobden-Sanderson (1840-1922), a 
barrister . He was dissatisfied with his career , and in 
1883, when Mrs . Morris suggested that he should 
take up the craft of bookbinding, he followed her 
suggestion and eventually practiced professionally , 
introducing many aesthetic and sound innovations. 


I am grateful for the Arts and Crafts Movement 
and the subsequent crafts renaissance in the last 30 
years , because I am one of those who is happier 
working with my hands and intellect. However, the 
nostalgia for the past has glossed over the working 
conditions and life of the pre-industrial bookbinder 
and printer . Our appreciation for the fine crafts· 
manship of the books of this previous era will deepen 
as we review the working environment of the people 
who created them. 


Until the early 19th century , master binders 
conducted their businesses in two·story dwellings , 
with the first floor used for working purposes . 
Generally all work was done by the master binder, 
one or two journeymen and an unpaid apprentice that 
boarded and lodged with the family upstairs. These 
men were employed in cramped quarters with poor 
ventilation exaggerated by charcoal burning stoves. 


They would work from six in the morning to nine 
at night . By 1805, according to Bernard Middleton in 
The Craft of Engh'sh Bookbinding (1963) , the stand· 
ard working day was six to six , six days a week; but it 


was not uncommon to work much longer hours . Sinc e 
·coal·gas interior lighting was not available for 
workshop lighting until well into the 1830s , the 
craftsmen frequently worked by candlelight . 


Although books were in tremendous demand , 
binders did not command the wages that other trades· 
men did . The cost of a seven·year apprenticeship was 
less than half of the printing apprenticeship 
premium. It was accepted that binders would be abl e 
to make a success at their trade only if they worked 
hard and were frugal. [Binders expected to mak e a 
success of their trade only if they worked hard and 
were frugal.] Certainly not a glamorous livelihood and 
never a particularly popular choice . 


Overall environmental conditions revolved around 
water being obtained from outdoor public wells and 
street pumps. Sewage frequently contaminated water 
sources , and cholera outbreaks were common . As the 
cities grew, water shortages and contamination led to 
severe epidemics by the 1850s . 


Along with these foul living and working 
conditions, good food was not always available. Wide· 
spread food adulteration-plaster of paris and 
pipeclay mixed with flour, lead with wine and cider , 
and copperas with beer-all caused poisoning and 
reduced resistance to diseases (tuberculosis , for one) . 
In 1843, the life expectancy for the middle and 
trading classes was 29 years , 44 years for the upper 
and professional classes , and 22 years for labor ers. 


Handling and reading a completely hand ·crafted 
book, including paper , printing , binding and gold · 
tooled finishing is always an enriching experienc e. I 
hope this brief overview of the lives of the binders 
enhances our enduring interests in our collections and 
their heritage. 


SUGGESTED READING: The Craft of English Bookbindin g by 
Bernard C. Middleton , 1963; and Nothing but the Best: The 
Tradition of English Craftsmen by Thom as Girtin , 1959. 
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1 -A hand-written "Recapitulation " or summary sheet for BVVS , 
dated 1 December 1873, just 5 years before Robert Johnson purchased the property 


at auction for $46,502 in gold coin. Note the figures: a conservative $12,000 is reflected 
in bills, debts, liabilities etc. , & nearly $120,000 is claimed in wine & brandy inventory . 


Napa taxes were listed as a liability since the property reached from Sonoma into Napa County. 


[See DEAN WALTERS, "BUENA VISTA & THE MERCURIAL 'COUNT" ', front page] 
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QUARTERLY 
Vol. 20 No.I A WINE BOOK COLLECTOR'S SOCIETY January 2010 


GUSTAV EISEN: A MAN OF MANY ACHIEVEMENTS 


by Allan Shields 


[IN OUR JANUARY 2006 WTQ we announced a "new, unpublished documentary , Gustav Eisen, Wilderness Steward:An 
Appraisal by Allan Shields, retired San Diego State University Professor of Philosophy. This is a newly researched study of 
the life of Gustavus A. Eisen (1847-1940) , a man of many achievements, one for whom a full biographical study remains to 
be written. Copies of the manuscript-containing a detailed Chronology ofEisen's life and works, an extensive Bibliography , 
and suggestions for further research (especially in Sweden) , have been deposited in the Bancroft Library , U.C. Berkeley ; 
California Academy of Sciences , Eisen Archive , San Francisco ; Museum , Sequoia National Park and Kings Canyon National 
Park ; and the California History Room , Fresno Free Library , Fresno , California." 


Veteran Tendril Allan Shields , beginning a mere decade ago, has contributed numerous invaluable essays to our Quarterly. 
From "The Bancroft Oral Histories of California Winemen ," to "A Lust for the Lady de Coverly [Thompson Seedless]," to "Wine 
Aesthetics: The Guzzler, Bibber , Taster, " to "From Wine Press to Printing Press" plus innumerable book reviews , we have been 
entertained and educated by his studious examinations. Before we even met him, his Jerseydale Ranch Press publication , 
W1Jd Bill Neely and the Pagan Brothel's ' Golden Goat Wine1y, written and illustrated by William L. Neely , and edited by Allan 
Shields , was reviewed in our January 1994 issue. A fine compliment to his academic endeavors is Allan 's great love of the 
wilderness and its stories: among his publications are A Yosemite Adventure in 1863 and Other Tales of Early Days in 
Mariposa County; WhatAnimals Taught Me ; The TragedyofTenaya:A Yosemite Indian Story ; and TheSpiritofRirrTi1rTin. 


It is a special pleasure to present to the Wayward Tendrils "Gustav Eisen: A Man of Many Achievements ," excerpted and 
adapted by Gail Unzelman , from Allan's massive Gustav Eisen study. Although it is quite evident from Allan 's "Chronology 
of Gustav A. Eisen" that grapes and wine involved a modest part of Dr . Eisen 's distinguished life , they are nonetheless of 
significant importance and interest , and a valuable contribution to the literature of wine. - Ed.] 


Intr oduction 
ho was Gustavus Augustus 
Eisen and what did he do? 
He was a Swedish-American 
scientist, described by some 
as eccentric, a true Renais· 
sance man , a polymath, a 
restless "Fox" in his research· 
es, a dilettante, and a savant. 
Gustav Eisen, as he preferred 
to be called, became a 


naturalized citizen of the United States at the age of 
40 in San Francisco after living in Fresno, California, 
from 1873 until the mid·1880s . (He is best known in 
the Fresno area for his extensive experimental work 
with over 400 varieties of grapes: table, wine , and 
raisin.) Gustav was difficult to classify, for he was a 
man of various attainments even early in his career. 
In the literature of the 19th and 20th centuries, he was 
described as a horticulturist , a biologist, a zoologist , 
an artist and an illustrator, an archaeologist, a 


viticulturist , enologist, arborist , microbiologist , 
cartographer , explorer ; in today's terms , he was an 
ardent preservationist-conservationist ; he was made 
a Grand Knight of the North Star , a Swedish 
honorary title. Gustav Eisen was a lifelong bachelor . 
His way of life for many years, his flourishing years , 
can be characterized as one lived in dedicated , 
creative obscurity, laboring essentially for the good of 
mankind, ever and always intent on discovering ways 
to make life richer and more meaningful for others. 


To encapsulate his ninety-four years of such labors , 
Gustav Eisen is credited with fostering the develop· 
ment of the alligator pear, better known as the 
avocado. He is recognized as writing the definitive 
book on the raisin industry in the heart of what 
became the most productive raisin region in the 
world , the California Central Valley. He wrote a 
parallel book on the fig , and was instrumental in 
advancing that industry in California. His entomo· 
logical investigation of the anopheles mosquito 
resulted in the discovery of the parasite which causes 







malaria , the first American to do so. By any accurate 
study of the historical facts in the case, he was a 
signal advocate for establishing the Sequoia and 
Kings Canyon National Parks, as well as the Sequoia 
National Forest and the General Grant National 
Park. From 1874 to 1940, the year of his death, he 
was a highly active and respected member of the 
prestigious California Academy of Sciences , minus a 
gap of a few years. 


In his retirement, starting about 1915, he produced 
more solid work than most men produce over a life· 
time, and mostly in new fields of scientific endeavor. 
His 1923 book, The Great Chah"ce of Antioch, a lavish 
two-volume work about the Holy Grail, caused an 
international stir and brought him a kind of fame that 
he had escaped prior to that time. In 1927, his Glass: 
Its Origin, History, Chronology, Technic and Classifi· 
cation to the Hfh Century, another long work , became 
a field classic . In 1932, his three-volume Portrnits of 
Washington drew on his lifelong work as an artist. 
The Great Southwest , a book of Carl Borg 's etchings , 
is bound together by a text by Gustav Eisen, and 
Ancient Oriental and other Seals by Gustav Eisen and 
Ada Small Moore was published the year of his death. 


This adumbration of such a rich career fairly 
demands expansion of each of his accomplishments , 
and several of them involve contentions, scandal, 
political intrigue, criticism by colleagues, historical 
errors by some venerable writers, and other issues 
that would require a sizable tome to record. Perhaps 
some day such a careful biography will be written 
about Gustav Eisen and it should be ; but this essay is 
of a narrower, less ambitious scope in which some of 
the discrepant problems can be at least laid bare, 
based on new material gathered over six decades after 
his death . For convenience of both writer and reader, 
the text follows a rough chronological order, that 
ordermade explicit in the Chronology of Gustav Eisen. 


CHRONOLOGY OF GUSTAV A. EISEN 


• 1826. Francis Theodore Eisen (1826-1895), brother 
of Gustavus , born in Stockholm; arrives in San 
Francisco in 1851. 


• 1847. Gustavus Augustus Eisen (1847-1940) born 
August 2 in Stockholm. (Hereinafter G.E.). 


• 1868. G.E. publishes Bidrag till Kiinnedomen om 
Gotska Sandon ["A Contribution to the Knowledge 
of Gotland (Gotland Sand Island) "]. 


• 1872. F. T. Eisen begins growing grapes in Fresno, 
the first successful vineyardist in Fresno County. 


• 1873. G. E. receives Ph.D. from University of Upp· 
sala. G.E. sent to the U.S. by the Swedish Museum 
of Natural History to conduct biological surveys. 
Nov. 2, arrives in Fresno (age 26) ; meets Frank 
Dusy ; returns to San Francisco; spends winter of 
1873-74 on Santa Catalina Island making biologi· 
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cal surveys for the California Academy of Sciences , 
the Swedish Academy of Science , the U.S. Fishing 
Commission, and Prof. Louis Agassiz ; G.E. had 
been invited by Agassiz to become his assistant at 
Harvard University starting in 1875(?). Agassiz 
dies suddenly in 1873. 


• 1874. January , Eisen becomes member of the Cali· 
fornia Academy of Sciences (CAS); April: In San 
Francisco meets Dr. Friedrich Ratzel; June: Begins 
extended trek into Yosemite and region with 
Ratzel; Frank Dusy takes G. E. to Sequoia groves 
in summer. Winter 1874-75, returns to Fresno 
vineyard. 


• 1875. F. T. Eisen buys Section 4 (631 A) from Fred· 
erick Roeding in May; First vintage from Eisen 
Vineyard; G .E. remains in Fresno as Manager of 
the Eisen Vineyard c.1874-1885 ; during this 
period, he makes 4-5 trips per year with saddle 
animals into the Sierra Nevada , often with Frank 
Dusy. Visits Sequoia groves with Dr. Chester 
Rowell, naming many trees as memorials. 


• 1879. G.E. meets and becomes friends with Luther 
Burbank. He sends plant material to Burbank from 
Central America (avocado?). 


• 1880. Starting in this year, G.E. makes collecting 
trips to Guatemala and Mexico for the CAS, the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Smith· 
sonian Institute, until 1903. 


• 1882. G.E. leaves San Francisco Jan 4 for study of 
Maya in Guatemala [see Margot B. Schevill for full 
summary of G.E.'s nearly year journey]. 


• 1883. G.E. is manager of Roeding's Fancher Creek 
Nursery (until 1887, intermittently after 1880). 
G.E. begins a 12-year (1883-1895) cooperative 
study of Maya with J. T. Goodman, a raisin grower 
in Fresno; uncompleted ms. , "The Archaic Writing 
of the Mayas: Their Hyroglyphs [sic] and Sculp· 
tures. " 


• 1885. F. T. Eisen in San Francisco ; has a large 
milling business from c.1868. 
G.E. owns Section 9, Fresno; acquisition date 1876? 


• 1886. G.E. appointed California State Quarantine 
Guardian for Fresno by State Board of Horti
cultural Commission, April 26. 


• 1887. G.E. becomes a naturalized citizen of the 
United States (M. Schevill says 1882). 
c.1887 G.E. sells Section 9 to W. N. Oathout . 


• 1888-1889. G.E. campaigns to establish Sequoia 
National Park and Sequoia National Forest; tries 
to have the State of California purchase the cut· 
over Sequoia forest, without success. Lectures 
about the problems before the CAS. 
G.E. makes trip to Washington , D.C., for Sequoia 
plans; discusses matter with the Secretary of 
Agriculture, c.1888-1889. 
G.E. is Horticultural Editor of California, A 
Journal of Rural Industry (S.F.). 







• 1890. G.E. publishes The Raisin Industr y . 
G. E. testifies in Washington , D.C. for Sequoia 
National Park , early spring . Returns to California 
in Jul y(?). 
G.E.visits the Big Trees Grove and territory for 
three days ; extends lectures ; prepares a proposal 
for Congress with committee of CAS members. 
(Records destroyed in 1906 fire in San Francisco) . 


• 1891. G.E. spends a year (1891-92) in the East . 
While in Wash . D.C., in touch with the Secretary I 
Dept of Agric. , where he is known and respected. 


• 1892. G.E. makes expedition to Baja California 
with W. Bryant for CAS in 1892, 1893, and 1894. 


• 1893. G. E. becomes a member of the Publications 
Committee , CAS. Leads an Academy expedition to 
Baja California , Mazatlan and Panama (1893-94 ). 
G.E . made Curator of Archaeology , Ethnology , and 
Lower Animals , CAS (also 1894). 


• 1894. G.E. lectures before Cooper Medical Institute , 
S. F. , on "malaria ." With Robert Freund, G.E. is the 
first American to recognize the malaria parasite. 


• 1895. G.E . made Curator of Biology , CAS (also 
1896, 1898). 
Francis T. Eisen dies; his son, August, assumes 
management of Eisen Vineyard. 


• 1897. G.E. made CUl'ator ofinvertebrates , CAS. 
• 1898. G.E . and Dr . Harvey Harkness (President , 


CAS, January 1867-January 1896) are forced out 
of the CAS by Crackers , Chas. Keeler , Perry Ritter , 
and David Starr Jordan. (Letter from G.E to F. M. 
MacFarland , n.d. - 1938?). Jordan is President of 
the CAS from January 1896-January 1898. 
Frank Dusy dies November 10. 


• 1899. G.E. is made Curator of Marine Inverte
brates , CAS (? See 1898) . 


• 1900. G.E. publishes Map of Baja Califorma and 
Explorntions in Central Part of Ba;a Caliform·a. 


• 1901. G.E. publishes The Fig: Its History, Cultuw 
and Curing, U.S. Department of AgricultUl'e. 


• 1902. Eisen Estate leases 600-acre vineyard and 
production plant to the California Wine Association 
for three years . G.E. makes second expedition to 
Guat emala , sponsored by Phoebe Apperson Hearst. 
RetUl'ns to San Francisco and becomes a profes
sional photographer , a skill he already possesses. 


• 1903. G.E . engages in archaeological explorations 
from 1903-1915 in Spain, Italy , Algiers , Tunis , 
Morocco, Egypt ; Phoebe A. Hearst supports . G.E. 
is president of the San Francisco Microscopical 
Society. 


• 1906. California Wine Association assumes control 
of Eisen Vineyard & Winery (Section 4). 
San Francisco earthquake and fire destroys CAS 
files and library , including many belonging to G.E. 


• 1911. Sunnyside Golf Course established on Section 
9, bought from W. N. Oathout, formerly owned by 
G.E . 
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• 1915. G.E. moves to New York City at 146 East 49th 
Street. G.E. becomes interested in th e portraits of 
George Washington . Meets Fahim and Evelyn 
Kouchakji , art dealers. 


• 1923. The Great Chalice of Antioch by G.E. is 
published by Kouchakji Freres , N.Y. 


• 1926. G.E.publishes TheJonasMiller-Cake-Joseph 
Stewart Portrait by Gilbert Stuart. 


• 1927. G.E. publishes Glass: Its Origin, History, 
Chronology, Techm ·c and Classification to the 1(/h 
Century. 


• 1932. G.E. publishes Portraits of Washington (3 
volumes). 


• 1933. After Repeal of Prohibition , Eisen Win ery 
was renamed Sunnyside Winery (to 1952). 
G.E. publishes zn d ed of Great Chalice of Antioch. 


• 1935. G.E. appointed Commander of the Order of 
the North Star , and Grand Knight of the North 
Star , by His Majesty , the King of Swed en . 


• 1936. G.E. writes text for Carl Oscar Borg , The 
Great Southwest (etchings). 


• 1937 . G.E receives commendatory letter from th e 
Chief of the U.S. National Park Service . 


• 1938. G.E. made an Honorary Life Member of CAS 
on February 16, the " ... highest honor the Academy 
accords" (Loye Miller). G.E. moves in with the 
Fahim KouchakjisinNewYork City , who take care 
of him during his cancer illness and operation. 


• 1940. G.E., with Ada Small Moore , publishes 
Ancient Oriental and other Seals. 
G.E. dies October 29 of cancer , at 350 Park Ave, 
New York City , age 93 years+ 2 months. 
The CAS requests the U.S. Board of Biographi cal 
Names to have a peak in Sequoia National Park 
named for Dr. Gustavus Augustus Eisen . (Eisen's 
old friend Frank MacFarland is President of CAS, 
1934-1946 .) The request was approved in 1941. 


• 1949 . Mrs . Magda Maneskjold of Brooklyn , a 
Swedish-American joUl'nalist friend of Eisen , car ed 
for the urn ofEisen 's ashes from 1940-1949 , when 
she carried the urn across the continent for th e 
July 16 dedication ceremony in Sequoia National 
Park. The urn lies buried in an undisclosed plac e 
on 12,000-foot Mount Eisen. 


From Sweden to Fresno, California: 1847-1882 


W
hen Gustav Eisen arrived in the U.S . in 1873, 
he was well-instilled with the zeal of a 
dedicated scientist , having that year both 


completed the research for his Ph.D . degree in Biology 
at Uppsala University (sometimes , "Upsala "), as well 
as having been made an assistant professor in his 
chosen field. By 1868, his first published work , on 
earthworms , had brought him to the attention of 
Charles Darwin (letter from C. R. Darwin , 3 Dec 
1871) and Louis Agassiz at Harvard University in the 







U.S. Gustav 's undergraduate studies were as heavily 
devoted to art as to science, where his gift for drawing 
and painting was shown from early childhood. It is 
said that over the years he produced many thousands 
of miniature paintings and sketches , skills that served 
him well in later archaeological work on the Mayan 
culture in Guatemala as well as his executing 
scientific illustrations for his own work. As a child , he 
was not robust . Under enforced confinement he spent 
valuable time concentrating on books about nature, 
another early and lifetime orientation . 


In 1873 , his singular record in the university 
earned him a grant and charge to travel to the U. S. 
West Coast to gather biological specimens under the 
auspices of the Swedish Museum (Academy) of 
Natural Sciences, specifically for Professor Sven 
Loven , a figure in his field in Sweden as well
regarded as Louis Agassiz was in America. Indeed, 
Agassiz himself seems to have been an influence on 
the selection of Gustav to travel to the U.S., for 
Gustav was also committed to sending specimens to 
Harvard by prearrangement, and Gustav was 
scheduled to become assistant to Agassiz in 1875. 


Gustav Eisen was , I say, well prepared to do the 
work he faced in the U.S. in 1873. As a European , he 
was multilingual , including German ; but what is 
rather startling is to realize that he arrived in 
America fully conversant in the English language 
and, eventually , in the written forms . In addition , 
Gustav came to the California environment already 
profoundly imbued with a true love of nature and 
natural things , a "naturist ," an old term that had 
nothing to do with nudity or nudism. Contrarily , he 
had a very dim opinion of the "American " culture and 
its supervening domination of commercial interests , 
such as logging , lumbering, railroading and general 
merchandising . He quickly sized up the pioneers in 
the West as a people who saw a tree as lumber almost 
by instinct , an attitude he never really understood : To 
the end his love of the scientific perspective, 
complet~ly devoid of commercialism , set him apart 
from his adopted countrymen, seeming to create a 
mystery he was unable to understa~d , especially 
when standing astride nature apart m a grove of 
Sequoia gigantea. 


Gustav had three brothers who had already been 
living in California. Two of them had died before his 
arrival, but his older brother by 21 years, Francis, had 
lived in California from 1851, an early pioneer. Here , 
Francis was a very successful business man, one who 
was educated to the brokerage business and who 
branched out early to manufacturing in San Francisco 
from 1868 to 1885 . It is sometimes written that 
Francis brought Gustav from Sweden , but the facts 
are otherwise , as stated above . Clearly , Gustav meant 
to head directly to California , arriving in early 
October 1873 . On November 2, he stepped from the 
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train in Fresno at 11:00 A.M., where , he reported , he 
counted a total of sixteen buildings that had roofs , 
including out-buildings-the city of Fresno at that 
moment. 


Eisen Vineyard & Winery 


B
y 1872 , following twenty-one years in California 
business enterprises , Francis Eisen had planted 
the first successful grapevmes m Fresno county , 


but assuredly not the first in California , where the 
vineyard industry was well developed , north , south 
and central. The lush vineyard was ubiquitous , 
except in the desert of the Central Valley before 
irrigation was practiced . Starting a vineyard was 
costly, then and now . 


"Most of the early vineyards and wineries of th e 
Fresno area in the San Joaquin Valley were large
scale operations undertaken by men of wealth " 
(Peninou and Unzelman , p .318). Large agricultural 
enterprises were, and still are , high risk and rar ely 
entered on a shoestring , proving once more the old 
adage : If you've got it , you can get it; if you don't got 
it, you ain 't goin ' to get it . 


The official records in the Hall of Records , Fresno 
County , show that Francis Eisen bought his first 
section in 1875 (not in 1872 , as some have reported ) 
from Frederick Roeding , paying $6,312 ($10 an acre ). 
The land was described in the deed as follows: 


" ... All that certain lot , piece or parcel ofland being 
in the County of Fresno , State of California, 
described as follows , viz.: Being Section Numb er 
Four <4> in Township Number Fourteen <14> 
South Range Twenty-One <21> East of Mount 
Diablo and Meridian, containing Six Hundred and 
Thirty-One 22/100 acres of land, more or less , etc. 
On the Tenth day of May A. D . One Thousand and 
Eight Hundred and Seventy-five , ... etc. 
[Signed] Frederick C. Roeding , to F . T. Eisen 
Dated May 10, 1875, &c. Recorded at the Request 
of Wells Fargo & Co. this 15 May A. D. 1875 at 55 
minutes past 2 o'clock P. M .... etc." 
Apparently , Francis Eisen had leased th~ s~me 


property (Section 4) from Roeding to plant ~s first 
vineyard with an option to buy later , followmg this 
first, experimental planting. Sometime later than 
1875 , Francis probably helped Gustav to buy a 
contiguous Section 9, immediately south of Sect10n 4, 
where Gustav performed his experimental horti
cultural work . In 1872 , the stark desert conditions 
were a daunting prospect for a viticulturist wanting 
to start an ambitious , and expensive, plan of 
production. The main condition giving hope to a 


. planter was the recently developed and developing 
irrigation system shunting water from the Kings 
River 15 miles away. Fancher Creek , "a picturesque , 
wooded stream" which ran through the center of 
Section 4, was a natural creek segment needing only 







to be connected to the main Fresno Canal System to 
bring water to the projected Eisen Vineyard. (Two 
early maps call this creek "Fanchou ," or "Fanchow ," 
perhaps a Chinese name?) 


disappeared. (Elliott, Histo1y of Fresno County, p.211 ) 
The Eisen Vineyard & Winery was not only the 


pioneer effort in Fresno County whose experiments 
encouraged an immediate explosion of vineyards 


Map of th e Bc5t Ra isin Gro ..... lng D istrict in Fresno County show in g all the Prlnclpal V ine yards and Awa il ab lo V i no vard Lll"d• a Ion; th• Ma in Wat•r Channcla 
can of Fresno City to K ing s R iver . 


-1890 MAP SHOWING PRINCIPAL VINEYARDS NEAR FRESNO ... ORIGINAL EISEN PROPERTIES , SECTION 4 (Eisen) & 
SECTION 9 (Oothout), LOWER LEFT CENTER OF MAP - (Map source unidentified) 


It quickly became clear to the early grape farmers 
that lack of water was not the only deterrent to 
success: 


To show the trial and difficulties under which the 
proprietor has struggled , we want to relate his exper· 
ience in early grape culture . In the summer of 1874, the 
vineyard was visited by myriads of grasshoppers , which 
totally destroyed the foliage , and gnawed off the bark 
of the cane , and quite materially retarded the growth 
of the vine. In 1875, a red spider got into the vines , 
puncturing the leaves , causing them prematurely to dry 
up and fall off, leaving the fruit exposed to the sun , 
which greatly injured it. In 1876-77 the big grape moth 
attacked the vines and threatened to destroy them. For 
six weeks, no less than twenty men were employed in 
picking the larvae from the vines ; no less than twenty 
tons were taken off, and every night the worms were 
carefully deposited in a grave prepared for that purpose, 
and effectually covered with earth. Since that time , oc· 
casio nal raids have been made by the army worm , which 
latt er are gotten rid of by beating the vines with sticks , 
and catching the worms in sheets and pouring them into 
pans of coal oil. Nearly all these pests have now 
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but, in the expert horticulturist hands of Gustav as 
manager , the north square mile (Section 4) of over 
600 acres became the site of the major producing 
vineyard , with accompanying winery structures and 
equipment. The south square mile (Sect . 9, in the 
name of Gustav Eisen) was the site of an elaborat e 
arboretum and experimental horticultural gardens 
with hundreds of varieties of grapes and over 300 
varieties of roses , a specialty. Upwards of 400 kinds 
of trees made a small forest on part of the acreage. 
Even today, some of the original trees planted by Gus
tav Eisen are growing vigorously , such as eucalyptus. 


(My initial impetus for this study was a simple one: 
find the original boundaries of the Eisen properties . 
Search of early county maps quickly established the 
answer , and we actually drove around the periphery 
to get a current impression of the developed area . 
Stated in terms of the streets of Fresno today , it is 
helpful to show the boundaries of the Eisen prop er ty 
by street name. Taking Sections 4 and 9 together for 
convenience , the Eisen vineyard ranch was border ed 
on the north by Belmont Avenue , on the south by the 
southern extreme of the Sunnyside Golf Course , along 







which runs (still) the Southern Pacific Railroad ; on 
the east , the property boundary is Fowler Boulevard ; 
and on the west, by the very busy Clovis Avenue.) 


Francis Eisen was educated to a business ethos , 
having spent several years in Germany learning 
banking and the commission business . From his 
home in Sweden , he traveled to South America , 
thence to California , arriving in San Francisco in 
September 1851, where , eventually , he went into the 
milling business . Though twice burned out by fires , 
he recovered his losses by building yet a third mill , 
earning a fortune between 1868 and 1885. The Eisen 
Vineyard & Winery enterprise was an added one for 
Francis , but one he took very seriously. When he 
finally bought his Section 4 in 1875 , he had had three 
years to become convinced that investment in Fresno 
real estate and agriculture would be profitable by 
raising grapes for wine and , almost by accident , for 
raisins. Charles Clou gh tells an amusing, if apocry 
phal , story : 


Fresno County's raisin industry began on a fluke . When 
the hot summer of 1875 dried some of Francis T. Eisen 's 
experimental grapes on the vine , he decided to pick , 
st em and pack them , sending them to San Francisco as 
a 'Peruvian importation .' These raisins caused an 
immediate sensation. Their reception may have been 
why Bernard Marks laid out his successful two -acre 
vin eyard at the Central California Colony that year . 
Whatever the reason , two other important vineyards 
wer e set out the following year (Clough , History of 
F1·esno County, The Pioneer Yea1·s, p .14 7). 
Gustav Eisen was brought into Eisen Vineyard & 


Winery about 1874-75 as Manager , after settling 
down from his early explorations to Santa Catalina 
Island and the Yosemite . Brother Francis had built a 
fine home on the vineyard property , and divided his 
time , with his growing family , between San Francisco 
and Fresno. Gradually , because of the lucrative 
milling business and the necessity to handle his 
Chicago , New York , and New Orleans offices , San 
Francisco became his permanent home again, at No. 
12 Silver Street . 


The Eisen enterprises in Fresno encompasse d more 
than grapes . Gustav also was Manager of Frederick 
Roeding 's Fancher Creek Nursery , founded in 1883 
(on Roe ding ' s neighboring property , Section 3), selling 
grape cuttings (cultivars) , horticultural specimens , 
especially a great variety of trees , hay by the ton , and 
other items to augment the business . (Later , Gustav 
was fired by Roeding over a three-way dispute not 
pursued here .) His frequent travels to the Sierra 
Nevada , to Mexico, and other lands , meant that his 
managership was often peripatetic at best. In 1883 , 
Gustav advertised in the Fresno Republican that the 
Fancher Creek Nursery had "1,000 ,000 Grape 
Cuttings For Sale. " 
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San Francisco Merchant, 1884 


In 1880, when Gustav was leaving the vineyard 
managership for other adventures , E . I. Baber , a 
reliable employee of Francis Eisen in his San 
Francisco business, was made in October that year 
the manager of Eisen Vineyard & Winer y in Fresno , 
" ... to take charge of [Eisen 's] land ed holdings ." When 
Francis Eisen died in 1895 , his son August becam e 
the manager of the Eisen Vineyard . Fresno County , 
in the heart of the great San Joaquin Valley , could 
boast from its earliest days the largest number of 
acres in vineyard land-wine and raisin grapes-and 
was the dessert wine center of the California wine 
industry. By 1890 the Eisen Vineyard had 400 acres 
in wine grapes of the choicest varieties for making 
sweet , fortified wines . Their cellars had a capacity of 
one million gallons of wine , ample storage for their 
vintages of 250 ,000 gallons. By the turn of the century 
the vineyards spanned 600 acres, and annual 
production had increased to 300,000 gallons. 


A contemporary publication applauded the Eisen 
Vineyard and its "reputation of having the most 
excellent selection of vines grown on any single estate 
in California .... shown in the absolute perfection of th e 
wines from this famous vineyard . The exquisite Eisen 
ports and sherries are all that the skilled palate of the 
most judicious and exacting wine expert can demand 
.. . and have carried away medals , diplomas and 
tributes wherever exhibited and entered for 
competition. " 







EISEN WINERY -1897 (from Imperial Fresno) 


In brilliant 1890's prose , the description continues: 
"The approach to the Eisen Winery is along one of the 
most magnificent avenues imaginable. The carriage 
rolls along a wide roadway , a mile long , bounded on 
either side with stately Lombardy poplar trees, 
mingled with beautiful pink oleander trees . The 
roadway is roofed with vines , running from row to 
row of the bordering trees on wires stretched across ; 
and dangling above the charmed spectator 's head are 
great clusters of delicious grapes , rivaling in size and 
loveliness the clusters of Eschol. It is doubtful if a 
more beautiful avenue than the main approach to the 
Eisen Vineyard can be found in all California" 
Umpen ·a1 Fresno , 1897 , p.30). 


In 1902 , August negotiated the lease of the Eisen 
Vineyard & Winery to the California Wine Association 
for three years ; in 1906 the CWA assumed total 
control of the operation. In the next few years, the 
giant conglomerate poured substantial monies into 
remodeling the old winery plant , and it saw continu· 
ous operation until Prohibition . After Repeal, under 
new ownership , it was renamed the Sunnyside 
Winery and functioned until the early 1950s. 


Gustav Eisen's Accomplishments 


I
n her book , Maya Textiles of Guatemala , Margot 
Blum Schevill devotes an entire chapter to Gustav 
Eisen. (Schevill deserves great credit for searching 


out in obscUTe correspondence and hard ·to-find 
documents details for this biographical chapter . 
Though flawed in minor details , any future 
biographer of Gustav Eisen will be required to start 
with her work and be seriously in her debt.) Near the 
end of his life , Gustav wrote letters in which he 
responded to the question about his many and varied 
accomplishments. Schevill recorded his succinct sum -
mary of his achievements : 


Principal Achievements from 1873-1939 
1873-74. Scientific explorations in California . 
1874-89. Raisin culture and wine in Fresno. 


Writing for newspaper . 
1882-90. Experiments on Figs, discovered the 


nature and necessity of caprification , laying 
thereby the foundation for the fig industry in 
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California . Roeding tried to steal my glory and 
has the credit. I published the first book on 
Raisins in 1890 ; books and papers on Figs , 
1895-1901 , two or three published by the U.S. 
Government . 


1915-1924. The monumental work The Grnat Chalice 
of Antioch (l st C A. D.) Price $150 . 2 vols . 


1929. Monograph on antique Glass: 2 vols . $100 . 
1932. Monograph on the Portraits of Washington. 2 


vols . Price $100. 
1891. Made and published A Map of Baja California, 


Mexico (yet the best to date) . 
"Eisen did not list, however , as 'principal achieve· 


ments' his experiences as a journalist , world traveler , 
photographer and co-owner of a photographic studio 
and gallery , scientific investigator , and author of 
several unpublished manuscripts . Still he included 
these experiences in a list of important dates and 
events in his life. Eisen 's accomplishments and the 
breadth and range of his interests exemplify the 
combination of Old World training and disjunct 
American opportunities that shaped the life of this 
Swedish · American immigrant and Renaissance man " 
(Schevill , p. 28). 


From the standpoint of this study , it is significant 
to notice another omission from the list : Gustav 
Eisen fails to include , what others claim for him , his 
signal contributions to the national park idea and 
especially the formation of Sequoia National Park. It 
would be speculative to try to guess why he left the 
omission stand, for it probably was intentional , except 
to anticipate one conclusion this study reaches in 
later sections: Gustav Eisen, throughout the cam· 
paign to establish Sequoia National Park, acted for 
the California Academy of Sciences , not for himself. 
The list of his accomplishments , therefore , omits the 
reference . 


Schevill 's excellent summary of Gustav Eis en's 
literary life only hints at the major significance of 
virtually every volume he produced . It is fair to say 
that many writers would feel satisfied with having 
produced any one of his eight books , leaving aside the 
very respectable corpus of scientific/journalistic 
articles and documents. Virtually without exception , 
each book was novel in its field , a pioneer , if not 
definitive, effort . As noted , writing books between 
other demands on his time meant that he was truly 
one who was dedicated to creative labor undertaken 
with limited recognition, at least for most of his 
"flourishing " period , as historians have it . It should 
also be observed that every one of his books , in 
disparate fields requiring exceptional expertise 
acquired only by hard work , reflect keen research , 
historical , professional , and scientific skills. These 
were not works in which he was presenting a 
similitude of others ' research . They were detailed re · 
ports of his own, accomplished work . 







The Raisin and The Fig 


T
ake , for example , his book , The Raisin Industry: 
A f!ractical Treatise on the f!,aisin Grapes, T_heir 
History, Culture and Curmg (San Francisco: 


H.S . Crocker & Co., 1890) . In his chapter titled "Lit· 
erature " Eisen points out the need for such a work: 
"The literature of the raisin industry is a very scant 
one , and as far as I have been able to ascertain not a 
single work especially devoted to this industry has 
appeared in any language " (p.215). Gustav Eisen-in 
the manner of the eminent Prof. George Husmann of 
Napa Valley and his cornerstone for California wine· 
grape literature , Grape Culture and Wine-Making in 
Cahform·a. A Practical Manual for the Grape-Grower 
and Wine-Maker (San Francisco , 1888)-presents a 
solid , practical , detailed treatise on how to grow and 
produce a most important agricultural crop in 
California following field experiments begun in the 
pioneering Eisen Vineyard in 1872 . Gustav Eisen 
became in a few short years a master vineyardist ; his 
experimental efforts with huge numbers of specialized 
grapes specifically chosen for their raisin-producing 
qualities, not to mention the wine and table grape 
varieties, all are brought together in this book to 
benefit the industry in California . His "enumeration 
of books " about the raisin industry compiled at the 
end of the book is a feast for the researcher. It is also 
notable that Gustav nowhere in the book gives any 
special mention or attention to the locally famous 
Eisen Vineyard , Gustav staying scrupulously de· 
tached and properly disinterested when dealing with 
the scientific data regarding the ampelography , 
growing natur es, seed , texture , productivity and 
related factors of each grape respecting its potential 
as a source for raisins. He did insert , however , at the 
end of the book , among the advertisements , a full
page announcement of the available services of 


GUSTAV EISEN , 
HORTICULTURAL LAND AND RAlSIN EXPERT 


§ § § 
I have had twenty years of experience in fruit 
growing, raisin ·grape growing, raisin making , and in 
other horticultural industries , in California , Central 
America, Mexico and Europe . I make it a specialty to 
assist and advise those engaged in horticultural 
pursuits . Whether you wish to select land or plant it 
to vines and trees, whether you are a capitalist, the 
member of a syndicate , or a farmer , my services will 
be a thousand times more valuable to you than the 
reasonable charge I make for them. If you are not 
acquainted with land, soil, climate , or the profits of 
the horticultural industry you intend to engage in, 
you will find it to your advantage to engage me to 
make you thorough and truthful reports. All matters 
are strictly confidential and charges reasonable . 


Gustav Eisen, California Academy of Sciences, S.F. 
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ll.&lsla Vineyard. Dla.m.oa d-looth Cultivator, 


FROM: THE RAISIN INDUSTRY , 1890 


In this day and culture of book publishing , there is 
silent , but real, scorn for "self-published" books ; but in 


· the centuries before the twentieth , it was common 
practice for "publishers" (often , printers) to produce a 
book only if the author had the courage of his 
conviction of the value of his book , enough to pay for 
the cost of production up front. Not the exception , it 
was more the rule for many years , and for authors 
whose names might surprise modern readers . When 
you consider the matter , it makes sense. Gustav 
Eisen , at any rate , paid H . S. Crocker & Co. of San 
Francisco to produce his raisin book , a work that was 
a first in its field (not necessarily a recommendation 
for a nervous printer-publisher). Gustav 's book is 
now seen by historians of grape culture in California 
as a classic , a cornerstone "Practical Treatise " to this 
day, only recently displaced by the magnum opus of 
Prof. Vincent Petrucci, A Treatise on Raisin Produc· 
tion, Processing and Marketing, edited by Vincent E. 
Petrucci and Carter D. Clary (Clovis, California, 2001) 
[See "The Professor's Singular Vine," WTQ, Vol.12 #4] . 


What has been just said about Gustav Eisen 's 
raisin book can be said , mutatis mutandis , of other of 
his works . The Fig: Its History, Culture and Curing 
was published and printed in 1901 by the U.S.D.A . for 
national and international distribution. Because of 
the fairly public controversy between George Roeding 
and Gustav Eisen, it will be useful to take notice of 
some of the facts in the case of who was primarily 
responsible for discovering the nature of caprification 
[pollination by the fig wasp] of the Smyrna fig, not to 
settle the matter between the two men , but to lay out 
some key factors necessary to understand Gustav 's 
pique with Roeding - bearing in mind that there 
existed some hard feelings prior to the controversy , 
evidenced by Roe ding having fired Gustav Eisen from 
the Fancher Creek Nurseries. 


In the above quotation from Schevill's book , Gustav 
Eisen states cryptically , "1882-1890 Experiments on 







Figs , discovered the nature and necessity of caprifica
tion ... [George] Roeding tried to steal my glory, and 
has the credit ." Research in fig literature , including 
the publication by George Roeding in 1903 of The 
Smyrna Fig indicates that , respecting the experi 
mental facts , as well as the priority of publication , 
Gustav Eisen must be believed. 


A careful examination of the relevant items 
included in the Bibliography of this essay will show 
that Gustav Eisen published significant articles on 
the fig and his projected book beginning in 1885 (2), 
with two more in 1887, a key work on the fig wasp 
(1891-92) , one more in 1896 and 1897, culminating in 
his classic book The Fig ... in 1901 . 


George Roeding , by contrast, though he had indeed 
sponsored work on the fig wasp in the Near East and 
in Fresno , did not publish anything on the subject 
until 1903, with his self-published work , The Smyrna 
Fig at Home and Abroad, a brief account . Though 
George Roeding acknowledged his debt to several 
others in the field, and though, as neighbors who had 
been in business together in the Fancher Creek 
Nurseries in earlier years , Gustav Eisen 's name never 
appears in the Roeding book, or in Roeding 's two 
subsequent Nursery fruit growers ' guides published 
in 1909 and 1915 (the same in 1919) . 


For his part , Gustav Eisen , in his 1901 book , gives 
only passing and bibliographical reference to the work 
in progress by George Roeding , which , after all, came 
only later by two years . 


The publishing data confirm Gustav Eisen 's claim 
to have pioneered the effort to successfully bring the 
key fig to California agriculture , while admitting that 
George Roeding's primary interest was less scientific 
than business related with his nurseries. Never
theless Roeding was greatly instrumental in pub
licizing and encouraging the propagation of the 
"Calimyrna " fig, a name invented by Roeding. In 
time , Fresno County would produce one-half of the 
figs sold in the U. S. 


The Monumental Great Chah·ce of Anti och 


D
r. Gustavus A. Eisen published two academic 
studies and a lavish two-volume book on this 
formidable work of art . The large , ovoid silver 


goblet , 7W' tall x 6" in diameter , was constructed in 
three distinct parts: a plain , somewhat crude inner 
cup of silver , an openwork silver-gilt outer container, 
and a separately made small silver base . The 
Chalice 's outer container is stunningly chased and 
appliqued with a pattern of grapevines and clusters of 
grapes ; set within this frame are various animals , 
birds, and twelve seated figures. It was unearthed in 
1910, so the story goes , in the Syrian city of Antioch , 
an early center of Christianity. Within two years , the 
Syrian- born Parisian art dealers , Kouchakji Freres , 
had acquired it , and soon sent it to their brother in 
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New York for safekeeping because of the outbreak of 
the First World War . (We remember that Dr. Eisen 
had moved to New York in 1915 and made the 
acquaintance of Fahim Kouchakji.) In 1916 Dr . Eisen 
published his study , "Preliminary Report on the Great 
Chalice of Antioch Containing the Earliest Portraits 
of Christ and the Apostles ," in the American Journal 
of Archaeology. As the title implied, he made great 
claims for the Chalice , and dated it to the 1st century 
A.D . Such an astonishing discovery did not go un
noticed for long . Eisen published two more articles in 
1917 amplifying and confirming his original study . 


Then , in 1923, his research culminated in the 
sumptuous , two-volume leather-bound set published 
by Kouchakji Freres, The Great Chalice of Antioch, on 
which are depicted in Sculpture the earh ·est known 
Portraits of Christ , Apostles, and Evangelists. This 
deluxe folio edition was limited to 1000 copies , and 
sold for $150. (Today , the book is bringing several 
thousands of dollars on the marketplace.) More 
affordable is the 1933 Fahim Kouchakji one-volume 
publication of The Great Chalice of Antioch , with a 
fine Introduction essay on Gustav Eisen by A.T. 
Olmstead. The 22-page book is lOW' x 13Yz", cloth 
covered , with a breath-taking colored frontispiece of 
the Chalice and thirty-seven b/w plates of illustration. 


From EISEN'S Great Chalice of Antioch , 2"d ed. , 1933 







[EDITOR NOTE: We shall briefly relate here only a 
fraction of Gustav Eisen 's non-wine and -grape 
related activities. His Maya explorations in 
Guatemala and his lifelong endeavors to save the 
lands of the Sequoia gigantea , among other noted 
efforts-all of profound historical importance-are 
brilliantly covered in Allan 's detailed manuscript, 
where readers , interested in these fascinating aspects 
of Eisen 's achievements , are earnestly directed.] 


Scientific Treks, Yosemite, Giant Seq uoias 


W
hen young Gustav Eisen arrived in San 
Francisco in October 1873 , he spent several 
weeks there before checking in with his 


brother Francis in Fresno for the month of November 
and most of December , when he returned to San 
Francisco. For the remainder of the winter of 1873-
74, he made biological surveys on Santa Catalina 
Island , then owned by the wealthy philanthropist 
James Lick , with whom Gustav had had personal 
contact . Gustav wrote: 


I returned to San Francisco in the end of December , and 
spent the rest of the winter on Catalina Island , which 
James Lick intended to give to the California Academy 
of Sciences , and which Professor Davidson and Dr. 
Harkness requested me to explore and report upon . I 
occupied the winter by exploring the waters along the 
island collecting specimens for Louis Agassiz in Harvard 
Univ . and Sven Loven in the Stockholm Academy. 
Professor Agassiz had invited me to become a member 
of his staff in Cambridge to begin 1885 [sicl. The 
arrangement was that during the second winter I should 
collect for him , and that the first collection should go to 
Loven , who was one of the famous zoologists like 
Agassiz . 
I returned from Catalina Island in the end of April 187 4. 
I reported most favorably upon the value of the Island 
and advocated its acceptance, but Davidson and 
Harkness had in the meantime become bitter enemies 
and the result was that the Academy declined to accept 
the island (Gustav Eisen, Explorations ... , pp .1-2). 
Obviously , Gustav Eisen considered the rejection a 


great loss for the California Academy of Sciences, m 
retrospect, a great understatement; but then, the 
Academy has never been in the business of busmess. 


Immediately on returning to San Francisco , Gustav 
found his friend from Germany, Dr. Friedrich Ratzel , 
with whom Gustav had corresponded on scientific 
questions. Both Gustav and Friedrich had previously 
read accounts of "The Yosemite " in Nova Genera ac 
Species Plantarum ... by Stefan Endhch _er (Austrian 
botanist who had named the Sequoia g1gantea), and 
had planned to join for an extended trek. . (The.ir 
Yosemite adventure was written about extensively m 
1874-75 . See Bibliography for entries by both Ratzel 
and Eisen.) 


Around the first of June, the two scientists took the 
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Southern Pacific train for Merced , where they then 
traveled by stage to Coulterville , north of Mariposa . 
Striking out on foot for Yosemite Valley , they 
wandered for three days " ... up and down creeks and 
hills without seeing a soul and without a thing to eat, 
except a few blueberries. " Finding a rough trail , they 
came to "Bower's Cave" where they stayed for a day 
recuperating , fmally coming to Yosemite Valley. 


Their Yosemite trek, though not historic or 
pioneering, was made at a time when human traffic to 
Yosemite was still not common. Both men were 
experienced mountaineers from their European days , 
and both, as naturalists, were aware of what trials 
they faced , though they were obviously innocent of 
the grand scale of Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada. 


In Yosemite Valley , " ... we ascended all the main 
points, made the circuit of the valley and after a week 
engaged a man with saddle horses and proceeded to 
the big Tuolumne Meadows and thence to Mount 


-Dana and also an attempt at Mount Lyell. Then 
through Bloody Canyon down to Mono Lake " (Eisen, 
Explorations ... , pp.2-3) . 


Even before reaching Yosemite Valley , the two 
trekkers may have passed through the Tuolumne 
Grove of Sequoia. Since sketching trees , geological 
formations, plants and animals was a major objective 
for both men, we can only imagine their reactions to 
visiting the Sequoia groves for the first time . Later in 
the trip, they did visit the Mariposa Grove at the 
southern extreme of Yosemite . 


While near Mono Lake , they explored forty volcanic 
craters, marveling at the evidence of recent volcanic 
activity. On Mount Dana and Mount Lyell , both men 
having been educated in glaciology , they studied the 
glaciers. They returned to Yosemite Valley in August , 
walking back to Merced, then by train back to San 
Francisco. 


When Louis Agassiz died in 1873, ending Gustav 's 
·prospects for work at Harvard , Gustav returned to.the 
Fresno Ranch. Francis, needing to spend more time 
in San Francisco, persuaded Gustav to remain on the 
ranch as manager, as we have said , staying from 187 4 
to at least 1880, retaining contact sporadically until 
about 1887. From 1874 to 1880, Eisen writes , he 
made about five trips to the Sierra Nevada every 
year, sometimes for a week or more. These were not 
casual junkets: 


Four or more of the summer trips lasted from a few days 
to a week , but the first of August or sometimes July 15'11


, 


I made a trip lasting two or three weeks . Most of these 
trips were made in the company of Frank Dusy , the 
sheep owner [said to have herded as many as 74,000 
sheep that needed extensive summer pasturage found in 
the Sierra Nevada] ... " (Eisen , Explorations ... , pp . 4·5) . 
Among Gustav's numerous and varied friends 


Frank Dusy (1836-1898) looms large as an explorer of 
the Sierra Nevada, a true pioneer of the ethereal 







region of the Sequoia especially. Dusy has been called 
the first "white man" to have explored extensively on 
the upper North Fork of the Kings River. Also , he 
discovered the spectacularly wild Tehipite Valley , 
which he photographed-a true labor of love , 
requiring hauling heavy cameras and related equip · 
ment on your back , or the backs of pack animals. 


From the perspective of this account, it is 
important to bear in mind that Frank Dusy, beyond 
having a strong friendship with Gustav Eisen, was a 
true guide and geographical guru to him . From his 
early arrival and later , Gustav depended upon Dusy 
for his firsthand and extensive knowledge of the 
bewildering high country of the unexplored Sierra 
Nevada range , a daunting challenge to this day for 
the novice . Gustav , for all of his reading, education , 
energetic and enthusiastic dedication to pioneering 
exploration , was a beginner when faced with all the 
unknowns of the primitive , overwhelming wildness of 
what Gustav accurately denominated as "Nevada. " 


Without Dusy 's leadership into the wilderness, the 
career of Gustav Eisen would have been entirely 
different. Because of Dusy , Gustav became inde· 
pendent in the Sierra Nevada . Little did each man 
contemplate at the time that Gustav's ashes would 
eventually be placed in the Sequoia National Park on 
the mountain named for him, a park whose founding 
Gustav had so much to do with. (For a detailed 
biograph y of Dusy , see "Frank Dusy ," by J. _Randall 
McFarland , quoted in full in Clough , History of 
Fresno County: The Pioneer Years, pp. 179·181.) 


With Dr. Chester Rowell, Gustav made a trip, 
including Dusy , to "The Bear Creek Big Tree Grove ," 
in 1875 (or 1876) when he and Rowell named several 
of the largest trees: General Grant , General Sherman , 
Robert E. Lee; also Louis Agassiz , Joseph LeConte, 
Asa Gray , Spencer F . Baird, " ... all eastern ~iends of 
mine. " On a later trip , Gustav fastened shingles on 
each tree with signs he had painted. This grove, 
smaller than many , contained some of the finest 
specimens . . 


From his writings , we know that Gustav Eisen 
became personally and intimately acquainted with 
many groves of Sequoia , while Clough notes the 
extent of some of his early travels in the Sierra: 


Embarking from Simpson's Meadow [Dusy's camp] the 
following year [1878] Dusy and Prof. Gustav Eisen ... 
visited Tehipite Valley and roamed the area, crossing 
the Kings River sixteen times over a two· and· a· half day 
span. An ardent Sierra devotee, Eisen visited the 
southern Palisade range the same year. Four years 
earlier [1874] he had explored the McKinley Grove of 
Big Trees. The affection he developed for the Sequoias 
proved important in later years , when he was attached 
to the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco 
and asked to testify before a congressional committee 
about redwood conservation. There was talk of throwing 


·ll· 


all the big tree ranges from Yosemite to Tulare County 
open to lumbering , but Eisen's subdued, persuasive 
testimony prompted the legislators to act otherwise 
(Clough, Pioneer Years, pp.193-194). 


The Californi a Ac ademy of Sciences: 1874-194 0 


Gustav Eisen, o~ce he had si_zed up the biologic~! 
opportumties m Califorma shortly after his 
arrival , acted at once to seek membership in 


the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco , 
a move that was natural to him , given the tradition of 
membership in the Swedish Academy of Sciences. 
Both organizations provided a meaningful , practical 
affiliation for otherwise unattached scientists who 


· qualified for membership , which was definitely not 
automatically awarded on application. The California 
Academy had been founded in 1853, only three years 
after California was granted statehood . Its mission 
was to undertake "a thorough systematic survey of 
every portion of the State and the collection of a 
cabinet of her rare and rich productions ." 


Eisen lived in more than one parallel universe of 
activity. In one , he was a horticulturist and a farmer 
in Fresno, with other business interests in the Central 
Valley-Fresno , Porterville , Tulare, Delano ; in a 
second universe , he was a constant explorer in the 
Sierra Nevada, Santa Catalina Island , Mexico , 
Guatemala and Honduras; the third career was his 
professional relationship with the California Academy 
of Sciences between 1874 and 1898 , and informall y, 
until his death in 1940. While at the CAS, Gustav 
Eisen was recognized for his valuable work by a 


. succession of appointments spanning almost ten 
years: Member, Publications Committee, 1893; Cura· 
tor of Archaeology , Ethnology , and Lower Animals , 
1893 and 1894 ; Curator of Biology , 1895, 1896, 1898 ; 
Curator of Invertebrates, 1897; Curator of Marin e 
Invertebrates, 1899. (This last appointment date 
may be in error, because Dr. Eisen and Dr. Harkness , 
then President of the Academy , were both forced out 
of the CAS in 1898.) In 1938, Gustav Eisen was made 
an Honorary Life Member of the California Academy 
of Sciences, at the time when he was the oldest living 
member. His old friend Frank MacFarland was 
president of the CAS at the time of the award , made 
in recognition , not only of his longevity , but ~lso _for 
Gustav Eisen 's signal contributions of his scientific 
works (and explorations) in earlier , pre·20th century 
days for nearly twenty-five years prior to his 
separation from the Academy in 1898. Was the 
recognition also given for his work in fostering the 


·federal protection of the Sequoia forests and the 
establishment of Sequoia National Park? 


From 1888-1889, as a culmination of his sixteen
year study of the Sequoia and the Sierra Nevada-the 
Big Tree groves , their biotic milieu , their growth 
patterns , their individual differences , measurements, 







ages , &c, not to neglect his expert observations on the 
geology of the region-Gustav Eisen actively lectured 
before the Academy respecting the real threats to the 
destruction of the Sequoia giga.ntea.. Gustav Eisen is 
not given to strong or emotive language in his 
writings , and is said to have been soft-spoken and 
gentle in oral delivery ; but in the case of his 
witnessing the uncontrolled decimation of entire 
groves of Sequoia by loggers and lumbermen intent on 
making "fence posts and apple boxes " out of priceless 
monarchs of the forest , he used "hate " to describe his 
revulsion toward the logging operations he saw first· 
hand ... 


© Allan Shields , February , 2005 


EDITOR CLOSING NOTE : In the final three chapters of 
Allan Shield 's manuscript , he gives a careful , in-depth 
examination and evaluation of the historical records 
surrounding the establishment of Sequoia National 
Park-including double-dealing by Crocker and Dav id 
Starr Jordan and the banishment of Gustav Eisen 
and Dr . Harkness from the Academy, among other 
intriguing issues. Allan sets the scene in his intro · 
duction to this segment : "The records of the discovery, 
establishment , and enlargement of Sequoia National 
Park ... are an historian 's minefield . One-hundred· 
fifteen years afterwards , unsettled , undocumented 
contentions can still provoke heated discussions . Add , 
too that the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fire 
de~troyed many key documents. Gustav lost virtually 
all of his files and personal records , records that , 
tragically , contained the primary documents he later 
needed when he was writing about events leadmg up 
to the establishment of the Sequoia National Park .... 
and you have mystery within mystery. " . 


A final tribute to the achievements of Gustav Eisen 
excerpted from this historical survey is from a letter 
written by the Superintendent of Sequoia and Kings 
Canyon National Parks , shortly after Eisen 's death: 


"During the summer of 1890, Gustav Eise n made 
an investigation of the sequoia forests for the 
Porterville Land and Cattle Co. At this time , the 
destruction of some of the groves was in full swing , 
and Eisen was so deeply affected that he left 
immediately for San Francisco . It was his opinion 
'that this vandalism might be halted , not by one 
man single-handed , but supposing I could enlist 
the aid of the California Academy of Sciences? 
Maybe this association of the most intellectual and 
also patriotic element in the State might be 
successful. ' ... There can be no doubt that the 
activities of the Academy , as directed by Dr . Eisen , 
were a powerful factor in the fight to preserve the 
sequoias ." 


Professor Shields concludes with a list of those whose 
names ought to be included "among the pi~neer 
founders of Sequoia and Kings Canyon Natio nal 
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Parks .... These worthy men were important contrib· 
utors to the original establishment , were instruments 
of policy decisions, were persistent in their collective 
efforts to set aside and to preserve some of the 
greatest , 'grand and sublime ' wilderness the world of 
men can continue to know ." 


Ackno wledg me nts 


Two resource persons , especially , have prnvided 
many documents and timely assistance: Michele 
Well ck, Academy Archivist , California Academy 


of Sciences , San Francisco , and Ward Eldredge, 
Museum Technician , Sequoia and Kings Canyon 
National Parks. Both of their institutions hold 


·important files and materials on Gustav Eisen , the 
California Academy of Sciences archive being 
especially broad. Though we have never actually met 
in person , unless one counts telephone and e·mail as 
"in person ," I feel Michele and Ward are two new 
friends I greatly value. 


Other generous help came from Tammy Jordan , 
Tulare County Library , Special Collections; Jean 
Coffee, Library Assistant , Sanoian Special Collections , 
Madden Library , California State Univ ersit y, Fresno , 
whose person I do know well from many past 
occasions when her long service with obscure refer· 
ences has saved me from failure ; Jan Bird , Inter · 
library Loans , Madden Library ; Linda Eade and Jim 
Snyder , Yosemite Research Library (Jim , newly 
retired Yosemite NP Historian is already missed ); and 
the rich Map Library , Madden Library . 


In the Fresno Free Library , California History 
Section , William Secrest , seasoned Fresno historian , 


· was especially helpful on local Fresno history . He 
urged me to write a biography , but it wasn 't in me . 
Sorry , Bill . 


Finally , Bernice Shields, my "seeing eye wife" of 
over six decades made endless trips to libraries and 
copy services . We agree that all library book shelves 
should be at our eye level. I thank her , too, for 
editorial assistance and her invariably solid 
judgment . 


My sincere gratitude to all of these good people 
knows no bounds. The understanding of Gustav 
Eisen and his singular odyssey has been greatly 
enhanced collective ly by everyone mentioned. 


ADDENDUM: For this special WTQ adaptation , and 
the opportunity to bring this history to the attention 
offellow Tendrils , I extend my sincerest thanks to our 
editor Gail Unzelman. 


CUSTAV EISEN, 


Vin eya rd and Win e 
E:x:p or t . 


l~, 1,,,n· "I''"\ :i.~ -:l,~ri lin ,ll pH>\,,( 


:L ~t.1t-f u.~·.rTUlll .... IC:,l·i T·'rt ,1.'J, ( ... 


S.F. Merchant , Oct.26 , 1883 
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Oceans of Wine: Madeira and the Emergence of American Trade and Taste 
by David Hancock, 2009 


A Review by Mannie Berk 


IN THE SWEEP OF WINE HISTORY , Madeira can never occupy more than a tiny corner of its landscape . There is just 
too little of it. Grown on an island too mountainous to permit grape growing on more than its fringes, Madeira has 
never in its 500-year history enjoyed more than 3,000 hectares of vineyards. And today, only 300 hectares (700 
acres) of vines remain on the entire island. Yet , the complexity of Madeira 's history dwarfs wine regions many 
times its size. 


"'\='::=:::::::~~==~===S" or one thing , its 
recorded history dates 
to the 1500s and we can 
read , in English , eye· 
witness accounts of 
what was happening as 
far back as the 1600s. 
Few wines can boast 
that. Yet, good histories 
of Madeira are virtually 
non-existent. Serious 
scholars have tended to 


ignore it. The island 's merchants did a poor job of 
maintaining archives , with many companies disap
pearing without a trace. And the trade in Madeira 
was heavily decentralized , with major centers of 
activity as far afield as London , all the early American 
seaports and the East and West Indies. To round up 
surviving records in so many places would overwhelm 
even the most determined scholar. 


All of this has left us with a very incomplete picture 
of Madeira 's commercial , viticultural , enological and 
social history. We know of hundreds of firms involved 
in making and selling Madeira over the centuries, yet 
all but a few are simply names to us . We know of 
dozens of grape varieties that have been used to make 
the wines , but the varietal composition of most early 
wines is a mystery . We've all heard stories of ships 
crisscrossing the globe to condition barrels of Madeira , 
but when that practice died out in the early 1800s , 
how man y wines were "cooked " in estufas and how 


many were more gently aged in the lofts of the 
shippers ' lodges? And, finally, many of us can recite 
pivotal events in our country 's history that were 
purportedly toasted with Madeira, but how many ofus 
appreciate the extent to which Madeira permeated 
everyday American life in the 18th and 19th centuries? 


In short , for all we know about Madeira, we 
actually know very little. But over the past 20 years, 
a series of writers have begun to fill in the blanks (and 
correct some of the mountain of misinformation). The 
Madeiran scholar Alberto Vieira has compiled a 
massive amount of data in Portuguese· language 
books , providing fodder for other scholars. And Alex 
Liddell 's 1998 Madeira-published in the UK by 
Faber & Faber - provided a valuable scholarly 
counterpoint to the more romantic Madeira the Island 
Vineyard written by Noel Cossart nearly 20 years 
earlier. 
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Seventeen Years in the Making 


But the book that represents the most heroic 
undertaking in the name of Madeira wine 
history is not only by an American , it focuses on 


America 's place in this wine 's rich histor y . David 
Hancock finall y published Oceans of Wine this past 
fall , having been researching it (by his own account ) 
for seventeen years. I personally can attest to the 
veracit y of this claim , having shared some old 
Madeiras with David in a Cambridge , Massachusetts , 
restaurant 13 years ago, and I know that he was 
already years into his research. 


Hancock is a Professor of History at the University 
of Michigan , and the subject that has long dominated 
his research is the economic organization of the 
Atlantic community : how merchants networked 
themselves to create , build and maintain markets in 
one or more commodities . The example he has chosen 
for much of this research is Madeira , and in particular 
the way that British and American merchants took a 
simple wine and turned it into a luxury beverage of 
enduring populari ty among affluen t wine drinkers , 
particularly in North America. 


And so Oceans of Wine is fundamentall y differen t 
from all the other books that have added to our 
knowledge of Madeira. It is not a book about Madeira 
per se. It is a work of economic and historical science, 
in which Professor Hancock puts forth various 
premises of economic history and then explains them 
using Madeira and its mercantile histor y. 


Though I've probabl y missed one or two, I count ten 
scholarl y papers tha t he 's published on the "Atlantic 
communit y" over the past decade or so, and Madeir a 
figures in most of them . 


In fact , Oceans of Wine needs to be viewed as 
another piece in this publishing history , a work to be 
read along with his man y paper s, not instead of them . 
I naivel y expected that , given its size (420 pages of 
text and a further 158 pages of footnotes !), Oceans of 
Wine would include everythingthat was in the earlier 
papers and more. In fact , Hancock has chosen to leav e 
out man y of his earlier , more involved descriptions of 
merchants , wines and consumers , focusing instead on 
a broader vision of how British and American shipper s 
-through their "conversations " with impor ters , 
merchants and consumers-transformed Madeira 
from a simple white table wine to a luxury produc t 
that ruled the English-speaking world at the end of 
the 18th centur y. 


A 175-Year Epoch 


I
t is a grand tale that Hancock follows from 1640. 
Tha t was the year when Portugal rid itse lf of 
Spanish dominanc e and , with the demise of 


Maderia 's sugar trade , the island 's wine trade was 
born . Hancock 's par t of th e stor y conclude s in 1815, 


when Madeira 's wine trad e peaked , just as tran s
Atlantic shipping returned to normal afte r th e fina l 
defeat of Napoleon. But it was wha t happened durin g 
that 175-year period tha t makes Madeira 's stor y so 
fascinating. 


As Hancock explain s, the British Crown created a 
unique business opportunit y in the 1660s by making 
possible the exportation of Madeira to British colonies 
without paying the high duties charged wines from 
mainland Europe . First British , and then later 
American , merchants responded to this by flocking to 
the island , and entering into trade with Mother 
England as well as Britain 's colonies in Asia and 
America. The y made a simpl e white wine tha t 
competed in quality with other wines , like Canar y and 
Fayal , yet their wine had built-in trade advantages , 
thanks to favorable British law. Madeira 's geograph y 
also helped , as ships often called there on voyages not 
only around the southern tip of Africa , but across th e 
Atlantic to both North and South America. 


With time , however , th e playin g field shifted . 
Canar y imports were blocked by th e War of Spanish 
Succession in the earl y 1700s . Drinkers in search of 
inexpensive wine focused on Fa yal , crea ting an 
opportunity for merchants to turn Madeira int o a 
more elite beverage , which the y did in the mid·l 700s, 
when the wine 's price began to rise . Its stature wa s 
reinforced by Britain 's 1764 import dut y on Madeira
"an attempt by the mother countr y to tap America 's 
wealth "-which not only made it more expensive , it 
"solidified its reputation for sumptuousness. " 


The Advent of Fortification 


T
he merchants contributed furthe r to th e 
rarification of Madeira by developing the win e 
itself . The biggest change was to fortify Madeir a, 


by adding brand y. According to Hancock , th e fir st 
documented instance of a merchan t adding brand y 
was in 1753. And the firs t known instance of an 
American doing it was in 1761, though the suggestion 
to fortify Madeira appeared in Franklin 's Poor 
Richard 's Almanac in 17 43 . 


According to Hancock , fortification was prevalen t 
by 1762, although the amoun t of brand y added 
depended on the marke t for which th e wine wa s 
destined. "To satisfy hot-climate customers who 
wanted to avoid the lightening and intoxicating effects 
of adding alcohol , distributor s put less brand y in the 
wine the y shipped ; sometimes , in response to requests 
from Caribbean planters , the y left it out altogethe r 
and sent along a quarter-cask of brand y and anothe r 
of Tinta , so that the customers could strengthen and 
color it to taste . In contrast , more northern consumer s 
asked for a paler , drier wine , and shippers responded 
by adding one or two gallons mor e brand y than the y 
pu t in Caribbean wine . South Carolinian s and 







Virginians preferred extremely pale , dry wine as 
'white as water ' that had been heavily fortified ; 
Philadelphians requested golden wines with slightly 
less brandy and slightly more sweetness ; and New 
Yorkers wanted an amber , somewhat re ddish drink 
that was even less brandied and more sugared. " 


[In his 1998 "Commerce and Conversation in the 
Eighteenth-Century Atlantic : The Invention of 
Madeira Wine ," Hancock also draws a distinction 
between American and British tastes in Madeira : 
"American drinkers desired the dryer wines ; British 
drinkers wanted the sweeter kinds . This divide 
spurred growers and distributors to produce new 
varieties (of Madeira ) with the requisite smoothness 
and sweetness. "] 


Of course , no histor y of Madeira 's developmen t 
would be complete without a dissertation on the 
importance of heat , agitation and time on the ocean to 
refine the wine 's character. Hancock gives us perhaps 
the best history of this yet , even noting the firs t 
mentions of "round voyages " to the West Indies (17 49) 
and East Indies (1772). Thereafter , he writes , "ship· 
pers experimented aggressivel y and competitivel y 
with heating routes. Through numerous trials , a 
circuit of 'floating ovens ' came to be established by 
1775. Gentlemen around the Atlantic were en· 
couraged 'to allow their private supplies to make the 
Tour .' Madeira wine would improv e 'more in a few 
months in the Bengal ,' Brazil , or Jamaica climat e 
'than it does in year s in Madeira. "' 


An Elite Beverage 


0 
f course , such voyages were expensive and 
contributed to Madeira 's exclusivi ty. Hancock 
uses probate inventories to show how Madeira 


drinking graduall y 
become the province of 
the wealth y. In the earl y 
1700s, Madeira drinker s 
wer e no wealthier than 
others ; but by the 1760s 
the y were four times 
wealthier than averag e 
drinkers . This trend 
accelerated after the 
Revolution when federa l 
duties on Madeira wer e 
tripled and "only people 
with mone y could afford 
Madeira .'' 


Bill of Lading for 60 Barrels 
of Madeira from Funchal to NY 
via the West Indies , July 1873. 
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Hancock points out tha t "a taste for drier European 
wines , such as Claret , never gained wide currenc y in · 
the English-speaking colonies and states , even among 
elites. Some drinkers , like Thomas Jefferson , who had 
traveled extensively in France , preferred it , but they 
were few .... Only during and after the American 
Revolution did French and mainland Spanish wines 
find significant favor in the United States and what 
was left of British America.' ' 


Yet , during and after the Revolution , Madeira held 
its dominance among affluent Americans. In fact , it 
was a direct result of the Revolution , according to 
Hancock , that Madeira first began to be marketed as 
an "old wine " worth a significant premium. "Not until 
the American Revolution did Madeira 's exporters 
begin intentionally and systematically holding on to 
wine for longer than a year of two . And it was not 
until 1781 that the merchants began to charge more 
money for old wine : £1 more per pipe for each 
additional year of age. And after 1785, they began 
charging 'what the y think the old wine is worth ."' 


According to Hancock , there were three causes for 
the introduction of deliberatel y aged wine into the 
market. "First , American consumers began to plead 
with the islanders in the 1760s for 'some old,' since 
'the older it is the better ' and not all customers had 
cellars for aging new wine. Second , the islanders 
experienced a run of bad harvests between 1768 and 
1772, when vintages fell below one-third their usual 
level and exporters almost ran out of wine to satisfy 
long-standing buyer s .... Finally , just as normalcy was 
returning to the island , the American Revolutionary 
War commenced , and access to the exporters ' larges t 
customer base was cut off .... When at war 's end the 
sizable American market for Madeira graduall y re· 
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opened , the exporters took advantage of the situation: 
they not only off-loaded their aging supply but also 
segmented the market and stratified their customers 
by wealth and taste , introducing a vocabulary of age 
distinctions." 


Taste by Association 


The Revolutionary period also saw the emergence 
of American men as their households ' wine 
buyers , succeeding their wives , who had been 


chiefly responsible for wine-buying and cellar
management prior to the mid-1700s . Concurrently , 
Madeira merchants began using fanciful names and 
the association with famous customers (like American 
Presidents ) to make their wines more prestigious to 
prospective customers. "Never without an agenda , 
John Howard March , who had learned from the best 
while a clerk in the Newton & Gordon house , 
constantly dangled before would- be buyers the names 
of his best customers , including President James 
Madison , Secretary of State Monroe and Justice 
Bushrod Washington. It was , March presumed , an 
honor for Americans to have their wine drawn from 
the same vats. " 


Merchants made Madeira a symbol of wealth and 
sophistication , yet that ideal was not without its 
critics , as "proponents of the republican experiment 
chided wine drinkers for indulging in a foreign luxury 
product that they considered deleterious to the 
nation 's independence." Still , according to Hancock , 
"American men and women favored imported wines , 
particularly high-priced grades , connecting cons~p
tion of these products to the reality of their gentility 
and refinement or their aspirations to such ." 


Hancock argues that the creation of these "high· 
priced grades " was not arrived at unilaterally by the 
producers , but was the result of "polling" of 
consumers. Such knowledge of consumer preferences 
resulted not only in the stratification of wines in the 
marketplace , but led to far more variety in taverns 
and stores . In the 18th century , most establishments 
had only the most basic selections of wines , ciders and 
rums , but by the early 1800s , they began to specialize . 
By 1815, "Philadelphia had nearly a hundred such 
specialist retailers who stocked a variety of "".ines, a_n 
array of mixers and appropriate paraphernalia. Their 
clientele could sample the wares , take advantage of 
competitive deals , and even treat themselves to 
tutorials in drink connoisseurship ." 


In fact , Hancock paints a vivid picture of the work 
of early Philadelphia merchants . He chooses Samuel 
Neave , Charles Stedman and Henry Hill , to describe 
how American merchants organized their homes and 
businesses . Not only do we learn something about 
these three men themselves , Hancock affords us a 


description and floor plans of their homes , stores and 
countinghouses. 


A Merchant's Countinghouse, Philadelphia 


Madeira on the Frontier 


Three other early Philadelphia merchants-John 
Wister , John Mitchell and Peter Baynton-are 
given even more detailed profiles, focusing on 


their trading and marketing activities . In the case of 
Peter Baynton , we watch the development of his trade 
in Madeira over a ten-year period in the 1750s and 
1760s , during which time his business expands to the 
American frontier , as far west as Pittsburgh and 
Detroit. 


But Philadelphia isn 't the only city where we get to 
glimpse the work of the native merchants . Just _ aft~r 
the Revolution, John Walter Gibbs traded m wme m 
a countinghouse behind his home in Charleston , 
keeping "a wine crane for siphoning wine , a hand 
pump , funnels , measures of various quantities , a 
mortar and pestle for pulverizing fining agents , and 
weights and scales for weighing them . Carpent~rs ' 
tools for breaking down , repairing and reassembling 
casks were also a necessit y." 


Elsewhere in the book , particularl y with respect to 
merchants on the island , Hancoc k takes a broader 
view , focusing less on individual stories than on the 
connections among people and the institutions the y 
built . We are introduced to island merchant s like 







Francis Newton , founder of what was to become 
Cossart Gordon , and John Howard March , the great 
American shipper ; but they , like other figures in the 
book , appear mostly as examples to illustrate a point. 


Cossart Gordon & Co, established 1745 


Though Hancock spent years poring through the 
letter books of March and other merchants , he chose in 
this work* to write little about March 's own life and 
contributions to Madeira . (In addition to being an 
important merchant , he was the U.S . Consul on the 
island. ) Instead , March makes periodic appearances 
throughou t the book , illustrating how merchants 
dropped the names of famous customers ; how they 
built their businesses by networking with relatives 
-in his case , brothers in New Hampshire and a 
cousin in New York; and how the y lived and worked , 
using the floor plan of his house as an example of a 
Madeira merchant's combined store and residence. 


Ultimatel y, Oceans of Wine is far more about the 
making , selling and shipping of Madeira than the 
consumption of the wine. Part III of the book is given 
over to "Consuming Wine ," however much of it is 
about wine and spirits generall y, with Madeira not 
the focus as it is elsewhere in the book. 


The book , therefore , leaves important questions 
unanswered about the use of Madeira in America . 
One major topic largel y unaddressed is to what exten t 
Madeira was consumed during meals. We learn that 
by the late 1 700s , Madeira had become the favorite 
after-dinner wine among affluent American men , but 
few examples are given of this phenomenon. Perhaps 
because the book concludes in 1815, we mis s out 
entirel y on the practice-which seems to have 
emerged by the early 1800s-of passing prized 
Madeiras down from generation to generation. And 
while Hancock acknowledges that some of the island 's 
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merchants made a large percentage of their sales 
directly to private American buyers , we learn little 
about those buyers and the nature of their 
relationships with the island 's merchants . 


The Birth of Wine Cellars 


W
e are treated to an invaluable history of the 
evolution of wine cellars in America , 
including the first underground cellars , the 


innovation of "attic cellars " in the South , as well as 
· the development of binning of bottles. But because 


this history is largely about wine generally , we 
come away with few insights as to how American 
consumers treated their Madeiras. Having usuall y 
been shipped in barrel , how long did Madeiras 
remain in wood? Were the wines most commonly 
served straight from barrel , or were the y often 
bottled , and if so how soon after arrival ? And 
finally , how and why were large glass demijohns 
used ? Along with other details of America 's 
emerging Madeira connoisseurship , these are 
questions left for another book . 
Of course , no discussion of Madeira in earl y 


America would be complete without mention of the 
wine 's role in celebrating events big and small. 
Hancock doesn 't let us down , with numerous 
examples , including John Hancock treating the people 
of Boston to a pipe of Madeira to celebrate the repea l 
of the Stamp Act. But what is most curious about 


c 1867 Madeira demijohn, holding approximately 5 gallons
American connoisseurs usually had their Madeiras transferred 
from barrel to demijohn, typically within 5 years of the wines ' 


arrival in the U.S. 
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Professor Hancock 's illustrations is the absence of 
such frequently cited examples as toasting the signing 
of the Declaration oflndependence , Francis Scott Key 
drinking Madeira while writing the Star-Spangled 
Banner , and even Betsy Ross sipping Madeira while 
sewing the first flag . Given the prevalence of Madeira 
before , during , and after the Revolution , each of these 
is possible , and , in fact , it seems inevitable that 
Madeira was used to toast the Declaration. Yet , the 
absence of these legends in such a well ·researched 
book suggests that some may have been products of 
our national imagination . 


Passion and Scholarship 


A
mong the books written so far on Madeira , 
Oceans of Wine is a work of not only remarkable 
insight and passion , but extraordinary 


scholarship. To produce this and his other writings on 
the subject , David Hancock devoted almost two 
decades of his life to studying countless manuscripts 
and other original documents , many of which were 
previously unknown to wine scholars. As a result, 
where does one start in measuring Hancock 's 
contributions to our know ledge of Madeira history? 


Yet , we were never meant to be the book's primary 
audience. Oceans of Wine was written for an 
academic , scholarly audience-not for the growing 
number of wine lovers intrigued by Madeira 's colorful 
past. But , as Hancock assured me in Cambridge 
thirteen years ago, this book was intended to be for us , 
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too. In fact , one of his greatest accomplishments with 
this book is that , despite being a work of science , 
Oceans of Wine is richly informative and entertaining . 
It also earns our attention as the first truly accurate 
version, free of myth and fancy , of the events that 
made Madeira the most beloved wine of early 
America. 


*Further descriptions of people and events in the 
Madeira trade with America can be found in 
Hancock 's 2000 paper , "A Revolution in the Trade ." 


[ The illustrations for Mannie's article have been taken from varied 
sources from the author's and your Editor's collections. - Ed.] 
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Hi'hatever Fortune sends , 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends. 


Welc ome to our new members! Since our last issue , 
three new "Ts" have joined our Roster : Scott Tor
rence sends thanks to George Caloyannidis for his 
gift membership. Paul Tortora [paul.tortora @ 
gmail .com], of The Rare Wine Co., was introduced to 
the Society by Tendril Mannie Berk. Neil Tully, MW 
[neil@amphora .co. uk] has been collecting wine books 
for some 20 years , with a special interest in viti
culture and oenology . 


"DRESSED" SAINTSBURYS WANTED! 
Tendril Isaac Oelgart is still looking for Notes on a 
Cellar-Book- the November 1920 edition , and the 
1927 edition , with their dust jackets . Please contact 
Isaac at isaacoelgart@gmail.com if you can help . 


"COPYRIGHT BASICS" 
Concerns about puzzling copyright laws (whether 
books , articles , photographs , postcards , &c) often 
arise when working with old materials. "Copyrigh t 
Basic s" is a 12-page booklet issued by the U.S . 
Copyright Office (in layman 's language-suppos
edl y). It can be downloaded at www . copvright.go v/ 
cil:cs/circOl.pdf and kept for read y reference . 


Cyrus Redding-Man of Letters and Wine 
is the title of Tendril and Professor Kathleen Burk 's 
superb article in the lates t issue of The World of Fin e 
Wine (Issue 28, Jun e 2010). She begins: "Cyru s 
Redding was a stunningl y prolific 19th-centur y man 
of letters . He wrot e abou t shipwrecks and miser s, 
Cornwall and writers . He wrote novels. He wrote 
poetr y. He edited six journals , established three , and 
wrote for at leas t another ten. He wrote six volumes 
of memoir s . Inter alia , he wrote [three volumes] 
abou t wine ." If you don 't subscribe to this award
winning "first cultura l journal of the wine world ," 
seek it out. 


"OTHERWISE FINE " 
The Repair of Cloth Bindings by Arthur W. Johnson , 
recentl y published by Oak Knoll Press I Bri tish 
Libra ry , is an informa tive , well-illustrated manua l 
tha t will be a welcome addi t ion to an y book lover 's 
librar y. Although we migh t not wan t to (or should ) 
attemp t man y of th e repair s described herein , 
Johnson 's manual is a great guid e to a book's 
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construction , its parts , and its care . The frontispiec e, 
drawn by the author , is a descriptive delight. How 
many times have we read a bookseller 's details of a 
book's condition, naming numerous flaws to the poor 
subject , and then conclude with the pronouncement 
"otherwise fine ." Just keep this image in mind! 
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A FASCINATING LOOK AT DICKENS-ERA WINE 
Tendril Don Rice, in response to J ohn Danza ' s article 
last issue ("The 1870 Wine Cellar of Charle s 
Dicken s") writes : I though t the Tendrils migh t be 
interested in these two Google Books Links to articles 
abou t wine and the wine country of France . They 
were published in Dickens ' periodicals during his 
lifetime. The first , "A Dash Through the Vines " comes 
from the 13 October 1855 issue of Household Words : 
http ://books.google .com/books?id=AJs4AAAA YAAJ 
&pg=PA241. The next , "Light Wines ," comes from 
the 26 Jul y 1862 issue of All The Year Round : 
http://books.google.com/book s?id=kY7NAAAAMAA 
J&pg=PA476 . Enjo y! ["A Dash ... " turns out to be 
rather rambling , and a bit tiresome to read , but is 
in teresting nonetheless . "Light Wines " is am ust ! It is 
fascinating to read that in 1862 some of the same 
issues with First Growth wines were at hand , e.g. 
more than 100 times as much Ch. Lafitte sold than 
possibl y could have been made! Another tidbit: th e 
premier wines were not higher than 9.25% alcohol ... 
a refreshing thought !] 
John Danza adds a not e about thes e Dickens· 
conducted periodical s : 


Our bes t sourc e for information regardin g th e 
creation of Household Words and All The Year 
Round would certainl y be The Life Of Dickens, a 
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biography written by Charles Dickens' lifelong 
friend John Forster. Forster's biography was 
originally published between 1872 and 1874 in 
three volumes. It provides an insight into how 
these periodicals came to be. In creating House
hold Words, Charles Dickens ' intention was to 
produce "a weekly miscellany of general litera
ture ; and its stated objects were to be , to 
contribute to the entertainment and instruction of 
all classes of readers , and to help in the discussion 
of the more important social questions of the time . 
It was to comprise short stories of others as well 
as himself ... . " The first issue of Household Words 
appeared on 30 March 1850. In 1859 , a dispute 
occurred between Dickens and his publisher 
Bradbury & Evans over the ownership of the 
periodical. This forced Dickens to discontinue the 
publication under the old name and resume it 
with a new publisher under the name All the Year 
Round. The first issue appeared on 30 April 1859. 
It was extremely popular and was still being 
published at the time of Dickens ' death in 1870 . 
Following his death , it was owned and edited by 
his eldest son , Charles Dickens , Jr. The last issue 
was 30 March 1895. 


Don sent another worthwhile source for information: 
www.victorianweb.org/periodicals/hw .html. 


Editor: Neither of the wine articles were "signed " or 
"attributed " to an author , making one wonder if they 
might have been written by Dickens himself? But 
some sleuthing by Don and John and your Editor 
found that this was common practice with Dickens: 
only the name of the "conductor " of the weekly 
journal , Charles Dickens , appeared ; articles were 
unsigned. There are now two excellent books for 
referencing this kind of information , Anne Lohrli 's 
Household Words ... List of Contributors and Their 
Contributions , &c (Toronto , 1973) and Ella Ann 
Oppenlander 's Dickens 'All the Year Round:Descrip
tive Index and Contributor List (Troy , NY, 1984). 
Members of John 's "Friends of the Dickens Forum " 
responded with help , and wrote: "A Dash through the 
Vines " was written by Edmund Saul Dixon (1809-
1893 , a vicar and prolific contributor to Household 
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Words ), citing Lohrli 's book. "Light Wines " was not 
written by Dickens , and very well "ma y have been 
written by Henry Vizetell y, who wa s a known 
contributor on wine to Household Words and All the 
Year Round , and probabl y worked as Dickens ' wine 
correspondent. 'The Glorious Vintage of Champagne ' 
(10 October 1863) is thought to be a rehearsal for 
Vizetelly 's classic book on the subject ." 


A REALLY GOOD READ! 
And a must for ever y Tendril who loves books "just 
enough " is The Man Who Loved Books Too Much by 
Allison H. Bartlett (New York: Riverhead/Penguin , 
2009. 274 pp. ), "The True Stor y of a Thief , a 
Detective , and a World of Literary Obsession. " Well
researched , expertly written-you will not be able to 
put it down! 


OCEANS OF WINE, 
the richl y informative , scholarl y history of Madeira 
by David Hancock , is reviewed in this issue by 
Mannie Berk , an acknowledged connoisseur of 
Madeira wines. As proprietor of The Rare Wine Co., 
he is pleased to offer copies of this unparalleled book 
at a special WT members ' price of $35 + postage . 
Contact Mannie at berk.rwc@snet.net. 
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BOOKS FOR TRUE WINE & FOOD LOVERS 
by George Caloyannidis 


[ With th.is iss ue we beg:in a deHciously :inspirational series by 
Tendril Caloyann:id:is, a passiona te studen t of wine and it s 
h"terature . Enjoy! - Ed .) 


"Men can scarcel y be said to be acquaintances , let 
alone friends , until the y have cracked a bottle 
together and discussed it ." - H Warner Allen 


hat constitutes a true 
wine and food lover is 


_ an elusive definition , 
and in some ways a 
personal one. I know 
several people who 


?l~, :~~rlt:~~~I~: 
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essential "savoring·the-gusto·test. " Yes, they have 
been to the great restaurants of the world , the y have 
experienced vertical tastings of Latour and Petrus 
matched to perfection with elaborately designed , often 
pretentious dishes by celebrated chefs , the y have 
visited the "must-d o" winerie s from th e Rioja to the 
Maipo Valle y but somehow there is still a film 
between them and the experience . 


One can not escape the feeling that they have been 
ther e and done that for no other reason than .. . "wha t 
am I still missing so I can come to the table? " There 
comes a point when after one has finished talking , an 
engaging embrace of the momen t must follow and a 
sense of communal relaxation to simpl y feel and revel 
in the memor y of the experience ; or the genuine love 
is not there . 


On the other hand , there are new people constantly 
entering the wine and food world who would be well 
served by indulging in these books so as to be set on 
the right track from the get -go before the y have been 
led astray in the ways these precious pleasures are 
meant to be enjoyed. 


One is always in search of people to share the bliss 
with but there is a less wasteful way to find out 
whether the y pass the test than opening a bottl e of 
rare Burgund y. There are a number of books not 
necessaril y falling in the rare and collectible categor y 
tha t are still affordable even in first editions . I often 
loan them or give them as presents to candidates and 
wait and see what kind of commen t-if any at all- I 
receive back. If they do not respond in elation , I know 
to keep the rare Burgundy in my cellar. 


These "litmus·test " books - I will even include a 
cook book or two-must convey the feeling of the 
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experience with a sensitivity that inspires the lover· 
readers to go there , do that , meet that cook, the wine 
maker , open that bottle , cook the dish and most 
important , share it . Even if they lament the fact that 
replicating the experience is no longer possible so 
many years later , the readers must be delighted to 
have lived these moments through the inspiring 
writing by these authors who were lucky to have been 
there. 


None of these books qualify for this list if they treat 
food or wine in isolation; neither do they if they treat 
them together unless they are able to make a spirited 
contribution to the precious pleasures of life ... 
through the wine·glass . 


Obviously , the list is by no means comprehensive 
and additions by readers who have been inspired by 
others would be most valuable and especially , 
enjoyable. 


THROUGH THE WINE GLASS 
H. Warner Allen, 1954 


0 ne would have to begin with H . Warner Allen. 
Though the Queen has described his A 
Contemplation of Wine (1951) as "vinous talk of 


the highest rank ," I will have 


H. WARNER ALLEN 


Through the 
Wine-Glas s 


, .• aher-ti mn er ••lk 


Acroas th e wa lu u u uul th e win e. 


to pick Through the Wine 
Glass (1954) as the one best 
fitting our category , simply 
because the true wine lover 
never ceases to view the 
entire world through it . 
Allen contemplates world 
history , literature , localities 
with their cuisines and vine· 
yards , his actual travel 
experiences and friendships 
through the wine ·glass . 
''Men can scarcely be said to 


be acquaintances , let alone friends until the y have 
cracked a bottle together and discussed it ." If only one 
could have been with him ! 


On his trip to St. Emilion to finally get to dine on 
lampreys at the Hostellerie de Plaisance prepared by 
the proprietor M. Hulin , a Doctor of Medicine turned 
restaurateur who , having achieved the highest degree 
in all schools "allowing him to style himself rotisseur , 
patissier and saucier ," rewarded him with an impec· 
cable Lamproie au Vi'eux Saint·Emilion. "The tender 
flesh delicatel y wine·tinted emerged from the sauce 
discreetl y rich and cunningly flavored as the very 
quintessence of St . Emilion . One would have thought 
tha t this creature which had come up the Dordogne 
from the ocean had lived all its life on the wine we 
were drinking with it ." On M. Hulin 's advice , the wine 
chosen , over a "moderatel y priced Chateau Canon 
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1946 which would have overpowered the dish, was a 
Chateau Trimoulet 1947," a much more modest one. 


When in Perigord , a M. Brassier of Chateau Bonne
caste "threw light to a subject to which I am very 
partial , foie gras r;ruffe and into the mysteries of the 
truffle 'the diamond of cookery' without which foie 
gras is a mere shadow of itself, and had his answer to 
the question I had some times asked myself: What is 
the best wine to drink with foie gras?" 


His host at the Chateau de Marsan had his own 
answer adding to Sydney Smith 's-the noted scholar 
and clergyman-quote, "my idea of heaven is eating 
pate de foie gras to the sound of trumpets" but "did 
not specify the cru of celestial nectar," sending Allen 
to the quest of all quests for a "wine which is unselfish 
enough not to play second fiddle, since foie gras is an 
orchestra in itself. " In Strasbourg he tries it with 
"Rhine wine, and delectable as the experience was , I 
had a feeling that the combination left something to 
be desired." As he travels, he tries it with Pol Roger 
1934 in Champagne, a Chambertin 194 7 in Burgundy, 
a Chateau La Pointe 1939 in Pomerol, a Bonnecoste 
1920 in Cahors with the same unsatisfactory results, 
only to find himself back home. "I was able to invest 
1,300 francs of my traveling allowance in an absurdly 
diminutive tin of foie gras truffe ... and I bethought 
me of a last remaining bottle of Cote Rotie 1929. I 
could choose no better consort than that very fine 
specimen of a Rhone wine. Their marriage set Sydney 
Smith 's angels singing to the sound of trumpets." 


And while pursuing his beloved foie gras in Auch , 
the capital of Armagnac and the delicacy itself ... "The 
number of large geese a fat dame could hang about 
her person and pack on a bicycle was little short of a 
miracle. She pedaled along absolutely draped in birds 
and the bicycle itself disappeared under tiers of 
coops." One can only lament the fact that neither 
Bruegel nor Botero could have been with him to paint 
the bygone scene he so poetically described for 
posterity. 


In the chapter , "Books Through the Wine-Glass ," of 
special interest to Tendrils readers , he artfully whets 
our appetites to visit or re-visit a host of intriguing 
books from The Iliad to The Book of Genesis, to "the 
much traveled physician " Andrew Boorde's, Compen
dyous Regyment or a Dyetary of Health (1542) , to M. 
Beauvillers ' Le Bon et Parfait Cuisinier Um·versel 
(1837). Allen, even finds amusing references to wine 
in Tobias Smolett 's, The Adventures of Peregrine 
Pickle (1757) , and Oliver Goldsmith 's, The v7car of 
Wakefield(l 766). And who would resist taking a fresh 
look "through the wine-glass" at George Barrow 's 
Lavengro (1851), after reading the hilarious passage 
on how Lavengro , a newcomer in London , tries to 
impress a waiter at a fine hotel in the Strand as a 
connoisseur of Claret? 


Finally, Allen, devotes more than six pages "for my 
discovery that a momentous event did not happen on 
Christmas Day 1762." He goes on to chronicle the 
longtime close friendship between Dr. Samuel 
Johnson and James Boswell that started in 1763 and 
ended with Johnson 's death in 1784 and led to what 
many consider the greatest biography ever written , 
Boswell 's Life of Johnson (1787). Though some other 
critics have characterized it as "table talk," it is 
precisely due to this style which enables Allen to lead 
us through their indulgences in Claret and especially 
Port of which they reportedly consumed at least one 
bottle each per get-together , and that was more often 
than not. 


For those Tendrils who love to cook, there is 
reference to William Thackeray's The Ballad of Bouil
labaisse. If you have been looking for the best recipe 
for this ethereal dish as I was , you can find it in 
Richard Olney 's, Lulu 's Proven9al Table (1994). With 
its connection to Domaine Tempier, I find it the most 
inspiring cookbook yet written for true wine and food 
lovers. 


LULU'S PROVEN(}AL TABLE 
Richard Olney , 1994 


I
n 1994, nobody was talking about sustainability or 
local food sourcing , though even if unconsciously , 
a few were practicing them. In the meantime , 


mass-production at every level of the food spectrum 
has reached its apogee and we are now on the opposite 
side of the bell-curve where Lulu and Richard Olney 
have always been. This "other side ," the real one if you 
will , takes us to a time and place where everyone 
would love to be , and is willing to travel around the 
world to find it. Lulu's Proven9al Table does just that 
for us. 


The book's subtitle, "The exuberant food and wine 
from the Domaine Tempier vineyard; with a Foreword 
by Alice Waters ," alludes to the intimate connection of 
wine , food and place , which in the down-to-earth 
hands of Lucien and Lulu Peyraud-the Domaine 's 
owners - inspired Alice Waters ' Chez Panisse to the 
origins of California Cuisine and Kermit Lynch to the 
equally inspired "wine importer with a philosoph y" 
that he became. 


This is not an ordinary cook book, because the 
recipes are almost an afterthought. In order to 
understand them , one must start from the beginning , 
well before the sun rises , sharply aware that guests 
are expected or that they may just drop in , acutely 
aware of what is in the garden , at the produce market , 
or in the arriving fishing boats in nearby Bandol. Only 
then do recipes take shape and even then they are not 
set in stone . 


Alice Waters in her essay, "The Last Wild Food ," 







describes the process and the spirit: 
If the catch is particularly plentiful and guests 
are expected for a special occasion , Lulu may 
decide to make a bouillabaisse ... She will buy 
tiny rockfish, small lobsters , shore crabs, 
grouper, mussels , anglerfish and any of a dozen 
other varieties prized on the Provem;:al coast. 
Back at the winery , she places an enormous 
copper cauldron over a fire of vine cuttings near 
the garden. The guests gather around and watch 
as , in well-rehearsed order , she adds potatoes , 
onion , fish and, finally shellfish. Then we move 
to long tables under the trees set with mortars 
of rouille to stir into the stew. Lulu 's bouil
labaisse is a pure expression of the sea and her 
exact place on the planet. 


If one were not yet inspired to invite friends and 
start cooking for them, one can read six pages of 
Richard Olney prefacing the by-now almost 
superfluous bouillabaisse recipe. As for the wine, on 
one occasion in 1973 at a friend 's restaurant famous 
for its bouillabaisse and in the company of Lulu , 
Richard Olney requested the 1972 simple red 
Domaine Tempier: 


... which would not be bottled for sale until a 
year hence , was put into bottles to wash down 
the bouillabaisse. The day was hot and the 
tables were set on a high open terrace jutted 
high above the Mediterranean. At each table , an 
ice bucket was filled with cold water and a few 
ice cubes , to keep the wine cool but not over
chilled ... The untamed red still slightly prickly 
from its young residue of carbon dioxide , flowed 
at a constant 50 degrees F ... Lulu was ravished 
.. . The entire family was seduced by the alliance 
of the cool wine 's wild fruit , the saffrony 
bouillabaisse , and the garlicky rouille . For 
twenty years , Lulu 's bouillabaisse has been 
escorted by cool, young red Tempier - with rose 
always present , for those who prefer it. 


Perhaps , some of the best three pages written 
anywhere on what wine is all about-uncomplicated , 
with individuality , with a life of its own- are at the 
end of the book. Again , Olney , just as he does with 
cooking , uses the wines ofDomaine Tempier to make 
his points rather than make a fly-over of the vast wine 
world. But , as we quickl y discover , this is more than 
enough! 
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It is for good reason that the life of a wine has often 
been compared to that of a human being , not only 
in the expected progression from coquettish 
childhood innocence through exuberant youth to 
the measured balance of maturity , the serenity of 
age , and the senility of very old age , but in the 
surprising turns of unpromising children who 
blossom into long-lived , gentle philosophers or of a 
brilliant and boisterous child who discovers , in 
adulthood , the virtues of discretion . 


Every single word is weighty and important in 
understanding the mystery! 


The recipes are mouth-watering , from a simple 
Cabbage Soup , to Sauteed Squid with Parsley and 
Garlic, to Chard Gratin , always grounded to their 
essentials, their basic techniques and especially their 
irresistible prefaces which make you want to run to 
the stove. 


One might not think that Lulu would be cooking a 
Pot-Au-Feu right on the Mediterranean coast "a la 
Provencale ," as she calls it. 


Lulu 's Pot-Au-Feu is unusual in that it contains 
white wine. Lamb is traditional in a Provencal 
Pot-Au-Feu. The tang of the wine (Lulu insists 
that it should be young and quite acidic , a 
Muscadet , for instance ) and the soft , slightly 
sweet flavor of the lamb mingle with the beef 
and aromatic elements to produce a very special 
and subtle broth. 


One can imagine the savory , contrasting tastes; but 
it certainly is far from the Austrian version in the true 
ritual of Tafelspitz experienced in the early 1950s at 
Vienna 's venerable Meissl & Schadn by Joseph 
Wechsberg in his charming Blue Trout and Black 
Truffles . 


BLUE TROUT AND BLACK TRUFFLES: 
The Peregrinations of an Epicure 


by Joseph Wechsberg, 1953 


J
oseph Wechsberg was born in 1907 to a family of 
wealthy bankers in Ostarva , Moravia (Czecho· 
slovakia ) and was by his own account a sickly , 


anorexic child who almost died at the age of six after 
catching pneumonia. He was sent to Merano to 
recuperate in the sun where he was offered the best 
dishes money could buy. He refused them all, opting 
only for the then-famous Merano Grape Cure of four 
pounds of grapes every twenty-four hours. His doctors 
validated the effectiveness of the fashionable cure as 
a "palliative for a nervous strain in delicate children. " 
Though he survived , he remained seriously anorexic 
until just after World War I when the famil y bank 
folded and food was impossible to get . At the age of 
thirteen , he was invited to Vienna by his uncle Alfred 
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who , as head of the ·Lombard-and-Escompte Bank , 
"pr ospered while everybody went broke." There he 
was introduced to the best Viennese restaurants. Over 
a plate of .ilet de boef gastronome, paupiettes de vea u 
at the Palace Hotel , he gradually developed an 
insatiable appetite for good food, so much so that more 
than once on his way to a hot date , if he happened to 
step into a food shop for a Rollmops or a Jockey Club 
Salad-asparagus , raw truffles and mayonnaise-he 
would forget all about the date. 


His life was quite an Odyssey , from studies at the 
Prague Law School, to the Vienna Conservatory of 
Music , and the Sorbonne, he became an accomplished 
violin player and traveled the world as a ship 's 
mus1c1an. From lawyer , to concert violinist , 
photographer, journalist (New Yorker , The Atlantic) 
and soldier in the Czechoslovak Army , and later as a 
U.S. citizen, sergeant in the Army 's Psychological 
Warfare Division stationed in Europe during World 
War II , he remained a consummate gourmet. 


As such we are able to join him as a student at the 
Sorbonne where he settled in the 18th Arrondissement 
in a sawdust-sprinkled, tile-floor restaurant where it 
was a custom for the guests to shake the hand of the 
waiter Gaston who would make the addition on the 
paper table-cloth which he would then "crumple up 
with all the bread crumbs at the end of the meal. " 


He slowly evolves and visits the highly esteemed 
Viennese restaurant Meissl & Schadn , famous for its 
boiled beef-twenty-four different varieties to be 
exact. He lists them all , from Tafelspitz, to Kruspel
spitz , to Schulterscherzl, to Ortschwanzland we learn 
that the "old-time Viennese butchers with the steady 
hand of a distinguished brain surgeon were able to 
dissect the carcass of a steer into thirty-two different 
cuts and four qualities of meat." Unless one could 
learnedly talk about at least twelve different cuts of 
boiled beef , one just "didn't belong. " And we meet the 
"corpulent , venerable great Heinrich , an octogenarian 
Biblical patriarch, who like an admiral , never budged 
from his command post near the door " sizing up every 
guest and server , "the units of his fleet. " 


We are with him in Prague and the national dish of 
roast pork with sauerkraut and dumplings , something 
"French gastronomes are looking down their noses " at . 
Between meals , Czechs "would fortify themselves with 
hot pork sausages at their favorite uzenarna ." From 
parky , to klobasy , to tah"am; the most popular were 
the vursty . "To leave the skin on a vursta was 
considered a crime and vurstyeaters recognized one 
another by the fat-stains on their ties and lapels 
which they wore proudly ." 


We are with him in 1948 behind the Iron Curtain 
in Budapest when he visits the legendary Gundel's . 
Though these are sad times , he is still "taken by a 
faultless maitre d'hotel and a small army of faultless 


captains, waiters and bus boys. " 
When Charles Gundel-who he ranks in a class 


with Escoffier and Fernand Point-sits down with 
him , he is a discouraged man as prices are mandated 
by the regime to be equal among all restaurants . 
Nevertheless , somehow the market finds its way with 
"government big shots , foreign diplomats , hard
currency tourists and local black-marketeers. 
Occasionally , an impoverished bank manager or a 
dismissed government minister would sell one of his 
last Persian rugs " to dine at Gundel's. "Having been 
through two world wars , two inflations , two 
occupations , two revolutions , and one counter
revolution in 38 years ," Gundel tells him , "I have been 
called a symbol of continuity . Only three years ago 
this place was a stable for Wehrmacht horses and 
practically everything I owned vanished-rugs , 
mirrors , curtains , linen , glassware , silverware. I used 
to own enough gold plates and gold knives , forks and 
spoons to serve a hundred and twenty people . My 
great collections of cookbooks , some of them over five 
hundred years old, were burned. Among them was a 
very valuable cookbook of Roman times , in an English 
translation by a physician of Queen Elisabeth. But the 
worst loss of all was the wines." He then showed him 
the dramatic , old wine list which had survived: 1811 , 
1815, 1854 Essence of Tokay! In 1952 Gundel's 
restaurant was nationalized and he was allowed to 
move to Austria where he lived out his life. 


For happier moments we visit Maxim 's where "in 
1893 Maxime Gaillard borrowed six thousand francs , 
opened a restaurant , dropped the 'e' from his first 
name and called the place Maxim 's." When he died , 
his chef Cornuche took it over and fell into hard times . 
"One night , Irma de Montigny , a much admired 
Parisian beauty , dropped in with some of her friends . 
The y drank up thirty-six bottles of champagne. Tha t 
night Cornuche saw the light. To make a success of 
Maxim 's. he had to have glamorous women attached 
to the restaurant , who would attract generous men. It 
was a sure-fire formula , and it has worked for almost 
forty years ." Hugo, the famous maitre d'hotel during 
the belle epoque used to maintain a little black book 
kept in a safe deposit vault . It is full of incriminating, 
coded abbreviations . But the most famous one was 
memorialized , unabridged , in Lobster a La Belle 
Otero , while the Bulgarian and Arab princes , Russian 
dukes , generals , and celebrities , even the Nazis , kept 
drinking from the fabulous cellar . 


Friends in Paris had given Wechsberg a letter of 
introduction to M. Charles Barbier , "one of Peri
gueux·s and the world 's greatest authorities on the 
fine stuff '-the ever reoccurring foie gras truffe. We 
become infinitel y familiar with all the important 
shades , grades and textures of both the livers and the 
truffles which we learn come in one hundred and fort y 







variations and sizes. They visit the eminent, secretive , 
distrusting supplier , the widow Merlhiot and her 
valued pig , her cherheuse. Lucky is the pig which 
possesses the talent! 


And M. Barbier recounts several heavenly truffle 
recipes while driving back. "Have you tried truffes au 
champagne?" he asks. "You put the truffles in a 
casserole, cover them with dry champagne and let 
them simmer for twenty minutes. At the end there 
should be no more liquid than a teaspoonful for each 
truffle. Cover with a light pastry dough and bake in a 
hot oven for twenty minutes. " ... ''M. Barbier closed his 
eyes in supreme delight. The car almost went into a 
ditch. " 


Later, at M. Barbier 's office they uncork a bottle of 
Chateau Margaux over a block of foie gras truffe. 
"There is nothing like a slice of chilled foie gras with 
a glass of fine Bordeaux before dinner. " H. Warner 
Allen would have preferred a Cote Rotie . 


When Weschberg visits Chateau Lafite , I finally 
find out the fate of the 1936 vintage , my birth year , 
which never saw the market. M. Landeche , the 
Chateau 's regisseur at the time who hosted him , 
informs him that the vintage , not good enough , was 
sold in 1939 to the French Army at four francs a bottle 
rather than the 750 francs going price. 


He visits Chateau d'Yquem , dines at L' Oustau de 
Baumaniere where the proprietor M. Thuilier (Wolf· 
gang Puck 's mentor ) picked him up at the train 
station 40 miles away. 


He also has the best bouillabaisse of his life on a 
cruise ship when it was stranded north of Corsica and 
the crew used its time to cast a fishing ·net from the 
ship and cooked their catch on an open fire. 


He visited La Tour d'Argent and ate its famous Sole 
Sully. "Fifty pounds of sole are cooked for forty· eight 
hours over a slow fire , until the mixture simmers 
down to one single pound of glace. Fresh filets of sole 
are poached in fish fumet and served with a sauce of 
one teaspoonful of the glace with fresh tomato puree , 
Noilly-Prat and sauce hollandaise. " 


But his ultimate food experience was reserved for 
"the formidable , the one and only " Fernand Point at 
his legendary La Pyramide in Vienne-so called 
because of a real pyramid in town where the locals 
believe Pontius Pilate is buried . He first visited it 
after the war , anxious whether he would be allowed to 
dine there . Point was known to have "thrown out 
American millionaires and French ex·ministers when 
he did not feel like serving them. " However , the 
introduction by a favorite common friend , M. T.H. 
Piperno , paved the way . 


He arrived early ... and "through a garden of clean 
gravel paths , shaded by old maples and chestnut 
trees , white tables and wicker chairs still wet from the 
rain ," he entered by "the big door , up three steps and 
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into the hall of what seemed to be a handsome country 
residence. On the wall were paintings and an old print 
of the pyramid ... a gold pendulum clock stood on a 
buffet. " The six·foot ·three , three·hundred ·pound M. 
Point welcomed him with the words "for the next few 
hours this house will be your home. " He was offered 
champagne , Point 's favorite drink , out of magnum 
which he opened and immediately pressed a silver 
spoon over the mouth of the bottle. "A little trick ," he 
said. "Metal will stop the flow." He insisted that the 
glass be held by its base , never by its stem. 
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Just as one can never taste the incredible food 
experiences Wechsberg enjoyed through the years at 
La Pyramide , one can not do justice to the article by 
condensing it. In the restaurant 's leather-bound book 
with its front cover lettered in gilt "F . POINT - LIVRE 
D'OR," one can find entries of storied patrons and 
historic personalities . 


"The trout was rosy , the wine was sparkling , the 
patisserie went straight to my heart-and I am 
trying to lose weight! This is definitely the last 
time I come here ." - Colette . 


The ultimate penance! 


[George's enlightening series will continue next issue with A.J 
Liebling's Between Meals , served·up with a few similar gustatory 
treasures . - Ed.) 


"The joys of this life are not so man y that we can 
afford to neglect one of its greatest pleasures - the 
art of good living. If not abused , it is conducive to 
health , happiness and longevity . Some of the 
happiest moments of my life have been passed with 
friends sitting around a well·found mahogany table . 
Those who do not know this joy have missed one of 
the most pleasant experiences in life ." - FRANK GRAY 
GRISWOLD (1854-193 7), The Gourmet, 1933 
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THE LUTE, 
LYRE,& 
LOTUS 
MINITHOLOGIES 
by 


Gail Unzelman 


E
NTERTAINING , INSPIRATIONAL, playful , artisti
cally charming, poetically seasoned-these 
British mini-publications are a joy to behold , 


read, and collect. They remind one of the 1950s' Peter 
Pauper Press offerings from the USA a rainbow of 
literary delights on a myriad of topics, nicely printed, 
and all perfectly designed for gift-giving (See WTQ 
v.15 #3). 


A brief search for a written history of these 
minithologies was unfruitful. But , listings found on 
the internet indicate there are most likely some 30 
titles in this cl940s-1950s series , with each booklet 
given a series number. A comprehensive list has not 
been located, but a fair sampling includes: Hymn to 
Venus ... Poems by Robert Herrick (No.1); Salt Sea 
Horses ... Nautical Verse (No.5); Proud of Heart .. .In 
Praise of Enghsh Character (No.6); Mghtingale's 
Tongues ... Love Songs from Shakespeare , Keats , Ros
setti (No.7); Gathered Blossoms ... Floral Poems 
(No.9); The Masque of Hymen ... Courtship & Marriage 
(No.10); Noel.' Noel!...Christmastide Poetry (No.14); 
Deep Sea Ditties ... Sea Songs and Shanties (No.24); 
The Changing Years ... the Four Seasons (No.26); The 
Yule Log ... A Seasonal Anthology (No.29); The Sun & 
the Earth ... Passages from Richard Jefferies (No.30); 
plus three booklets with a wine theme and two more 
on gastronomy (that I know of;. 


This delightful series was 
"Devised and Edited " by Max 
Crombie, and printed at the 
Knights Press , Northwood , Mid
dlesex. Each booklet , undated , 
23-24 pages , contains poems or 
prose from celebrated authors on 
a selected subject , and is 
illustrated with captivating 
drawings that compliment the 
scene. The illustrators include 
William Littlewood , Gerald Gardiner , and Florence 
Gorniot. These little treasures are bound in heavy 
stock paper covers artistically , often colorfully , 
decorated ; but , alas . they are stapled not sewn (rusty 
staples here! ). The wine and gastronomy booklets are 
7Y. x 4Y. (other titles were described by booksellers as 
being 7% X 6%). 


James Gabler lists our three wine titles in his 
bibliography under editor Crombie (p.100 ): The Infi
del Grape. A Miniature Anthology in Praise of Wme 


(No.2); And the Toast Is ... A Miniature Anthology of 
Drinking Songs , Seasoned with a Little Prose (No.3) ; 
The Wassail Bowl A Miniature Anthology of 
Conviviahly(No.27 ). For extra pleasure , we can add 
to our gourmet bookshelf Peacock Pie. A Miniature 
Anthology of Good Living (No.4) and Spothght on 
Lucullus. A Miniature Anthology on the Pleasures of 
the Table (No.28). 


My favorite of the three wine booklets is The 
Infidel Grape, mainly because of the lively and 
fanciful illustrations-although The Wassail Bowl 
demands attention with its very colorful , convivial 
cover , and the jovial toasting songs in And the Toast 
Is ... evoke a generous smile ! William Littlewood is 
the artist who brings the booklets to life with his 
"decorations "-a s they are called on the title page . 
(But I know not who he is or what else he has done. 
Anyone know? ) 


Peacock Pie and Lucullus are perfect accompani
ments to our wine booklets. Peacock Pie contains 
delicious servings of Chaucer , Thomas Love Peacock , 
Washington Irving , Charles Lamb , Charles Dickens , 
Lewis Carrol and the Rev. Sydney Smith . Lucius L. 
Lucullus (born c. llO B.C.) was the Roman general 
who became notoriously famous for his luxurious 
mode of life and the splendor of his banquets. Some of 
the dishes offered in his Spotlight are "A Goddess 
Entertains " from Homer , "Roman Delicacies ," Alexis 
Soyer on "Baked Elephant 's Foot ," and Dr. Johnson 's 
thoughts on "Cooking & Philosophy ." 


When you find these little, inexpensive gems , 
consider buying one for yourself and one for a 
friend-an endearing gift for each of you. 







AN "IMPRESSIVE BOOK'' REVIEW 
by Thomas Pinney 


Last Call: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition by Daniel 
Okrent. New York: Scribner , 2010. 468pp. Cloth. $30. 


-~~il~;f,~ his is an impressive book, 
impressive in the breadth and 


r ---~- detail of its coverage, impressive 
in the depth of the research that 
lies under it , and impressive for 
the size of the claims that it 
makes for the effects of Pro
hibition. 
Since this is the Wayward 


Tendrils Quarterlv it must be said at once that the 
book has relatively little to say about wine in the 
general scene of Prohibition , but that seems fair 
enough , given that beer and spirits were certainly at 
the center of the story , both in the years leading up to 
Prohibition and during the Dry years themselves. 


To take the breadth and detail first. Okrent covers 
the whole story , from the early history of the 
American temperance movement , to the formation of 
the WCTU and the Anti-Saloon League, the 
consequent triumph of the Dry cause through 
pressure politics , the years of legal Dryness and 
illegal Wetness during Prohibition , the return oflegal 
Wetness at Repeal , and the fate of the major players 
afterwards. This is done in clear and vivid fashion , 
giving you a dramatic idea of how things worked and 
of the people who worked them. Okrent 's account of 
how the Prohibition amendment , the 18th amendment 
to the Constitution , was formed, how it was pushed 
and pulled about by various pressures and by whom , 
is a model instance of his ability to explain and 
develop a subject that other authors would be content 
simply to summarize and then move on. And so is his 
treatment of the other end of Prohibition , the 
construction of the Repeal movement and the passage 
of the 21•t Amendment , repealing the 18th_ He treats 
subjects that don't usually get much attention: the 
matter of "concurrent" laws , for example , that were 
supposed to be passed by the states in order to 
support the federal Volstead Act at the state level , or 
the conflicts within the Anti-Saloon League over 
policy. He does not merely describe these things , he 
shows how they came about , what were the pressures 
and interests that lay behind them or that impeded 
them, how the actors involved in them got that way, 
and so on: in short , he tells you not only what 
happened , but more often than not , why what 
happened happened , which , I take it, is what a 
historian does as opposed to what a simple chronicler 
does. To my innocent mind, he also does a good job of 
unravelling and identifying the many strands that 
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went into the complicated social and legal tangle 
known as Prohibition. 


The details are often charming , or striking , or 
strange. Who knew that the "growler," the metal pail 
that children carried to the local saloon to be filled 
with beer for the old man , was smeared inside with 
lard to keep down the foam and so allow for more beer 
in the pail? Or that President Coolidge was disturbed 
by reports of bootlegging at his Amherst fraternity , 
Phi Gamma Delta? Or that a Prohibition amendment 
had been introduced into every Congress since 1876? 
Or that surplus Liberty airplane engines-400 
horsepower-from the War were the engine of choice 
for small rum -running boats? 


But Okrent is critically alert even at this anecdotal 
level of narrative. Writers have , for example , long 
repeated the story that Mrs. Pauline Sabin , the leader 
of the woman 's wing of the Repeal movement , was 
moved to action when, at a Congressional hearing , 
Mrs. Ella Boole, the head of the WCTU, announced 
that "I represent the women of America! ", whereupon 
Mrs . Sabin, among those present , said to herself , 
'Well , lady, here 's one woman you don't represent" 
and proceeded to found her woman 's organization. I 
have myself repeated this story in my History of Wine 
in America. Alas, it is not true. Okrent has looked 
into it and has found that Mrs . Boole said no such 
thing at any Congressional hearing , and , besides , that 
there is no evidence that Mrs. Sabin ever heard Mrs. 
Boole testify at such a hearing. One concludes that 
when Okrent tells a story of that kind he has looked 
into its credentials. 


To gather information for his book, Okrent has cast 
a remarkably wide net. The standard authorities have 
of course been consulted-Odegarde , Asbury , Kerr , 
Merz , et al.- but the variety of evidence , illustration 
and anecdote that he presents is harvested from a 
huge field: the private papers of Emory Buckner , of 
Louis Cram ton , of William E. Dever , of Josephine F . 
Gamon and a good many more are among the sources 
listed - you never heard of any of them? But they 
figure in the story , and Okrent has gleaned from what 
they left behind. How did he find all that stuff? , one 
wonders - the M.A. thesis about Prohibition in the 
Napa Valley from San Jose State , or the one about 
law enforcement under Prohibition in San Francisco , 
this one from Berkeley. The Year Book of the Central 
Conference of American Rabbis figures in the 
bibliography , as do the Cabinet Diaries of Josephus 
Dam·els, Robert Goldberg 's Hooded Empire: The Ku 
Klux Klan in Colorado , and a monograph on Classic 
Speedboats 1916-1939 by Gerald Guetat and Eric 
Ledru. No doubt Okrent had help in running down all 
the game that figures in the bibliography. He lists 
eight research assistants in the Acknowledgments at 
the end of the book , and the names of people from St. 
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Louis , St. Paul , Cincinnati , Baltimore , Ottawa , and 
Ann Arbor who visited collections for him. But simply 
organizing all that help shows an enterprise not usua l 
in scholarly labor. He had to instruct that help , and 
he had to know how to make use of what they found . 
As I have said , this is impressive . 


The form of the book is a sandwich , the upper slice 
of bread being the run-up to Prohibition , the lower 
slice the run-up to Repeal , and the filling in between, 
the meat of the matter , the long account of what went 
on under Prohibition itself. This center section , 
between the two amendments , covers the usual topics . 
Okrent is not writing a revisionist history; his version 
of Prohibition is pretty much what has come to be 
received as the orthodo x view , in which Prohibition 
did not prohibit , in which crime became organized big 
business , in which government corruption was 
epidemic. But the story in his hands is unusually well 
told , clearly laid out and richly illustrated. 


Prohibtion , as Okrent sees it , "signified a series of 
innovations and alterations revolutionary in their 
impact " (3). The agitation that led up to the passage 
of the 18th amendment was a model for all later 
political activism ; the federal income tax came about 
because the Dry forces needed a plan to compensate 
for the loss of the liquor tax revenue ; women 's suf
frage came about because the Drys needed the 
women 's vote ; the interference of government into the 
private life of its citizens was given a new charter 
through the precedent of Prohibition. Okrent puts 
these things and more in striking fashion : 


In 1920 could anyone have believed that the 
Eighteenth Amendment , ostensibly addressing the 
single subject of intoxicating beverages , would set 
off an avalanche of change in areas as diverse as 
international trade , speedboat design , tourism 
practices , soft-drink marketing , and the English 
language itself? Or that it would provoke the 
establishment of the first nationwide criminal 
syndicate, the idea of home dinner parties , the deep 
engagement of women in political issues other than 
suffrage ,and the creation of Las Vegas? (3-4). 
These are, you will allow , impressive claims for the 


effects of Prohibition . I am not competent to argue you 
them , so I note them and pass on. 


In his treatment of the wine industry , the one part 
of the subject about which I pretend to know 
something, I spotted a few doubtful or inaccurate 
points. In his account of how section 29 of the 
Volstead Act came about , the provision allowing for 
the production of "non-intoxicating fruit juices ," 
Okrent says tha t Wayne Wheeler was led to insert 
that clause to "mollify rural voters who wanted their 
hard cider " (176). I have seen that reason put forth 
elsewhere , but I much prefer Paul Garrett 's story that 
Wheeler acted on Garrett 's prompting in favour of the 


country 's grape growers , since no one in the Anti
Saloon League wanted to cause "loss of crops " to the 
farmer (California Grape Grower , Jul y 1923). The 
size of the American grape-growing establishment 
greatly outweighed that of the hard cider makers. 


I think that Okrent much exaggerates Georges de 
Latour 's "advantage " over other winemakers in the 
fact that he had a prosperous business in sacramental 
wine during Prohibition. Other wineries did a good 
business in sacramental wines , and , especially, in 
grape concentrate , a much more important market . 
Because de Latour had stayed in production in the 
Dry years, Okrent writes, he was "sitting on a million 
gallons in barrels " at Repeal while "potential 
competitors labored to build up their inventories " 
(359). Italian Swiss Colony and the Italian Vineyard 
Co., to name no more , probably had more wine on 
hand than de Latour did when Repeal came about ; de 
Latour 's advantage , if it was that , came from the fact 
that he had better wine to sell. But only three years 
later , de Latour was glad to unload some 400,000 
gallons of unsold table wine on to the hands of Ernest 
Gallo. Okrent should also know that such things as 
grape butter and grape catsup were not bizarre 
impossibilities (181); they , and a good man y other 
·such things , were in fac t produced by a number of 
wineries , east and west , under Prohibition. 


Louis Martini was not operating in Napa Valley 
under Prohibition (186 ; 351); the University of 
California 's Department of Viticulture and Enology 
did not "close its doors " upon passage of the Volstead 
Act (180); Davis did not "shut down all its wine work 
during the 1920s ," since it did no wine work at all 
until after Repeal , with Maynard Amerine , appointed 
in 1935, being the first enologist on the staff at Davis . 
And how , I wonder , could Louis Martini make kosher 
wine "palatable" by "spiking " it (186). Kosher wine is 
nothing if not pure , so wh y and with what do you 
spike it? 


A reader of Last Call will come awa y with a very 
full and well-illustrated notion of the history of 
Prohibition , but no one author can cover everything . 
Two questions-questions that I have never seen 
properl y answered in an y of my reading--occurred to 
me as I read . First , why are the Baptis t and 
Methodist denominations thought to be indissolubl y 
linked to tee-totalism? When did that come abou t, 
how , and why? There is no theological reason for it 
that I know of, and plent y of historical reason against 
it . And second , wh y is it always assumed that the 
customers in speakeasies and elsewhere where liquor 
was illegall y provided , were in danger of the law ? 
Okren t is not distinct in this matter , but he seems to 
go along with the received notion . As I understand it , 
there was no penalt y attached to buying or to drinking 


cont. on page 19-
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"Corners Bumped & Worn" 


Taking Care of a Collection 
by Ruth Walker 


[Ruth Walker is an accomphshed bookbinder specializing in fine book restoration at her Petaluma , CA studio . Her knowledgeable advice 
and helpful hints to fellow book lovers appeared in several of the earlier issues of our Newsletter I Quarterlv . For the benefit of all Tendrils, 
we are pleased to reprint some of these vintage lessons on how to care for our collections. - Ed.) 


here comes a point in every 
collector 's experience when the 
housing and care of books and 
ephemera becomes as important 
as new acquisitions and cata
loguing. I have found that my 
enjoyment and dedication to my 
"treasures " knows no bounds ; 
however , I am often overwhelmed 
by the care and space considera


tions. How about you? Let 's begin with the Optimum 
Environmental Requirements for maintaining a 
collection: 


Subdued Sunlight is necessary ; prolonged ultra
violet light causes paper to become brittle , and fades 
cloth spines; it dries leather bindings so that the 
leather eventually crumbles and powders; and it 
causes vellum bindings to warp. Incandescent 
lighting is preferred ; however the damaging rays can 
be filtered out of fluorescent lighting. Bookcases 
should be placed in rooms that do not receive direct 
sunlight , or be placed at right angles to windows. 


Constant Room Temperature eliminates potential 
dampness that encourages the growth of mold 
(mildew ). By keeping the temperature between 65 
and 75 degrees and the relative humidity at 50 to 
60%, the mold spores already present in older books 
and the environment are less likely to become active. 


Air Circulation. Since dampness is the most 
critical and often least considered problem in con
servation, it is important that bookcases be backed , 
and they should never be placed directly against the 
wall. Always leave a small space for air to circulate . 
Never keep books on the floor , carpeted or not. Book
cases and boxes of books should be installed along 
interior walls. In the case of closely fitting glass
fronted bookcases , the doors should be left open from 
time to time on warm days for better air circulation. 
Books should be placed on the bookshelf so that there 
is room for air to circulate behind them . The number 
of books per shelf should allow for ease of removal ; it 
is unkind to have to use force. 


Handling and Care 


W
hen removing a book from the shelf , always 
extend your index finger over the top of the 
spine about an inch , so that pressure is not 


applied to the head cap. We all have seen too many 
books with the tops of their spines damaged by a 
repeated pulling on their head caps, especially leather 
bindings . 


When a book is being opened , the right or left hand 
should form a 90-degree angle for cradling the book. 
Never open a leather bound book to a full 180 degrees: 
this severely strains the spine and joints , sometimes 
cracking them . 


It goes without saying that food and drink near 
books and bookcases are hazardous , with potential 
spills leading to stains. 


The care of books requires a frequent vacuuming 
and dusting of the area in which they are housed. 
Also, take time to look for insect infestations , such as 
silverfish , brown clothes moths , &c. You can sprinkle 
borax at the back of bookshelves to discourage 
silverfish and firebats . The books appreciate an 
annual Spring Cleaning: dust their covers with a soft 
cloth; their tops should be vacuumed , not wiped , as a 
wiping of settled dust from the top of a book can drive 
dust and dirt into the text of the book. 


An easy , recommended procedure to prevent the 
ink in engraved and chromolithographic illustrations 
from migrating onto the opposite page (referred to as 
"off-setting" ), is acid-free tissue pa per inserts that can 
be purchased from an archival supply house (storage 
and conservation materials) such as University 
Products or Gaylord Bros. The tissue guards should 
be cut to the size of the page and laid in. 


When moving books in cartons , remember that 
books prefer to be packed spine down , and fairly 
tightly , in medium sized cartons. They need not be 
wrapped in paper unless the binding is fragile or the 
surface can rub off. 


Last but not least , what about the books and 
ephemeral material that there are no shelves for, or 
that must go into storage? I recommend that you 
spend money on sturdy , uniform (easier to store) , 
archival , acid-free cartons that can be labeled to give 
some sense of order and sanity. Find an appropriate 
environment as discussed without resorting to the 
floor of the garage . Use good quality wrapping paper , 
never newspaper. To keep moisture from collecting in 
the cartons , use dehumidifying silicate in bags. Annu
ally , on a warm day , take the books out of their boxes 
and stand them up , fanned out , for a 24-hour period. 
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Book Repairs that You Can Do 


A
fter installing bookcases and book boxes to your 
satisfaction , the next consideration is the minor 
repair you can do to individual books , pam· 


phlets and ephemera in your collection. Upon the 
acquisition of an item, or in reviewing your books , 
carefully collate the book , page by page, looking for 
foreign debris: newspaper clippings , bobby pins, 
straight pins , paper clips , deceased critters , &c. 
Remove all such items, especially plant material , as 
they stain pages , sometimes actually "eating " through 
the paper. If you have a number of books to assess , 
sort them according to cloth , leather , pamphlet , and 
other ephemera. 


Cloth Binding care involves cleaning the boards 
and spine with a very soft brush and a dry·eraser-pad 
like Faber Castell's Magic Pad , a vinyl cleaning pad 
that is non-abrasive. Never attempt to use water and 
soap solutions to clean cloth boards as this makes the 
cloth separate from the board and leaves discolored 
areas. Vacuum the head , tail, and fore·edge areas, as 
well as any remaining dry-erasure granules. 


Frayed head and tail areas of the spine and corners 
can be consolidated with a white glue like Elmer 's, a 
polyvinyl acetate (PVA). Using a toothpick tipped in 
the glue works well. Let dry five to ten minutes (or 
until dry to the touch) before placing in the bookcase. 


Older book cloth that shines (indic ating a great 
deal of sizing) , and leatherette may be brightened 
with a soft cloth like flannel that has the barest hint 
of anhydrous lanolin rubbed into it. Another method 
is the use of a silicon product called EndDust sprayed 
into a cloth and then used to wipe the covers. Allow 
the book to air for 24 hours. 


No glue , no matter what the claim , is going to 
repair or consolidate a cracked joint or inner hinge on 
a cloth or leather bound book. Books that have been 
treated in this manner later become complex 
problems for the restoration bookbinder. It is better 
to cover the book with a 3 ml. mylar jacket to prevent 
further wear . You should also consider protecting all 
of your more fragile or valuable items , especially 
those with paper dust·jackets, with a mylar wrapper . 


Leather Bindings already in good condition (no 
powdery or loose joints ) can be treated with a dry 
eraser-pad and then a barelv damp cloth if dust or 
grime is present , taking care to do only the spine and 
boards. Vacuum the head, tail , and fore·edge areas. 


Elmer 's Glue consolidates powdery , worn leather 
corners , as well as head and tail areas that have come 
loose. Leather labels and gouges can also be treated 
with glue. Let dr y 5 to 10 minutes . Afterwards a 
leather preservative should be applied according to 
manufacturers instructions , with waxed paper insert· 


ed between the boards and first free-endpapers to 
prevent the preservative from staining the endpapers. 
Allow to dry, buff , remove waxed papers , then return 
to the bookcase. 


Pamphlets and Ephemeral Material can also be 
cleaned with a dry·eraser-pad , using careful outward 
strokes while pressing down firmly on the item. 
Mylar folders that fit 3·ring binders are useful in 
cataloguing and storing ephemera for easy access and 
display. For those who have a large number of 
pamphlets , a storage system using the standard 
7"xl0" plastic envelopes with acid·free board inserts 
available at Comic Book Collectors ' Shops , is highly 
recommended. Lidded storage boxes to fit are also 
sold at these shops. 


Paper Tears are easily repaired using Archival 
Document Repair Tape , a non·yellowing , neutral PH, 
reversible transparent product. 


In closing , let me review a few specific questions I 
have been asked about book care: 
• Suggestions for properly installing a bookplate? 
First , bookplates should be of high quality acid·free 
paper and inert inks. Archival buffered paste or glue 


I GIVE HEARTY AND HUMBLE THANKS for the 
safe return of this book, which having en


!J.l • dured the perils of my friend 's bookcas e & ""' 
the bookcases of my friend 's friends , now 


::>-..: returns to me in reasonab ly good condition . 
.... I give hearty and humble thanks that my 


friend did not see fit to give this book to his 
! infant for a plaything , nor use it as an ash 
: tra y for his burning cigar , nor as a teething 


ring for his mastiff. When I loaned this 
book, I deemed it as lost ; I was resigned to 
the business of the long parting ; I never 


. thought to look upon its pages again . But 
M now that my book has come back to me , I 
~ rejoic e and am exceedingl y glad ! Bring 
r'.~ hither the fatted morocco and let us rebind 


I( the volume and set it on the shelf of honor, ;;; 
. x for this my book was lent and is returne d 
~ ( again . Presentl y, therefore, I may return 
~ some of the books I myself have borrowed . 
f_ )I - CHRISTOPHER MORLEY, Tb• H,ua~d Bodsbop 


THE MAIN PURPOSE OF A BOOKPLATE I 


should be used to attach the bookplate , preferabl y to 
the front paste·down. It is a good practice to tip·in 
these bookplates , rather than pasting the entire sur· 
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face. If a former owner 's exlibris already occupies this 
spot , there are two suggested ways to install a second 
bookplate : Lightly tip the top edge of your bookplate 
with paste and install over the top edge of the original 
bookplate , so that one can gently lift this new book· 
plate to view the older plate . Or , the new bookplate 
may be installed on the first front free endpaper, 
across from the original bookplate. 


• Are zip·lock plastic bags safe to use for book and 
pamphlet storage? 
Not a good idea. Books and pamphlets need to 
breathe . Over a period of time books placed in air· 
tight containers collect moisture-small amounts, but 
this is just enough for mold spores to thrive. 


• How can I store books or pamphlets that have 
detached covers? 
A low cost , practical solution is to .make an acid·free 
paper wrapper that can be folded to secure itself . 
Ribbon that is 1/4" wide can be used to securely tie 
the package without denting the book. Rubber bands , 
scotch tape, pins and paper clips will do more damage 
than good. Available online from Gaylord Bros. is a 
product called Eas y Rare Book Boxes that work well. 


• Is "Yes" paste good to use for installing bookplates? 
No! Although many art suppl y stores sell "Yes" paste 
as archiva l, it is not . It is made from maltodextrin , a 
sugar compound that turns brown with time , and 
eventuall y migrates into paper leaving a residue that 
is difficult to remove and inviting to insects. The 
produc t is sold as archival because it is a non· 
permanen t adhesive. The bookplate can be removed ; 
however , the residue cannot. 


• Should previous owners ' signatures , endpaper 
notes , bookplates , &c. be removed? 
It is not advised . These are all a part of the history 
and provenance of the book. Collectors are active 
participants in a historical time·frame , and should be 
stewards more than possessors of their books. 


Recommended Reading 


The following three books are invaluable , and 
ageless , in their presentation of the facts for 
maintaining a library , and are well recom · 


mended. Keep them handy on your reference shelf , 
alongside your wine bibliographies , atlases , and 
dictionaries . The Care of Fine Books by Jane 
Greenfield (NY: Nick Lyons , 1988) is an in ·depth 
discussion of how to take care of books , including a 
short histor y of book construction . Practical Book 
Repair and Conservation by Arthur Johnson (London : 
Thames & Hudson, 1988) is the best overview on book 
repair for the collector , with a useful glossary and 
great discussions and illustrations. Cleaning and 
Repairing Books : A Practical Home Manual by R. L. 


Shep (1980). The Index includes everything you have 
ever thought about trying to fix: dirty edges, 
newspaper clipping stains , sun ·fading , &c. Also 
recommended for your reference shelf is the recently 
published The Repair of Cloth Bindings by Arthur 
Johnson mentioned in "News & Notes " this issue. 


ANCIENT BOO K-BIND ER 


PINNEY, cont. from page 16 -
alcoholic drink-only to selling it- in the Volstead 
Act . Only with the passage of the Jones Bill in 1929 
did the customer as well as the seller become subject 
to penalty . Did the concurrent laws of the states 
penalize the drinker? In some states? Most states? Or 
what? I pray for enlightenment on these matters. I 
may also air two of my pet peeves about words : I wish 
Okrent would not say "vintner " when he means 
"winemaker" ; and I wish he would not say "varietal " 
when he means "variety ." I know that I am fighting 
a lost cause , but I will faithfull y struggle against 
these barbarisms to the end. 


Now that I have made the reservations and 
qualifications required of a reviewer , I may conclude 
by saying that , if you are going to read only one book 
about Prohibition , Daniel Okrent's Last Call is the 
book to read. 
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• 


FOR YOUR TENDRIL PLEASURE: 
~ BOOK REVIEWS 
~ by Christopher Fielden 


[Long-time Tendril, a 40-plus-year veteran of the wine trade, and 
celebrated author of a number of books on wine, Fielden serves up 
another fine bunch of.irst·dass book reviews. Ed.] 


Adventures on the Wine Route. A Wine Buyer's Tour 
of France by Kermit Lynch. New York: North Point 
Press I Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1995. P.b. $18. 
First edition , 1988 (Farrar, Straus and Giroux) . 
Translated into French, Mes A ventures dans le 
Vignohle de France ... Paris: Jacques Legrand , 1990. 


l
am sure that all of us have books that we feel that 
we should have read , but somehow have never 
opened. I must admit that , for me , Kermit Lynch 's 


excellent book was one of these. Now I have read it 
and thoroughly enjoyed it. For the wine retailer , there 
is a choice of paths in front of you. You can stock all 
the popular lines and rely on the power of advertising 
to sell your bottles. You can fill your shelves with 
recommendations by the Wine Spectator or Robert 
Parker and rely on their palates and points to sell 
your wines. Both of these are passive approaches to 
the wine trade. Kermit Lynch , on the other hand , has 
adopted a more positive method; he has gone out 
looking for honest, individual wines, which he is proud 
to sell. This book tells of his search for these wines in 
the vineyards of France , in an easy approachable 
style. It is , however, much more than a travelogue ; it 
is full of nuggets of wine wisdom. It takes the reader 
on a very individual tour of the wine regions of France 
and introduces him to a number of the characters that 
help create their individuality . 


What shines through the pages is Mr. Lynch 's love 
for wine , not all wine, but honest wine. Take , for 
example, Beaujolais. The chapter begins with the 
sentence, "Beaujolais must be the most inspired 
invention in the history of wine ," but goes on to show 
how, in the interests of commerce , this inspiration has 
been subverted. He quotes from Robert Parker 's 1987 
Wine Buyer's Guide, which describes Beaujolais as 
being "soft, lush, silky , full , fleshy , rich, supple and so 
on. Mr. Parker is correct. His adjectives perfectly 
describe today 's overchaptalized , overalcoholic 
Beaujolais. " 


I am sorry that I have come to this book so late. It 
is a compulsive , entertaining read. 


The Battle for Wine and Love, or How I Saved the 
World from Parkerization by Alice Feiring. Boston/ 
New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt , 2008. 271 pp . 
$13.95 . 


I wish I feh the s~me about Alice Feiring's offering. 
She, too , 1s seeking for honesty in winemaking and 
is very dismissive of modern winemaking 


techniques that lead to a dumbing down of wine styles 
and the creation of a universal wine designed to 
please the critics. Here I am with her; but for her all 
is black or white , whilst , in the world of wine , as in 
the world at large, there is much grey. In her mission 
to condemn all that is new in the world of wine , some 
of her attacks are based on either false premises, or 
just plain lack of knowledge. Take , for example, her 
attack on the production of Chardonnay in Spain. She 
says , "Chardonnay is relatively new to Spain . The 
French grape does its best in cool climates like 
Burgundy. In hot climates , like Spain 's , the grape 
grows fat and sloppy, and almost always needs bags of 
tartaric acid added to the fermenter to replace what 
nature hasn 't supplied." This dismisses the fact that 
the majority of traditional Spanish white grapes 
produce very boring wines. In addition , Spain has as 
broad a range of climates as , for example , has 
California. I do not think that Ms. Feiring would 
suggest Chardonnay should not be produced there. 
Has she tasted Chardonnay wines such as Milmanda 
and Jean Leon , from the Alt Penedes , or Julian 
Chivite 's Colecci6n 125 from their Arinzano Estate 
high up in the hills of Navarra? 


What really grates with me however, is her gushing 
style. Just two examples of this: firstly her description 
of Maria Jose Lopez de Heredia: "There was a 
magical , elfin quality to her. If I didn 't know she was 
almost forty , or see the silver strand in her head of 
glossy black hair , I would swear she was sixteen. She 
was so incredibly cute that I wanted to pinch her 
cheek, pick her up , and put her in my pocket. I could 
easily imagine her as a chatterbox child who never 
stopped to inhale." Secondly her preparations for two 
telephone interviews of Robert Parker : for the first 
"The morning of our date it occurred to me to get 
dressed for the phone interview , but I couldn 't find the 
time. Wearing one of my favourite sleep shifts , with 
demure lace in strategic spots , I placed the call." And 
later, "This time, for our morning interview" , again on 
the phone , "I got dressed-no more sloppy writer 's 
habits for me. I wore full regalia-underwear , skirt 
and blouse-and not only did I brush my teeth but I 
put on lipstick. I was prepared." 


As for the subtitle of the book , How I Saved the 
World from Parkerization , there is little evidence of 
her having achieved this. Indeed , this is a very worthy 
objective , but I feel that it needs more than one 
meeting in the flesh and two telephone conversations , 
in a state of undress or not , to claim success. I learn 
today that she has a new book on the way , Naked 
Wine. I hope there is more wine and not much nudity. 







The Great Domaines of Burgundy, 3"" ed. by 
Remington Norman and Charles Taylor , M.W . 
London: Kyle Cathie Ltd. , 2010 . £40. 


I 
reviewed the first .edition of Remington Norman 's 
The Great Domames of Burgund y, when it first 
appeared eighteen years ago . It has now been 


brought up to date by London wine·merchant , Charles 
Taylor , MW. I can remember commenting then on 
some of the surprising omissions , and again this latest 
edition .is a very personal selection. Every Burgund y 
lover will feel that there are certain of their favourite 
growers that should have been included; my personal 
offerings would be the Domaine de la Vougeraie and 
Chanson Pere et Fils , whose wines have been 
revitalised under the Bollinger ownership . 


In his introduction , Michael Broadben t describes 
this book as a magnum opus, and it is trul y that. Each 
of the profiled domains has its history , its vineyards , 
and winemaking techniques discussed in depth. The 
composition of the vineyard holding gives each plot , 
its rating , its area and the age of the vines , all useful 
information for any Burgundophile . There are also 
profiles of each village on the Cote d'Or with a map of 
the vineyards . 


In addition to what might be described as the 
"intimacie s" of each domain , there are a series of 
article s, at the end of the book , on such important 
top_ics as Maintaining the Vine and Biodynamics , 
Clim.ate and Microclim.ates of the Cote d 'Or and The 
Emgma of Soil . These are all subjects of interest , as 
are notes on the vintages over the past fort y years . 
This book is a mus t for the student of the wines of 
Burgund y. However if funds are limited , it might be 
as well to wait until the autumn , when we can expect 
tw o other large works on Burgund y : the first by 
Remington Norman on Grands Crus and the other to 
be published by Berry Bros. & Rudd , by their residen t 
Burgundian expert , Jasper Morris. Only then can one 
decide where to place one 's mone y. 


Bordeaux I Bourgogne, Jes Passions Rivales by Jean· 
Robert Pitte . Paris : Hachette Litteratures , 2005 . 8 
euros. English edition , Bordeaux/Burgundy: A 
Vintage Rivahy (Berkele y I London: U. C. Press , 2008. 
268 pp . Translated by Malcolm DeBevoise.) 


J ea~·Rober t Pitte is a professor at Bordeaux 
Uruves1t y, so I feared tha t his book on the 
"rivalr y'' between Bordeaux and Burgundy might 


be rather slanted. Fortunately , this is not the case 
and his feelings might be reflected in the title of one 
of his chapters Des Vins Jncomparables. The book is 
largely a historical work and , as the author points out , 
historicall y Champagne was Burgund y's rival , and not 
th e parvenu Bordeaux . With a bibliograph y listing 
more than three hundred books this is a scholarl y 
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:,ivork an~ full of interesting facts and snippets of 
information. Indeed , it is amazing how much is 
crammed into this slim volume. Two omissions : whilst 
~he_two regions are treated fairly as equals, nowhere 
1s it stated that the production of Bordeaux is 
approximatel y two and a half times as that of 
~urgundy , including Beaujolais. This , therefore , gives 
1t much more exposure on the markets of the world. I 
al.so would have liked to see greater credit given to the 
C1stercian order of monks , for the important role that 
the y played in spreading the reputation of the wines 
of Burgundy in the middle ages, through their 
network of monasteries all across Europe. 


Is there true rivalry between the two regions? I can 
remember when I first worked in Bordeaux in 1960 
naively asking Armand Lalande , one of the grand old 
men of the trade there , "Is Pomerol the closest thing 
to Burgund y in the wines of Bordeaux? " His reply 
was , ''My boy, I do not accept that Burgundy exists." 
I ca1:1 ~ecommend t~s book as a useful , and not costly , 
addit10n to anybody s wine library. 


Historia Apasionada del Brandy de Jerez by Jose de 
las Cuevas . Geribel , 2003. 


W
hilst the .reputation of Jerez is firmly based on 
sherry , 1t 1s on the production and sale of 
Brand y de Jerez , that many of the sherry 


houses rely to make their profit. It was the Moors who 
first perfected the art of distillation and Andalusia 
was an important Moorish .province. Whilst brandy is 
widel y distilled in Spain , it is not surprising , then , 
that Jerez should be the most important centre of the 
industry .. What may not be generally realised , 
however , 1s the Brandy de Jerez is not distilled from 
local wines , nor is the distillation generall y carried out 
in the region. Rather it has as its base wines from La 
Mancha made from the Airen grape. 


Sr. de las Cuevas outlines the history of the product 
and of many of the men who were involved in its early 
production. He also details the commercial war with 
the French , who , with some justification , resented the 
Spaniards calling their product coiiac. When even the 
J~rezanos accepted that they would have to come up 
with a new name for their product , it was decided tha t 
there should be competition . A short·list of 533 
potential names was drawn up , which wa s then 
whittled down to just 38. Amongst the more fanciful 
suggestions were Jerc6 , Xe brand and Pirosin , but the 
final choice , after a great deal of discussion was 
Jerifiac. Despite all this , we now have Brand y de 
Jerez and a fascinating book on the topic ! 
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BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


A PINNEY AND PELLEY TENDRILS QUIZ 


[EDITOR'S NOTE: In this Books & Bottles column 
Fred provides us with highlights , in the form of 
questions and answers , from two of his favorite 
wine books ... that just happen to be written by two 
English professors . Prof. Pinney , a foremost Kipling 
scholar with a keen interest in wine and its history , 
has given us seven worthy books on the subject 
(and is readying the eighth). Prof. Pellegrini 
[1903-1991] has written several delectable books 
on wine, food, and the enjoyment of the good life. 
In each set below, one statement is false. If you get 
three right , Fred awards you an A.] 


The Book: A History of Wine in America, from the 
Beginnings to Prohibition by Thomas Pinney. 
Berkeley: U. C. Press , 1989. 553 pages . 


a) The first clear reference to the planting of grapes 
at a California mission comes from San Juan 
Capistrano in 1779, ten years after the arrival of 
the Franciscans in California. 


b) Thomas Jefferson offered 2.000 acres near 
Monticello to the Florentine w'inegrower Philip 
Mazzei [1730-1816] . 


c) In the 19th century , Virginia made an out· 
standing contribution to American viticulture 
through Dr. D. N. Norton 's ''Virginia Seedling ," 
best known as the Norton grape . The Norton 
grape has since become extinct. 


d) In 1857 the first wine was shipped from Napa 
Valley to San Francisco retailers. 


WHICH IS FALSE? 


c) The Norton grape is still grown (by St . James 
Winery in St . James , Missouri , and a number of 
other wineries ). In fact , there is a new book on Dr. 
Norton and his grape , The Wild Vine. A Forgotten 
Grape and the Untold Story of American Wine by 
Todd Kliman. • 


a) California 's vineyards were largely devastated by 
the phylloxeraplant louse about 1900. 


b) Previously in the 1870s there was a large 
movement of American vines to France because 
the American vines were resistant to phylloxera. 


c) More species of native vines (indigenous ) are 
found in France than anywhere else in the 
world. 


d) The first reference to the actual making of wine 
in the United States is in the report of his 
voyage to Florida in 1565 by the rich and 
respectable pirate, Captain John Hawkins , after
wards Sir John . 


WHICH IS FALSE ? 


c) Most species of native vines are found in North 
America , not France.• 


The Book : Wine and the Good Life by Angelo M. 
Pellegrini. New York: Alfred A. Knopf , 1965. 307 
pages . 


Wine and 
the Good Life 


a) Pellegrini , the beloved English Literature profes
sor at the Universit y of Washington who was 
enamored with the stud y of Shakespeare , did not 
consider sporting games a component of the 
"good life." 


b) When a baby in Italy , Angelo 's first bath was in 
white wine because his father felt it was more 
sanitary than their water. 


c) A Pellegrini quote: "The Cabernet Sauvignon is 
universall y accepted as California 's finest red 
wine ." 


d) Pellegrini heralded "The Moscato Amabile [as] 
one of the most delightful dessert wines I have 
ever tasted. " 


WHICH IS FALSE ? 


a) I first met Professor Pellegrini on the handball 
court , and played four-wall handball with him 
regularl y for over a year . I later took his course in 







"Logic and Argumentation. " He was always a 
gentleman on the handball court. Best of all , he 
frequentl y had very witt y comments even in the 
heat of the battle . • 


a) A Pellegrini axiom: White wines are more 
appropriate for women , while red wmes are 
more appropriate for men. 


b) When his grandfather was 83, Pellegrini served 
him a favorite breakfast which consisted of a loaf 
of bread and a bowl of wine. 


c) Vitis labrusca is the wild grape species indige· 
nous to the United States , which ma y eventuall y 
produc e fine wines. One of these domesticated 
varieties is the Norton . 


d) California wines of exceptional character include 
Champagne made from Zinfandel and Pino t 
Nair . 


WHICH IS FALSE? 


d) California wines of exceptional character include 
Champagn e from Chardonna y and Pino t Nair , not 
Zinfande l. • 


The Bottles: Here are a few related wines that 
sparked a lot of interest in my classes at the Fort 
Mason campus of San Francisco City College . 


• Italian White Wine : Orvieto Classico , Ruffino , 
Ital y, 2008, $7. 


• Californi a Caberne t Sauvignon : Private Reserve , 
Chateau Julien , Montere y, 2005 , $36. 


• Californi a Moscato : Woodbridge (R. Mondavi ), 
California , 2008 , $8. 


• California Champagn e: Domaine Carneros , Brut 
Rose Sparkling Wine , Napa Valle y, NV, $36. 


"Books and bottles breed generosi ty, and the bibliophile and 
oenophi le go through life scatterin g largess e from their librarie s 
and cellars." - H. WARNER ALLEN, Through the Wine Glass, 1954 


a... IMBIBE SLOWLY: 
~ A BOOK REVIEW 


by Bo Simons 


[Bo Simons needs no in troduction to W·T member s, as he is a 
founding father of our society and a long· tim e contributor to our 
Quarcerlv. He is also the Wine Libran ·an at the Sonom a County 
Wine Library in Healdsbur g, CA. - Ed.] 


Been Doon So Long: A Randall Grahm Vinthology . 
by Randall Grahm . Foreword by Hugh Johnson . 
Berkele y: Universit y of California Press , 2009. 
318 pp. lOYz x 8Yz. Illustrated . $34.95 . 
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his "Vinthology " by Randall 
illlllla.l:~ffliil Grahm is a delightful book. 


You can open it at an y point 
and be assured of smiles and 
engaging thought and wickedl y 
amusing and complex satire . It 
has won the James Beard Foun· 
dation Award in the beverage 
book categor y . Georges and 
Franck DuBoeuf named it the 


Wine Book of the Year. It is made up largely of 
gleanings from Grahm 's Bonn y Doon winer y 
newsletter , so it is not brand new . And lots of it 
consists of satires and spoofs of works of literature , 
so it is not wholly original. But don 't let that put 
you off. Anyone who can do triple -play wordpla y 
and skewer the pretensions of wine while reveling 
in pretense , all the while making serious moral 
points , deserves your time and attention . 


Redeeming Humility 


The book burst s with clever. Is it too much ? 
After all the clever stuff from Randall Grahm , 
after the literar y pastiches (from Da Vino 


Commedia: The Vinferno for The Divine Comedy: 
The Inferno , to Kacher in the Ribes for Catcher in 
the Rye), after the takeoffs on rock lyrics (Born to 
Rhone ), the opera satires (Don Giovese in Bakers· 
field) , the goofy extracts from his con·sistentl y 
entertaining and zan y newsletter , after all these 
pyrotechnics , I think what saves Randall Grahm 
from being too fey , too arts y is his own refreshing 
humility and the seriousness in his silliness. 


One of my favorite bands from the '60s is Procol 
Harum . Even though I love them dearl y, I realize 
the y are little attenuated . Their ver y name is bad 
Latin for "beyond these things. " They wrote some 
of the densest lyrics tha t included the most high· 
brow references with each song . There is of course , 
A vJi'niter Shade of Pale, with lyrics referencing to 
Chaucer and the melod y so like Bach . They could 
go so arty that a working class rocke r in the grea t 
movie , The Commitments can slam A Whiter Shade 
as "Foxies t lyrics ever written. " 


Grahm never gets too "poxy ." Besides the leaven 
of humor , he is too self aware. "I do wince to 
remember the incredible arrogance I displayed , but 
I was jus t a kid and a rather snott y one at tha t ." 
("How I Overcame My UC Davis Education " p. 279). 
I can never see the clever Procols ever owning up 
lik e that. 


Swiftian 


I
n addition to self awareness and some humilit y, 
Randall Grahm displays a high purpose in most 
of his satires . With Jonathan Swift , you can 


guffaw at the raw and biting satire , while you 
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inwardly gasp at and grasp the point he is trying to 
make. In Swift's Modest Proposal, the narrator 
suggests that a way to solve the problem of many 
under-cared-for and starving children in Ireland 
would be to eat them. With utterly droll deadpan 
Swift discusses how the dishes might be served. 


"A child will make two dishes at an 
entertainment for friends ; and when the family 
dines alone , the fore or hind quarter will make a 
reasonable dish , and seasoned with a little 
pepper or salt will be very good boiled on the 
fourth day , especially in winter. " 


This is very dark indeed. I am at once appalled and 
amused. The pitch-perfect banal tone makes the 
point, underpinning a high moral purpose Swift 
has in satirizing the thoroughly cavalier way the 
English treated the Irish. 


Similarly , when Grahm takes aim at overly 
engineered wines, his aim is moral. The trend in 
wine at which Grahm takes shots is exemplified by 
a lab in Sonoma that offered wineries computer 
software to predict and manipulate their wines to 
garner good reviews , even while it is still juice. 
Our Randall crafts a takeoff on A Clockwork 
Orange, called , what else , A Clockwork Orange 
Muscat , to skewer this depressing scientific 
commercialism . You will recall that in the original 
novel by Anthony Burgess , and in the brilliant film 
adaptation by Stanley Kubrick , that target of the 
satire is the psychological conditioning that 
remakes noxious murderous punk (Alex the 
narrator ) into a some·thing non-human. In Orange 
Muscat, the villain is the kind of mad/Madison 
Avenue scientist approach to winemaking that 
reduces winemaking to market-driven logic. 
Burgess 's Alex becomes Grahm's Alexis. Burgess 
invented a kind of futurist slang , compounded of 
English working class and Russian words , as it was 
a Cold War world , and Pavlovian conditioning was 
a USSR-born concept. Grahm takes off in Orange 
Muscat with a similar compound slang , forged of 
wine terms taking over the English . With Burgess , 
it 's malchecks , horror-show , gullivers and vidd y, 
and with Orange Muscat it's dreggies , sousecorpse· 
men , merlot and utter cribari . While Grahm 's 
target of satire (making wine by the numbers ) ma y 
not be as high as Swift 's (man 's inhumanity to 
man ), it is nonetheles s a serious objec t, for a wine 
book. I feel the same hoot and hmmmm , the 
lightness and gravitas , in both Grahm and Swift. 


Steve and Bob 


S
tev e Heimoff , another good author published 
by University of California Press , blogged 
(9/21/2009 ) a fairly mixed review of Grahm 's 


book (http://steveheimoff.com/). Heimoff is bored by 
Grahm 's parodies. How can these parodies of great 
literature hold his attention , Steve argues , when 
the originals did not? Exactly. I will admit that I 
have consciously avoided reading Finnegan's Wake 
because James Joyce said he took twenty years to 
write it and he expected an intelligent reader to 
take at least that to read it intelligently. Still the 
great works of literature are worth your reading. 
They repay your investment of time. Besides 
giving you insights into the meaning of existence , 
one of the ways they pay back your investment is 
the pleasure you get from brilliant parodies of 
them. If Steve did not have time for Eliot , Joyce , 
Cervantes , Kafka , Salinger and Garcia Marquez, he 
cannot be expected to appreciate the parodies. 
More 's the pity. I have in my thirty years as a 
librarian witnessed a decided and increasingly 
rapid loss in the ability of the reading public to read 
for pleasure. Attention spans have dwindled from 
book· length to blog· length to a tweet. Steve is 
bored with Grahm 's parodies. I cannot argue with 
that. I have always maintained that boredom is 
more a function of the bore·ee that the supposedly 
boring object. 


Bob Foster , in The California Grapevine (March· 
April 2010), gave a laudatory review to Doon. Bob, 
a retired attorney , possesses a background in the 
law , not literature , but this did not stop him from 
gamely soldiering on in the dense thicket of 
Grahm 's whimsey. Bob writes "I've always said 
that in reading his works , I needed an encyclopedia 
and a computer nearb y to figure out some of his 
more obscure literary or historical references. I 
figure on a good day I get two thirds of his writings. 
But even at that comprehension level , this book is a 
delight ." 


Best Imbibed Slowly. 


!
heartily recommend this book , and would 
encourage you to read it and seek out the 
original texts that Grahm parodies. We English 


majors will respect you for your tenacity. Moreover 
you will be able to appear erudite at all wine 
tastings by dropping remarks like, "Oh, this 
reminds me of 'A Perfect Day for Barberafish. "' 
Although I have enjoyed thoroughly what I have 
read so far of Been Doon So Long, I admit freely 
that I have not read the whole book cover to cover . 
It 's like a recentl y purchased case of a good wine . I 
want it las t a while , and it will only get better over 
the next few years. 







lNTHE 
WINE 
LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


Good, Better, Best Wines:A No-Nonsense Guide to 
Popular Wines by Carolyn Evans Hammond. New 
York: Alpha Books [Penguin Group], 2010. Paper 
back. 238 pp . $12.95 . 


"this book .ills a gap in wine literature ... " 


W
hile most of the wines in the United States 
are bought in supermarkets , most of the 
wines reviewed in the California Grapevine , 


and similar publications , are not found so easily. 
They usually come from specialized wine stores or 
directly from the winery. There are numerous 
guides to the fine wines, yet there is little guidance 
to the mass market wines. This book fills that gap 
nicely. 


The author-a credited wine journalist and 
sommelier whose first wine book , 1000 Best Wine 
Secrets was well·received-covers sixteen major 
categories of easily obtainable red and white wines. 
She covers four different price ranges from less 
than $5 to $15 (the latter category being splurge· 
worthy wines ). For each price range she offers three 
suggestions: Good, Better , and Best. There is a 
photograph of each bottle for easy recognition and a 
short paragraph about how the wine tastes. Alcohol 
levels are also given for those not wanting to cross 
the 15% level. There are no vintage dates, but for 
most of these wines there is little variation from 
year to year. 


I particularly like that Hammond has included 
sections on "other great reds " and "other great 
whites " thereby encouraging wine drinkers to 
broaden their horizons. There is also a section on 
Wedding Reception Wines where the author sets 
forth numerous solid recommendations including 
Gallo Ballatore Spurn.ante and Korbel Brut (both 
Gold Medal winners at several major California 
wine competitions). There are also suggestions for 
inexpensive wines for dinner parties , cocktail 
parties, beach parties , garden parties , banquets, and 
barbeques . 


Along the way there are small sidebars filled with 
interesting bits and pieces of information about 
wines and winemaking. 


This book fills a gap in wine literature . It is an 
excellent guide to readily available wines less than 
$15. In this economy it covers an ever more 
important part of the marketplace . Highly 
recommended. 
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In Search of Bacchus: Wanderings in the Wonderful 
World of Wine Tourism by George M. Taber. New 


York: Scribner , 2009. Hardback. 294 pp. $30. 


" ... Jacks the depth and insight of Taber's 
earlier works ... " 


W
hen this book arrived for review, I was 
expectant . The author, George Taber , had 
written two top·notch books-one on the 


1976 Paris tasting where California wines beat the 
best of French wines , and another on the battle over 
the use of cork. Both of those books were well written 
and to the point. They read like good novels . Sadly , 
this book does not live up to the high standards of his 
earlier works. 


The author visited twelve of the world's best 
winemaking regions. He wrote about each area, 
giving the story of some of the men and women who 
helped develop those areas ; he describes the region , 
its land and its grapes, and its major tourist 
attractions. Sections are often included on places to 
stay or dine . But the various chapters seem 
unconnected-there is no central theme, no 
commonality of experiences. 


Each of these detailed chapters is followed by a 
very short chapter documenting the author 's personal 
travels and experiences in the regions. These 
companion chapters are frustratingly short and 
cursory. For example, in the Napa Valley he visited 
both Whitehall Lane and then Pine Ridge. His 
comments focus almost entirely on the cost of the 
tasting and whether or not a visitor received a wine 
glass to take home as part of the tasting fee. Other 
times when he does talk about the wines he tasted, 
he mentions three wines and just says they were 
"great." I guess details were too difficult to include. 


If you were about to visit one of these wine 
regions, the overview chapter might help you set the 
stage for your trip, but the book lacks the depth and 
insight of Taber 's earlier works. Recommended only 
if you plan to visit one of the wine regions soon. 


[Bob Foster, a founder of the Wayward Tendrils, has been 
collecting wine books, reviewing wine books, and judging wine in 
major competitions for as long as we can remember . Salute , Bob' 
With our thanks co the California Grapevine for their always 
gracious permission to reprint. - Ed.] 


"A little library, growing larger every year , is an 
honourable part of a man 's history. It is a man 's 
duty to have books. A library is not a luxury , 
but one of the necessities of life." - HENRY w. 
BEECHER (1813-1887) 
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Wine in California: the Early Years 


Mission Wines, 1698-1822 
by Charles L. Sullivllil 


[ This is the second installment in the series on the early history of how wine came to California. The author has provided extensive , 
informative footnoces, with a substantial library of sources. We have recognized Sullivan's earnest research in the books he has written on 
California '.s wine history, including Like Modern Edens : Winegrowing in Santa Clara Valley and Santa Cruz Mountains 1798-1981 (1982), 
Napa Wine: A History from Mission Days to Present (1994), Zinfandel. A History of a Grape and Its Wine (2003), and his indispensable 
Companion to California Wine: An Encyclopedia ... (1998). - Ed.] 


NEW SPAIN: PART Il 


HISTORICAL PEEPHOLES. Much of what we know about the mission wines of California is derived from a variety 
of historical glimpses provided by foreign visitors , mostly after 1820, who recorded their brief sojourns in the 
province. Writers who have tried to describe mission wines have not been able to tell us much. Their descriptions 
have proved to be a slim supply of primary sources. All too often such wine stories have offered little more than 
historical peepholes to describe some "good" or ''bad" wines at this or that mission. And almost never is there a 
sense of time and development in the story of mission wine production. But we are looking at a sixty-year period , 
from the early 1780s until the early 1840s. [See the Map of California Missions at page 35.] 


good reason for treating this 
peephole approach to history 
with caution is afforded by 
what little we know about 
wine at Mission Santa Clara. 
When George Vancouver, the 
English navigator, visited 
California in 1792, he and his 
officers rode down to the 


L~~~;;.B:;:z::;;:::;;;;2.:::::i mission from the presidia at 
San Francisco, taking a barrel of French wine as a gift 
for the padres. He saw no sign of wine production and 
thought the vines in the little vineyard were in poor 
shape for "want of knowledge in their culture." 1 


Another glimpse comes from Father Pal6u 's 
observation that Santa Clara's fine fruit trees had 
been grown from seeds. He added , writing in 1784, 
that the missionaries had also planted grape seeds. 2 


The padres may have planted grape seeds, but the 
vineyard that was later flourishing at the mission was 
propagated from cuttings, as they were at all the 
other missions. We know that Santa Clara was one of 
the most prosperous missions in the province by 1810. 
By then there was a small, enclosed vineyard and in 
years to come it had a good reputation for its wine. 
The padres at San Francisco , for example , were 
pleased to make their wine from Santa Clara·grown 
grapes. Much later, in 1841, the French diplomat 
Eugene de Mofras visited the Santa Clara mission , 
admired the orchards , and declared its wine "superb ." 
In the same year Charles Wilkes, an American naval 
officer , visited the mission and gave a good 
description of the tidy little vineyard from which a 
few barrels of wine were made , ''but nothing can be 
more rude than their whole . process of 
manufacturing." 3 


However, H. H. Bancroft considered Wilkes a poor 
source, an officer who "constantly indulges in careless 
misrepresentations and exaggerations." 4 This mixed 
and fragmentary picture of wine at Mission Santa 
Clara is typical of the material available for the 
history of wine at the missions. Except for a few of 
the southern missions , and for Mission San Jose in 
the north, a moderately full history of wine at any 
individual mission cannot be written , except as a sort 
of pastiche of glimpses from contemporary sources. 
This is particularly true for the years before 1810 
when there were very few foreign visitors. When 
Vancouver visited California , mission viticulture was 
in its infancy. Several of the most important wine· 
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Mission Santa Clara, founded 1777 


making missions had not even been founded , 
specifically San Jose , San Fernando , San Luis Rey 
and San Francisco Solano (Sonoma ). If Wilkes 's use of 
"rude" to describe mission winemaking technology in 
1841 meant something like rustic simplicity , he might 
have used a truly caustic term had he seen how the 







padres had been making wine fifty years earlier. But 
we have not one concrete , contemporary description 
of wine making at the missions then or later. 


Vineyard and "Cellar" 


N
evertheless , from what we know about life at 
t~e missio:1s we can discern some clues about 
wme making there . Chief among these are 


contemporary physical descriptions , and the physical 
remains today. Also we can learn something from a 
few old timers ' descriptions of winemaking on ranchos 
and in the pueblos , written down years later. We can 
also learn from the clever reconstruction of possible 
mission winemaking processes made by historian 
Edith Webb. 


She found in the Mission Santa Barbara archives 
a book on agriculture , first printed in Madrid in 1513, 
but updated by several editions over the years. The 
edition at Santa Barbara was printed in 1777. Its 
original author , Gabriel Alonso de Herrera titled his 
book Obra de Agricultura and it had a large section on 
viticulture with a much smaller part devoted to 
winemaking. By 1777 the work had been expanded to 
four volumes (tomas) , each divided into several large 
sections CHbros). Its title now was Agricultura 
General. We know of only one volume that made it to 
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Obra de Agricultura by Herrera , 
the first book in the Castilian language to describe 
the plants of Spain . Book II is devoted to vines & 
viticulture . This is the title page from the 1584 ed. 
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Santa Barbara , brought there by Father Antonio 
Jayme , another native of Mallorca. He had retired 
from service at Mission Soledad (1796-1821 ) where he 
bad s11:pervis_ed the large vineyard and winemaking 
operat10n. Li_bz:oIIofthis volume contains 231 pages 
devoted to viticulture and winemaking. Mrs. Webb 
noted that these pages were far more heavily worn 
than others. We don 't know whether this was the only 
copy in the province but we can be sure that Father 
Jayme was not reluctant to share its contents with his 
fellow missionaries , several of w horn he bad known in 
Catalonia. 5 


I was able to access a complete copy of the 1819 
edition on the website of Madrid 's Real Jardin 
Botanico. It was quite as up to date on technical 
matters , as I presume the 1777 edition was. I have 
used information from Mrs. Webb and from Libra !Jin 
the following technical pages. The 1539 edition of 
Herrera 's book was reissued in 1998 by the Spanish 
Ministerio de Agricultura. A small portion of that 
piece was translated into English and published as 
Ancient Agriculture (Juan Estevan Arellano , ed. 
Santa Fe , New Mexico , 2006) [See WTQ Vol.17 #1 for 
review . - ED.]. It contains a thirty-five- page section on 
viticulture and a few pages on winemaking. This 
material is similar in places to that found in the 1819 
edition , and , I presume , in the 1777 edition used by 
Father Jayme . But it differs in many ways , 
particularly in length , to such an extent as to make it 
of little use in learning about how wine was made in 
the California missions . 


In the early years barrels were readily available at 
all missions and these were employed as the firs t 
fermenters. One head was removed and the grape s 
were dumped in and crushed with some blunt tool. 
The juice was drawn off into another container and 
allowed to ferment. The new wine was then drawn off 
its lees into another , perhaps cleaner, barrel. The 
result in a few weeks was a lightly colored red wine 
that would meet the Church 's regulations for use at 
the altar. Any padre from Spain , certainly from 
Catalonia , knew that such wine would soon be vinegar 
if more sophisticated equipment and methods were 
not employed. When even the smallest vineyards 
came into full bearing , barrels would not suffice as 
fermenters. Eventually various means were adopted 
to handle the growing grape crop. It was soon 
necessary , as it is today , to separate the processes of 
crushing and of fermentation. At all the missions the 
grapes were trod by young neophyte men , "muy bien 
banados ," ( well scrubbed) . The y wore only a light loin 
cloth, their hair tied up tightly , and their hand s 
covered with cotton cloth to wipe off perspiration. At 
Mission San Jose Father Duran , the master of wine
making and of the choir , had the neophytes treading 
the grapes to the measures of his Indian chorus .6 
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At some missions platforms were built for the 
treading . At others wide and shallow brickwork 
troughs served the purpose. In the 1920s Mrs. Webb 
found the remains of such crushing arrangements at 
several southern missions . From eyewitness 
descriptions of treading , written years later , we learn 
that cow hides were often sewn together to make large 
containers for the trodden mass and for the juice 
expressed by the process. In 1877 Carlos N. Hijar 
gave H. H . Bancroft a detailed description of wine 
making in California during the 1830s , when he 
arrived there as a teenager . It is not clear , however , 
if this method was normally used at any of the 
missions , although it was common at ranchos and the 
pueblos after 1820. Hijar 's one time casual use of the 
words "at the missions " in his recollections is not 
enough evidence to come to that conclusion. 7 


We can only guess at how the mass of crushed 
grapes was pressed in the earliest years. The most 
likely arrangement would have been two long boards 
hinged at one end, the pulp squeezed between them . 
Eventually crude devices were constructed to appl y 
powerful leverage to the fermented mass . Such 
pressure could be obtained by firmly fixing a tall tree 
trunk over the pulp and bearing down at the end of 
the extension. The longer the tree the greater the 
leverage. This method was used here and there at 
some small California wineries up into modern times . 
The familiar basket press would not enter the 
California wine scene until the 1850s . 


Mission priests from the island of Mallorca might 
have seen the large wooden screw presses common 
there in the 1 700s. Sometime after 1800 these were in 
use at California missions. In 1810 Father Mariano 
Payeras wrote his superior from Purisima Concepcion 
that he was making wine at the mission "after the 
Mallorcan method in new wine presses. " He went on 
to write that, "some day Your Reverence will drink 
(wine) without filminess, without sediments , and 
without bad taste , pure and clear." 8 


The many new mission buildings and churches 
constructed during Father Lasuen 's tenure had little 
resemblance to the primitive structures that got the 
padres through the very earliest years. And since by 
1800 winemaking had become an important and basic 
activity at man y of the earlier missions , some 
facilities were provided for crushing , pressing and 
storage as the new structures were being planned and 
constructed. A good example can be seen at San 
Fernando , where the wine cellar covered about 750 
square feet , partly underground below another 
structure . "Cool, dry , and dark , it should have made 
an ideal place for keeping wine ," wrote Mrs . Webb 
after her visit there in the 1920s. And it was not only 
at the new missions that such advancements were 
made . She was able to find remains of original 


structures only at La Purisima and Santa Barbar a 
when she made her intensive examination of the old 
mission sites. Mrs. Webb found that several of th e 
older missions had been rebuilt with specific facilities 
for winemaking . By far the most important of these 
was San Gabriel , whose earl y vine yard activitie s 
produced little wine. But after 1806 its wine opera
tions expanded almost continually through the 1820s.9 


Mallorcan wine press of 1770, 
now at the Serra Museum , San Diego , CA 


Brandy and Mistela/Angelica 


S
ometim e in the 1790s an event at one of the 
missions changed the course of winemaking and 
viticulture in provincial California. Thi s event 


was the arrival of the first small still , whose operation 
could transform the dull mission wines into brandy , or 
aguardiente, as it was then called. The long histor y of 
distilling on the Iberian Peninsula suggests tha t still s 
might have arrived in California before the 1790s, bu t 
there is no evidence for such an event. And we can 
only guess the name of th e mission where the first 
still was placed in operation . Nevertheles s, a 1799 
repor t by th e provincia l governor to the viceroy 
suggests that several mission s had recently acquired 
stills and wer e or would be soon producing brand y .10 


Brand y had been an integra l part of Spani sh life 
since the Middle Ages. It was considered useful for it s 
medicinal qualities , bu t it s alcoholic punch as a 







beverage was what Spaniards loved it for .11 For this 
reason Spanish churchmen and government officials 
were keenly aware of the dangers inherent in 
overindulgence in distilled spirits. After the 1820s 
this awareness became particularly true in provincial 
California. 12 


Since the 15th century, and perhaps earlier , 
Spanish brandy had also been used to assist in 
stabilizing low alcohol table wines and, at the same 
time, allowing a certain amount of sweetness to be 
retained in the wine without the threat of continued 
alcoholic fermentation. In other words, Spain was 
producing fortified sweet wines long before Columbus 
sailed west. In the old Spanish kingdom of Aragon , 
liberated permanently from Moorish domination at 
the end of the eighth century , a related process 
developed very early employing these principles. It 
was particularly popular in Catalonia , then a major 
province of Aragon. The result was a drink today 
called Mistela in Spain, Mexico and Argentina. To 
produce Mistela, high proof brandy was added to 
unfermented , newly pressed grape juice in an amount 
that would preclude fermentation. It is not really 
correct to call such a beverage "wine ." (In later years 
it was common to allow the fermentation to begin 
briefly before the brandy was added. Such a beverage 
might properly be referred to as wine.) 13 If stored and 
aged in well ·maintained barrels this alcoholic grape 
drink takes on the characteristics of aged white , or 
better , golden sweet wines. It is the beverage that 
came to be called Angelica in California. 14 There is 
no reliable contemporary evidence to indicate when or 
where Angelica was first produced in California. We 
are even unsure of the name 's origin. But the slender 
historical evidence available provides us with a few 
logical suggestions. 


The first of these comes from the only very early 
historical peephole glimpse supplied by a qualified 
visitor. In 1806 Russian Count Nikolai Rezanov sailed 
into San Francisco Bay accompanied by naturalist 
and surgeon , Dr. Georg Heinrich von Langsdorff. This 
was an event important to California history 
primarily because it led to a significant Russian 
settlement on the northern California coast in a few 
years. In California 's romantic history the visit is 
known for the legendary love affair between Rezanov 
and Concepcion Arguello, the daughter of the Spanish 
commandant. 15 In California wine history it should 
be known for von Langsdorffs May visit to Mission 
San Jose where he drank and described their wine. 
The scientist was astonished at the mission 's 
accomplishments , since it was but eight years old. The 
soil was "everywhere rich and fertile. " (Years later 
Eugene Hilgard , the famed professor of agriculture at 
the University of California , believed that the foothill 
soils here were the best in California for the 
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production of fine table wines.) Production of wheat , 
barley and maize was abundant. There was a fine 
kitchen garden and a young and healthy orchard. The 
vineyards had obviously been planted soon after the 
mission was founded in 1797. And the wine was sweet 
and excellent , "resembling Malaga ," a rich and 
fortified wine ofAndalucia, exported worldwide by the 
eighteenth century. 16 This wine was likely from the 
1805 vintage, but might have been older since the 
mission probably had had a useful grape crop as early 
as 1801. It was surely a Mistela or a fortified wine , 
and was what would eventually come to be called 
Angelica in later years. 17 
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Picturesque pre-Prohibition Angelica label 


Readers familiar with the names of California 's 
most famous Franciscan missionaries and their 
missions may nod knowingly on learning of the high 
marks received by Mission San Jose 's certainly 
Malaga· like beverage at such an early date. For it was 
at this mission that Father Narciso Duran worked for 
twenty-seven of his forty years of service in 
California. It was Duran who made Mission San Jose 
"a center of liturgical music and viticulture ," in the 
words of historian Ruth Teiser. He was particularly 
noted for his brandy, which, as Bancroft wrote , "was 
double distilled , and as strong as the reverend father 's 
faith." 18 But Duran and his friend and fellow Catalan , 
Father Buenaventura Fortuny , did not arrive at 
Mission San Jose until a few weeks after von 
Langsdorffs visit. 19 


I was surprised to learn that the two men had not 
arrived in the East Bay until June . But there is 
something to be learned about mission viticulture at 
the turn of the 19th century from this fact. When we 
examine the biographies of the padres who ran 
Mission San Jose before 1806 we see a continual 
turnover of personnel; one after another they came 
and left. None is ever later mentioned in the annals of 
the missions in relation to viticulture. None was 
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Catalan. In fact Bancroft has little to say about any of 
them in his History of California , which contains 
ample biographies for most of the Franciscan fathers. 
Until 1806 Father Jose Antonio Uria had the longest 
tenure there , from 1799 to 1806, and is possibly the 
most responsible for the primitive agricultural 
splendor described by von Langsdorff. This visitor 
wrote that ; "According to universal opinion this 
mission will in a few years be the richest and best .in 
California." It certainly became one of the top three. 
And without question , so far as viticulture and 
winemaking were concerned, the fine condition of this 
young operation well before Duran 's arrival shows 
clearly that these facets of mission life had become 
standard aspects of many missions ' agricultural 
activities. Duran 's later success was built on what was 
becoming normal procedure. 


Growth and Prosperity 


H
owever splendid wine growing at Mission San 
Jose appears historically , it was over
whelmingly at the southern missions where 


the greatest successes were achieved. By the 1830s 
mission vineyards at Santa Barbara , San Fernando , 
San Luis Rey, San Diego, and above all, San Gabriel , 
contained about 76% of the mission vines in 
California , according to statistics compiled by 
Professor Jacob Bowman. And of these more than half 
were located at San Gabriel. 20 


blossoming enthusiasm for winegrowing was 
influenced by Dumetz 's long service at several 
missions with a strong interest in winegrowing. 
During the next twenty years Father Zalvidea 
transformed San Gabriel into the most important 
producer of California wine . The vast , fertile , and well 
watered lands in and near the San Gabriel Valley had 
already given the mission .a powerful agricultural 
advantage before the new priest's arrival. During the 
next decade San Gabriel led all other missions in 
livestock and was second only to San Luis Rey in total 
agricultural production . Soon the provincial governor 
would report that Zalvidea had charge of an 
agricultural institution that possessed "the finest 
lands in California." 21 


There had been a small vineyard at the mission 
since 1793 and wine was probably first made in 1796 . 
But there had been a fast turnover of priests at the 
mission and there was little continuity of staff until 
Zalvidea 's arrival. He went right to work and planted 
three thousand vines in 1807. He continually 
expanded his soon elaborately landscaped gardens 
until he had more than fifty thousand vines in 1818.22 


There was probably a still at the mission in 1806 
and it was not long before it was employed to help 
produce Mistela , the tasty drink that in Alta 
California had taken on the name Angelica by the 
1830s. The padre 's devotion to viticulture and wine


The year 1806 ....-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--, making moved 
Bancroft to claim 
correctl y that 
Zalvidea was "the 
first to introduce 
this industry on a 
large scale " in 
California. Ban
croft produced an 
elaborate Zalvi
dea bibliograph y 
to suppor t th e 
memor y of the 
priest as an effr 
cient manager 
and spiritual 
leader. He felt th e 
need for this 
work because of 
the several neg a -


also stands out in 
the history of south
ern California wine
growing , specifically 
at Mission San 
Gabriel. In that year 
Father Jose Maria 
Zalvidea arrived and 
took charge of the 
mission 's agricultur
al endeavors. This 
twenty-six year old 
Basque priest came 
from a year 's service 
at Mission San 
Fernando with 
Father Francisco 
Dumetz , a native of 
Mallorca and the 
last surviving 
pioneer missionary 
of those who had 
come up to Alta Cali
fornia with Father 


- -- - tive published 
!!l!!l!ll!!ll!l!ll!!lli!!ll!!!~~~~'!==-~~ ~~~~ ~ =~ ;;,;,~~ = ~l!!!l!!!l~IL..J references to the 


priest's mental 


Serra. There is no 


Mission San Gabriel, founded 1771, became the leading wine producer 
of California 's mission settlements , with some 9,000 gals of wine and 


3,000 more of brandy annually . 
I stabilit y and 


sobriet y. 


evidence , but a good probability , that Zalvidea 's soon 


All seem to agree 
tha t he was extremel y eccentri c and somewha t 
superstitious. He did not hesitate to lash out at hi s 







neighbors at the little pueblo of Los Angeles. In 1816 
he made no friends when he publicly claimed that the 
pobladores there were lazy and chiefly dedicated to 
their horses. They "put in grapevines , hiring a few 
gentiles (non-Christian Indians) for this purpose , 
teach them to get drunk , and then take jars of 
aguardiente to Christian Indians to exchange for the 
clothing the latter receive at the mission ... . "23 The 
spiritual and moral condition of that town was not 
elevated by the fact that no proper chapel was 
provided there and that it was impossible for the 
priests at San Gabriel to attend to the spiritual needs 
of the pobladores in and around the town. It actually 
took ten years , from 1811 to 1821 , to get construction 
started. To help raise money for the project in 1819 
Father Zalvidea contributed several barrels of brandy 
to the building fund. 24 When his superiors 
transferred him to San Luis Rey years later it was 
apparently due to his obsessive attachment to his 
winegrowing domain at San Gabriel. And he resisted 
his removal mightily. but in vain. 


Independence and Isolation 


I
n 1810 Spain 's American colonies began their 
struggle for independence , which ended success· 
fully for Mexico in 1821. But even before this 


historic process began the mother country had lost all 
interest in what happened in California. She had been 
at war with England almost continually from 1796 
until 1808. Then for five years Spain was in 
continuous revolt against Napoleon 's French regime 
on the peninsula . 


The Mexican Revolution had little effect on 
California directly , but indirectly the effects were 
great. Supply ships from the south were soon 
nonexistent , as was any attempt to enforce Spanish 
mercantile rules against foreign trade. Californians 
learned almost nothing about the course of the 
revolution taking place in Mexico , but they were well 
aware of the increase in what had been a modest 
illicit trade and now was a large and prosperous 
exchange of goods with visiting foreign ships , mostly 
American , Russian and some flying the flags of 
revolutionary governments of South America . The 
missions were the chief beneficiaries of this trade , 
mostly in hides and tallow , but also in modest 
amounts oflocall y produced wine and brandy. 


The mission trade in wine and brandy was also 
often among one another . Far less abundant at 
northern than at southern missions , brandy often 
headed north , especially from San Gabriel and from 
its neighbor San Fernando. It was usually traded for 
credits accumulated from the growing traffic in hides 
and tallow. 25 The bulk of the trade in wine was 
between missions north and south and the gradually 
growing "urban" populations at the pueblos and 
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around the presidios. The missions at San Luis Rey 
and San Juan Capistrano also carried on a lively 
trade with passing ships. A young Indian , who had 
grown up at San Luis Rey and later attended a 
religious seminary in Rome , left an interesting 
account of this complex trade which brought the 
padres clothing for the neophytes and linen for the 
church , among other things , in exchange for hides , 
tallow, wine , brandy , butter , oil and bull horns. 26 


The wars for independence in Spanish America 
touched California directly only once, but that 
moment brought to the province a man who highlights 
a tiny but important footnote in the state 's wine 
history. In 1818 the revolutionary government at 
Buenos Aires authorized the outfitting of a privateer 
craft under the command of a Frenchman , Hippolyte 
de Bouchard . His task was to harass Spanish shipping 
and ports from Chile to California. During his voyage 
he visited Hawaii where he picked up another ship 
and took into his service a tawny-haired , twenty-five 
year old Boston man who had worked as a ship 
builder at home. Joseph Chapman left service aboard 
the Argentina when Bouchard attacked the California 
coast a few weeks later . The circumstances of his 
arrival on the California shore is hidden in a 
comically contradictory collection of stories. Although 
Chapman is on record as to the origins of his history 
in winegrowing , he left no record of his trip to or his 
arrival in California .27 


The Californians had heard of Bouchard 's plans 
long before his men came ashore at Monterey and 
sacked the by then almost empty town. He then 
headed south in late November , intent on looting the 
rich Refugio Rancho , about twenty-five miles up the 
coast from Santa Barbara. The Ortega family had 
received its land grant there in 1794 and early 
established a reputation for wine and brandy 
production , and for smuggling. The padres at Missions 
Purisima Concepcion and Santa Barbara apparentl y 
employed the Ortegas as agents to help them sell 
their mission products to passing vessels , before 1810 
an illicit and then until 1821 a de facto and 
prosperous trade. After looting the rancho and taking 
as much brand y and wine as he could find , Bouchard 
headed south and on December 14 came ashore and 
attacked the little pueblo at San Juan Capistrano. His 
men discovered a large storehouse full of wine and 
brandy, mostly produced at the nearby mission. They 
dumped out all they did not carry off. One of 
Bouchard ' s officers later wrote that "Next morning we 
punished about twent y men for getting drunk ."28 


Meanwhile Joseph Chapman headed south , now 
under parole with Antonio Lugo, a southern 
California ranchero and currently alcalde of Los 
Angeles . For a while the American worked at Mission 
Santa Ines building a grist mill and in 1821 did the 
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same for Mission San Gabriel. Soon he received a full 
amnesty from the governor , was baptized at the 
mission , and married Guadalupe Ortega , whose 
family owned the Refugio Rancho. In 1826 he made 
history after the new Mexican governor granted him 
a sizable piece of Los Angeles land along the river , 
where he planted a vineyard of four thousand vines in 
the same year. Since he did not become a naturalized 
Mexican citizen until 1831, this action gives him the 
distinction of having been the first American 
winegrower in California. 29 He continued to live an 
active and very prosperous life until his death in 
1849. Bancrof t wrote , 'i\.mong all the earliest 
pioneers of California there was no more attractive 
character , no more popular and useful man , than 
Joseph Chapman , the Yankee ." His son Charles 
Chapman , apparently no relative of the famous 
California historian of that name , inherited the 
vineyard which was still in his hands in 1860. In that 
year its three acres produced seven and a half tons of 
grapes. 30 


The Russians 


Af
important development on the northern coast 
uring these years of isolation was not the 


ect result of the revolutionary events of that 
period . But the establishment of a solid Russian 
settlement along the coas t of today 's Sonoma County 
was eased by Spain 's inability to oppose it . We have 
already noted Nikolai Rezanov 's 1806 visit to the San 
Francisco Bay area. He learned that the Spanish 
officials there could easily be coaxed into accepting 
Russian goods in exchange for much needed food 
supplies , destined for their fur harvesters in Alaska 
waters. Rezanov died on his trip back to Russia but 
his reports encouraged the government to support 
this trade and the establishment of a settlement on 
California's northern coast that might produce food 
for their northern operations. 


In 1808 the Russians sent a ship under Ivan Kukov 
to examine this coast and report places that might be 
useful for landing , settlement and food production . 
His favorable report led to his return in 1811. He 
selected two areas for development . Port facilities 
would be built at Bodega , abou t fifty mile s north of 
the Golden Gate , and a stockade would be constructed 
about fifteen miles farther to the north. He returned 
in 1812 and followed up on these plans. The little 
fortress was finished in September and an elaborate 
christening ceremony gave it the name Ross, perhaps 
from Rossiya (Russia ), or chastokol Rossii (Russian 
stockade ).31 The original complement at the Ross 
settlement was ninety-five Russians and fifty Aleut 
hunters. To these were soon added large numbers of 
very friendly local Indians. 


At first the Russians spen t most of their energy 


harvesting furs from the plentiful suppl y of seals and 
sea otters along the northern coast. Eventuall y 
livestock and grain production were their agricultural 
mainstays . What is historically important about the 
Ross settlement is what happened outside th e 
stockade , not in it . Soon there were three large 
ranches established inland: Kostromitinov , Tcher
nisch and Khlebnikov. 32 Within a few years all th e 
arable land within walking distance of the stockade 
had been planted. Here and on the ranches the 
Russians were very successful in the production of 
fruit and vegetables for use in the settlement. Several 
small orchards were planted , mostly to apples, pears , 
cherries , quince and peaches . And there were wine 
grapes planted in several places . 33 


Ft. Ross Colony, on the northern Sonoma Coast 


In 1815 Captain Leontii A. Hagemeister sailed his 
brig Suvarov on a trading mission down the coast to 
Peru. He went again in 1817 and brought back grape 
vines , probably as cuttings. V. M. Golovnin reported 
having seen the vines , newl y planted , in his 1822 book 
published in St . Petersburg . The y came to bear in 
1823. 34 That the Russians ' little vineyards were useful 
and survived is recorded in several contemporary 
sources , particularly those related to th e immediate 
aftermath of the Russians ' departure from the area in 
1841. John Bidwell counted two thousand vines in 
tha t year at the Tchernisch ranch east of Bodega .35 


How the frui t from the Russian vine s was used is 
something of a myster y . I find no word concerning 
winemaking or brand y production in any of my 
sources. And , although archeologica l work in the 
outlying areas of the Ross settlement has been fairl y 
intense in recent years , none of the findings suggest s 
wine production . I find it hard to believ e tha t the 
thousands of pounds of grape s produced at th e 
vine yards described by Mariano Vallejo and John 
Bidwell were all eaten . Bidwell noticed mostl y aw hi te 
variety and we have it from Charles Krug himself 
that the Russians ' vineyards were the original sources 
of the North Coast's Palomino vines , a Spanish 
variety that Hagemeister had brought up from Peru . 36 


Anthropologist Kent Lightfoot has mad e a detaile d 







study of all the Ross settlement so far uncovered. He 
describes the sizable improvements made by the 
Russians in the 1830s at Bodega , which they called 
Port Rumiantsev. There were several residences, port 
facilities , even a bathhouse . There was also "a large 
warehouse for storing grain , kegs of wine, hides , 
rigging and other marine stores. " We can be fairly 
sure that this storage facility was not used for 
imported wine . The Russians , Aleuts and local 
Indians were partial to distilled spirits. 37 But there is 
no evidence of wine production at Ross , or wine 
exports to the Californians . There is also no evidence 
of grapes having been transported south. But that 
wine grapes were grown for more than twenty years 
at the Ross settlement strongly suggests that some 
wine was made from them by someone. But this 
apparent probability is so far nothing more than a 
logical inference. 


Of what significance is this tiny viticultural 
segment of the Russian presence at Ross to the 
history of wine growing in California? Practically 
none , except for their introduction of the Spanish 
Palomino grape , which became one of the workhorses 
in the production of inexpensive California white 
wines before Prohibition. Within a few years 
viticulture virtually disappeared from these cool 
western areas of Sonoma County. (Since the 1970s the 
region has become famous for its production of Pinot 
Noir.) What is most significant about Russian 
viticulture in California relates to the continuing 
interest in "firsts" about the Golden State 's wines. 
'Who planted Napa 's first Cabernet? Where was 
California 's first Pinot Noir planted? " are typical of 
the questions regularl y put to me over the years. I 
wrote a book about Zinfandel's firsts in California. 


I suspect there are few who would argue that there 
are other places in the Western Hemisphere more 
famous for their fine wines than California 's North 
Coast Viticultural Area, that is, the winegrowing 
areas located primaril y in Sonoma, Napa , and 
Mendocino Counties. Some years ago at a wine 
conference I was asked if the first wine grapes in the 
North Coast were planted in Napa or Sonoma . When 
I answered, "Sonoma, by a Russian ," I had to do some 
explaining . . 


Before the Russians left California they sold their 
moveable holdings to John Sutter , who transported 
what he could to his huge ranch in the Sacramento 
Valley. The land itself immediately came under the 
control of the Mexican governor of California. In 1842 
he made a land grant of 35,487 acres to Stephen 
Smith , who first came to California by sea in 1841. In 
the next few years the stockade , Bodega and most of 
the Russians ' agricultural land were acquired by 
Smith . He was later known to serve wine to his 
guests , but we do not know if it was produced from 
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grapes grown on the old Russian vineyard he now 
owned. 38 


The Russians abandoned their Ross holdings 
finally when the last of them sailed away in January 
1841. They left for several reasons , the most 
important of which was the growth of now Mexican 
California in the years after independence , 
particularly in the Sonoma region , the frontera de] 
norte. By the 1830s Russian officials had decided the 
Ross settlement would eventually become 
economically useless unless much more agricultural 
land could be acquired to the east and south , in the 
Russian River Valley and in the area around today 's 
Santa Rosa. By 1839 it had become clear that the 
growth and prosperity of Mexican northern California 
made such Russian expansion impossible and the 
decision was made to leave .39 


La Frontera del Norte 


I t was the movement of the mission frontier above 
the Golden gate between 1817 and 1823 that 
convinced the Russians that the Ross settlement 


had no future. This movement into the frontera de] 
norte began as an attempt by the mission padres at 
San Francisco to stem the high Indian death rate 
there , which they traced to the almost year-round 
foggy weather. A sort of crude sanatarium was built 
in 1817 at sunny San Rafael , about ten miles north of 
San Francisco in today 's Marin County. At first it was 
simpl y a branch , or asistencia , of the San Francisco 
mission. Two years later Father Juan Amoros , a 
Catalan , and like Father Duran from Gerona , took 
charge of what was then a full-fledged mission . 
Probably in 1820 he planted a little vineyard with 
about two hundred vines , which were still flourishing 
in the late 1840s after the mission was secularized. 40 


Events in 1823 set off a far more consequential 
move into the frontera de] norte than those at San 
Rafael , heralding developments that certainly caught 
the Russians ' attention. Father Jose Altimira had 
come to the San Francisco mission in 1820 and when 
the word of Mexican independence arrived he 
contacted the new governor of now Mexican 
California, Luis Arguello. He suggested the establish· 
ment of a new mission well north of the great bay. In 
1822 the governor actually decided to move the San 
Francisco mission north into what is today Sonoma or 
Napa County. He and Altimira worked out a plan to 
make the transfer to some spot between today 's cities 
of Petaluma and Vallejo. On April 30, 1823 the padre 
made these plans known to his church superiors ; the y 
refused to reply. Even though in the days of Spanish 
rule such a plan would have required authorization 
from church officials , Arguello decided to present 
them with a fait accompH The first step was to 
explore the area and select a site for a new mission . 
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Accordingly on June 25, Altimira , with two of 
Arguello 's officers and nineteen men , set sail from the 
presidio 's embarcadero and headed for San Rafael. 


The next day they marched north into "a place 
called Sonoma." It was a perfect time of the year to 
make such a tour. They marveled at the wonderful 
weather. And they were impressed by the abundance 
and vigor of the wild grape vines growing there. It 
was a "very proper locality for a mission." 


Then they crossed the rolling hills north of the bay , 
today 's Carneros region , and passed through Brown 's 
Valley into the southern end of Napa Valley. It was a 
"special place, " much like Sonoma but without so good 
a supply of water. They camped on Napa Creek and 
then headed east up Tulocay Creek into today 's 
Solano County . There they parleyed with friendly 
Indians, but decided that this area was too far 
removed from the presidio. They returned to Napa on 
July 1, where Altimira noted prophetically in his 
diary that there were large areas ofland "quite proper 
for the cultivation of the vine ." Then they returned to 
Sonoma for a closer look. Altimira decided that the 
Sonoma Valley was the place for the new mission. He 
also knew that it was well located for the governor , 
who had his eye on Russian activities to the north. On 
July 4 he raised a great redwood cross at the site of 
the "new San Francisco mission." Two days later they 
were back at the presidio. 


Sonoma Mission, established 1823 


It took a while for church officials to accept the new 
mission , whose official title became San Francisco 
Solano , named for a Spanish missionary in Peru. (In 
later years it was invariably called the Sonoma 
Mission.) By the end of 1824 Altimira had a thriving 
operation housing more that six hundred neophytes. 
The usual crops were planted but Altimira was quick 
to put in a vineyard from cuttings sen t up from 
Mission San Jose by Father Duran. By the end of the 
year about a thousand vines were in place. By the 
1830s there were 3250 vines east of today 's restored 


mission church. They were surrounded by a tiled 
stone and adobe wall. 41 


We shall see that within a few years of this pioneer 
effort the frontera del norte , particularly in today 's 
Sonoma County , was integrated into th e greater 
Mexican province. And by the 1840s settlers were 
moving into the Napa area , the great valley to the 
east. 
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Rc.:.r.·S \\ i11g Pul"L,1,n, ,, ••• • ••••••••••••• 200 
ll uut Cu ·~ very 1,ld 1 B, ,ttled in Opun:o ....•• 2 UO 
Sn111 h •n 1tld u.ntJ ~0011. ••••• ••••••• • ••••• , . 2 Uli 
WW,c l'ort .... ... . .. .. ......... .. . ...... 20 0 


· 'MADEIRA. 
., Symin~ton ls ol ~ .n~o,,,yµ'r.!!c~a..,, ••••.. . ; 50: 


.J,10., o.lif.M sdeua ..... • 4 ..... ~ 00 . 
Exti'Ji'rifi arxicula~ ..... ...... . !HII 
J,Jonl1'ir'o, icy!u,-,old !Llld good ,2 00· 
Symir1-~to11's Rcs~n·~.· ...• ._. ......... . ...... !160 .. 
Pure · J uicc, ... . .. : .. .. ..... , ... ...... . . ... -:l,• ;~u 
~ymi111:tuu'• Y<1tdei!J,, . ........ .. .... , •• :'.~~60 


• .Leacoc•,•JI oJct Eust -.LJ,tltn, d:J.·y nnd excellent, 
irupo,~ed u, 1siq .... ... ........... .. . 250 


Monc~i~o1 <.ti\! !n•t l i•diu., scmt to East ln - • 
d~u,JS~M ... , ...................... oOO 


l,_.-,eoin'... '•c~!Jaeirn , 01d aM g!lod .... -, , •. , 2 60 
. RJJ.1';urd,. ~l~oiL If' He II son' s 'i!b utlmd e, very . 


, lifl'ilJ!l'llni; rtelrca:,1 .. ... ........... . .. .. ... 2 so. 
'' Mui:rji11~bt1n,o, S: siuo; 'ich tu1d delic•te .. 2 aO 
;Ftnnc is .Kp11urv's µ1 t v•te~tock, 11ottled :in 


~l198, nn,1 hT .su1>erh1the q:uulity .. ..... 10 UO 
Ed : .. '.fncj;er-nu111's p1 ivute ·stock, light und 


ih>y, inrpo•t~,1 t,:oru Scott, Luughmau, 
l'cn!<-ld ISi-f:O.'• , •nd uurtled iu 1820 .. . 600 


Newton, Gor,l ou lo . .Muri!doks !,est Wine , 
· ·xmt*ge oi 1801, cost .Sll lO per pipe .... 8 00 


Jan y dinl'd .. . .......... , ....... ..... ... . :2611, 
Ilownr!i, \i.i\'rch·~Jw,.Jlllf-!a very choi1:e old · 


Tuun~o11-;1>•t~llt:~ ;\:,. " . . ,., .. . . .. 2:00,' 


. •' . . i .. -Ot~U'. . . - " 
St. Juli.en, 184,8 ....... _'~·: .:: ..... . ......... J 00 
St. ,ruhe111 lti48, pint, ......... , ••. , ••• ·- .• ,. ci5 


'Medoc Pouill •c - , ....... . ..... : . , ....... J UO 
clo clo piuu....... ... .. .. .. . . 60 


St. }~st.cphe • .. .••.. •. •. . . . ..• •.••.•... 75 
Ciurcl , Puuillac.. ... . • ................ 75 1 


Mn~oJ ...... .... ................. .. 7ii 
Chatcnn M1<rgeuux... • .. ..... . ......... 160 


,~11truu Ill' Rost.- . . ... . ........... .. , •· .. ' . 2 OU 
oo d11 l~·H, .... . . .. ...... , •. ll 110 
do Lntittc , C ,stJ & hott le.d 1841.. • • . . ~ 00 


Mouto n, 11!-'H, ........... .. .............. 150 
Cbateau Ducru. 18-l-L ... ..... ....... . ..... . 2011 
Lahttt ............. ... ............. ... ... I no 
M~r~e1tu.x. . •....• ......•.•......... ·•••••. 1 ~10 
Palmer Marge11ux . . .. ... .. .. , .. .. , , ... .. . 2o0 
C!JaLeuu Luhtie, cl,oic;, ~$-,4 •. ,: ... _., . ... ,.;,i 50 


do clo ., .ul!la .. -~ ......... 060 
do Lato ur 184,1 ............. , 3 50 
do•: .do ." ;. ' :;JS"°G" ·· ; .......... a 50 
do LeoviUe . ..... ... ........... , .... . 2 U(I' 


JJU,RGUNDY. . 
Chombertio .... .. . : .... : ... , .' ... • •••••• , • .2~0 
Giasdt. Vouge~F,"-·ror. .... ~ ··r·-. ~· ............. ', 2t601 


llomunce. ~· •.•••• .'!\ •. . • ;. il. t, .,.. • •••• , ..... ... ~3.UU 


. LIQU.EU~S. 
i. ::,..!M-· ' JU:O:SC. biJIO. , , , , , •• .• ~.-:. •: • : •• • •. • •• .-, ·; c !l 00 ~ntrco•~ ................... ........ ..... 2(10 
I·;,.._·'.' ' Do W\ij;e,. ........... , ...... ... ... ,, •• 2.50 . 
t ,: Thi.: .. ao pints ....... .';; ... . i ... ; . ·;;J 26 ' 


I ,A.!11>. ynthe ................... , ........ , ... . . ,,!!.tl/J' 
~lfiket.ie ..... .. , .. .... , .• , ;-.~. r •·•• •,'" ,s.,.,OJ""2' 0(I 


·i <. ~· [111 best D'utcll .... ... : : .. ::: : . .. : .... 2 50 
I i>il'ftie , A.nrou r , ,. , • r•• ... • ••• ., .......... 2 IMI 


s"etJfrs Wuter ..................... , .... , . 7o 


CHA¥P .AG NB 
C!i~1oot, qt1arts.... .. •• • • • .• .. • • .. .. . .. 


1
~0 


Schre'.dor.
1
'.
1
'.'.'.".'.':.'.' .' .':::: .'.'::: .' :: .':: :: : : : J Ilg 


l) o p111Ls.. • • • . • .• . . .• . • .. . • • .• . . l llU 
Heid sleek Clis . or P1 per . ... . . . .... . ... . .. . 2 11u 


Do pinr.s .. .... ............ . ........ 1110 
F:cnr clc lh1111.,y . . . ..... ... . . .............. Ji 110 
S1J-+l1ng 01tt.J1"•1111 Ho.!t'.11.s •• •••• •.• ...•• .. 2 tHJ 
-..r,., )Jo lio!:r.o !s P.inLs ....... ..... .. . ... I CIO 


·n.o We.rk 's ......... .. ........... , . • 2 111) 
Do do Pints ............. ........ J UO 
Do Longw,ir LIJ a . .. .... . ......... 2 1111 


•· Do· do piuts ... .......... ..... l lJU 
;i:10 do I s"hP.[la . .. : ............. 2 nu 
; .fJo.,lWc .rk; lsalie lla , p111Ls, .......... I 110 


Corutlc.JL& ~cm' (,!1wrts, ......... . ..... . .. 2 110 
·dti1'1 UU J:'11Jto . .............. .... } Ill ) 


M.1x ~uta.11u~ . ..•.......... •. •... ....... . 2 110 
Lio 1'1uu .................. .... .... . I 110 


Ruinurt. ....... ..... .. ....... ·- .•• • ; •. •.• 2 UO 
lloucl,c ........ ........................... 2 oil 
Mumm 's CH.hinet, qunrt.s ...... n• • • •••• 2 60 


do I rrq,erla l tlu . ........ . ... . .. :-4 f !'I 
do Vcneuuy ...... . . .. . ........... . 2 llO 


Spurkling Hock ............ ......... . ... . 2 60 
!Jo M ose, Je ......................... 2 IIIJ 


L . Koederer 's CahineL.. ..... . ............ 2 50 
Bilecurt tia lo1ou:..s •• · ·~ . .. . . . . . .... .... - •.• i v.U 
Le1ei:urd 11< Uo.. • .. . . . . . ... . . .. • . .. . .. . ... 2 ilo 


HOCK. 
Marc obnrnner, 18-lfl:, .................... l! LO 
Ruclc, ·hinmer l:!t.rg1 lci<i . .. ... . . .. ........ . ;\ 110 


-~~~t;·!I!f:{;::: !;~:·:': ~: :.: :: : : ::: : :: :·.·. ~ ::i ~~~ 
liuchuuau 's C1tiu1it7J:..' .. ..... . . ! .... ..... ... 1 bO 
Long.wµnll uud -Z.,w,mu1µ1·.a,Liul1cscJu .. ... l LO 
Sc:iJumu.nu's ~,tect Cut.~wliu •• ._ .... .... . , .. 1 f1U 
CoiuhuU &-Suns' Cat.»wtrn, ........... ...... I afl 
Yea&111iu1'8 clo. . .. •• •• .... . • . . • • • .. . 1 S•l 
lloi:en 's du .. ............. ........... . 1 oO 


SHERRY . 
Cabin~t Pale Slreny, cmio u, .1.v fine , ligl :t , 


dl\y u.iu~<le.hou.c., .......... .... ..... _..26'1 
Reigl,edere 's D1·uwu SJ1t=-l'!'y ... ... . .... .. u_.. -~ DO 
Harmony 1'111< .... . ... . , ....... .......... . I i,ll 
Yr1u1·te ~u1,crlor 'J''11_lc::1 \\1JJt11.it : ••••• • • . • . :i lllJ 
lnufle l'11le 11, U!2i,, Je11Ckt.<, ............. /!--\JU 
Yrrnrte .1:lruwn, \1 h1Lu~t ld2:l ... . . ......... ,j 6.U 
Gordu11' s P:11e,.old und j!uc1rl .. ....... .. .. .. ll 110 
V. <-lid Gold . .. .. ,, ... ... .. .. : ........... . ~ UU 
Itoml,lrus' !!rowu, v111t 11i:e 01 l7Ub, very ui·y 


1mll 11ot o,tro11~ ... ., . .. ... . , •. , .... , ..... :{00 
Amont\ll11du., . ;: -~ .. : ·. ·; ... .............. 21111 
A.mu nt illu1l<J X. very !'ult uu(fllt!ltCatc. •• • •• --~ i'd 
Utlley's ~lxtru l~ult . . .. . , .. ' ·" ............. :l_, O 
kiµJoljlL'. .. tJld n1id'.£u:Je .................... 2 ,10 
l.tuper1•l ;, u peJ11t1r-P,ijJe ...... .. .. ........... ;; nu 


,Pulo .... ... .. .... ....... , .. , :· ,~ .. • • • ... , , , ~ qo 


,C ~L -~ . ~:ITT) PORTER. 
Younge:,, !lc,1tch. Alc,_p~ts.,..... . ... . • .. . 1~ 
Jelfn>y .a ScotchcAJ~ J •.:.'},nnrt ..... ........ . 7a 
. i ilo:, ! t<lo p dp. · . .,,, »t!1~.... ... . .. . . .. .. <t;I) 
Lo11aan ;l'orccr~llrow.n ~lu11t. .lloarts .. _. • . 7.5 


, 1 do · • UQ •. :n1111.s, ... ....... ., ,.411 
Hanies' A.le ·outtris.: ........... · ~n 


do pwu. . 26 
~~ ·s B1own Stout quarts ........ . 40 


:, do do prnt•.... ... .. . ~o 
IC? .EACH WA1Trn nAs Wm>: CAJ1ns A ND P;:J\'cu,. c£Jr 


"'IJ:rCorl.:aK, ,u, Clor~t 60 (,'~n••• 011 otl,er Llq-uur• ,Sl • . 


__ _ • ......;,,i,t_ - --- · - ---- -


A 19th CENTURY WINE LIST ILLUSTRATES COMPARATIVE 


PRICES OF THE FINEST MADEIRAS , CLARETS, SHERRIES, et al 


[See Mannie Berk on Oceans of Wine, p.1] 
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BOOKS FOR TRUE WINE & FOOD LOVERS 


by George Caloyannidis 
Part II 


[ We continue our delectable series by George Caloyannidis on the "elusive definition " of"what constitutes a true wine and food love1; "as we 
sit down with several books that "inspire the lover-reader to go there, do that, meet the cook, the winemaker, open that bottle, cook the dish, 
and most important, share it. " Enjoy, and look forwa1·d to one more serving next issue! - Ed.] 


BETWEEN MEALS: AN APPETITE FOR PARIS 
A. J. Liebling 


New York, 1962 / London, 1963 


"One should have money but not enough ofit to be bHthe 
about how much he spends on dinner . Modest depn ·vation 
leads to experimentation ." 


r'"'~~===~~~~ -~-':I'., · bbott Joseph Liebling was a 
life·long, prolific journalist of 
many interests-including 
boxing-but he is probably 
best remembered for his love, 
an excessive one, for food and 
wine. He lived for it and 
ultimately died from it. But it 


L~~~~~~:;;;~~ is his fascinating life between 
meals which make the meals themselves memorable 
in his beloved Paris. The city, the food scene, and his 
life are intertwined and jump out of every page, like 
a novel, over the course of twenty some years of 
memoirs in this, his last book. He died in 1963. 


Liebling was there in the mid·1920s, perhaps the 
most glorious Parisian era, the one of Hemingway , 
Pound, Joyce, Stravinsky, Picasso, Dali and Lind· 
bergh, along with "South American playboys who 
boasted they had never seen it in daylight," as James 
Salter writes in his excellent introduction to the 1986 
edition. He participated in D·Day and marched into 
the city with the Allied forces to liberate it. 


The restaurant became Liebling's permanent living 
room where "best friends are best re·met, for there, 
you have the opportunity to greet them cordially and 
to size them up." He was always interested in the 


subtle relationships between inn·keeper and guest 
which are at the center of the joy of eating out. When 
a friend of his went to Restaurant Pierre, "his mind 
set on a sensibly light meal, a dozen or possibly 
eighteen, oysters and a thick chunk of steak topped 
with beef bone marrow, he heard M. Pierre say to his 
headwaiter, 'here comes Monsieur L. Those two 
portions of cassouletthat are left-put them aside for 
him.' M. Pierre is the most amiable ofrestaurateurs, 
who prides himself on knowing in advance what his 
friends will like." Monsieur L. ended up eating both 
portions of the cassoulet, "as was his normal practice; 
he then enjoyed his steak. The oysters offered no 
problem, since they present no bulk." 


True wine and food lovers can live no meaningful 
life without at least one true wine and food loving 
close friend; Liebling has dedicated his book to Yves 
Mirande, a successful playwright and producer , 
personal secretary to Clemenceau and "one of the last 
of the great round·the·clock gastronomes of France. " 
Among his other interests, Mirande was also an 


~~• INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
• A SALUTE TO TOAST BOOKS by G. Unzelman 
• WINE IN CALIFORNIA 1822-1846 by C. Sullivan 


• BOOK REVIEWS by Bob Foster , Will Brown 


• ROMP, WINE INCLUDED by Linda Stevens 


• BLACK JACKS & LEATHER BOTTELLS 


• ON FOXING by Ruth Walker 
• BOOKS & BOTTLES by Fred McMillin ... and more! 
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unofficial director of Mme. 0-'s restaurant, founded 
by one of his protegees on1 Rue Saint-Augustine, 
where "he would dazzle his juniors, French and 
American, by dispatching a lunch of raw Bayonne 
ham and fresh figs, a hot sausage in crust, spindles of 
filleted pike in a rich rose sauce Nantua, a leg oflamb 
larded with anchovies, artichokes on a pedestal of foie 
gras, and four or five kinds of cheese, with a good 
bottle of Bordeaux and one of Champagne, after which 
he would call for the Armagnac and remind Madame 
to have ready for dinner the larks and ortolans she 
had promised him, with a few langoustes and a 
turbot-and of course, a fine civet made from the 
marcassin, or young wild boar that the lover of the 
leading lady in his current production had sent up 
from his estate in the Sologne. 'And while I think of 
it,' I once heard him say, 'we haven't had any wood· 
cock for days, or truffles baked in the ashes and the 
cellar is becoming a disgrace-no more '34s and 
hardly any '37s . Last week, I had to offer my 
publisher a bottle that was too good for him, simply 
because there was nothing between the insulting and 
the superlative."' 


They reunited at Madame G's on Mirande's 
eightieth birthday in 1955 with another memorable 
meal over Petrus, Cheval Blanc and Krug: "we had 
three bottles between us-one to our loves, one to our 


~ 


A. J LI EilLlNG 


Dust jacket, 1963 edition, Long mans, London 


countries and one for symmetry , the last being on 
the house ." Six weeks later Madame G. had sold the 
restaurant and only a few years later, "deprived of the 
regimen fabricated by her which maintained him en 
pleine form," Mirande died. Liebling would follow him 
only three years later, not yet 59 years of age. 


Liebling always struggled for enough money to 
keep up with his appetite. He was sent to France by 
his father, a well·to·do furrier from Connecticut , to 
study at the Sorbonne where for one year he became 
"a student in a generalized way" but soon discovered 
that he wanted to graduate as an "eater." During his 
early days as a "researcher" he soon realized "the 
crippling handicap of affluence." With limitless 
amounts of money one would never have to decide on 
how best to apply a six-francs budget when choosing 
between "a half bottle ofTavel superieurat three and 
a half francs, and braised beef heart with yellow 
turnips at two and a half or a contre·filet of beef, at 
five francs, and a half bottle of ordinaire, at one 
franc." Such decisions first imposed by necessity are 
a fundamental element to the "researcher" because 
the one who "is rich in adolescence is almost doomed 
to be a dilettante at table"; he would most likely go for 
a "fair-to-middling Pommard without ever knowing 
that a good Tavel is better." He would never 
experience its "warm but dry taste, like an 
enthusiasm held under restraint." 


One graduates incrementally to a Cote Rotie, 
developing the ability to envision that "literally 
roasting but miraculously green hillside, popping with 
goodness, like the skin of a roasting duck, while little 
wine-colored devils chased little nymphs along its 
simmering rivulets of wine." "Drinking Richebourg 
without this training would have been like a 
debutante prizefighter meeting Archie Moore ... he 
would never know what hit him." How true when I 
think of how wasted some of my own great bottles are 
on untrained palates leading me to be satisfied with 
at least one Archie Moore at the table. 


As a true wine lover knows, the greatest benefit of 
learning to go from Tavel to Richebourg is the 
acquiring of the sophistication which allows one to go 
back from Richebourg to Tavel when warranted. 


During the early days of the war when Paris did 
not quite realize that the war was in earnest, Llebling 
met Waverly Root [The Food of France, 1992] with 
whom he remained a life-long friend and fellow 
"researcher." He was a talented student because "his 
firm and broad-based jaw appeared to be an ideal 
instrument of mastication." In 1929, Root had a 
"maximum of one night every two weeks when he 
wasn't broke. The gastronomic secondary school that 
he attended was a small cafe kept by a couple named 
Gillote ... who offered the indispensable advantage of 
credit." On the one night where he had money, "he 







could afford more advanced instruction . On the other 
nights ... he would think of his menu for the magic 
evening , revising it five or six times , so that he had 
considerable pleasure even out of the dishes he 
decided not to order. So the bibliophile steals pleasure 
from a catalogue , the lover from his fantasies ." The 
two kept in touch even after Liebling left Paris. On 
one occasion in the mid-1950s, Root told him of his 
advanced studies at Laperouse: "these feasts were 
rare occasions , and we always had to keep the price in 
mind .. . they bear out perfectly your theory that the 
rich can only be dilettante eaters. " 


"The Modest Threshold" is perhaps one of the 
greatest restaurant reviews ever written: 


"In the twenties , the Rue Sainte-Anne , a narrow 
street ... had been rendered illustrious by a man 
named Maillabuau, a gifted restaurateur but a 
losing horseplayer who had no money to squander 
on decor . He turned his worn tablecloths into an 
asset by telling his customers that he wasted none 
of their contributions on frills-all went into the 
supreme quality of his materials and wines. A place 
with doormen in uniforms, he would say-a place 
with deep carpets and perhaps (here a note of 
horror would enter his voice) an orchestra-was 
ipso facto and prim.a facie a snare." 
Maillabuau was extremely expensive and ever 


since his year at the Sorbonne, Liebling had 
researched and memorized its review in the Gui.de du 
Gourmand a Paris, which, to his great delight , 
addressed it to the gourmand rather than the 
gourmet, ''because it was impossible to like food if you 
did not like a lot if it." In 1927 , when his parents 
visited Paris and after overcoming his mother's 
resistance when she saw it, he crossed that modest 
threshold for the first time and introduced his father 
to Maillabuau as "the richest man in Baltimore ... had 
I said New York he might not believe me." 


Seated at a table with a "table cloth diaphanous 
from wear except in the spots where it had been 
darned ," Liebling asked for the carte dujour, but was 
informed by M. Maillabuau: "There is none. You will 
eat what I tell you. Tonight, I propose a soup , trout 
grenobloise, and poulet Henri IV-simple but 
exquisite. The classic cuisine .fran9aise-nothing 
complicated but all of the best. " His father was 
instantly convinced to follow the advice of the expert 
because women who would coine to him for a fur coat 
would "decline his advice of an Alaskan seal
something that would last them for twenty years-in 
favor of some faddish fur that would show wear in 
six." The wines: "A Montrachet to begin with , a 
Chambertin with the fowl." 


"The omelette au kirsh was the sole dessert he ever 
permitted to be served , he said . He was against 
sweets in principle , since they were 'not French,' but 
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the omelette was light and health y. It contained about 
two dozen eggs. " 


"The simple line of the meal brought out the glories 
of the wine , and the wine brought out the grandeur in 
my father's soul. Presented with one of the most 
stupendous checks in history, he paid it with grati
tude and said he was going to take at least one meal 
a day at chezMaillabuau during the rest of his stay." 
That is, "until his mother and sister mutinied. The y 
wanted a restaurant where they could see some 
dresses and eat meringues glacees and homard o 
porto ." 


When he went back to wartime Paris in 1939, the 
Restaurant Maillabuau had vanished. "I did not 
remember the street number , so I walked the whole 
length of the Rue Sainte-Anne twice to make sure. 
But there was no Maillabuau; the horses at 
Longchamp had eaten him." 


WINE 
AND THE 


GOOD 
LIFE 


by Angelo M. Pellegrini 


New Tork: Alfred · A · Knopf 


1 g 6 5 


WINE AND THE GOOD LIFE 
Angelo M. Pellegrini, 1965 


"We drink to the day when our menus shall be wn'tten in 
Engh'sh, when Amen ·can wines shall appear on the h's ts in 
wine shops and restaurants as the equals to any imported 
wine. " -Toast of The Twelve Gluttons 


The Good Life is an Aristotelian philosophical 
term-eudiamonia-which signifies much more 
than what today we understand as a life of 
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plenty . It encompasses in a single word a life of 
happiness , virtuousness and the fulfillment of one 's 
nature. Though Pellegrini 's The Unprejudiced Palate 
(1948) is his most known book, I chose this one 
because in its pages one becomes conscious of how 
little it takes for one to live the good life. 


To some, Pellegrini is known as the author of the 
first published recipe for pesto in America, but he is 
also the one who half a century before the movement 
gained traction , helped pave the way for slow food, 
local organic ingredients and sustainable practices. 
He and his wife Virginia and children grew their own 
vegetables , baked their own bread , and made 130 
gallons of wine each year from grapes shipped by their 
friend Robert Mondavi. No processed foods, not even 
ketchup, were ever in their home . 


Emigrating during the war from Italy in 1914 at 
the age of ten seeking a better life, working as 
lumberjack and section hand , he became a professor 
of English Literature at the University of Washington. 
After his death in 1991, the Seattle Weekly estab
lished the Pellegrini Award for persons following in 
his footsteps. He lived through the Depression and 
Prohibition and jokingly warned his visitors that once 
they "crossed his threshold they were in the home of 
a sinner." His father, also a notorious wine-making 
and wine -drinking "sinner" gave him his first bath in 
wine because of his abhorrence of water hoping to 
immunize him against two teetotaler family members. 
He obviously succeeded, because the taste of wine by 
his father "anointing my lips with it" during that first 
bath , remained permanently engraved in his persona. 


All the friends and visitors we encounter in the 
book are made to feel relaxed at home, part of the 
family and one wishes to have been one of them so as 
to experience this magical connection to everything 
that is real and important; the bliss and serenity of 
being connected; with everything in its proper 
perspective. Upon his death, his daughter Angela 
recounted his words: "when it gets down to it, the only 
thing that matters in life is relationships. If you don't 
have good ones nothing else is worth anything." But 
"Bread and Wine, two of the most beautiful things in 
life" are the common thread. 


And relationships he had plenty of, spanning all 
age groups. He cherished and nurtured them with the 
utmost sensitivity like precious gems . We encounter 
them one by one and we feel how his own generosity 
concerned him. He always wanted to give, not to 
exchange . "I happen to have the Bread and Wine on 
hand; and we are sharing them. Perhaps sharing is a 
misleading term; partaking may be the better word. 
In any case, there is no charity here , no giving; nor is 
hospitality the essence of what is going on." 


When a young couple who had been his students 
six years earlier contact him offering to take him out 


to dinner, he suggests that they come to his home 
early. While waiting for Virginia to come home and so 
as to make them feel "free of any notions of propriet y 
and reciprocal obligations " and because "I had no 
other motive than the desire to enjoy their 
companionship," he puts them right away to work , 
cracking a bowl of filberts from his trees , pulling the 
cork from a bottle of wine and arranging some 
crackers and cheese on a tray, "because nothing put s 
a diffident guest so quickly at ease as the feeling that 
he is of some aid to his host ." They end up cooking a 
fabulous , simple meal together while being given a 
serious education by the professor on wine , family , 
friendship, Henry Miller , Ignazio Silone [Bread and 
Wine, 1937] and the Greek meaning of the Good Life . 


Old friends such as Captain McKee require a 
different kind of sensitivity: the simple need to relax 
over a glass of wine and share old stories in the 
garden. 


"It was late afternoon near the end of the first week 
in October. The sun was warm, the air still , the sky 
clear. Laddie, a powerful , gentle creature ... the most 
adored member of the household , was stretched on his 
belly in the shade of the peach tree, his muzzle resting 
on his outstretched paws, apparently asleep. Brent 
was kicking the football to one of his friends on the 
street below; his mother was deep in her afternoon 
nap; Toni hadn 't yet returned from school. .. ! had 
worked hard several hours and had sweated profusely 
doing work congenial to my nature; and now, after a 
shower and a change of clothes , I was enjoying the 
pleasure caught in the sweat of the brow. I wanted a 
glass of chilled Chardonnay and a piece of bread; but 
I had decided to wait and have them with Captain 
McKee. He would want a glass of wine; and it would 
be good to drink together." 


All in vain, because the wonderful home baked 
bread gets Captain McKee going over the state of 
bread in this country, "you can take a slice out of the 
cellophane bag and work it in your hands into a 
deadly pellet. Have you never tried it?'' 


In spite of a life of deprivation , the childhood 
connections to the past are embraced with fondness 
rather than lament-as part of the Good Life. No 
delinquent Neapolitan boys there! "My parents ruled 
with an iron hand ... and for that reason , we didn 't 
prowl around in packs. It was father whom we feared ; 
not the cops or the law. " 


The tradition of wine had deep roots as well; 
"Grandfather preceded grandmother to the grave; but 
she had frequently preceded him to the bottle . It is an 
ancient custom, she would say, that a servant shall 
taste the wine before he serves it to his master. And 
aren 't you my master? With that self-effacing 
reference to tradition , she poured herself the first . 
glass. Then with her little head cocked, as a robin 







before it strikes for the worm, she paused to let the 
wine produce its effect , deadly or otherwise . Per
ceiving nothing but pleasant consequences to herself , 
she pronounced the wine safe for her master. 
Whereupon she poured him a glass; and herself a 
second glass. The maneuver kept her always one glass 
ahead." 


The proper perspective never escaped him, mindful 
of the Golden Mean being essential to the Good Life. 
He quotes Hilaire Belloc 's speech at the Saintsbury 
Club: "I cannot remember the name of the village; I do 
not recollect the name of the girl, but the wine , my 
God! It was Chambertin!" Never , says Pellegrini. 
"Remember the wine and forget the lady? Never! Even 
the thought of such perverted sensibility puts a sting 
in my Latin heart." 


On one occasion when Angelo and Virginia visited 
San Francisco to celebrate their wedding anniversary 
they were looking forward to a quiet dinner. But they 
decided to first go up to North Beach for some book 
shopping at Cavalli's Libreria and for Italian cheeses, 
prosciutto and mortadella at Molinari's and Mr. 
Lippi's, only to chance upon dear old friends who were 
visiting from Salt Lake City with their family, and 
who had attended the Pellegrinis' wedding! 


Al ways flexible and never losing the perspective for 
an occasion, they all decided to have what turned out 
to be a wonderful dinner at the fine old Poodle Dog
w here Angelo had no problem ordering Tripe. "For it 
is on prejudice rather than on considered gastronomic 
grounds that the American recoils from such 
unorthodox foods. The attitude is mistaken; and 
America shall come to tripe as it is coming to so much 
else that has enhanced the quality of life in older 
cultures. Meanwhile, anyone who hesitates to venture 
beyond the familiar in food and drink is setting 
narrow limits to his gastronomic experience ." Echoes 
of A. J. Liebling! Then we learn how to properly cook 
tripe "relished by William the Conqueror and 
Gargamelle before she gave birth to Gargantua who 
made it his choice breakfast food." 


There is no stronger impediment to the Good Life 
than prejudice, grandstanding and pretense. This is 
why he reluctantly accepted an invitation by "The 
Twelve Gluttons, " all successful Ivy League graduates 
who in a smoked-filled impeccably furnished Seattle 
penthouse opened the dinner with saumonfumewhile 
drinking Beefeater and Noilly Prat. With palates 
numbed, a fine French dinner followed with vins de 
Bordeaux . American wines were pronounced "not fit 
to drink." 


When Pellegrini, employing "a bit of Machiavellian 
strategy," reciprocated by hosting them at his house, 
the menu read as if from a contemporary fine 
restaurant: North Pacific Coast Shrimp, Smoked 
Blueback Idaho Trout, Lynden Rooster Broth, Choice 
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Kansas Top Sirloin, Cascade Mountains Mushroom s 
(foraged in the company of Dominic Cresto in secret 
places) , Yakima Potatoes , Cougar Gold Cheese ... One 
can only imagine the results of the blind tasting of 
French and American wines he served! The Gluttons 
graciously accepted the professor's tribute to America 
which followed , and recognized his prophesy of a "sane 
cosmopolitanism." 


One will not find a more inspiring ode to a new 
grandson who, at ten pounds , arrived "alert, health y, 
handsome and structurally sound ," than the one in 
the Epilogue: A Note on Prenatal Care ... owing to his 
mother keeping the family tradition alive , with a daily 
consumption of a half bottle of wine. 


Pellegrini in America is like a child in a toy store of 
plenty , a toy store which the local population had yet 
to discover. He did his best to change that by showing 
the connection of food and wine and a happy life. It 
took half a century for America to learn to appreciate 
the first two. The Good Life is still being pursued on 
the couches of shrinks, in medicine cabinets and drug 
alleys rather than in a simple glass of Chardonnay 
with Captain McKee under the peach tree. 


ADVENTURES ON THE WINE ROUTE 
A Wine Buyer's Tour of France 


Kermit Lynch, 1988 


I
fl had to choose only one book which must inspire 
a true wine lover , this is the one. Yet, I found it 
the most difficult to review , short of recommending 


that one read it's every page . Richard Olney-Lynch 's 
influential mentor-has shown us the simple 
innocence of wine as part of life, but Lynch himself 
takes the concept to a much higher level. 


As a consumer and participant in various tasting 
groups, I entered the world of wine in a serious way at 
the same time Lynch did as a purveyor , and by the 
time he wrote the book , I had amassed a vast and 
formidable wine collection . But I can not say that I 
really understood the essence of wine until I had read 
and re·read the Adventures over the course of a few 
years. 


It is easy to understand a wine 's pedigree and quit e 
more difficult to judge the quality behind it , not 
blinded by the pedigree itself. It is even harder to 
understand and appreciate the personality of a wine , 
where the rewards are infinitely greater. This is 
where Adventures comes in. "He did not taste with a 
fixed idea of 'the perfect wine' in mind. He valued 
finesse, balance , personality and originality . If a wine 
had something to say, he listened. If a wine was a 
cliche , he had little interest," Lynch says of what 
Olney taught him . If one cares to listen, each honestly 
produced bottle has a story to tell about the land it 
comes from , the vines which produce the grapes , the 
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winemaker who creates it and the broader culture it 
is part of. Lynch approaches wine as if it was a living, 
social being, within a meaningful, broader context. He 
graces it with the reverence with which we approach 
a child, an adult or an old person. The voices which 
attempt to demystify wine-as it deserves to be
need to understand that though its soul is not in the 
exclusive domain of Latour or Romanee-Conti, it is 
neither as in just another beverage. 


Deep in the "cavernous wine cellars tasting a 
flowery Vouvray, you understand that this is a perfect 
environment to raise fine wine. Nowadays when I see 
a winery storing its wine outdoors, even if the 
stainless-steel tanks are temperature-controlled, I 
drive on past ... Vouvray's wine is born underground 
where the vine roots suckle the cold, humid, chalky 
earth." The wood barrels exchange liquid for air
that chalky air! 


When he enjoys a bouillabaisse-what else-at a 
restaurant outdoors in the Provence, "where the sea 
crashes on the rocks below," he orders a Cassis of the 
Clos Sainte- Magdeleine whose vines grow on a narrow 
cape where "the fish can almost nibble the grapes." 
When in Lulu's company, Olney had opted for a red 
Tempier drawn from the barrel, but this is the 
adventure. Another occasion, another child, another 
wonder. 


Age, even near death has its mystery as well; it 
keeps on giving to the last breath. 'We terminated the 
tasting with his 1959 Volnay 'Taillepieds' which 
Montille said was beginning to go over the hill. I 
wanted to go with it." 


Everything that comes between the mystery of 
wine and the taster is anathema to Lynch. Just before 
noon at his house in Provence, Olney serves him some 
mild chevre with a 1969 Bandol. "Together with the 
cheese it became one of the most fantastically 
delicious wines I had ever tasted ... you find gold 
kicking around in the unlikeliest places." 


One needs to trust one's own senses and be 
undependably critical. Comparative tastings, blind 
tastings, scores, vintage charts, labels all tend to focus 
one's attention away from the real thing. "People talk 
about the mystery of wine, yet most don't want 
anything to do with the mystery. They want it all 
there in one sniff, one taste." 


This is a travel book and it implicitly asks-and 
answers-the question: if one Cabernet tastes like the 
next, why bother going from one winery to the next? 
Almost a quarter century has passed since the book 
was written and the trend of uniformity is ever more 
alarming. How much is being missed, how much more 
impoverished the wine scene is becoming is not the 
subject-but it is the underlying message-of the 
book. 


If the vines, the sun, the rain and the soil are the 


players, the winemaker is the coach. A good coach 
draws the best from and develops the talent at hand . 
Nonetheless, his personality is always present , but 
not in the manner of a straight jacket for wines which 
taste alike all over the globe according to a recipe 
designed for critics' high scores. "It is not only that 
Joguet makes good Chinon: it is that he is one of the 
rare vintners whose wines can be gripping aestheti
cally, spiritually, and intellectually, as well as sensu
ously." Who even bothers with Chinon these days? 


And there is the wiry Rene Loyau who "speaks with 
the wisdom of nine decades" and who could identify 
the source of the grapes including the vintage of a 
bottle as far back as 1906, blind. An old fox who buys 
grapes from vineyards he knows intimately and can 
not be fooled if the grapes were switched on him. 


Lynch does not harbor great love for Bordeaux and 
its negotiants. He likes Alexandre Dumas' quote of 
Cardinal Richelieu: "They are neither generous nor 
vigorous, but the bouquet is not bad, and they have an 
indescribably sinister, somber bite that is not at all 
disagreeable." He believes the 1855 classification 
discourages imagination, but is inbred in the French 
by their hierarchical, aristocratic sense of order. 


But then there is Madame de Lacaussade who was 
left to run the 13th century Chateau de l' Hospital all 
by herself, after Monsieur perished following a fall 
into the fermentation tank . She is an intriguing, 
stylish woman, yet tough as nails to deal with. Her 
chateau is so small that she does not need to pass 
through the negotiant system. She uses no chemicals, 
ferments in wood, and adds more Malbec instead of 
adding sugar to the must . When her sons moved to 
Paris "they began to drop their family ... they made 
friends in the upper class ... I won't be cold in the grave 
before they sell this chateau to buy a villa at Saint
Tropez," she laments. The wine bears her wild mark. 
All this intrigues Lynch as he wonders, "Can 
fermented grape juice express the personality of a 
man or woman?" When later in the book he visits 
Bernard Michelot and Francois Jobard in Meursault, 
he finds his answer. 


At Domaine de la Gautiere, high in the mountains 
of Provence, Paul and Georgette Tardieu have escaped 
the city in search of the organic life in spite of their 
meager means. For ten years, they barely scraped out 
an existence with their olive oil, cheese, eggs and 
potatoes until Lynch knocked on their door; their wine 
earned international recognition. Full of flavor, 
bouquet and perfume "impregnated by the atmos
phere, the air. The vines breathe through the leaves 
you know. We're surrounded by wild hyssop, sage, 
lavender, pine, thyme, rosemary, broom in blossom " 
he is told . So, magic happens. 


At Domaine de Vieux Telegraph he has been 
preaching non-filtering of the wine, based on pure 







principle only to be told by the proprietor Frederic 
Brunier that it makes no difference in the wine. 
Finally , one day he is presented with two glasses of 
the identical wine made both ways and the entire 
family is assemb led for the blind comparison . Maggie 
Brunier, even leaves her pot-a u-feuunattended on the 
stove to join. And then, a historic victory! 


There is always the issue of measure , of propriety 
for the occasion, the company, the setting , which 
every true wine lover must be sensitive to. 


How to explain the difference-as so many have 
tried unsuccessfully-between a Pouilly -Fuisse, a 
Saint-Veran and a Macon blanc? ''When trying to 
decide when to serve Saint-Veran , (one must realize 
that) the size of one's swallow will be smaller than it 
is when drinking Macon, but larger in volume than 
with a Pouilly-Fuisse, so that the cuisine must be 
considered in terms of the amount of thirst , the size of 
the swallow it will inspire"! 


"Is the Gautiere vin de pays better that Cham -
bertin?" a friend asks. "Better -for what?" is the only 
proper reply, he says . "Better when dining at 
Taillevent? No." "Better served alongsi de black olives 
and sliced sausage? Yes." "At home, alone, for a quick 
lunch? Yes, then it is preferable even to a great 
Chambertin." One cannot do justice to a great bottle 
alone. Someone with whom to ooh and aah is 
"indispe nsable . . . to share the intellect ual an d 
aesthetic stimulation th at a great bott le inspires ." 


But sharing does not mean or require agreeme nt: 
"The taste of that fabulous 1929 Y quern stayed wit h 
me . One of my favorite drinking companions is Jean 
Marie Peyraud, the winemaker at Domaine Tempier. 
We both love wine, we are long time friends and we 
never agree about anything we taste. " 


It takes several years of wine wisdom to 
understand Homer 's Odyssey as it applies to the 
world of wine. Thankfully , here too, destination is 
only a facilitator. Ultimately, this is the real Route in 
the Adventures; the joy of discovery and the search for 
the story the artist has sealed in the bottle ; even if the 
journey takes place in the bins of a wine store and in 
the pages of wonderful books. 


Of course, nothing beats actual travel with an open 
mind. As Francis Gould, whom M.F.K. Fisher regard
ed as the man who knew more about wine than any 
other, tells us, "Every wine, great or small , tastes best 
on its native heath and when accompanied by the 
local food specialties" [My Life With Wine, 1972]. 


Thanks to Kermit Lynch , who does not carry a 
boring bottle of wine in his entire store , you can learn 
how to make the most of it if you happen to find 
yourself under the shade of a pine tree, a few feet 
from the Aegean Sea , soaking up the iodine-charged 
sea breeze mixed with the fragrance of pine trees. 
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Resurrect the artist in you by ordering tiny , fresh , 
silver y anchovies baked flat on a sheet with lot s of 
garlic, a liberal amount of olive oil, a few drop s of 
lemon juice , thyme and a crispy baguette to scoop up 
the juices . To complete the experience , clear your 
prejudices : order a bottle of cool Retsina-not shy on 
the pine-resin - and take it all in with one more 
breath at the sound of the cicadas , and count your 
bless in gs. 


From the dust-jacket of the French edition, 


Mes Aventures dan le Vignoble de France, 1990 


EDITOR NOTE : Suggested companion reading to this article: • Bo 
Simons "Between Smiles : An Appreciation of A .J. Liebling's 
Between Meals: An Appetit e for Paris . WTNewsletter Vol.4 No.4, 
Oct 1994. • See also Vol.l #4 ., Oct 1991 , where , upon the death of 
Angelo Pellegrini in 1991, the Wayward Tendrils paid tribute to th e 
grand man and his wine writings with several personal member 
reminiscences . 


"The joys of this life are not so many that we can 
afford to neglect one of its greatest pleasures-the 
art of good living . If not abused , it is conducive to 
health ,' happiness and longevity . Some of the 
happiest moments of my life have been passed with 
friends sitting around a well-found mahogany table. 
Those who do not know this joy have missed one of 
the most pleasant experiences in life ." -


FRANK GRAY GRISWOLD (1854-1937 ), The Gourmet, 1933 
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'QJC;;. NEWS ~ 
& NOTES === = m ~ 


W'hatever Fortune sends , 
Let me have a Good Store of Wine, 
Sweet Books and Hosts of Friends . 


Welcome , new Tendrils! Our generous member , 
George Caloyannidis , has brought fellow wine lover 
James Davis (Beverly Hills , iames .davis@pmicon 
line.com) into our Society. Thanks to Mannie Berk 
and his book review of Oceans of Wine. Madeira ... 
last issue and his posting of it on his Rare Wine Co. 
website , we have gathered two new members: Chris 
Wolf(San Francisco , cwolf@cogowolf.com) who has a 
special interest in Madeira, Port , Tokay (and Rum) 
and their respective literatures, and Scott Rosen
baum (Jersey City , scotty@nyu.edu) who cites Wine 
History , Prohibition , and Ampelography as his 
special collecting fields. Scott mentions he is looking 
for copies of the following books: Waugh on Wine by 
Auberon Waugh (1986) , Madeira by Rupert Croft
Cooke (1966) , Prohibition Agent No.l by I. Einstein 
(1932) , and Madeira, The Island Vineyard by Noel 
Cossart (1984). Anyone? 


WANTED, PLEASE! 
Tendril Nina Wemyss (nwemyss@thenapavalley 
reserve.com) is seeking the publications of the 
California Board of State Viticultural Commissioners 
-reports of the Annual Conventions, Annual Reports 
of the Board, Chief Executive Officer , and other 
works published by the Board . She is striving to 
collect as complete a run as possible . Can fellow 
Tendrils help? 


A Toast to Murder 
is the latest Michele Scott "Wine Lover 's Mystery, " 
the sixth in the paperback series that began in 2005 
with Murder Uncorked. All of Scott's books revolve 
around the Malveaux Estate in California 's Napa 
Valley , except for the fourth escapade , A Vintage 
Murder (2008), where her heroine travels to 
Australia 's Barossa Valley to find trouble and 
murder and mystery . [For more toasting pleasure , 
see "A Salute to Turn-of-the-Century Toast Books" 
this issue.] 


A NEW BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Henry Notaker, a literary historian and member of 
the editorial board of the journal Food and History , 
has compiled a splendid new historical reference , 
Printed Cookbooks 1n Europe , 1470-1700 . A 
Bibliography of Early Modern Culinary Literature 
(Oak Knoll Press I Hes & De Graaf Publishers , 2010 , 


395 pp . 11 ';t,; x 8Y2, illustrated. $125). Notake r's bibli
ograph y-the first to list all known editions of 
printed cookbooks published in Europe before 1700-
describes more than 100 titles in at least 650 
editions , printed in 14 different languages . With a 
scholarly historical introduction by this renowned 
researcher of the literature , the book also include s 
full physical descriptions of the entries , annotations , 
and biographical data about the authors . Of cours e, 
many of these early "cookery " or "household manag e
ment' ' books include information on wine . It is highl y 
recommended for your reference shelf. 


"In Vino Curitas"!! 
We all know the health benefits of wine , but th e 
following chart might raise a few eye brows (and wine 
glasses). Mike Fordon at Cornell University sent 
this in, wondering what one would do if he had a 
combination of these ailments. This beneficent guide 
for our "daily dosage " appears on the dust jacket of 
Dr . E. A. Maury 's Wine is the Best Medicine, 1977, 
Kansas City: Sheed Andrews & McMeel. (The British 
edition of 1976 does not include the prescription 
chart.) Anyone feel a fever coming on? A votre sante! 


Allergies Me'aoc ~ 
Anemia Graves !~!! 


Muscadet and !~~! Arteriosclerosis Provence Rose 
(alternate days) 


Burgund y or _., 
Bronchitis Bordeaux (Heat to 


140° F., add lemon 'ii" 'ir' 
eel. 


Coronary trouble, Dry Champagne ~y'T'~ tuberculosis 


Diarrhea Young Beaujolais !!!! 
Fever Dry Champagne 


Sa ncerre, Poui lly-


~~~! Gout Fume' or Provence 
Rose' 


Hypertension San cerr e, Pouilly- ~~~! Fume" or Alsatian s 


Menopause St. Emilion !!~! 
Nervous MedocRed !~!~ Depression 


Rheumatism Champagne 'T'y~S: 
Weight Loss C8te de Beaune !!!! 


Weakness of the Dry Champagne ~yyy 
iver 


'WINE COUNTRY MYSTERY" No.5 
Author Ellen Crosby is running a fast pace with 
Michele Scott (above) with her latest Wine Country 
Mystery , The Viogm·er Vendetta (Scribner , 2010) . 







Set in the Virginia wine country and its nearby 
environs, Crosby's mysteries incorporate fine-wine 
names in their titles-The Merlot Murders , 2006 ; 
The Chardonnay Charade, 2007 ; The Bordeaux 
Betrayals, 2008; The Riesling Retribution, 2009. All 
are hard-back, and entertaining reads. 


ANEW-FOUND TREASURE! 
Thomas Pinney's "edited and annotated" editon of 
George Saintsbury's Notes on a Cellar-Book (U.C . 
Press, 2008) contains a much-appreciated Appendix 
of Other Writings on Wines and Spirits by Saints· 
bury, including his "The Cellar" published in The 
Book of the Queen's Dolls ' House (London: Methuen, 
1924, 2 vols} What a treasure Pinney has un· 
earthed for us! It is hard to choose a favorite 
between the chapter on the Library (by Stephen 
Gaselee) or George Saintsbury's chapter on the Wine 
Cellar. Noted London wine merchant Francis L. 
Berry acted as the Cellar Master in arranging the 
collection of some 1200 bottles and several casks of 
the finest wines, champagnes, liqueurs, spirits, and 
ales-all precisely crafted in miniature. The two 
dozen bottles of Ch. Yquem 1874 contain 1874 
Yquem-authentic-as were all of the other 
wondrous wines! The Cellar Book, hand-recorded by 
Berry, was elaborately bound by master binders 
Sangorski & Sutliffe. The miniature Library is just 
as amazing, with original works in manuscript by the 
world's most celebrated authors of the day, in all 
fields-and all handsomely bound by the finest 
binders in London. The Book of the Queen's Dolls' 
House is a supreme production, beautifully 
illustrated in color and black/white, while each 
chapter on the different areas of the "palace" are 
written by notable experts. Look for the exquisite 
two-volume limited edition of 1500 numbered copies. 


Okanagan Odyssey: 
Journeys through Terrain, Terroir and Culture 


by Don Gayton was recently released by Rocky 
Mountain Books. Having visited the Okanagan 
Valley wine country a few years ago, we were excited 
about a new book exploring the region , its wineries, 
history, and wines. Alas, it is not so. One Tendril 
reported that the author, "a self-styled historian of 
the ecology of the Valley and beyond, does a 
respectable job on this topic. Yet he seems to know 
next to nothing about wine or viticulture. He is a 
preservationist , but he only minimally mentions the 
inherent conflict between vineyards and the local 
ecology. This is not a book about wine, and is not 
recommended as such for the Tendril bookshelf. " 
John Schreiner's Okanagan Wine Tour Guide (2007 , 
rev.ed., 264 pp) remains the book for our reference 
shelf and touring use. 
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VINTAGE VACATION READING 
Two wine-fiction books recently pulled from the shelf 
to travel with your Editor on holiday are heartily 
recommended. Champagne Charlie by Jay Franklin 
(NY: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1950, 190 pp.) is a quick· 
paced, witty tale of a young man who finds himself 
suddenly able to create alcoholic drinks of all kinds , 
leading to crazy complications that even Cary Grant 
could never imagine. (Jay Franklin is the pen-name 
of John Franklin Carter (1897-1967), American 
journalist and author of over thirty books.) The 
Vineyard by New York Times best-selling author 
Barbara Delinsky (NY: Simon & Schuster, 2000 , 364 
pp) is set around a Rhode Island vineyard. As the d.j . 
declares , "Delinsky has written her most complex and 
emotionally rewarding novel: a story of two women, 
a generation apart , each of whose dream becomes 
bound with the other 's." No murder, no violence, no 
detective mystery ... just a well written good read. 


DOES IT EXIST?? 
Tendril Howard Miller (Lancaster, Pennsylvania) 
writes: 


Dear Gail, I have exhausted all my sources and 
search engines in looking for this book: The 
Vineyard: or, the Art of Cultivating the Vine and 
Making Wine, by William Lee. It was mentioned 
in an 1823 article in The American Farmer. 
According to the article under the heading of 
"Cultivation of the Vine " (which came from The 
New York Statesman), Lee was "Consul for the 
United States at Bordeaux. " In checking both 
Gabler's wonderfully thorough Wi'ne Into Words 
as well as the Amerine-Borg Bibh.ography. .. of 
[Wine Works] Published in the U.S. before 1901, 
I found books by a William Lee, but not this 
particular one. Does it exist? I figured only you 
or another Tendril would know! With thanks ... 


Your Editor was likewise stumped until a look into 
Tom Pinney's History of Wine in America. From the 
Beginnings ... (1989) found a most likely answer. On 
page 112, Tom provides a portrait image of William 
Lee (1772-1840) and states in the caption that , 
among his other viney activities , Lee "also projected 
a book on winegrowing in the 1820s but did not 
publish it." This must be the book , right? If any 
Tendril has additional information, please email 
Howard at howard@hmab2b .com. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990 for Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (JSSN 1552-9460) is $25 
USA and Canada; $30 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa , CA. 95405 USA. E-m: tendrils@jps .net. 
Editor and Publisher : Gail Unze/man. -
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ROMP, WINE INCLUDED 


A Review by Linda Walker Stevens 


[Linda Stevens, a Napa Valley winegrower who was tl'Bnsplanted 
to Hermann , Missouri in the 1980s, isa dedicated researcher of the 
history of this pioneei- wine growing area-the people, their vines 
and wines. She brings us a personal "inside " review of Todd 
Kliman's recent book, The Wild Vine. - Ed.) 


The Wild Vine. A Forgotten Grape and the Untold 
Story of American Wine by Todd Kliman. New York: 
Clarkson Potter Publishers, 2010. 280 pp. Cloth. 
Bibliography , Index. Amazingly, not illustrated. 


sultry August downpour 
threatened as I raced it down 
the steep sidewalk and entered 
the doorway into Stone Hill 
Winery's cavernous Apostle 
Cellar, tunneled into the vine· 
clad slope 150 years since. 
Owner Jim Held, sporting his 
characteristic red suspenders, 
called a greeting from the lone 


folding chair, where he rested from the discomfort of 
recent knee surgery. The dim cellar was lit , in this 
central space, by temporary spotlights that illumi· 
nated looming arches above and long racks of oak 
aging barrels strung across the width of the floor 
below them. 


A small cadre of Hermann residents, all of whom 
are mentioned in restaurant critic Todd Kliman's 
book, The Wild Vine, mingled by invitation in that 
welcome chill , and clustered around the barrels from 
which Tom Held and winemaker Steve Johnson 
suctioned samples of two distinct 2009 Norton wines 
produced from separate Stone Hill vineyards. 
Although no one was specifically making the point , 
these two Nortons provided a living illustration of the 
differing effects of terroir , as well as the cunning 
guidance of the winemaker. 


Both wines offer the ubiquitous inky maroon hue 
imparted by this hardy native grape, but the wine 
vinted from the Kempersberg Vineyard, grown in 
shallow silt loam about two miles southwest of town , 
is fruity and aromatic , softer than the more familiar 
robust Nortons , and easier to drink young than is its 
counterpart . Appropriately, it is aging in American 
oak. 


In contrast, the dense, richly earthy Norton 
produced from the deep loess soil of the Cross J 
Vineyard that flanks Jim and Betty Held 's bluff-top 
home overlooking the Missouri River , just a mile west 
of Hermann, is spicy and assertive. It is a prime 
candidate for lengthy aging in French oak casks and 
in the bottle , but still is mellower than anticipated , 
given its immaturity . 


As we sampled and schmoozed, we were awaiting 
Todd Kliman, though none too anxiously , given th e 
soothing effects of the wines and the satisfaction of a 
table spread with hors d'oeuvres. His flight into St . 
Louis was delayed by the storm that had advanced 
west to Hermann. 


Meanwhile , I chatted with viticulturist Jon Held , 
who has taken over from his father the day·to ·da y 
management of the winery. Aglow with enthusiasm , 
Jon confided that they are experimenting with a hush · 
hush new technique for taming the naturally high 
acidity of the Norton grapes. Judging by the young 
wines I tasted , it is working . 


Jon also enthused about the five experimental 
acres of vines he planted on Norton rootstock , which 
is highly efficient at extracting potassium from the 
soil. In yet another era of American winemaking , the 
"Cabernet of the Ozarks" is proving its inimitable 
worth and versatility. 


Author Kliman proves contradictory about his 
purported protagonist in The Wild Vine. Although the 
title lauds a "wild" grape, throughout his text Kliman 
refers to the Norton grape as a French vinifera hybrid. 


Considering a writer who came to his subject 
without any background in wines and vines , the 
confusion is readily understood. Dr. Daniel Norton, 
who discovered the grape, was unsure of its origin. He 
and William Prince, whose New York nursery first 
catalogued the Norton grape in 1830 , seem to have 
decided between them that it must be a cross between 
the native American Bland grape and a Vitis vinifera, 
Pinot Meunier (aka Miller's Burgundy)-one of the 
most important varieties grown in the Champagne 
region of France. 


That is the hybrid Kliman touts. However , modern 
DNA studies suggest that Norton 's pedigree is most 
likely Bland Uabrusca) x V. aestivah's, a true all· 
American cul ti var . Although Kliman lumps aestivalis 
in with other native grapes he properly describes as 
"foxy," it is the total lack of foxiness in aestivali s 
grapes that sets them apart and has long confused the 
issue of Norton 's parentage. 


There are things in Kliman 's pretense at th e 
"untold " history of Norton that should , indeed , remain 
untold. While I wholeheartedly recommend it as a 
well·written and mostly enjoyable romp , the book's 
subtitle, "A Forgotten Grape and the Untold Stor y of 
American Wine," is wholly misleading. 


This book is a blend of lifestyle literature and 
travelogue, sensationalized by peeks behind the 
scenes at a transsexual winemaker, and patched 
together with pieces of existing wine histories and 
biographies, affording the author an aura of authority 
with those of his audience who are equally unfamiliar 
with the subject. (Revealingly , Kliman says of Henr y 
Vizetelly: "Writing with authority, he became an 







authority. " That does not always work out.) In fact , I 
take exception to Kliman's misguided interpretations 
of my own research. 


Read The Wild Vine for entertainment , but not for 
original research or new historical insights. 


That Kliman, a resident of Washington, D.C., has 
an agenda for this writing is apparent. Overly 
apparent is his infusion of extraneous terms and 
topics (including a pointless insertion of Senator 
Barack Obama) that smacks of listing keywords to 
cash in on Google searches. 


The theme here is not wine but the arenas of 
outsiders v. insiders, and their process of trans
formation. In an effort to coerce wine history to 
support his theme, Kliman takes a few unwarranted 
flights of fancy, making assertions that lack 
substance. Perhaps the most onerous of those is his 
anointing of "outsider" Daniel Norton as the "father of 
American wine." That is too great a stretch for 
describing a man who simply raised a grape for which 
his negligent, unscientific method could not supply 
the source. No matter that grape 's eventual 
importance to the wine industry, Dr. Norton's role 
with it was practically a fluke. And Virginia, which 
Kliman dubs the Norton grape's true home was-and 
largely remains-indifferent to it. In order to 
establish a Norton vineyard in Virginia, Dennis 
Horton imported vines from Hermann, Missouri. 


NORTON'S VIRGINIA 
From: Husmann, Cultivation of the Native Grape, 1866 
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It was Hermann growers who brought the snubbed 
Norton's Virginia Seedling out of the shadows, 
nurtured it , defended it, and eventually earned for it 
the "Best Wine of All Nations " Gold Medal at the 
Vienna World Exposition of 1873. And if anyone 
fathered American wine, it was George Husmann , 
who scoured the nation throughout his lifetime , 
observing grapes and tasting wines in many regions , 
promoting the industry tirelessly , and sharing his 
almost omnipotent know ledge of American wines and 
vines through his numerous publications. His vision 
for the American wine industry was inclusive , not 
exclusive. 


Husmann made it clear that Missouri was Norton 's 
ideal home, the place where it flourished best and was 
cherished most. It had provided for him some early 
insight into the concept we now call terroir. But that 
term (overly used by the author , like a student 's 
favorite new vocabulary find), that concept did not 
exist in American winemaking during the formative 
years of our industry. Husmann's years of observa
tions of the same grape grown in different locales 
eventually fostered that understanding. He noted 
early in the Norton 's career that in Ohio, for instance, 
it was an altogether different grape. There was, he 
realized, no one best winegrape for America. The 
chimeric varietal cure-all for American winemaking 
woes that was sought by naive growers like John 
Adlum and Nicholas Longworth did not exist. 


While Kliman recognizes Missouri's role in saving 
and promoting the Norton before Prohibition and in 
revitalizing it afterward, he treats its resurgence here 
rather like an interesting prelude to what he foresees 
as its ultimate success in the preferable vineyards of 
Virginia. To determine his intent , look no further 
than the dust jacket art on The Wild Vine, depicting 
a cobwebby wine bottle on which a butterfly 
alights-a none too subtle reference to his friend 
Jenni McCloud's Virginia winery, Chrysalis. Her 
personal transformation from man to woman he 
apparently views as a metaphor for the Norton 's 
anticipated transformation, in her hands, from 
"outsider" grape to Virginia "insider. " Since this 
notion invites indelicate mental images, I am 
convinced Todd has fashioned a bestseller. 


Kliman terms Husmann and the other German 
growers in nineteenth century Hermann "outsiders," 
as well. They were, of course , immigrants , and often 
unappreciated. A general argument fits . But, in the 
realm of American wine growing during the latter half 
of the nineteenth century , they were the ultimate 
insiders. The be all and end all. Like their Norton 
grape. 


To call Norton "a forgotten grape " rankles. It was 
never forgotten in Missouri. In the lost industry years 
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between Prohibition and Jim Held's 1960 revival of 
the Norton it was far from forgotten, it was legendary. 


In 1992, when Gourmet wine editor Gerald Asher, 
a fellow Tendril, decided to visit and write about 
Missouri wineries, I was anxious to arrange an 
especially welcoming introduction to Hermann and its 
historic industry. A friend's charming bed and 
breakfast became the hub for our meetings and the 
host for a dinner, featuring lamb raised on my family 
property, and a few of the choicest bottles from our 
small cellar. (Those, alas, proved to be over the hill-a 
perfect, if excruciating, example of why one should not 
save one's best wine for perfect "occasions.") 
Jubilantly, I shared my research, along with tours of 
former Husmann properties and other sites of historic 
wine interest. He was my valued captive, and if his 
interest flagged, his graciousness and charm never 
betrayed it. 


The introduction I most longed to perfect, however, 
involved the Held family and Stone Hill Winery. 
Certain that the idea of a dinner and tasting for this 
venerable wine celebrity would be viewed by them as 
a marvelous coup, I called Patty Held some time 
before Asher's planned arrival. She responded that 
she would discuss the plan with other mem hers of the 
family and get back to me. I waited. No call came. The 
time until Gerald's arrival was now getting short. 


In desperation, I talked with friends Debbie and 
Gary Buckler, who then owned the Vintage 1847 
Restaurant at Stone Hill. I knew Chef Gary would 
welcome the chance to show off his culinary talents for 
such an appreciative diner. I poured out my story of 
frustration, hoping that they would volunteer to take 
up the question with the Helds. I said I could not 
understand the family's reluctance to commit to this 
unique opportunity. Debbie dashed my hopes, saying, 
in her calm and businesslike manner, "Just forget the 
Helds. Make your own plans." 


I was stunned and deflated. I was also, truth be 
told, a little angry. Having moved to Hermann from 
Napa Valley, I had encountered a certain amount of 
defensive attitude locally, but had thought that was 
behind me, after dedicating six years to Missouri wine 
research and publishing articles that proved my 
genuine respect for the local industry. 


Whether the Bucklers initiated a conversation, or 
whether the time for action had simply come, next day 
I received a call from Patty Held, and the evening that 
was to change Stone Hill's-and Missouri's-industry 
outlook was arranged. Gerald's admiration for the 
Nortons he tasted that night, and his complimentary 
article, proved a salve for any hidden wounds. 


I share this story in print for the first time in order 
to clarify the record, for the benefit of future wine 
historians, because Kliman's breezy account of that 
momentous event suggests that the Helds were 


thrilled by the prospect of Gerald Asher's visit. In 
retrospect, of course, they are. They may even have 
forgotten how scary a prospect it once was-for that is 
what I learned from the experience. The underdog did 
not want to risk being kicked and humiliated. It never 
occurred to me that was possible. 


Kliman writes that if Jon Held had foreseen the 
consequences of that vertical tasting of Norton wines, 
he would have been more nervous. I can only chuckle 
and guarantee him that there was a surplus of nerves. 
Maybe they didn't much affect Jon, who took his 
oenology degree at Fresno, as did his sister Patty. It 
may have been the tenseness and ingrained wariness 
of the elder generation fearing rejection. One day I 
will learn the answer and put that, too, in the record. 


For my personal record, I must reveal that I 
literally spent hours on the telephone with Todd 
Kliman, when he began his research for The Wild 
Vine. In the Bibliography section he states, "Long 
before visiting Missouri, I immersed myself in the 
writings of Linda Walker Stevens, a Hermann 
resident and expert on George Husmann." I can 
certainly verify that he did that, although there are 
occasional confusing gaps between the pieces he put to 
use. As for the bibliography, it inscrutably attributes 
my Husmann exhibit and catalogue to a writer named 
Judith Sumner. Ouch. On the record. 


I am gratified, though, to be accounted a "Hermann 
resident," in the above quote. Throughout the book, 
all of us interviewed here are classified as 
"Hermannites," a moniker that sounds like some 
arcane element on the periodic table. Being a German 
settlement, we prefer the German model. We are 
Hermanners. !ch bin ein Hermanner. A petty point, 
perhaps, but would Parisians suffer themselves to be 
transformed into Parisites? 


At the Stone Hill tasting, my fellow Hermanners 
were taking The Wild Vine at face value. People are 
apt to be uncritical of a book in which they are 
mentioned kindly, by name. No one even grumbled 
about the glaring misstatement of the town's founding 
year. They celebrated the book's publication, 
assuming it to be about their town, their remarkable 
history, their proprietary grape. I wondered how 
many of them had actually read it. I kept my 
skepticism to myself. 


Finally, Todd Kliman arrived. He was rumpled and 
disconcerted, his fluff of dark hair waywardly curling. 
His rental car GPS had sent him on the long, scenic 
route from St. Louis to Hermann (at least, it would be 
scenic, in sunlight). Nevertheless, he made the effort 
at good humor. 


Once the obligatory introduction was over, and 
Todd was issued a long-stemmed Reidel Norton wine 
glass, we Hermanners spontaneously burst into a 
raucous German toasting song, glasses held on high. 







I glanced sideways at Todd, who looked startled, 
but quickly pasted on a bewildered smile. I could not 
help speculating that at that moment he recognized 
who the insiders are, and who the outsiders. With his 
baggage, he brought an iiber East Coast sensibility 
that is unfamiliar and uncomfortable with down·to· 
earth Missouri German gem iitlichkeit. 


Todd was witnessing an expression oflocal heritage 
that did not compliment his story line. The bond with 
the Norton grape has been intact here for 162 years. 
That connection implies issues beyond mere origin, 
beyond which winery or which locale produces the 
most pleasing Norton wine. It reflects the heart and 
soul of a tiny immigrant town, a town where 
transplants to Missouri soil once staked their 
American dream on the Norton grape, and pulled 
themselves up on its grapevines. A town with 
collective memory. 


I suspect Todd is more admiring of struggles, the 
process of transforming, than of any result. 


Later in the evening I sidled over to Todd, who now 
stood alone against a backdrop of Missouri·made 
American oak barrels. Delving into my dwindling 
cache of diplomacy, I remarked on the well-deserved 
popularity of his book, adding that it has appeal even 
for readers with no particular interest in wine. 


He swallowed that as smoothly as a sip of aged 
Norton. "I don't think I wrote a wine book," said Todd, 
with soft-spoken intensity. 


I chortled. "I'm glad to hear you say that," I said, 
"because I've been thinking the same thing." 


EDITOR NOTE: For another look at Norton, see Linda's 
discussion of From this Hill, My Hand, Cynthiana s 
Wine by Paul Roberts (Baltimore: Resonant 
Publishing, 1999) in our WTNewsletter, Vol.10 No.3 
(July 2000). 


iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ 


SULLIVAN, cont. from p.31-


57. Wilson, 115·125. "Puto" comes from the Indian term 
meaning "grassy creek" and is unrelated to the similar 
Spanish word for "prostitute ." 


58. Wilson, 129· 130. 
59. Wilson, 128· 142; California Farmer, 4/6/1854 , 10/17 / 


1855, 11/21/1856. In 1936 John Wolfskill's daughter, 
Frances W olfskill Taylor, left a large tract of land near 
the town of Winters to the University of California. 
Today it is used by the College of Agriculture at Davis 
for vineyard and orchard research. 


60 . Bryant, 412 . 


Essential Wines and Wineries 
of the Pacific Northwest:A Guide 


to the Wine Countries of Washington, 
Oregon, British Columbia, and Idaho 


A Review by Will Brown 
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[ Will Brown, our astute follower of the wine literaturn of the Pacific 
Northwest winegrowing re151on, is a retired Orngon physician and 
winemaker. We await his work in pmgress on the history of the 
Oregon wine industiy . - Ed.] 


"There is a lot to like about this book ... " 
st released, this guide by wine 


writer Cole Danehower continues 
a tradition of books on northwest 
wine started in 1979. As time has 
passed, this has become a more 
difficult chore for the writers 
because the number of wineries in 
the region has increased almost 
exponentially since 1970-to over 


.,., twelve hundred today. The task 
may have been somewhat lighter for Danehower who 
researches and writes a regular column "Inside 
Northwest Wine" in the periodical Northwest Palate 
where he is a co-publisher. He has been a recipient of 
the James Beard Foundation Journalism Award, and 
for many years published the quarterly Oregon Wine 
Report, an authoritative review of Oregon wines 
which, alas, has been discontinued. The stunning 
photography in the book is the work of Andrea 
Johnson who specializes in the imagery of wine and 
whose work has appeared in National Geographic, 
Wine Spectator and Sunset. This book is the first 
attempt at a comprehensive regional guide since Lisa 
Shara Hall's Wines of the Paci.ic Northwest: A 
Contemporary Gw"de to the Wines of Washington & 
Oregon, published in 2001. 


Why a new book on wines of this region? Well , I 
believe the Portland ·based author has made a number 
of observations and discoveries about the wines of the 
northwest from his research and wanted to bring 
them to the attention of wine lovers everywhere. 


He states that the AVA's (American Viticultural 
Areas) and DVA's (Canadian Designated Viticultural 
Areas) are places where distinctive wine is made and 
posits that the northwest wine country is distinct 
from other North American wine areas (particularly 
from California). He explains that "an area's physical 
characteristics have a vital influence on the varieties 
of grapes that can be grown and styles of wine that 
can be made in each wine country." In order to 
understand the interplay between three vital wine 
variables he has developed a formula where Great 
Wine = (Place +Plant) x People. He feels that in the 
Pacific Northwest this formula for Great Wine 
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operates differently than in other areas because of the 
region 's unique geography, climate and people. 
Although this may be true, growers and vintners in 
other wine countries like California, Virginia, and 
New Mexico could pose the same arguments for the 
same factors in their wine countries. Nevertheless , 
the author expands impressively on these factors 
throughout the book. Place is geography and includes 
the geology and soils of the areas, the northerly 
latitude with more sunlight during growing season 
days, and the physical features such as lakes, rivers, 
proximity to the ocean, mountain ranges and terrain. 
Because this region is the most northerly on the 
continent, climatic factors become more critical and 
the concept of heat accumulation in growing degree 
days is explained, along with considerations of 
growing season length due to spring and fall frosts, 
and the possibility of vine winter· kill due to extreme 
cold at the limits of viticulture. The plants are the 
Vitis vinifera grapevines, which thrive in the 
northwest provided they are matched with a meso· 
climate appropriate for their ripening requirements. 
The people are the viticulturists and vintners 
responsible for the development of the region, 
historically and currently, whose passion for the 
potential of the region has been essential for it's 
growth. 


The bulk of the narrative after the introductory 
chapter is devoted to a state·by·state and AVNDVA 


exploration of the current industry in each area. The 
author has accumulated a plethora of data on climate 
and soil types for each area along with a discussion of 
the grapes best adapted to the areas geographical and 
climatic parameters. In each area he has selected 
wineries to profile. These wineries, however, 
represent fewer than ten percent of the region 's 
producers, and were selected because each displays 
some important aspect of the wine countries under 
discussion. 


There is a lot to like about this book and a few 
things that might be improved upon should a 2nd 


edition be contemplated. All of the requisite 
components are there: a table of contents , a glossary 
of wine terms, maps , a bibliography and an index. 
Scattered throughout the text are vignettes on topics 
that beg discourse outside the main themes. 


The author's grasp of the fundamentals of 
viticulture and the basic sciences of geography, 
geology and climatology is impressive and is doubtless 
due to study and extensive interaction with viti
culturists, vintners and experts in the basic sciences. 
His writing and organization of the material is 
authoritative and reflect his experience as a writer, 
editor and publisher. 


What is not to like? I think that the title is 
somewhat misleading , especially the word "essential" 
which implies that the wineries included in the text 
are indeed somewhat more important than the rest of 
them, leading to the second problem which must have 
severely vexed the author. With 1200+ wineries to 
choose from, over 1000 are excluded, which tends to 
diminish the utility of this fine effort as a "guide." Of 
course, it would not easily lend itself to full inclusion 
of 1200 wineries for purely logistical reasons not to 
mention the additional expense and time involved and 
the publishers targeted price of the book. 


Although the maps employed in the text are 
excellent, I would have preferred to see, in addition , a 
map of each AV NDVA in order to better visualize each 
of the wine countries. I suspect that cost 
considerations were restraining here as well. 


Wines of the northwest have come a long way in 
the few decades of their existence. While some have 
attained "world class" status and are wait-listed, the 
majority are in competition with the rest of the 
world's wines. Another problem is availability. The 
wines of British Columbia are virtually unattainable 
in the U.S. even in the northwest, while the wines of 
Washington, Oregon and Idaho may be difficult to 
locate outside those states unless they are nationally 
distributed wines from large and well-funded 
wineries. Boutique wines are likely to be found only at 
the source or the nearest wine shop to it, although 
some may be available by internet sales. 


In summary, this is a fine effort by a skilled wine 
writer that will advance awareness of the wines of the 
northwest. I would highly recommend it to wine lovers 
everywhere and to collectors of important wine books. 
I hope the author will consider continuing his work in 
this area in order to facilitate future editions. 
Unfortunately this task is comparable to painting the 
Golden Gate Bride where upon finishing one must 
start again straightaway. 


• Essential Wines and Wineries of the Pacific North· 
west:A Guide to the Wine Countries of Washington, 
Oregon, British Columbia , and Idaho by Cole Dane· 
hower. Portland, OR: Timber Press , 2010. 308 pp. p.b. 
$24.95 







A SALUTE TO 
TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY TOAST BOOKS! 


by Gail Unzelman 


oasting is one of our 
oldest social customs: 
evolving from prehis
toric ritual, to royal 
banquets, to conviv
iality and friendship, 
to romance and love. 
Though the custom is 
ancient , the word 
"toast " dates back 
only to 17th century 
England , where it 


was used specifically to describe drinking to the 
ladies. In the 18th century it became common practice 
to place a bite of toasted bread in the cup before 
drinking. As the historical story was reported in the 
London Tatler : 


It happened that on a publick day at the resort of 
Bath, a celebrated beauty was in the cross-bath, 
when one of the crowd of admirers took a glass of 
water from that in which the fair one stood, and 
drank her health. There was in the place a gay 
fellow who offered to jump into the bath, and swore 
that though he didn 't care for the drink, he'd like to 
have the piece of "toast" therein . He was opposed 
in his resolution, yet this whim gave a name to the 
honor, which has ever since been called a toast. 
One more toasting tale , featuring Benjamin 


Franklin and his clever wit , and then we shall dip 
into a few favorite toast books . At an official State 
dinner, the British ambassador rose and proposed a 
toast: "England-the sun whose bright beams 
enlighten and fructify the remotest corners of the 
earth! " The French ambassador, not to be outdone , 
raised the next toast: "France-the moon whose mild , 
steady and cheering rays are the delight of all 
nations, consoling them in darkness." Franklin , one 
of George Washington 's closest friends, then rose and 
offered his crisp toast : "George Washington - the 
Joshua who commanded the sun and the moon to 
stand still , and they obeyed him! " 


Charge your glasses! Here 's to good cheer! 


Turn-of-the-Century Toast Books 


T
he essential measure for this sampling of 
favorites is the book itself-pleasures of design , 
decoration , printing . The first decade of the 20th 


century is our time-line, just because of its charm. In 
this case , it so happens the compilers and illustrators 
are often ladies recognized in their artistic fields ; yet, 
complementing this fair sex we have several distinctly 
manly presentations to fancy us. Many of these books 
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ar e practical , pocket- sized volum es-easy to car ry and 
have ready for any eloquent occasion. 


For your collecting enjoyment , there is an 11-pag e 
"Toasting Bibliography " online. Some 3-dozen titles 
from this list fall into our time period ; there are als o 
a number of titles from the 1800s and several from 
the 1700s. The earliest book listed is William Prynne 's 
Healthes Sicknesse ... A Compendium ... proving the 
Drinking and pledging of Healthes to be Sinfull. .. 
London , 1628. Gabler 's Wine into Words (2°" ed, 200 4) 
does not include "Toasts " in the Subject Index , and we 
can deduce from this that Mr. Gabler did not pursu e 
these books for comprehensive inclusion , although he 
does list a number of toasting titles. (Because of this , 
I do not think we should consider valid a bookseller 's 
description "Not in Gabler. Rare. ") 


• Your Health! Compiled by Idelle Phelps. Drawings 
by Helen Alden Knipe. Phila/London: George W. 
Jacobs, 1906. 5% x 4%. 100 pp. 


Talented artist Helen Knipe 's beautifully 
sketched illustrations, tinted orange and black , 
of 18th C ladies and gentlemen in their finest 
attire adorn every page, and are perfectly suited 
to each toast. 


<e@llll'illf)nil@@l !Dy 


Il~®~~~ Wlk~~[F)~ 
IIDir~wnirni~ lhly 


llilcellcellil All<dlcetrn M.llllnJPCl! 


RE ' S to th e friend whos e 
'------' friend s hip o nce determined 
n ever swerv e s . You can bet o n him ever y 
time. 
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• A Book of Toasts by Minna Thomas Antrim. Phila : 
Henry Altemus Co., 1902. 5% x 412. 112 pp. 


This book makes the favorite list because of its 
William Morris/John Henry Nash-style title
page border of tendril entwined grapes and 
leaves, and its cover , a strikingly colorful and 
"splashy" lady ready to party. The dramatic 
"spider & the fly'' decorated endpapers add to 
the alluring charm. Antrim (1861-1950) was a 
prolific writer of books offering homey advice for 
all matters social. Henry Altemus Co, likewise 
enjoyed a fine reputation for "pretty little books" 
from his Philadelphia press around the turn of 
the century . 


. -1 B o o K ~r 00.~tVA 


TOASTS 


fl:{i111m Q!l1m11u11 l\utrittt 
A<Jthoror 


1'Naked Truths Rnd Veiled Allusiot1.~' 


l'IIILA/l f,;l , l'HIA 
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• Prosit. A Book of Toasts. Compiled by· Clotho. San 
Francisco : Paul Elder & Company. Printed by The 
Tomoye Press , 1904. 712 x 5. 134 pp. 


From top to bottom, Prositis a very manly book. 
Its covers are a rough-woven grey cloth 
decorated with a large crest (reproduced on the 
title page) boldly printed in red and black. 
Three notable men are connected with this 
publication. Paul Elder and John Henry Nash 
were the artisan -proprietors of the Tomoye 
Press , an important turn-of-the-century San 
Francisco printing house. Nash would become 
preeminent in his field. "Clotho" is said to be a 
pseudonym of Ambrose Bierce, active and 
prominent in the City at the time. There is a 
chapter in the book devoted to "Toasts to Wine. " 


• Toasts. Compiled by William Marston Rhoads. 
Drawings by Clare Victor Dwiggins. Phila: Penn 
Publishing Co., 1905. 612 x 412. [96] pp. 


This book , die-cut in the shape of a beer stein , is 
bound in soft leather decorated with a large , 
smiling grape cluster to both the front and rear 
covers; ar~und the top of the stein runs a grape 
and leaf border. Quite amazing. 


~rogtt 
A BOOK OF TOASTS 


COMPILED BY 


CLOTHO 


I• t•'? J.,-r1• i•111•I J 1,.r 'i J,l,tJi1, .,,., ,_,.,,""',.iii., ;,, ., ,;,Ji,. _, ..... 


• A Book of Toasts by William Ramsay . With 
Decorations by Gerta Schroedter. New York: Dodge 
Publishing Co., 1906. 6~ x 412. [73] pp . 


A splendid art nouveau presentation! Artist 
Schroedter (1879-1973)-a noted architect , 
designer, and illustrator-has created a spark 
ling gem. The cloth-bound book is captivating 
with its full-color front cover label; equally 
alluring is the colored frontispiece. The book is 
divided into sections including , To Love and 
Woman, Friends and Good Fellowship, Inne Ye 
Prayse ofDrynkynge . All the toasts are printed 
within a green , delicate, flowery border. 







RAMSAY'S BOOK OF TOASTS, 


WITH DECORATIONS BY GERTA SCHROEDTER, 1906 


• The Loving Cup. Original Toasts by Original Folks. 
Edited by Wilbur D. Nesbit. Chicago: P . F. Volland 
& Co., 1909. 7th printing. 6 x 5. 64 pp. 


An uncommon anthology of never-before printed 
toasts, and a charming book with its colorful, old· 
style cover and two-color typography (red initial 
letters and brown text). The heavy-stock paper 
covers are sewn with a cloth ribbon. There is an 


interesting story behind this little book. Wilbur 
Nesbit (1871-1927) was a poet of some note, a 
feature writer for two Chicago newspapers , and the 
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author of several book s on friendship. In ear ly 
1909 he undertook a lette r-writing campa ign 
asking friends , acquaintances , and even prominen t 
strangers for "a corking here 's·to·something ·or
other " original toast for a book he was compiling . 
"Good fellowship is like a loving cup ; it must be 
passed around to make it of value ," he wro te. 
Almost a century later , in 2003, Scott Petersen , a 
Chicago attorney , presented a paper titled "Lightl y 
Buttered " to the venerable Chicago Literary Club 
in which he recalled how he had come across a 
batch of Wilbur Nesbit 's original toast respons e 
letters in a cardboard file box in a Southern Illinoi s 
antique shop ($20 for the lot). In his very entertain · 
ing talk (it is available on the web) , Petersen noted 
that "unfortunately , Nesbit never published his 
book on toasts " ... but what do we have before us? 
The gracious Mr Petersen answered my email 
query, saying he had mis-phrased the sentence: the 
book was published , but not all of the letters in his 
possession were included. Nonetheless , a fine 
representation! 


Waes Hae]. A Collection of Toasts Crisp and Well 
Buttered. Being, for the Most Part, Bubbles 
Gathered from the Wine of Others' Wit, with Here 
and There, an Occasional Humbler Globule Believed 
to be More or Less Originalby Edithe Lea Chase and 
Capt. W.E.P. French . New York: Grafton Press , 1903. 
Yuletide Edition of 510 copies. 9Y2 x 6Y2. 300 pp. 
(There is also a 1904 edition by Grafton Press , smaller 
format and not on the grand scale of the Yuletide 
Edition, but with its colorfully decorated cloth boards , 
it is very attractive and collectible.) 


Frederick H . Hitchcock 's Grafton Press (1902-
1928) published numerous works for individual 
authors and various societies (historical , genealog· 
ical , university) . Waes Hae] is a grand , big· book· 
size production whose title page is printed in red & 
black, while wide margins and deckle edges 
embellish each page ; the pure-white cloth cover s 
are lavishly decorated in gilt clusters of grapes and 
twining vines and old-style lettering . With som e 
1400 toasts , there is one for every occasion and 
subject. I particularly like the final one: 


A Health , 0 reader , and 'tis our adieu ; 
Good luck , good health , good fortune wait on you . 
Over the wine please note our loving look : -
Waes Hae]! Hoch! Skoal! Prosit! Buy the book . 
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Wine in California: The Early Years 
Pueblos, Ranchos, and the End of the Missions 


1822-1846 
PART I 


by Charles L. Sullivan 


[This, the third installment in SulHvan s never-hefore-puhh'shed, intensely researched history of how wine came to Califorma, 
explores the period of the secularization of the California nn'ssions, the estahHshment of the early pueblos and ranchos, and 
their vineyard and winemaking activities . As in the .irst two installments , he has provided extensive, informative footnotes , 
with a suhstan tial h"brary of sources. Part II, to follow next issue, will summarize the End of the Missions . - Ed.] 


IN THE QUARTER CENTURY BETWEEN Mexican Independence and the American Conquest in 1846 the character and 
workings of society in Alta California were almost totally transformed. By 1846 the mission system that had 
dominated California society was gone. After 1833 most of the agricultural land in the coastal regions fell into the 
hands of California-born Mexican ranchero families, now the basis of a new civil society. Trade and international 
commerce took on an importance that had only been hinted at in previous years. And by the mid· 1830s there was 
a trickle of foreigners-European, but mostly American-which grew continually. Many of these men became 
leaders in the new society, and several became pioneers in what would develop into a tiny wine industry in the 
years after the Conquest. 


PUEBLOS 
alifornia had a new 
governor in 1777, Felipe 
de Neve, and he perfectly 
understood the viceroy's 
interest in maintaining 
the forts, or presidios, 
established or planned at 
San Diego (1769), Mon · 
terey (1769), Santa Bar
bara (1782), and San 
Francisco (1776) to help •I!:::~ secure Spain's tiny new 


imperial expansion. It was also clear that supplying 
these forts and their attendant communities was 
going to be a problem. The supply ships coming up 
from Mexico would not suffice, and the feeble 
agricultural condition at the early missions precluded 
early help from that quarter. 


Thus, in November 1777 de Neve established San 
Jose, a small civilian town, or pueblo, in the Santa 
Clara Valley, at the foot of San Francisco Bay. The 
fourteen settler families, or pobladores, were given 
tools, livestock, seeds and eventually title to their 
lands. The main task of the pueblo, after it had met 
its own basic needs for survival, was to produce an 
agricultural surplus on which the presidios could 
depend. 


Governor de Neve waited until August 26, 1781, to 
issue his Instrucci6n para la Fundaci6n de Los 
Angeles. The resulting pueblo got off to a very shaky 
start, mainly because of the instability of the first 
pobladores. Most of the families that had settled San 
Jose had been headed by soldiers drawn from the 


northern presidios. Those who settled Los Angeles in 
its first years were far less stable. But we have seen 
in Father Pal6u's 1769 description of the area that it 
was a perfect spot for such an endeavor, if agri
cultural surpluses were the goal. And the Los Angeles 
pueblo sat midway between the southern presidios 
that would benefit from those surpluses, as San Jose 
did between those in the north. 


The chief products at bothpuebloswere grain and 
livestock. By the end of the 1780s both towns were 
producing the hoped-for surpluses. The families 
planted their own vegetable gardens, but for a few 
years there were no signs of orchards or vineyards. 
Since both towns were noted for their vineyards by 
the 1820s, the lack of concrete evidence for the 
original date of their viticultural activity is a bother 
for the historian. The vines at the missions closest to 
the pueblos would have been the logical sources for 
cuttings from which the pobladores might propagate 
vineyards. But both Mission Santa Clara (north) and 
Mission San Gabriel (south) were late in developing 
useful vineyards and producing wine. Thus, there is 
little likelihood that the nearby pueblos benefited 
from this development before 1800. In winegrowing, 
Los Angeles would eventually far outshine San Jose, 
but it is difficult to sense this fact in the early years of 
the century. 


Los Angeles: City of Vineyards 


T
he written record is almost empty, even in 
subsequent years. H. H. Bancroft, always ready 
to draw the tiniest morsel from his mountain of 


primary sources, complained that "the annals of Los 
Angeles and the surrounding ranchos (1801-1810) 







present an almost utter blank." 1 But historian Robert 
Glass Cleland discovered a 1784 grant of land, just 
outside the pueblo, to Jose Maria Verdugo who , since 
1771 was corporal of the guard at Mission San 
Gabriel. He did not settle on the land until he retired 
from the service in 1798. Cleland found evidence in 
the records of the U.S. Land Commission that Ver
dugo's brother, Mariano, managed the property from 
1784 until 1798, built a home , "planted a garden, and 
set out a vineyard." By 1801 this Rancho San Rafael 
was flourishing, and it is unlikely that Verdugo's 
vineyard was the only one in or around the pueblo. 
When the old soldier died in 1831, his son Julio 
inherited most of the land, including a little distillery; 
his daughter Catalina inherited the vineyard. 2 


There is even less information available to 
document early vineyards inside the pueblo itself. 
Nevertheless, several pioneer vineyardists in the 
1850s did trace their oldest vines back to the 1 790s . 
Certainly there were more than these vineyards in 
place not long after 1800.3 How else was it possible 
for a local official in 1809 to report "gambling , 
drunkenness, and other excesses to be alarmingly on 
the increase"? As evidence he noted that the stocks at 
his office were rarely unoccupied: "the people are 
becoming more vicious, scandalous, and intolerable 
every day."4 


The first name we can attach for sure to a Los 
Angeles vineyard is probably that of Antonio Maria 
Lugo, who acquired land in the pueblo in 1809 and 
soon planted a vineyard that covered eight acres with 
several thousand vines. He also planted vines on his 
Rancho San Antonio, southeast of town, and made 
wine commercially. In the 1850s his son-in-law, Jose 
Perez, took over the operation and expanded the 
vineyard to fifteen acres, which, with a little winery, 
were located near the present San Pedro and Second 
Streets. 5 


There were, of course, many other vineyardists in 
and around the pueblo after 1809. By 1817 Los 
Angeles was well on the way to earning one of its 
nicknames, "City of Vineyards." In that year the 
governor reported 53,686 vines growing within the 
pueblo, which would cover about fifty to sixty acres, a 
sizable spread for a little town of barely five hundred 
persons. Three years later a town official opined that 
the lives of the pobladoreswould improve if they gave 
more "attention to other products of industry than 
wine and brandy .. .. "6 


In 1827 the French navigator Auguste Duhaut
Cilly visited the pueblo and Mission San Gabriel. In 
his rather detailed report he praised the local 
citizenry for their "liveliness, ease , and neatness." The 
land around the town was "cultivated with some care. · 
. . . The vines grow well here, but the wine and 
brandy are quite inferior in taste to the exquisite fruit 
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from which they are made , and I believe this 
inferiority must derive from the making rather than 
from the vintage." At Mission San Gabriel he was 
impressed by the "splendid vines, which produce some 
very good wine ." It was late September and the vines 
"were loaded with ripe grapes, the purple and 
succulent clusters hanging down to the ground. "7 


A few weeks later the mission had American 
visitors , the Jedediah Smith party, the first mountain 
men to come cross country to California. Smith 's 
clerk , Harrison Rogers, has left a lengthy and detailed 
description of their reception and two-month stay 
there. "I was introduced to the 2 priests over a glass 
of good old whiskey." This was actually brandy , which 
was always on hand before, during and after meals . 
Rogers soon learned to name it "ogadent" (aguar 
diente) in his diary. At this first meal there was a 
number of dishes, "plenty of good wine during supper , 
before the cloth was removed and sigars was 
introdused ." Several days later Rogers and Smith 
were invited to a wedding celebrated at the mission. 
Afterwards they had "an elegant dinner, consisting of 
boiled and roast meat and fowl, wine and brandy or 
ogadent, grapes brought as a dessert after dinner ." 
Rogers marveled at the padres' large vineyards and 
orchards, which included apple, peach, orange and fig 
trees. He also noted without comment that on 
January 1, 1827 the mission 's Indians were presented 
gifts of clothing and wine . This diary entry took me by 
surprise. No where else have I read of such a practice 
at the missions. If these visitors had returned in a few 
years they probably would have been appalled by the 
dismal condition of the mission vineyards. But if they 
had visited Los Angeles they would surely have found 
plenty of wine and brandy. 8 


Pueblo San Jose 


The annals of the San Jose pueblo for the period 
from 1790 to 1810 are much richer than those of 
Los Angeles. But for material concerning viti


culture .and winegrowing there is again , in Bancroft 's 
words , "almost an utter blank." Nevertheless, the 
pobladores of San Jose did acquire vines , probably 
from nearby Mission Santa Clara, before 1810. 
Agriculture was proving highly successful around the 
little village. In that year, with a settler population of 
less than two hundred, the town produced 7,680 
bushels of grain. Much of the labor was supplied by 
local Indians , free gentiles or neophytes , who had 
been able to get away from the padres at Santa Clara. 
The closeness of San Jose to the mission was a source 
of friction between the padres and the town folk, for 
the little settlement was a constant attraction and 
temptation for the mission Indians. And it was from 
the beginning the availability of local wine and 
brandy that irked the padres the most. 9 
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When San Jose's first grog shop went into business 
is not recorded , but we know the name of the leading 
proprietor by the 1820s, Antonio Maria Sufi.al, a na· 
tive of Spain but thoroughly French. He had served in 
the French navy and jumped ship from the Bordelais 
at Monterey in 1818. Shortly thereafter he was in 
business, producing wine and brandy. In 1822 he was 
selling a drink made of imported rum and honey. The 
following year the governor complained to the local 
alcaldethat this concoction "was causing much harm " 
and asked him to look into the matter. Whatever the 
outcome, Sufiol flourished in San Jose, marrying the 
daughter of a local ranchero. In the 1830s he acquired 
two ranchos of his own, one in the valley east of 
Mission San Jose which today bears his name. We 
shall meet him again in the 1850s as the father-in-law 
of a leader of the state's new wine industry. 10 


Mission San Jose 


We get a pleasant picture of San Jose in 1824 when 
Captain Otto van Kotzebue of the Russian Navy 
visited the little town . He liked what he saw. "This 
pueblo lies in a beautiful spot. The houses are 
pleasant .. . , and stand in the midst of orchards and 
hedges of vines bearing luxuriant clusters of the 
richest grapes." Of the pobladores he wrote , "All their 
countenances bespoke health and contentment ... in 
possession of as much land as they choose to cultivate , 
they live free from care on the rich produce of their 
fields and herds ." Other foreign visitors in the '20s 
were not so impressed. In 1827 Auguste Duhaut·Cilly 
praised the town's gardens but thought San Jose a 
decadent comm unity whose indolent inhabitants were 
dependent on the labor of Indian servants .11 


Officially there were three pueblos established in 
Spanish California, but the third , Branciforte , 
founded in 1797 near Mission Santa Cruz, was not 
successful and there is no record of viticulture there. 
Well into the Mexican period a fourth pueblo was 
established (1835) at Sonoma. Its history and that of 
the mission there are important parts of California 's 
winegrowing history , which I shall discuss later in 
this chapter. 


There were also important communities that grew 
up around established presiclios , whose commande rs 
were authorized to grant house lots and lands to th eir 
soldiers and to the citizens employed there . 
Individuals were allowed to plant vines and make 
wine in these de facto pueblos at Monterey, San Diego 
and Santa Barbara. By the late 1820s locally 
produced wine and brandy were generally available in 
these settlements, along with the usual reports of 
public drunkenness. 12 


Even before these private plots were planted, wha t 
was surely the earliest non-mission vineyard in the 
province was propagated at Monterey , the provincial 
capital , under the direction of Governor Pedro Fages . 
He set out a four·acre garden near the town and, true 
to his Catalan heritage , created a fine vineyard and 
orchard. In 1786 when the French navigator Jean 
Frarn;ois la Perouse visited Monterey he found the 
Fages huerta flourishing .13 


RANCHOS 


I
have already noted the 1784 Verdugo land grant 
that led to the establishment of Rancho San Rafael 
and its vineyard located between Mission San 


Gabriel and Los Angeles . During the next thirty-eight 
years , to 1822 and the end of the Spanish period , 
there were only twenty-five more such permanent 
grants , mostly in the southern part of the province 
and all to Spanish army veterans. 14 


I have taken W.W. Robinson 's [Land in Califorma, 
1979] compilation of the twenty-six ranchos granted 
before 1822 and matched these to the total of 
sixty-eight that we know had vineyards at any time 
between 1784 and 1846 . The latter figure was 
compiled by Jacob Bowman [ Vineyards of Provincial 
Califorma , 1943]. I find that at least eleven of the 
twenty-six ranchos had vineyards. Five were in the 
Los Angeles area: Rancho San Antonio, southwest of 
the pueblo; Santiago , on the south bank of the Santa 
Ana River; Sausal Redondo, on land between today 's 
Long Beach and Santa Monica ; San Jose de Bueno s 
Ayres , today 's Westwood. And there was the afore · 
mentioned Rancho San Rafael. 


To the north near today 's Ventura were Rancho s 
Simi and El Conejo . And up the coast from Sant a 
Barbara was El Refugio , previously mentioned in th e 
story of the Bouchard raid of 1818. Near Monterey , 
many miles to the north , Rancho Buena Vista had a 
vineyard. 


By far most of Professor Bowman 's research wa s 
concentrated on the land covered by the Southern 
District's provincial courts , below the so·called Santa 
Cruz Parallel, a line just north of Monterey. Thus , of 
the 475 land grant cases of the 1850s that he studied , 
only eighty lay above this line. Only eleven of thes e 
(14%) gave evidence of viticulture in the official 







records , and but two of these date from the Spanish 
period . For a while Rancho Las Pulgas south of San 
Francisco near today 's San Mateo had a small 
vineyard, but its grapes did not ripen. The other in 
the Santa Clara: Valley was Rancho Santa Teresa , 
long and well established many years before the 
ninety·four·year·old Joaquin Bernal finally applied 
for and received his grant in 1834. 15 


There was no great surge ofland grants during the 
early years of the Mexican period, before 1834. In all 
there were about twenty-five new grants, the largest 
number, surprisingly , in the Monterey district on 
lands around the bay and in the Salinas Valley. There 
were at least fourteen here before 1830. Two of these 
had vineyards Ranchos Alisal and Laguna Seca , but , w 
there may have been two or three more . 


There were also several Mexican ranchos granted 
in the San Francisco Bay area before 1834. Of these 
only the Peralta Family's Rancho San Antonio had an 
early vineyard. San Leandro Creek was the southern 
boundary of this great rancho. It was also the 
northern boundary of the Mission San Jose lands. It 
is likely that Father Duran as a neighbor might have 


• · • · 17 encouraged a Peralta mterest m wmegrowmg. 
Had Jacob Bowman been able to examine more 


than 475 of the land grant cases adjudicated after the 
American Conquest, he surely would have found more 
ranchos with vineyards. If we apply the percentage 
with vineyards that he found to the total of something 
more than seven hundred cases, we might guess that 
perhaps one hundred had vineyards. But I believe 
that number would be somewhat high . Nevertheless, 
overwhelmingly most land grant ranchos did not have 
vineyards. But, then, most land grants were not 
ranchos , in the strictest sense. Probably most of the 
more than three hundred granted between 1840 and 
1846 were not developed into agricultural establish· 
ments. And most of those developed after 1834 were 
little more than cattle runs with minimal operational 
or familial improvements one associates with the 
term "rancho." Small orchards and vineyards were 
very often planted by rancheros after they were well 
settled on their land with their families . This was 
particularly true of those fifty o: so soldiers ~ho 
settled their lands before 1834 . With few exceptions 
their little vineyards gave their family and their 
retainers fruit to eat and wine for their table. Some 
few had small stills for brandy, which they could use , 
trade or sell . 


Our picture of these established ranchos up and 
down the province comes mainly from visitors , mostly 
between 1835 and the early 1850s. Almost always 
there was cheerful hospitality, loads of food and 
usually wine and brandy . Americans and other 
foreigners who traveled in California, particularly 
during the years of the Conquest and then the early 
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Gold Rush, ha ve left behind numerous written 
descriptions of rancho life . 18 


The vines from some of the ranchos certainly 
supplied the cuttings for many of the new rancheros 
in the late 1830s and early 1840s . Other stocks were 
surely pruned from the numerous vineyards in and 
around Los Angeles , San Jose and Monterey. They did 
not typically come directly from the old missions , as 
some have guessed. The dilapidated , unpruned 
condition of all but a few of these after 1834 would 
argue against such an idea. 


Secularization: More Ranchos, More Vineyards 


F
rom the earliest days of New Spain 's history the 
crown and the viceroy in Mexico had seen the 
mission as a temporary frontier institution 


which would eventually fade away , leaving settled 
Indian agricultural communities peopled by loyal 
Catholic subjects. Often in Mexico this hope was met 
with fair success . In Baja and Alta California this goal 
was not achieved. 


After Independence the Mexican Congress came to 
see the California missions as a remnant of Spanish 
monarchism. Mexican republicanism tended to be 
anti-clerical and almost all of California's Franciscan 
missionaries were native Spaniards. 19 Theoretical 
opposition to the California missions, whether voiced 
in Mexico or in California, was usually, in the words 
of historian Walton Bean, "rationalization for 
avarice. " In California it really came down to a 
combination ofland hunger, jealousy and avarice . 


In 1833 the Mexican Congress passed the 
Secularization Act with a very vague description of 
the procedures to be followed. Jose Figueroa was the 
governor appointed to execute the new law in Alta 
California. He appointed administrators for each 
mission and directed that half of the vast mission 
lands should go to the Christian Indians on the site. 
But his plans were negated by his death in 1835. 
Walton Bean wrote, "His passing removed a brake 
from the rapacity of the mission administrators and 
their friends and relatives .... " Of these administrators 
John Walton Caughey wrote , "through their finger s 
the mission properties slithered rapidly into private 
hands. "20 There were few examples of mission lands 
going to the neophytes and such rare grants were 
soon in the hands of the rancheros. 


The missions had controlled most of the best land 
in the California coastal valleys from San Diego to 
Sonoma. By 1840 almost all of this land was in the 
hands of newly situated rancheros. From about fifty 
in 1834 the number of California ranchos had risen to 
about 350 in but six years. 


On some of the new ranchos, vineyards were 
planted , some of historical importance . At the 
beginning of the secularization process Jacob 
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Bowman 's admittedly incomplete statistics show 
26,400 vines planted on the old ranchos . This number , 
which would have covered but thirty to forty acres , is 
surely less than half the actual total. But there are no 
reliable figures on the rancho vineyard acreage before 
California became a state in 1850. And for grants 
after 1833 we have only the selected anecdotal 
information one can glean from the record of the 
hearings before the U.S. Land Commission. Bowman 
often provides useful data on the new rancho 
vineyards whenever they happened to be mentioned 
in the land grant cases, since planting crops, orchards 
and vineyards was a tangible sign of land 
improvement almost always required in the terms of 
the grants . But the mention of a one· or two·acre 
vineyard on a 15,000·acre rancho was certainly not 
thought to be a requirement to establish a claim. 
Nevertheless, we shall see that in many instances 
when these grants were examined by federal 
authorities after the American Conquest, the 
accompanying papers often supply us with useful 
hints as to the existence of vineyards on these lands. 
This is particularly true of the former mission lands 
that were later claimed by the Church . 


Rancho Vineyards-South to North 


S
tarting in the south four new rancho vineyards 
are reported in San Diego County .21 The vine· 
yard at Rancho Encinitas was planted in the 


1830s west of Escondido. To the south was Penas· 
quitas. There were two vineyards planted about 
twenty miles up the San Luis Rey River from the old 
mission. These sites were located on land of the Pala 
asistensia set up by the mission fathers in 1816. 
Indian rancherias were located there and two of them 
had vineyards planted in the late 1830s. In 1844 they 
had about 5,000 vines between them. In 1875 the 
11,000·acre Pala Indian Reservation was established, 
but by then there was no further record of these 
Indian vineyards. Northwest from Pala was more San 
Luis Rey land, which is a well·known winegrowing 
area today. There in 1844 the Rancho Temecula was 
granted to Felix Valdez, but its little vineyard had 
been planted several years earlier .22 


On land east of the San Gabriel Valley several 
ranchos planted vineyards in these years. Chief 
among them was the Rancho Cucamonga granted to 
Tiburcio Tapia in 1839. Nearby, where Riverside 
stands today, the Rancho J urupa was granted to Juan 
Bandini in the same year. In years to come the lands 
formerly occupied by these ranchos became important 
commercial vineyards. South of Pomona longtime 
ranchero Antonio Lugo (San Antonio) added to his 
vineyard holdings when he planted vines on his 
Rancho Santa Ana del Chino, granted in 1841. Two 
years later Michael White, now Miguel Blanco, 
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planted vines on his Rancho Muscopiabe northeast of 
Cucamonga below Cajon Pass. 23 


Between the mission lands of the San Gabriel 
Valley and Los Angeles there was a swarm of land 
grants and many new vineyards after 1833. There 
were four small grants near the mission where vines 
were planted. Much larger was the Rancho Paso de 
Bartolo Viejo south of the valley granted to Ivan 
Crispin Perez in 1835. Much of the Rancho San 
Pascual would someday be Pasadena. It had a 
vineyard soon after the same Perez received his grant 
in 1834. Farther south, near Downey, was Rancho 
Santa Gertrudis, dating from 1834, where Manuel 
Nieto's widow planted her vineyard. 


One of the most interesting grants of mission land 
here, only 128 acres, went in 1838 to Victoria Reid. 
She was a young Christian Indian girl when she 
married Scotsman Hugo Reid soon after his arrival in 
California in 1834. He was not yet naturalized in 
1838, so his wife received the little grant, the Huerta 
de Cua ti, today the site of Lacy Park in San Marino. 
The next year Reid was naturalized and began 
developing his famed Rancho Santa Anita, granted in 
1841. He planted vineyards on Santa Anita, but 
Victoria 's land already contained a portion of one of 
the old Mission San Gabriel vineyards. 


Much of the land in what is known today as West 
Los Angeles was sloppy swampland, covered with 
numerous ponds, marshes and lakes. Very rainy 
seasons caused the local overflow to run off into the 
bay from Ballon.a Creek at today's Marina del Rey. All 
this changed in 1825 when a deluge of biblical 
proportions roared out of the San Gabriel Mountains 
and forced the course of the Los Angeles River to the 
south. From then on it emptied into San Pedro Bay at 
Wilmington and that westerly land runµing about 
fifteen miles out to the beaches at Santa Monica dried 
up , making this area far more valuable. Francisco 
Avila had received a large and mostly worthless land 
grant there in 1823; by 1840 he had developed Rancho 
Las Cienegas (the marshes) and had a working 
vineyard. 


Farther west was Rancho San Vicente y Santa 
Monica where Francisco Sepulveda planted vines 
about 1829. To the south near Inglewood was Rancho 
Aguaje de Centinela, where Ignacio Machado began 
planting his 7,000 vines in 1830, although his grant 
was not confirmed until 1844. Farther south around 
today's towns of Anaheim and Yorba Linda was the 
Rancho Canon de Santa Ana, granted to Bernardo 
Yorba in 1834. He had already planted a large 
vineyard there several years earlier and even had a 
brandy·still on his property. In the 1850s this area 
became the site of a huge winegrowing colony. 


Up the coast from Santa Monica there was no 
clamor for land grants, for the same reason there had 
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been no missions . The rugged Santa Monica Moun · 
tains seem to drop into the ocean. But inland the land 
west of the San Fernando Valley through the Simi 
Valley to Oxnard and along the Santa Clara River 
through Fillmore and Santa Paula down to Mission 
San Buenaventura contained just the sort of rich soils 
potential ranchers were looking for. There had been 
a few grants in the region before 1834, but only 
Rancho Simi had vines at an earlier date. El Conejo 
near Thousand Oaks had been granted in 1822, but it 
was not until the late 1830s that Jose de la Guerra y 
Noriega planted his 4,000·vine vineyard . A few years 
later vines were planted on former mission land in the 
Santa Clara Valley at Rancho San Francisco by 
Antonio del Valle. 24 This rancho was bordered up · 
river by Manuel Casarin's Rancho Santa Paula y 
Saticoy, whose vineyard was planted in the late 
1830s. In the Fillmore area farther up the valley was 
Rancho Sespe, granted to Carlos Carillo in 1833. He 
may have planted his vineyard several years before 
receiving the grant . South of the valley around 
Camarillo was Jose Pedro Ruiz's Rancho Calleguas 
whose vineyard dates from the late 1830s. 


Beyond Ventura the Santa Ynez Mountains press 
down to the sea, and we read of no serious attempts at 
viticulture until we reach the Santa Barbara area, 
where the mission holdings took up most of the good 
land there . In fact, the story of winegrowing from 
here to the Monterey area in these years was almost 
totally confined to the old mission vineyards. 
Secularization of the Santa Barbara mission was 
delayed for years , mostly due to the efforts of Father 
Narciso Duran, who had come here in 1833 from 
Mission San Jose. As might be expected the mission 's 
several vineyards continued producing well into the 
1840s. Duran, of course, kept a watchful eye on the 
brandy stills. 25 I shall examine the fate of all the 
province's mission vineyards later in this chapter. 


By the 1820s, in addition to the activities at the 
mission, a little pueblo had developed around the 
presidia at Santa Barbara. By 1830 there were 
perhaps two hundred private dwellings , many of 
which had small gardens and vineyards. 26 


Historian Ernest Peninou tells of one such vine· 
yard, acquired by Frenchman Pascual Botiller in 
1843. It had been planted many years earlier by 
Captain Felipe de Goyoechea , one of the first 
commanders of the Santa Barbara presidia and later 
governor of Baja California. Botiller expanded the old 
vineyard and continued to make small amounts of 
wine long after California became a state. 27 


To the north below San Francisco Bay , almost all 
the vines Professor Bowman could find in private 
hands after 1834 had been mission vines. But there 
were a few exceptions. In the Santa Rita Valley , 
between Lompoc and Buellton, Francisco Coto planted 


vines on his Rancho Santa Rosa , which he acquir ed in 
1839. Today this area is noted for its Pinot noir. 
Farther north , east of Salinas , the Sobranes Famil y 
planted vines on their Rancho Alisal in the late 1830s . 
Nearby the Munras Family did likewise on the ir 
Rancho Laguna Seca, acquired in 1834. Farther north 
near Hollister Jose Antonio Castro acquired a large 
portion of land from Mission San Juan Bautista . He 
called it Rancho San Justo and planted vines there in 
the late 1830s. 


Around the San Francisco Bay area itself ther e 
were several new rancho vineyards after 1833. North 
of the pueblo lands of San Jose , Jose Maria Alviso was 
granted the Rancho Milpitas in 1835 on which he had 
already planted six hundred vines. Englishman 


Robert Livermore [1799-1858) 


Robert Livermore had 
been in California since 
1822 and came to live in 
San Jose in 1829. He then 
settled east of the great 
bay , probably in 1835, 
and acquired the valley 
portion of the Rancho Los 
Pozitas two years later . It 
was probably in 1840 that 
he planted the first vines 
in the Livermore Valley . 
He did not live to see his 
former lands become an 
important winegrowing 
area in the 1880s.28 


Residents of the San Francisco peninsula called the 
land of the East Bay "the opposite coast," la contra 
costa; the county of this name today was the site of 
Rancho El Pinole , which covered 17,761 acres from 
the bay at Point Pinole all the way to the current 
town of Martinez. The grant was made in 1829 to 
Ignacio Martinez, after forty-one years of military 
service in California . He settled in the Alhambra 
Valley in 1836. There he planted the first vines in 
what would become a wonderful viticultural distric t 
in the 1880s. 29 


A few miles to the south , at the foot of Mount 
Diablo, Rancho Los Medones was granted to Jose 
Noriega in 1835. Two years later he sold a portion of 
the rancho to John Marsh. By the time that Edwin 
Bryant visited him in 1846 the former New Englander 
had a well-established and "extensive " vineyard. 
Bryant 's description suggests that Marsh 's vineyard 
was at least six years old. It was September and he 
already had "several casks of wine now in the state of 
fermentation. " Marsh also had a still which supplied 
Bryant with his first taste of California aguardiente. 
He thought it was a bit rough ~nd needed some age . 30 







Vallejo at Sonoma 


Finally we come to the north bay area which 
eventually would include Sonoma and Napa 
Counties , the viticultural muscle in today 's 


North Coast appellation . We have already seen the 
opening of the region in 1823 with the founding of the 
Sonoma Mission and the planting of its vineyard. In 
a few years secularization brought an end to the 
mission, but that process brought historic forces to 
bear that led to the establishment of a rancho culture 
in the area and its very rapid growth. 


The primary influence in this development came 
from a young Monterey-born officer who gained a 
good knowledge of the frontera de] norte in 1833 
when he was sent north to find a site for a possible 
new presidia and to report on Russian activities 
around the Ross settlement. The next year Lt. 
Mariano G. Vallejo was buttwenty·sixyears old when 
he was appointed the commissioner for the 
secularization of the Sonoma Mission. He was also 
given free range to populate the frontera through 
liberal land grants, and was made military 
commander of the entire region . In 1835 he began 
laying out the new pueblo of Sonoma , encouraging 
settlement around a large plaza which is still the 
center of the historic town. 


Vallejo never lost sight of his and his family's 
interests in the flurry ofland grants . He built himself 
a large adobe near the plaza in -1837 . He also planted 
a small vineyard with cuttings taken from the not·old 
but certainly run·down mission vineyard . Later he 
built a large family home west of town and in time 
had a larger vineyard on that site. At this early date 
he appears to be developing a keen interest in 
winegrowing , for by 1841 he was making quite a lot of 
wine and was distilling brandy with the little still 
that had been left at the mission .31 


Gen. Vallejo erected this large brick warehouse 
to store fruit, wine & other products from his estate 
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With his eye on the Russian s to the northwe st he 
made land grants north of Petaluma which becam e 
Ranchos Roblar de le Miseria , Estero Americano , and 
Pogolomi. Jacob Bowman found vineyards planted on 
all three in the 1840s. Vallejo personally acquired a 
large rancho in the Petaluma area , and in 1841 he 
made a grant to his widowed mother·in·law , Maria 
Lopez de Carillo , which became the Rancho Cabeza de 
Santa Rosa . Historian Ruth Teiser wrote that she 
"ran the rancho with an iron hand. " Her home was 
the first built in the Santa Rosa area and hers wa s 
the first vineyard planted in that now-famous viti
cultural region . 32 


In 1836 Vallejo set up his brother Salvador on a 
large tract of land east of the pueblo , and the next 
year he planted a small vineyard on the gently rising 
land, with a fine view of the Sonoma Valley . The place 
was soon dubbed Buena Vista , under which name and 
under another owner it later gained viticultural fame . 
In 1841, now·Comandante General Vallejo made a 
grant to his American·born brother-in·law , Jacob 
Primer Leese, who soon produced wine there at his 
lean-to "winery" along Sonoma Creek, the first in 
Sonoma by an American . 33 


Napa Valley 


V
allejo 's land grant with the most powerful 
historical significance was to George Yount in 
1836 . This native of North Carolina was one of 


America's most famous mountain men, a tough breed 
who roamed and trapped the West and began drifting 
into California in the 1820s. He arrived in 1831 and in 
that year passed through and admired the Napa 
Valley . He ended up in Sonoma and helped Vallejo by 
teaching his workers the American art of shingle 
making . Yount did not settle on his Rancho Caymus 
until 1838. This 12,000·acre spread covered the valley 
from just below today's Yountville to about a mile 
below St. Helena. He built a two-story log cabin and 
"raised a tolerable supply of vegetables. " He soon had 
a hundred head of cattle and later built a flour mill 
and a saw mill. When Y aunt planted his little 
vineyard , Napa County 's first , is not certain ; it 
probably does not date from the time of his arrival , 
which was the spring of the year. Although 1838 is 
the generally accepted date for the origin of 
viticulture in the Napa Valley , the best evidenc e 
points to 1839 . Nevertheless , he might have started 
planting at the beginning of the 1838· 1839 dormant 
season , which would fit well with the several pieces of 
primary evidence we have. 34 


Readers who have lived some time in California 
will recognize many of the names of these ranchos 
with vineyards planted between 1834 and 1846. And 
I have named only the few for which there is evidence 
of viticulture. But the names of Mexican· and 
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Spanish·era ranchos, and those of many of their 
owners, dot the land today on towns , streets, schools, 
land developments, even shopping malls. Born and 
raised in Santa Monica, I tend to react perhaps as 
Proust did to his little cakes when I hear the words , 
San Vicente, La Cienega, Santa Anita, or Sepulveda. 
Wine lovers might react similarly at the names of 
George Yount's two ranchos in Napa Valley, Caymus 
and La Jota, today the names of two well-known 
wineries in the area . 


Foreigners: More and Better Wine 


Prior to Mexican Independence foreign visitors to 
California came by sea, and few failed to sail 
away. We have already met Joseph Chapman, 


an exception, who did stay and then became part of 
the early winegrowing history of Los Angeles. 
Overland from the east, fur-hunting pioneers pressed 
far into the heart of America, but none made it to 
California before Jedediah Smith in 1826. Meanwhile 
contacts by sea grew exponentially in the 1820s, as 
trade in hides and tallow became big business. In 
1828 more mountain men arrived, chiefly the party 
led by James Ohio Pattie, which included two men 
who did stay and owned vineyards in Los Angeles, 
Nathaniel Pryor and Richard Laughlin. 35 


Elizabeth Rhoades [Foreigners in Southern 
Califorma during the Mexican Period, 1924] has 
counted 228 foreign settlers in southern California 
before 1846. Of these she has been able to establish 
the national identity of 180: Americans lead by far, 
55%, over British, 26%, and French, 12%. She has also 
laid out a very precise 1818 map of the region from 
San Diego to southern San Luis Obispo County, 
showing the exact location of every rancho land grant 
to a foreigner before June 1846.36 Unfortunately no 
such research has been done on northern California 
foreign landowners during the Mexican era. But I 
have discovered twelve of some importance, whose 
contributions to California winegrowing I shall 
discuss further on. 


The percentage of foreigners who owned vineyards 
in southern California before 1846 is small, but no 
smaller than the percentage of rancherosthroughout 
the province who planted vines. But these few 
foreigners, plus several dedicated California wine· 
growers had, by the 1840s , created a nexus of lively 
entrepreneurs that would develop into a small wine 
and brandy industry by the 1850s. 


Alexander Forbes was a British merchant in 
Mexico who gathered information there for a book on 
California, the first such in English, which was 
published in 1839 [California: A History of Upper and 
Lower California .. .]. Some writers have put his work 
in a bad light because Forbes hadn't been to 
California and had acquired his information second· 


hand. But for our purposes the fact that he was able 
to give a fairly accurate and very positive picture of 
winegrowing in California shows that the story of the 
province's small successes in this field during the 
period of the late 1830s, when Forbes was gathering 
information, was known beyond the shores of the 
province. He wrote: "The vine thrives in California in 
an extraordinary degree. It is cultivated already to a 
very considerable degree, and might be extended 
almost without limits; wine is now made of tolerably 
good quality and some even very excellent. Nothing is 
wanting but intelligent persons, to make wine of 
superior quality, and which would find a ready 
market in Mexico .... " He also noted that the wild 
grape vine of California was abundant but didn't 
ripen well. Wild grapes, he correctly recorded, were 
often made into brandy" in considerable quantity." 
His informants apparently had not passed on to him 
the low quality of this beverage. He also remarked on 
the long term potential of winegrowing in northern 
California, since the West Coast land around San 
Francisco Bay was in the same latitude as that of 
coastal Portugal. He correctly predicted that this 
region "embraces the analogues, at least, of the most 
celebrated wine countries in the world, and 
consequently offers a wide and promising field for the 
cultivation of the grape in all its varieties." 37 


Two Heroes of Wine: Vignes and Wolfskill 


A pair of foreigners stand out in the 1830s. For 
historian Ruth Teiser they were the heroes in 
the Los Angeles pueblo's viticultural drama in 


these years. One was a frontiersman from Kentucky, 
the other a Frenchman from Bordeaux who had 
worked there as a cooper and distiller. They both 
arrived in southern California in 1831. "Two men 
more unalike would be hard to find." 38 


Jean Louis Vignes 


J
ean Louis Vignes [1779-1862], "Don Luis ," as he 
came to be known by his fellow Angelinos, left his 
homeland and his family in 1826 at the age of 


forty·seven and sailed to the Sandwich Islands 
(Hawaii). Why he departed from his homeland is 
something of a mystery. 39 He had left France in the 
company ofFatherJeanAlexis Bachelot, a missionary 
to the Islands with whom Vignes had a close 
relationship. The priest had the post of apostolic 
prefect to the Islands and his letters to his superiors 
in Paris provide a vague suggestion of why Vignes left 
France. He "had been forced into exile as a result of 
troubles caused by his loyalty , his misplaced 
tenderness and his over-zealous desire to be of 
service." French history at this time suggests that 
Vignes' situation did not derive from the political 
tensions of the moment, since he and his family were 
quite religious. He was probably influenced by 







personal problems. 40 In Hawaii Vignes raised sugar 
cane and distilled rum. Father Bachelot also wrote 
that his compatriot "has been our mission 's constant 
friend and has performed innumerable small services. 
.. his decent behavior, so rare here , has made him 
generally liked and respected ." Later he developed the 
same sort of reputation in the often stormy and 
intemperate pueblo of Los Angeles .41 


Vignes sailed to California in May 1831, landing at 
Monterey , then heading south to Los Angeles where 
he almost immediately applied for naturalization . 
Within two years he had acquired about a hundred 
acres of land in what is now downtown Los Angeles 
near where the Union Station is now located. He 
planted a vineyard of about thirty-five acres, and 
before 1840 was making wine and brandy in large 
quantities . 42 


Aboard the ship that brought Vignes to California 
was William Heath Davis, a boy of nine and a native 
of Oahu, sent to California to visit relatives by his 
stepfather . Vignes and the young Davis met aboard 
ship and the two hit it off. Many years later Davis 
thought he remembered visiting Vignes in Los 
Angeles in 1833 and in 1838. His next visit may have 
come in 1842 when he was then twenty and Vignes 
was a well-established winegrower, in the words of 
Thomas Pinney, having " raised winemaking in Los 
Angeles from a domestic craft to a commercial 
enterprise." 43 Forty·five years later Davis recorded his 
memories of his early years in California and 
published them in 1889. It was a huge book in which 
he included some of the accomplishments of Jean 
Louis Vignes. 44 


His general picture of the Frenchman is useful and 
presumably quite accurate, but only here and there do 
we find a time sense that helps us to und erstand the 
development of Vignes' excellent rep· 
utation as a winegrower, a busi · 
nessman and as a valued member 
of his community. But that the 
Frenchman was the most important 
wine producer in the pueblo within 
ten years of his planting his firs t 
vines can be seen from a series <;>f 
events in 1842-1843 which no history 
of early California ever neglects. 


For many years the possibility of 
war between the United States and 
Mexico was a reality in the leaders ' 
minds of both countries. If war came , 
American commanders in the Pacific 
were under orders to move agains t 
California , and most important, to 
take the port of Monterey. Comma · 
dare Thomas ap Catesby Jones wa s 
the commander of the American Pacif· 
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ic Squadron anchored at Callao, Peru. There in 1842 
he received information that made him believe that 
Mexico and his country had gone to war and that 
Mexico was about to cede California to England. He 
raced north with his little fleet and on October 18 
anchored at Monterey. He ordered the Mexican 
commander to surrender , which he did with dispatch , 
technically handing over the entire provincial 
territory from San Luis Obispo to San Juan Bautista. 
Recent newspapers from Mexico giving no indication 
of formal hostilities, Jones hauled down the flag and 
loaded his troops aboard ship. The commodore stayed 
in the north for more than two months smoothing the 
ruffled feathers of the Mexican officials and visiting 
the area. On one trip he went up to Sonoma and 
visited Comandante Vallejo for two days. There he 
was treated to a rodeo and a great banquet with 
plenty of wine and brandy. Meanwhile American 
admirers in southern California had sent two barrels 
of Don Luis's wine to Monterey for the commodore 
and his officers. 


On January 9, 1843 Jones set sail for San Pedro to 
meet with the Mexican governor. He arrived eight 
days later and was greeted with a sumptuous dinner 
prepared at the port town by the governor's own 
cooks. Jones and his entourage then went by carriage 
to the pueblo to meet with the Mexican officials. 
There was another banquet and grand ball , at which 
Commodore Jones was able personally to compliment 
Vignes on the quality of his wine sent him at 
Monterey. The Frenchman then invited Jones and his 
officers to visit El Aliso, his manicured 104·acre 
estate , for a tour of the vineyards and the winery. 
Next day, January 21, Jones sailed away. Of the visit 
Davis wrote: "They were delighted with his California 
wines, of different vintages , some as much as eight o 


El Aliso, Don Luis Vignes's winemaking enterprise , c1850 
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ten years old, of fine quality. They were interested in 
going through his cellars, where the wines of different 
years were stored in large quantities in pipes 
(barrels). Vigne [sic] presented the commodore and 
his officers with several barrels of wine, which were 
gratefully accepted." 45 


Since 1838 Don Luis had a very talented new hand 
in his operations, his nephew, Pierre Sainsevain. By 
this date Vignes had about 40,000 producing vines 
and was developing a sizable surplus, which he would 
rather sell than age further. The twenty·one year old 
Sainsevain's first major task was to help remedy this 
situation in 1840 by taking a large load of white wine 
and brandy up the coast from San Pedro and selling 
it at Santa Barbara, Monterey and San Francisco 
(Yerba Buena) at good prices. This, like so much that 
Vignes accomplished, was a pioneer effort. It is not 
clear why he did not continue this trade in later 
years, but the rising population of the Los Angeles 
area, and the seemingly insatiable appetite of its 
inhabitants for alcoholic beverages are reasonable 
explanations. Add to these the fact that Vignes' dry 
wines, Angelica and brandy were generally recognized 
as the finest of the growing local product and that 
many affluent Angelinos were acquiring a taste for 
these products with some age on them. Historian 
Irving McKee estimated that wine production in and 
around Los Angeles more than doubled hetween 1840 
and 1850 to almost 60,000 gallons. We have no firm 
statistics for these years but it is probable that at 
least half of this production came from the cellars at 
El Aliso. 46 


There is one "first" credited to Vignes that has a 
shroud of mystery about it. There is but one primary 
source to support the truth of this event, apparently 
written down by William Heath Davis about a half 
century after the fact. It is something noticed by no 
other contemporaneous visitor to or commentator on 
California. But it is certainly an event that should 
have had some kind of noticeable consequence. If 
there were ever an outcome, none apparently was 
ever recorded. Davis wrote about his meeting Don 
Luis on the bark "Louisa" that brought them to 
California, "from Boston, touching at Honolulu and 
Sitka." This could not be accurate. Vignes actually 
came to California from Hawaii in 1831 after several 
years there. It is obvious that Davis's memory was 
confused. He then wrote, "At that early date he 
imported cuttings of different varieties of grapes, in 
small quantities, which were put up with great care 
and sent from France to Boston; thence they came out 
in the vessels trading on this coast, to be experi· 
mented with in wine producing [emphasis added]." 47 


A conversation on this subject between the two is 
unlikely in any of the years Davis recalled their 
meeting, except 1852. And in that year there was 


much talk in the California air about importing first 
class wine grapes from France to the Golden State. In 
fact this is the year of the first documented 
importation of such grapes from France, to a San Jose 
nurseryman, Antoine Delmas. Thomas Pinney has 
wondered what success Vignes might have had with 
such vines , or if they ever entered importantly into 
the wine he made. That Vignes' wines seemed to 
stand above the others of Los Angeles suggests that 
he might have had better varieties. 48 But why was 
there never any mention in the press of such an 
important event when newspapers in the 1850s north 
and south were full of the possibilities of successful 
wine growing? 


I find Davis's garbled account of this importation to 
be very weak evidence, particularly in light of the 
total lack of supporting contemporary evidence. When 
the Sainsevain brothers bought out their uncle in 
1855 the success of El Aliso actually accelerated. The 
coverage of their operation in the press was extensive, 
with a heavy emphasis on the historical contributions 
of their uncle. Yet one searches in vain for any 
mention in the 1850s of an earlier importation of 
French vines. Davis's biographer has found no need 
even to comment on this mysterious recollection from 
1889. I cannot accept this famous first as anything 
resembling a historical fact. 49 


Perfectly secure, however, is Jean Louis Vignes' 
place in California wine history, whether or not he 
imported vines from France at an early date. He 
developed the first vineyard of commercial 
importance in what would become the center of 
California's infant wine industry. He demonstrated 
that southern California wine could be sold at the 
north for a profit. He was a pioneer in making 
winegrowing and wine production a real business. 
That business became further developed in the hands 
of his nephews and led the state in wine production 
by the end of the 1850s. And by all reports in the 
1840s he was making the finest wines and brandies in 
the province. He was a beloved community leader, 
generous, sagacious and caring. 50 


The writers who have suggested that Vignes is the 
father of California 's wine industry have put forth a 
deserving nominee. But the life and work of Charles 
Kohler in the 1850s and 1860s later led all who had 
lived during the formative years of California's wine 
industry to name him, in the 1880s and 1890s, the 
father of that industry. I accept this view but think 
that Vignes is also a leading candidate for the title. 51 


William Wolfskill 


R
uth Teiser's hero number two in the early Los 
Angeles viticultural drama was William 
W olfskill, a frontiersman from Kentucky who 


came to California in 1831, as did Vignes, after nine 







years of trapping and trading in New Mexico. He led 
a party, which included George C. Yount, to the Los 
Angeles area where he and Yount joined forces with 
Richard Laughlin and Nathaniel Pryor, who arrived 
there in 1828. Their goal was to take sea otters along 
the coast and they engaged Joseph Chapman to build 
their boat. I doubt if it is pure chance that all five of 
these men were among California's pioneer American
born vineyardists. 52 


Wolfskill soon settled down in Los Angeles and 
made good money as a carpenter, enough by 1833 to 
buy a small plot of pueblo land containing a little 
vineyard planted earlier by Maximo Valenzuela. In 
1836 he acquired an adjoining lot and expanded his 
vineyard . In 1838 he traded these pieces of land in 
downtown for a hundred acres on the southeast 
outskirts of the pueblo, which had already been 
planted to a small vineyard and a larger orchard. 53 


From this year on, according to H. H. Bancroft, 
Wolfskill devoted himself "wholly to the vineyards 
which were to make him rich and famous." Later in 
his giant history of California, Bancroft wrote that 
Wolfskill and Vignes "may be regarded as the 
pioneers of California's greatest industry, the 
production of wine and fruit [emphasis added]." 54 


This is a more accurate generalization since it takes 
the California orange into account. 


Most historians of California agriculture consider 
W olfskill the pioneer of the orange in the post-mission 
era. For large-scale production he does earn the palm. 
But Vignes was first, by seven years. In 1834 he 
transplanted thirty-five orange trees from Mission 
San Gabriel to El Aliso and was soon making money 
from them. His friend's financial success in this 
undertaking moved Wolfskill in 1841 to plant a 
nursery of young trees on two acres next to the new, 
large, and luxuriously furnished home on his estate. 
Within a few years he had 28 acres in oranges and 
probably was earning more money from them than he 
did from his wine. He eventually had seventy acres in 
oranges and a large spread of lemons. 55 


The same year that Wolfskill acquired the land for 
his estate a young man rode into the pueblo from New 
Mexico. This was John Wolfskill, his younger brother, 
whom he had not seen for ten years. John went to 
work on his brother's estate and became, in the words 
of William 's biographer, "an ardent agriculturist." He 
also worked in town at the saloon and billiard parlor 
William had acquired in 1836.56 


John's desire to acquire a sizable rancho could not 
be fulfilled in the Los Angeles area. But there was 
still plenty of good land to the north where Mariano 
Vallejo was eager to extend grants to the right 
persons. But when John arrived in Sonoma the 
comandante made it clear that the young man could 
not receive a grant since he had not been naturalized. 
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But , in fact , William had been, in New Mexico. So 
with the help and advice of George Yount and Jacob 
Leese, who knew well the ins and outs of the land 
grant game, the brothers put together a plan to get 
John a rancho . The brothers scouted out the 
unoccupied land north of San Francisco Bay and 
decided to apply for a four-league (17,000 acres) 
stretch astride today 's Putah Creek, which flows east 
out of the foothills into the Sacramento Valley , and 
right through today 's campus of the University of 
California at Davis. The 1842 petition for the grant 
was written by Leese in William's name and for 
authorization was then taken to Sonoma by Thomas 
0. Larkin, soon to be the American consul at 
Monterey . He sent the signed papers to John who 
presented them to Governor Alvarado who signed the 
grant to William, "for his benefit and that of his 
family." It would be called Rancho Rio de los Putos . 
John, of course, would be the family member who 
would benefit most from the grant. 57 


John stayed the summer of 1842 with George 
Yount, working on his Napa ranch. He then settled on 
his own rancho land and in January 1843 planted 
corn and beans and set out a small vineyard. 58 The 
years that followed were complicated for the 
Wolfskills by the commotion associated with the 
American Conquest in 1846 and · the subsequent 
disorder in land titles. When the dust had partially 
settled in 1849, the brothers did what they had 
privately agreed on in 1841. William formally deeded 
to John all of the great rancho south of Putah Creek. 
Over the years John W olfskill became one of the most 
successful ranchers in the Sacramento Valley and 
held most of his portion of the old rancho together to 
pass on to -his heirs in 1897. His little vineyard was 
expanded to about forty-five acres in the 1850s and he 
built a winery whose production reached 30,000 
gallons in 1854. Actually, he probably made more 


-.- -· -


William Wolfskill [1798-1866] 


money selling 
fresh grapes in the 
Bay Area during 
these early years . 
Depending on how 
one draws the 
boundaries of 
California's gigan
tic Central Valley , 


· \ the little vineyard 
on Putah Creek is 
arguably the first 
such planted in 
that great valley. 59 


Meanwhile Wil
liam steadily ex
panded his vine
yards and orchard 
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during the almost unbelievable political chaos and 
economic volatility that marked life in southern 
California during the 1840s . By the time the province 
officially became part of the United States in 1848 
Wolf skill was producing nearly 50,000 gallons of wine 
and copious amounts of brandy. We get a good picture 
of how he had progressed from the words of Edwin 
Bryant, who visited California during the war and 
whose book on the trip [ JiVbat I Saw in Caliform'a], 
according to Bancroft, "is a standard authority on 
events of '46-7 ." 


The quantity of wines and aguardiente produced 
by the vineyards and distilleries at and near Los 
Angeles, must be considerable-basing my estimate 
upon the statement of Mr. Wolfskill ... whose 
house and vineyard I visited. Mr. W.'s vineyard is 
young, and covers about forty acres of ground, the 
number of vines being 4,000 or 5,000. [Either the 
printer or Bryant has lost a zero here.] From the 
produce of these, he told me, that last year he 
made 180 casks of wine, and the same quantity of 
aguardiente .... Mr. W.'s vineyard is doubtless a 
model of its kind. It was a delightful recreation to 
stroll through it, and many tropical fruit ·trees 
bordering the walks. His house, too, exhibited an 
air of cleanliness and comfort, and a convenience of 
arrangement not often met with in this country. He 
set out for our refreshment three or four specimens 
of his wines, some of which would compare 
favorably with the best French and Madeira wines. 
The aguardiente and peach-brandy, which we 
tasted, of his manufacture, being mellowed by age, 
were of excellent flavor .60 


We shall return to the vinous and viticultural 
adventures ofVignes, Sainsevain and Wolfskill in the 
1850s, when their production was expanded and 
diversified. We shall see also the number of serious 
commercial producers grow, from the ranks of native 
Californios and from other newcomers . 


[continued next issue] 
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INTHE 


WINE 
LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


Wine Myths and Reality by Benjamin Lewin , MW. 
Dover , England: Vendange Press , 2010. Distributed 
by Wine Appreciation Guild. 636 pp. Hardback . $50. 


"topics that have seldom , if ever, been in print' 


This is a fascinating book. The author, one of the 
300 or so Masters of Wine in the world, has 
written what may be the ultimate expose 


about everything wine . He carefully sets forth the 
conventional wisdom about growing grapes, making 
wine, selling wine, and the various major wine· 
producing areas of the world. He then proceeds to 
discuss the reality behind the "myths" exposing 
topics that have seldom, if ever, been in print. 


For example, in dealing with the famous 
producers of Bordeaux , he points out that in many 
instances all . that remains from the 1800s is little 
more than the name. Over the years the actual plots 
of land have changed and what constituted the 
chateaux long ago may be quite different from 
today's acreage. The records are vague and the 
chateaux will not publicly discuss the issue. 
Similarly , the composition of a producer's second 
label is also often hidden. In some instances it may 
be made from barrels not good enough for the 
primary wine; in other instances it may be from 
younger vines or from vines in other plots of land. 
The consumer has no clear indication of the source 
of this juice. 


The author gives his take on the major wine 
critics and publications of our era: Robert Parker 
and the Wine Spectator. He notes that for years 
Parker has had a clear preference for wines that are 
dark colored , full bodied, with obvious fruits and 
often high in alcohol. But as he quotes from an early 
issue of the Wine Advocate where Parker once 
stated , "The better Bordeaux are elegant , delicate 
wines that possess incredible subtlety and 
complexity whereas the best California Cabernets 
are massive, powerful , assertive wines bordering on 
coarseness." As Lewin notes , "It is not easy to relate 
these early views to the wine reviews of the past 
decade." Lest anyone thinks he singles out Parker , 
he has similarly sharp comments about the Wine 
Spectator, particularly for their selection of Guigal's 
1999 Chateauneuf·du·Pape as the Wine of the Year. 
He found the wine well·crafted but middle·of·the· 
road at best, casting doubt upon the entire 
enterprise of picking a wine of the year . 


He break s new ground in his discus sion of th e 
flavor-enhancer Mega· Purple. This is a product most 
winemakers I have talked to will only speak about 
off·the·record and not for attribution. Mega·Purpl e 
(and other similar products) is an extract made from 
the Rubired grape , a grape developed by Professor 
Harold Olmo at UC Davis in 1958 from some of th e 
darkest , most intense varieties that exist . It is so 
widely planted that it is almost 5% of the total crush 
in California. Commonly added to red wine to give it 
a bit more color , a bit more sugar , it can also cover 
vegetal notes and even hints of brettanomyces. A 
winery, rather than blending in other wine to 
improve a product, can just go to the chemical supply 
house and obtain a dose of Mega-Purple. Lewin 
laments the lack of wine making and the advent of 
such shortcuts. He adds that large amounts of this 
extract are made by a subsidiary of Constellation 
Wines at their plant in Madera , California. In the 
19th century , elderberries were used to enhance red 
wines. For this era, it is Mega-Purple. 


The author covers each of the major wine pro· 
ducing areas of the world giving an overview of the 
current state of affairs and debunking many of the 
myths carefully cultivated by numerous press agents. 
For example , in discussing the wines of Rioja, he 
notes the change in style from closed wines with 
strong acid that would withstand long aging , to wines 
that offer supple, forward black fruits . They are now 
more lush than acidic , with that modern inter
national style , and the author asks if they are really 
Rioja . Too many of the wines are indistinguishable 
from international Cabernets or Syrahs. 


The book is meticulously detailed with well· 
delineated footnotes and a supportive index . 
Additionally , there are numerous charts , graphs , 
photographs , and maps. 


This is a huge work covering many topics . 
Certainly many of the areas under discussion are 
well·known , but Lewin 's approach and insight are 
refreshing and unique. This work is expensive but 
worth every penny to the wine lover seeking the "real 
story ." Very highly recommended. 


"an intense , interesting personal statement 
of beHet:s and purpose ' 


Reading Between the Wines by Terry Theise . 
Berkeley: UC Press , 2010. 189 pp. Hardback. $24 .95. 


T
erry Theise is one of the best· known wine 
importe~s in America. His portfolio, with its 
emphasis on German wines , is well known to 


most wine lovers. In this book he outlines his highly 
opinionated views about how wine can move us and 
why wine is important. 


His emphasis is on small producers whose wines 







speak of the place where they are grown. He clearly 
does not find much value in wines that are 
indistinguishable as to their source. It is impossible, 
in some instances, to distinguish a wine from Italy 
from one from the U.S . "I'd rather drink something 
that tastes like something and not like everything. 
Anything can taste like everything-and too often it 
does, and it bores the crap out of me." 


He is no fan of the 100 point system used by so 
many wine publications . He finds that the system 
implies a scientific precision in a clearly subjective 
area. He also notes that even with wines made by 
the gigantic producers, each bottle is continually 
changing. A numerical score is only a snapshot of 
how that wine tasted on a particular day to a 
particular palate. 


Assigning points to subjective matters can lead to 
absurd results. He gives Molly Bloom's soliloquy a 
94 and the death of Ben Gant a 99. As Theise writes , 
tongue in cheek , "But eventually I came to realize 
that all pleasure was in effect a commodity, and I 
owed it to myself to quantify the little suckers ." 


Theise expounds on his beliefs as to why wine 
matters and why he often finds the greatest value in 
the wines of small artisan producers, often from 
Germany. An intense , interesting personal state
ment of beliefs and purpose. Ifit only had an index. 
Highly recommended. 


[ We thank Bob once again for permission to reprint his 
California Grapevine (August·September 2010 issue) book 
reviews. For a subscription to, or a sample issue of, this worthy 
periodical, see their website www .calgrapevine.com. - Ed.] 


"CORNERS BUMPED & WORN: 
WITH SOME FOXING, AS USUAL" 


by Ruth Walker 


0 
ur Editor has asked me to address a not-so
welcome, but familiar to all ?f us, condition~ 
some of our older books : foxmg . The entry m 


John Carter's ABC for Book Collector&--the highly 
informative, long established , and indispensable 
reference book on all aspects of book collecting 
-reads: "FOXED, FOXING of paper: discoloured, 
stained, usually with brownish-yellow spots. E.g. 
'Edges foxed as usual,' 'plates foxed,' 'a fine copy 
except for some foxing.' Foxing is due to the 
chemical reaction of a micro-organism on paper 
which has been badly bleached or insufficiently 
sized in manufacture, usually caused by damp or 
lack of ventilation . Some authorities derive the term 
(first noted in 1848) from the colour of the spots: 
most are silent on its origin." We take one other 
note from an earlier source , Notes on the Causes 
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and Prevention of Foxing in Books by the Huntingto n 
Library's Thomas Iiams and T.D . Beckwith : "Not 
infrequently on old paper , less commonly on modern 
stocks , one finds a dull rusty patch discoloring the 
page in annoying fashion. This is due to 'foxing,' the 
term going back to the rusty red of Reynard the 
Fox ... " The authors continue : "In general, foxing 
occurs first along the outside border of a book and 
gradually spreads inward. This is possibly explained 
by the fact that moisture-laden air is more likely to 
penetrate the outside borders (top, bottom and front) 
of a closed book than deeper into the volume . There 
are, of course, exceptions to the general rule . One 
occasionally finds foxing on the printed surface of a 
page and not at all on the margins. In such cases , the 
moisture, and possibly a nutrient substance, may 
have been left by the ink, or the platen of the press, 
at the time the impression was made . Very often end · 
papers are foxed, while the rest of the volume is 
unaffected ; the necessary moisture was supplied by 
the paste. And, more frequently than not, the paper 
is of a different quality than that found in the rest of 
the book." 


Removal of foxed spots on paper? This can be an 
even greater problem and risk , and one that should 
be carefully appraised and handled by an expert in 
paper restoration and conservation . Often it is judged 
better to leave the foxy spots rather than treat the 
already none ·too·stable paper. 


For our home libraries, we have previously 
discussed creating the best atmosphere for the proper 
care of our books: paper-infesting fungi will not 
germinate where the relative humidity is less than 
75%. In a bookcase, high humidity can be fatal. Give 
your books and bookshelves a location out of the sun· 
light, with a pleasant temperature , and good 
circulation . • 


[Ruth Walker's Fine Book Restoration Studio is located in histori c 
old·town Petaluma , in Sonoma County wine country. Contact her 
for any of your restoration , conservation, or binding needs-sh e is 
heartily recommended . wal.ker@svn.net - Ed.] 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 


Wlf:zi~L.....J:::a..;;~:tt!~..J Fred McMillin 


SMELLING and TASTING REVISITED 


The Book: Smelling and Tasting (Senses and 
Sensors) by Dr. Alvin Silverstein, Virginia Silver
stein, Laura Silverstein Nunn. Twenty· First Century 
Books I Millbrook Press, 2002. 64 pp. $12.95. 


[EDITOR'S NOTE: In this Books & Bottles column, Fred 
brings us another challenging quiz that provides us with 
highlights from Smelling and Tasting, which we visited 
originally some six years ago. Remember, in each set, one 
statement is false. Also, we sip a taste of the subject from 
the Internet.] 


SETI 
a) Likes and dislikes of tastes in humans are 


inherited. Thus, you were born to dislike the taste of 
spinach, but Popeye wasn't. 


b) In the mouth, each taste bud responds mostly to 
only one of the four primary tastes: salty, sour, sweet, 
and bitter. 


c) It looks like there is a fifth type of bud that is 
sensitive to the "meaty" flavors found in monosodium 
glutamate, some cheeses, and of course, meat. 


d) Your buds are being replaced regularly, with an 
average life of about ten months. 


WHICH IS FALSE? 
d) Your taste buds have an average life of about 


ten days. 


SET II 
a) Who's the most sensitive taster on the planet? 


With 50 times more taste sensors than man, it's the 
catfish, with 175,000. 


b) The poorest taster? Chickens are not finicky 
with only 24 taste receptors, but snakes have even 
fewer. 


c) As to smelling, the champion of the sea is the 
shark, with about 70% of its brain devoted to scent 
recognition. It can smell a fish for supper 1/4-mile 
away. 


d) On land, it's the dog, with typically 170 
thousand more receptors in its nose than in the 
human sniffer. 


WHICH IS FALSE? 
d) The dog typically has 170 million more receptors 


in its nose. 


And, there's much more. Smelling and Tasting is 
written for the young reader, but the marvelous illus· 
trations and clarity of writing make it a required read 
for anyone who wants to increase their understand· 
ing and appreciation of what they are experiencing. 


TASTES and SMELLS from the INTERNET 


http://news.bbe.co. uk/2/hi/health/28804 71.stm 


SET III 
a) U.S. research has shown that around 35% of 


men are super-tasters, compared with just 15% of 
women. 


b) People with more taste buds are more likely to 
become professional chefs or wine tasters. 


c) Those people with too few taste buds may not be 
able to tell the difference between cheap plonk wine 
and fine wines. 


d) The U.S. research, led by Yale University 
Professor Linda Bartoshuk, suggested around a 
quarter of the population are non-tasters, 50% are 
tasters, and the remaining 25% are super-tasters. 


WHICH IS FALSE? 
a) Around 35% of women are super-tasters as 


compared to 15% of men. 


The Bottles: From our book, we learned that people 
inherit likes and dislikes of tastes. In my wine 
appreciation classes this is obvious: no matter how 
glorious the wine smells and tastes to me, about 15% 
dislike it. However, occasionally we encounter a 
bottle that everyone finds good or great. Here are 
seven California wines that pleased everyone's smell 
and taste. 


• Merlot: Tre Cellars, California, 2007, $10 
• Petite Sirah: Napa Ridge Winery, Napa Valley, 


2007 , $12 
• Chardonnay: Jekel Vineyards, Monterey Co., 2008 , 


$13 
• Syrah: Peju Province Winery , Napa Valley, 2006, 


$32 
• Syrah: Cake Bread Cellars, Napa Valley, 2007, $50 
• CabernetSauvignon: Corison Winery, Napa Valley , 


2005, $70 
• Lake William Blend: Jarvis Wines, Napa Valley, 


2004, $75 


[Our indefatigable wineman, who has not missed a "Books & 


Bottles" column in our 20-year run, has been studying, lecturing, 
and writing about wine and its literatw·e for longer than some of 
us number in years. Salute, Mi· McMillin, and thank you! - ED.) 







Pulled from the Bookshelf 
by Gail Unzelman 


[As many Tendrils know, yo ur Editor has had an avid interest in 
wine and its printed material for some four decades ... since those 
first days of frequenting the San Francisco wine shop Draper & 
Esquin , with its welcoming case of books on wine at the head of the 
stairs leading to the underground wine cellar. - Ed.] 


BLACK 
JACKS & 
LEATHER 
BOTTELLS 
Being Some Account 
of Leather Drinking 
Vessels in England and 
... of other Ancient Vessels 
by Oliver Baker 


0 ne fine summer day, while browsing the book· 
case for some reason not remembered , Black 
Jacks & Leather Bottell.s (on the bottom shelf 


reserved for tall books), caught my attention. This 
book-with its manly size and rough-woven linen 
brown cloth binding, with the title and Coat of Arms 
of the Bottle-Makers and Homers Guild boldly 
stamped in gilt-presents a perfect package for the 
story of these coarse leather drinking vessels of old. 
The hefty paper receives the type and illustrations 
crisply, while the title page is striking in red and 
black inks. The frontispiece is a colorful painting of a 
"Heraldic Jack of the Oxford Joiners' Guild " (Plate 1 
of 24); seventy-two black & white illustrations adorn 
the text throughout, many drawn by the author. 
Baker's masterly tome was "Privately Printed for W. 
J. Fieldhouse, Esq., C.B.E. , J .P., Austy Manor , near 
Stratford·on·Avon, by Ed . J . Burrow & Co., Ltd. , 
London" and dedicated to Fieldhouse, "to whose 
enthusiasm and generosity it owes its publication. " 
The Foreword, signed by Baker with his upright 
artistically drawn signature , is dated January 1921; 
no other publication date is provided . The exact 
number printed is not specified, but copies signed by 
Baker and bearing numbers in the 400s are known. 
The book has always been scarce. 


Oliver Baker and William Fieldhouse 


Th~ British auth~r Oliver Baker (1856-1939) and 
his generous friend and supporter Sir William 
Fieldhouse (1858-1928) prove to be equally 


interesting. Baker was a renowned artist and student 
of antiquities. Excelling as a painter, etcher , and 
designer of silver pieces, his work was exhibited at 
the Royal Academy and the Royal Society of British 
Artists . (Proudly stated on the title page is his 
membership in the Royal Society of Painter· Etchers , 
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the _Royal Birmin~ham Society of Artists, and Royal 
Society of Cambrian Academicians.) Much of his 
silver work was produced for Liberty & Co., the most 
fashionable and prestigious place to shop in London. 
The store was founded in 1875 by Arthur Liberty 
who~e pa~sion ~or hand-crafted work led to stron~ 
relat10nships with many leading English designers , 
and became instrumental in the development of the 
Arts & Crafts and Art Nouveau movements . 


The talented, scholarly Baker also took up the 
study and collecting of ancient leather drinking 
vessels. "I found it," he states in his Foreword "a 
delightful hobby to hunt these forgotten vessel~ in 
their ancient lurking places, where sometimes their 
existence was unknown even to their owners ." 


A proper subject for a book , he thought. But 
publishers found it "an uninteresting subject , and I 
had collected such a number of drawings and 
photographs that the cost of such a book was a serious 
problem. The question of its publication has , there· 
fore, hung fire for a long time .... " 


In 1906 a well-known Stratford-on-Avon Eliza· 
bethan scholar contemplated publishing the book but 
first "induced [Baker] to cut down some of the ~ost 
important chapters into a series of articles for the 
Gentleman's Magazine , of which he was the Editor." 
To Baker 's dismay, the articles were printed 
"anonymous," and had since been copied by other 
wr~ters without acknowledgment. "I am unwilling 
that facts which cost me much time and labour to 
unearth should be supposed to have been borrowed 
from this source without effort." 


Sir William John Fieldhouse, of Austy Manor in 
the heart of Shakespeare country, Warwickshire, was 
a fellow collector of old leathern bottells. Baker 
joyously described this collection as "undoubtedly the 
best in existence ... with many of the finest examples 
... and some of the most curious." It was the 
generosity of this English nobleman who saw Baker 's 
work put into print , in fine fashion we might add . 


Black Jacks 


Corpulent and capacious " the Black Jack was a 
"kind ofleathern pitcher or jug lined with pitch 
or metal, and of massive and sturdy build .... 


This bulkier relative to the leather bottle remains 
associated with old seats oflearning , with the castles 
of noblemen, and ancient manor-houses." Baker 
traces its history-"not known as black jacks till the 
16th century"-from the Norman Conquest , through 
monasteries, colleges, hospitals , schools, guilds, & 
more, all interestingly illustrated with his drawings 
or with photographs. 


"The Black Jack in its palmy days, before it had 
been displaced from a time· honoured position by more 
fragile ware , had numerous admirers, and many are 
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the flattering allusions to it in the literature of the 
16th and 17th centuries." The following ballad recalls 
the "glories of the good old times." 


Blackejackes to every man 
Were filled with Wine and Beere, 


No Pewter Port nor Kanne 
In those days did appeare,· 


Good cheere in a Nobleman s house 
Was counted a semely shew 


We wanted no Brawne nor Sowse 
When this old Cap was new. 


We tooke not such delight 
In Cups of Silver fine; 


None under the degree ofa Knight 
In Plate drunke Beere or Wine. 


Now each Mechanicall man 
Hath a Cup-Boorde of Plate for a show, 


Which was a rare thing then 
When this old Cap was new. 


Leather Bottella 


T
he wanderer through this island of ours," Baker 
begins his essay, "may sometimes encounter in 
castle, college, or manor-house, certain strange 


vessels-huge pitchers and corpulent bottles, of 
leather. So venerable are they, and their material so 
unlike any now in use, that one is apt to regard them 
as belonging to some foreign land, or to some far 
distant age. In reality they are peculiarly English, and 
have been a feature of English life ·down to almost 
modern times .... It is probable that the manufacture 
of them had nearly ceased by the end of the 18th 
century; they were so durable, however, that people 
still living can remember seeing them used in the 
harvest field." 


A Leather Bottel is good 
Far better than Glasses or Cans of Wood, 
For when a man is at work in the Field, 
Your Glasses and Pots, no comfort wiJJ yield,· 
Then a good Leather Batte] standing him by, 
He may drink alwayes when he is dry, 
It wiJJ revive the spirits and comfort the brain, 
Wherefore let none this Batte] refrain. 


Baker 's thorough history is immensely 
interesting, filled with quotes and ballads from the 
early literature, and the illustrations quite unique . 
This is a serious study, well-written, and an 
extremely lovely production. Although Black Jacks & 
Leather Bottells is deemed scarce, it is well worth 
the hunt. Cheers! 


Showing how Glasses and Pots are laid aside, 
and Flaggons and Noggins they cannot abide, 


And let all Wi'ves do what they can, 
'Tis for the praise and use of Man, 


And this you may very well be sure, 
The Leather Bottell wiJJ longest endure: 


And I wish in Heaven his soul may dwell 
That first devised the Leather Bottell. 


Black Jacks and Leather Bottells. Being Some Account of 
Leather Drinking Vessels in England and ... of Other 
Ancient Vessels by Oliver Baker. London: Privately Printed 
for W. J. Fieldhouse, Esq., by Ed. J. Burrow & Co., [1921]. 
190 pp. 13 x 9Y2. Numbered copies signed by the author 
(edition not stated). 


THE FIRST ENGLISH WINE WRITER? 
Because wine encourages conversation, there must 
have been many comments written down about it 
since it was first made . Classical scholars can cite 
many instances of what the great writers of the past 
wrote about what they drank, but in England, for 
obvious reasons, not much is recorded. One, however, 
who did set down his love of wine was the 
Yorkshireman, Alcuin (c735-804). He was librarian 
and master of the York schools until he was called by 
Emperor Charlemagne to go and teach at the 
Emperor's court. His writings, cited by Helen 
Waddell in her books The WanderingScholars(1932) 
and Mediaeval Latin Lyrics (1929), indicate how, 
when he had to return to England, he missed French 
wines. To a friend he writes: "The wine is gone from 
our wineskins and bitter beer rageth in our bellies." 
His songs urging the cuckoo to return and revive 
Spring are certainly the wishes of anyone longing for 
easier, happier seasons. - Curiosities of Wine, 


Pamela Vandyke Price, 2002. 
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